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Forward

This program Was developed by staff members of the Counselor Education

Deiattment gchool of Meat-kin, Veit Chester State College. Funding was pro-

vided,by the Bureau:of Vocational and Technical Education in the Pennsylvania

Department of Education.

The pr cipal'author in the project was Edward Smith with Martha Devees,

Joan.Feige, Cuzanne Fintek andialliam_Whitirig as co-authors.

The ratio ale for the develOpmant of this program is to offer lobal school

districts an o ective-based guidance model that may be utilized in part or
\,

total, dependin on the results of a needs assessment of disadvantaged students

in that district. The program is not intended to be absolute in natureOut . ,

rather a model t\at may be.modified to the setting in which it will be implemented. /
v

The guide entitled Vocational Guidance
\
Programming:for Disadvantaged

\Students is based on the conceptual model used in the Pennsylvania Career D

velo nient Guide Grade K-12. By using the same model for both guides, teachers

I

_______and_counselors throughout the Commonwealth can more easily construct Programs

fitted to the full singe of youngsters with whom they work. It should be noted
:.:

that the conceptual model is theoretically sound for the VocatiOnalization of

all students. Howev r, when programming for disadvantaged persons, there must

be variations in the content Of the experiences, the degree of concreteness of '

/

/ activities,'the tempo al seciiience of the units, and more opportunities for re-
.

.
,......,

lating the experiences to the immediate environment of the student.

. A basic strategy sed inthe program is one of introducing concept and

activities at the point judged appropriate based on sampled needs data And then

at a later level repeat similar experiences for purposes of emphasis and refinement.



. Introduction

The intent of the authors of this program is to prepare an explicit,

sequential collection of learning modules which can be used by teachers and

counselors to facilitate the career development of disadvantaged children in

the schools of the Commonwealth.

It should come as no gre1at Surprise that the term "disadvantaged cannot

1

be operationally ,defined until specific cases are identified. and evaluated.

\

r

mothers words the declaration "disadvantaged" must be baied on data secured

locally and than an exact set of criteria deireloped in terms of an individual

and/or sub-group. i r

The data upon which judgments were made relevant to the content of this

program were collected from 'nine cooperating schoo districts in the southeasterm

sector of Pennsylvania. When analyzing the data, the, search team made every

effort to inclUde a wide range of activities whicheCOuld be plied to various

sub-grOupsof youngsters. The challenge to the professional edu :tor is to knoW

their students, know the dynamics of the community, recognize the ran e of

available resources, and tp be able to select the appropriate education)

experiences. This gUide provides school districts with 'an objective-based

gUidance program that may be utilized in part or total, depending omthe results

of a needs assessment conducted locally.

Thus, the first step toward accomplishing a viable vocational, guidance

/

program for disadvantaged students is an assessment of needs and available

resources to accommodate those needs. The formation of a program without a

reasonable needs assessment will undoubtedly result in having no reliable

information upon which to make programmatic decisions. With no "game plan"

as such one cannot hope to fill the holes in the developmental process and will

randomly affect the growth of students. Your first Priority is to the students.



By programming LI terms of determined needs in their educational, vocational
. /

and personal-social development you are contributing to their awareness of, ands,

adaptation to, that part of the real world which has significance to theM

individually.

As one reviews the various compotents of this program, it will become

obvious that most of the activities are desIgned,to be conducted in group

settings by counselors, teachers, or both,working jointly with the students.

It was the intent of the authors to heavily load this,program with group

yrocedures because of the nature of the sub - groups for whom it was designed.

However, One must not assume that all other guidance processes and other'

techniques should be abandoned. Individual counseling and interviewing,

pupil assessment,, consultation and other such functions should be appropriately

utiliz1led consistent with conditions and sound professional judgment.

vital aspect of/an objective-based guidance program is eValuatiOn: The

evalu _strategy incorporated in this program is typically referred to as

"first line" evaluation of student outcomes, i.e., results. Quite simply that

means that one must conduct an evaluation on each person for each activity.

The evaluative data can be secured either 4 an objective or subjective fashion.

The crucial factor is to collect data on each student in terms of each of the

developmental objectives. It should be obvious that no one bit of evaluative

data will be significant; however, if the data from each Of the activities is

.carefully collected, categorized and analyzed, it will result in a revealing

developmental profile for:each student. Further, it will establish a data base

upon which you can modify the program structure, establish realistic performance

criteria, and demonstrate the degree of effectiveness being accomplished by the

program.



This program was formulated on the basis of'developmental propoiitions.

Hence, it is important to realize that in order for students to profit from

activities recommended for certain 4de-levels that individuals must have a
,

'I

. .

readiness and a desire to master the tasks contained in the activity.. It is

incumbent upon' the professional educator to properly assesi the 'individual and

\
.

then expose to the appropriate seqUence of learning experiences.
't

During the primary grades the principal goal of career development.education

is development of insight about self and the environments to which one is exposed.

Ii the interMediategrades tharelS a continuation of this theme of awareness
t
.;

.
.

but with 'bit more emphasis upon the effect of specific psychological faCtors.
,

:

-,J, In the junior high school the tasks associated with exploration, both

;.

academic and social, as well as decision-making talcs on paramount importance.

The experiences,must be
\ designed and conducted in such a fashion that the

utility of. each is readily visible to the adolescent.

At the senior high\schdol level the program must assist the individual in

finalizing a perscnal plan which will carry the student from the secondary

'school\to the next station in life. This means that specificities must start

replacing generalities in terms of interests, abilities .and values. The linkage

between school and the individual's immediate future is'an absolute necessity.

VocAtional guidance programming for, the enhancement of career development 1

\
is not th4 sole responsibility off any single component of an educations system.

,The goals and
-'''objectives of this program can best be accomplished when t e uniquesk

competenciets of both teachers and counselors are-blerid\ ed in such a fashion that

the results\are a coordinated effort.

As you 6e this guide consistent with local conditions and student popu-

lotions, the authors would appieciate feedback on how it was ut4d, on types of

1 .

modifications.in activities, on methods of recording and analy'zincgevaluatiVe data

and any other type of comments yoU wish to make.

7,
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The conceptual model for the development of this prograni is graphically

\

displayed below on this page. Each cell of the matrix should be interpreted'

as a component of career development programming., This program outlines,
- 1

'I
\

the specific goals, objectives, activities, and evaluation for each-component

of the model, e.g., self vocabalary, decision-making skills.

CAREER DEVELOPMENT MODEL
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I. \NEED :: SELF VOCABULARY (K-3)

.

M, Unit goal: 'ho facilitate the development-of a broadened self vocabulary.

1. Developmental object ve: to be able to-distinguish the self charac-
/

teristics of interests, abilities and emotions.,

\ 1.

.a. Activity: have each student'cut out two pictures that represent

things he/she likes to do, two pictures that represent things he/she

can do well, and two pictures that represent feelings he/she has had.

Then students discuss their piCtures and explain their choices.

Behavioral evaluation: students will break tipinto pairs. .Each

tilltill show his/her six pictures to the ,other in his/her

/
dyad ,ind that studeht in turn identifies which two pictures re-

present interests, which abilities, etc. to the other student's

satisfaction (or teacher's).

Preparation: explain to the students that all people have parti-

cular things they like called interests, things they can do well

called ahilitice, and thAngd they feel called emotions. Give -

.

;examples.'

Resources: magazines.
I

h. Activity: have each strident role ply with puppets one thing he/she

is interested in, one thihg'he/she is good at doing, and one ,emotion
,.

f yam/

he/ihe feels often. Other studentstry,to identify the category

and tell why the role player chose the specifics he /she did.

Behavioral evaluation: eacotudent will match correctly:

interest eel happy when the sun shines"

interest "Iia a great jumproper"

interest "I love to
caps"

14glk for different kindi of hOttle

ability "My mother likes to, clean up, but I don't"

ability "Sometimes I get very bored"

J.

4



2.

'ability "My father likes to cook"

emotion "I can get all dressed by myself"

emotion. "When my cat died, my stomach-hurt-a-little"

emotion .

Iteparation: same a\ I, A, 1, a.

Resources: role pla,ing, puOpets.
1

2. Developmental objective: to he able to distinguish the names of diffe-

rent kinds of emotions.

a. Activity: have students form circles of from four to six students

each. Each student., tells the one next to him/her the name of an

emotion which that student then 'acts out. The other students

try to determine which emotion it is.

Behavioral-evaluation:, each student will give twoexamples each

of_threeeiotions and, explain, to.the teacher's or counseloes,

satisfaction; the-difference between them.

Preparation: suggest that all of us have emotiona.and that there

are many differentlinds thiat we feel at various times.

Resources: pantomiming.

h. Activityi using large pictures selected by the teacher, have

students develop a storrillustrating as many feelings as ,possible.

The fifst student starts the story, then each student, in., turn

picks it up and addsonto it.

Behavioral evaluation: each student' will state or writefive

emotion's that come from the class story.

Preparation: same as I, A, 2, a.

Resources:

B. Unit goal: to examine various physical characteristics of people.

1. Developmental objeCtive: to be able to' identify characteristics of

15



3.

height, weight, hair color, eye color, and skin colOr.

a. Activity: have students pick out, from a Sears catalogue,

children that are both sivailiar, and dissiM11ar to themselves

with respect to height, weight, and hair/eye/skin

Behavioralevaluation: each student will name at
.

`physical characteristics that .he /she shares wiiht

color:

least two

hestudent_nea-

to him/her and at east one that differs from that student's.

Preparation: explain briefly that people may vary greatly with

.respect to.appearante especially the physical characteristics of

height, weight and 'Coloring.

Resources: Sear Cat logue.

b. Activity: have students color the faces of the UNICEF dolls and con-

sider which characteristics they think are usually associatea'with

which kinds of people.

Behaviorabevaluation: students will name at least one charat-

teristic,that.he/she shares with at least one doll;. students will

name. two characteristics that are not distinguished on the dolls..

Preparation: same as I, B, 1, a.

Resources: UNICEF dolls, art materials.

2. Developmental objective: to examine the variety of physical charac-

teristics that might be apparent in. the same grade level. .i

Activity: have each child drew a picture of him /herself On one

of size and cfloring
\

. side of a piece of paper. Characteristics

,should be included. 'On the other side of the.peper\eLch student

draws a picture of the student next ,to him/hen. Stud6s can

then talk about the differences between the Iwo pictures.

Behavioral evaluntion: each student will compare him// erself with

another student in the room on the following characteristics:



taller or shorter

heavier or lighter

eyes darker or lighter

hair darker or lighter

skin darker or lighter

Preparation: same as I, B, 1, a.

------ ----Resources: art, materials.

GA

,

Activity: have students bring in (or if possible take themselves)

snap shoti and put them together to make a collage to repreient

their class.

Behavioral evaluation: students will look at the collage and.

identify at least four out of the five characteristics of,height,

weight, and hair/eye/skin,color and associate the differences

with specific classmates.

Preparation: same. as I, B, 1, a.

Resources :. cameras.

. Activity: have tone student ,describe another'in the class without

, ,

naming him/her. As soon as the described student recognizes him/

, )

herself, that student describes another and to forth until several

or all students have been described.

Behavioral evaluation:.-each studentwill write or state to the

teacher's or counieloes'satsEaction, a five line riddle, "Who

\. am I ?" using only physical deScriptors.

Preparation: same as I, B, 1, a.

Resources:

7
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I. NEED: :SELF VOCABULARY (4

A. Unit goal: to facilits e the develOpm nt of a broadened self vocabulary.

1. Developmental objective: to be le to;distinguish the self charac-

teristics of interests\ , abilit, *, emotions and self concept.

a. Activity: have e-st dents ut out pictures from magat.ines of things

they like to do, things that make them feel good, things that are

important to them, pie ple who are-like them, etc. Each student'

.ili-ranges the pictur in Wlatever Way he/she chooses without

identifying them name. Other +dents'guess who did each col-

lage and attempt 6 explain why eac\h pictUre'wan included.
.

\

Bebavi ral evfi nation: each student will cptegorize, correctly

(as to \
interest, ability, emotion, self concept) either orally or

\
written at least six of the following lists of phrase:

"I lonely sometimes"

"I 1 ke to watch Evel KnieVel"

"I a too old for Sesame Street"

"Sledding is really fun"

"My brother thinks he's so cool"

"I do\arithmetic problems easily"

"Sometimes,'I feel like danrIng"

P

"I'm pretty good at putting pu77les together"

Preparation: suggest to studerks that people are aymplicated and

have many different sides involving interests; things they can do

well, feelings, ways of looking at.themselves, etc. Introduce the

concepts briefly and give an example of each (e.g.,an interest is

something you like;. playing football might be an interest).

5.

Allow for some discussion, especially with the idea of self concept.

Resources.: mmgnrines, nrt'mntertmls.

1.3

Si
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b. Activity: have students stwo's and each student ante,-

i

v

mimes to the other3an example-of an interest, ability, emotion and
3 ,

\
self concept while f.we other tries to ide tify the characteristic.

i

ehavioral.evatuatien:. each student\ will state It least two ex-,

/ aliMples each of an intelrest, ability erotic, /and self-concept.
/

,4paration: same as 4 A, 1, a. 3

.

Resources :' pantom iming,

2. bevelopmental objective to

ferent kinds of emotion .

. Activity: select pictures

separate by

\3e able to distingui h the names of dif-

from magazine whic depict specific

feelings; show them to Stu
.30,3

emotion is expressed and'att

for identifying it that way.'

A
BehaVioral evaluation:, stud

et A eMotions that are pant

and ask theM to identify which

to expl n the\specific reasons

\

anger

1

h

1

Ted

A?
redom

l'1

anon;

rent
{

Resources:

is w 11.ident fy at least five of a
1

ime by class mates,
1

4/ happine1 sa sadnes
\

love 1 friet41 news \

/ 1 gruMpiJsS

\ \ ''

irustrat on \

xp/ain o studen s\th t all of ha)e many aiffe-

,

Whi fch a eet il at diffe7nt tines.motions

m gainets.

\I
ave etude

experienc

aluatton:1

4he ob+

make ce, lecti ns
1 3 - :y-

d that di .

Y1)
ach. stud nt11.4

ed their! rani'

words ac ibing the

;

ntify sit least lour

station on the-playgrou 'd,

same as I, A, 2, a; guide activity to include e

{,broad range of words;

Resources:

19
1
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1

c. Activity: corpile(a list of words that reflect interests, emotions,

abilities and selficoncept. Have students make with one color

those attributes ylich are most 'like ,him /her. Then with another

color they Mark those attributes they'd like to possess.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list at least three

1

°characteristlics Oat are like him/her and three that he/she

1

would like to have.

Preparation /: sire as I, A, 2, a,.
f f.

Resources:A art(.materials.

3. Developmental objective: to begin to recognize the impdrtance of

values,

a. Activity: have students make indiIidual posters called "What's

+

Important to M", either by drawing, painting or colleating small

symbolic objectt..(e.g. shells for the quietneis of the seashore). .

Posters should, be displayed so each'student can see what is in-
s

each student will list At least two things

that are'important to him/her and from the others posteri, two

things,that are important to others.
\:

Preparation: iriiroduce the 'word "value" as it implies so ething im-
.

portant to ydu ae an individual. Stress can be placed on immediate

portant to others..

Behavioral evaluation:

family, special friends, having a lot of marbles; being goOd at

jump,ropec

Resources: art materials.

b. Activity: several students tape interviews with a teacher,
A

/ \

custodial worker, and a school office worker andtsk ,what is ism-
.

!,

portant to them. The tape is-,played in class and the\studentl

\consider the differences and/or similarities.

Behavioral, evaluation: each student will name three values and

2 J



rank cc rding to personal importance.

-Preparatioh: Ole as I, A, 3, a.

Resources: tae recorder(s).
, N

Unit goal: to exaLine ariouephysical characteristics of,people.

\ \ , ,

I

\ I.: Developmehtal objective: to be able to identify characteristics
1

li 1

.aisociated withi different racial group.

41.1 Activity: have Students tapetafi exchange designed to go to 4\

\
,

foreign student rOm Africa, from England, and from South Korea.
1

1

\ They desqribe thrown racialicharicteristice and explain to the
. . 1

,foreign St/udents ow they differ and how they are similar.
,

+
1

, / \

'Behavioral evaluat on: each student will place him/herself in one

of the three major\racial/groupa 'Caucasian, Negroid, Oriental)

. 11

A .

-and state, to the ,tacher/'s or counpelor's satisfaction, one way

I \
/

in which ,he/shei iffe from the o andgroupsndat least two

1i \ /
ways in which hells tif.ilara,

/

Preparatioh: explainythe three racial groupings to students and

connect their ori,ginsjto various parts of the world; some emfha-
Y

\

,

\ \
.

'sis might be pi/ /teed on the United St teeas a country whose his-
,

torical evolv/ement has ,encouraged imm grants troll all parts of the

1

1 ,

. 1

world. \ I

Resources: tape 14cord,er.

Activity have st dents writelettevs' to real or imaginary. pen
. , .

ale and 1desctibe,theMselves physicallY, with or without an

I
1

qcompanying drawillg.'

13eLvioria1 evaluafton: from a hat, eac 'stUdent will draw'a name

/A\'anothter student and dehtify precisely at least three charac-
+

atics of that thet stUdent. 'Me rl. he she will compare those

th\r\e cht14 cteitist w th is/her own and describe to the teacher's

\
.)

I

a.



or coUnselor's sltisfactio how they milar and/or dis-

similar,

Preparation: same as B,

Resources:

2. Developmental objective to exam ne the variety of physical charac:

w ,

teristics that might be apparent ithin the same grade level.

Activity: have tallest student in the room and the shortest

stand back to back and be ieastIred. Students figure out the dif-

,\

,ferencein height by-inches. Then the students are weighed and it

is determined whether the talles\t is also the heaviest and the

shortest, the lightest. If this,\ is not so they consider why.

Students can then make a list of all the hair, eye and skin colors.

that are observed in the room. tf

Behavioral evaluation: each student will name at least three.

variati ons each in height, wei ght, and hair/eye/skin colorings by

ssociating'thei with specific students.

eparation: suggest to Studenti that we inherit such of our body. /

pe from out, parents and that they ray vary a great deal.
.

R sources:

1

b. Activity: hive students make 'a frequency chart for theirclassroOm

1. /

me bens; for the following characteristics: Slue eyes, brown' eyes,

/

gr en eyes, black Skiq,white.skin, yellow akin, broWn skin, blond

ha r, black hair, red hair, tall, medium (actual average or median

if osgible), short, male ; female. From the results of the ,abu-
i;

A e

lat on, students draW up, verbally or graphically, or both, *heir
-,

/

....,:-

. aver ge class member and name his/her.

Beha ioral evaluation: each student wlr list all the characteris-

tics /she shares with the average student and all those he/she

c,
..4 ,..,.-4.r..

- ..e.---;
1. t....

t.t

.22.
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does not share:

?reparation: same as I, B, 2, a.

Resources:

3. Developmental objective: to examine the significance of various'phy-

sical characteristics for the jobs or activities we do.

a. Activity: hive students cut out magazine pictures of people doing

jobs and discuss whether these people need to be tall or short or

fat or thin or whether they need to have other special physical

attributes.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will rank in order of impor-

tance to him/her the five physical characteristics of height,

weight, hair/eye/skin color for each of the jobs or activities he/

she does.

Preparation: same as I, B, 2, a; add that while our physical

characteristics may vary in actual inches, r color!, they also

vary in imporfanc for our jobs or activities.

Resources: magazines.

b. .Activity using their- composite average class Mate,-have students

consider whether or not there are any partiCular.aCtivities (e;g:

sports, etc.) for which this student would be especially suited.

A second composite classmate can be made from the data on the

least average characteristics; then students can consider whether

th;reire any-special-activities for which this student would be

well suited.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list two activities or

jobs which require certain physicaitcharacteristics (which he/she

identifies) and at least three activities or jobs on which the

five physical characteristics.are basically not influentiil.
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Preparation: same,as I, B, 3, a.
--0

Resources:

C. Unit goal: to introduce the ideas of aspiration and expectation and their

potential conflict.

1. Developmental objective: to be able to distinguish 'aspiration from

expectation in relation to the self.

a.- Activity: after watching a film on the life of a well known per-

son, have student's discuss in what way they would like to be like

that person anclAn what ways they expect to be like that person (or

don't expect to).

Behavioral evaluation: each student will provide the name of at

least one prominent person in the news (e.g. Evel Knievel, Gerald

Ford, Indira Gindhi, Cher Bono) and give to the teacher's or coun-

selor's satisfaction, two ways in,which he /she would like to be like

that person and two ways in which he/she does/does not expect to

be like that person.

Preparation: explain briefly the meanings of the terms aspiration

and expectation and suggest that they are very important to us and.

influence much of our lives, especially decisions and activities.

Resources: biographical film.

, o
b. Activity: have each student, using hand puppets, act out the thing

he/she most wants to he ( mother, an electrician, hippy, tall, etc. )

and one thing he/she expe is to be. Have the students Identify

which is_aspiration_andi hichAsexpectation to the puppeteers =sat--

isfaction.' If posaible,

.

the puppeteer should explain the\distinc-

:

- tion'he/she has made. in personal tem. If no distinction is lade,

the teacher can gt4de discussion about-the significance of a unified

aspiration' /expectation.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state at least three of
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his/her aspirations (in all areas of his/her life ) and then iden-

tify the corresponding expectations.

Preparation: same as I, C, 1, a.

Resources: puppets.

2. Developmental objective: to be able to distinguish aspiration from ex-

ptctation in relation to work.

a. Activity: students take a field trip to a local companyor fac-

.

tory that employs a large number of people in the comMunity (in-
.

eluding iome students' parents if posaible):AWith,an inexpensive

camera, each student takes a picture 'of one other student who .

is role playing a job they see on the trip. If possible;, this should

be done on'the site of the trip. Later, each student discusses

whether he/she would aspire to do.that particular job and whether

he /'she might expect to dothat;oea similar job" for that or a aim-,

ilar company.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will match correctly* least
_ ;,

four of, the following Osiris:

aspiration

aspiration

aspiration

expectation

expectation

expedtation

"I'll probably work in thefactory like.my Dad"

"I couldn't ever go to college"

"I'd love to be a doctor someday"

could never play hockey like Bernie Parefie-

"I hope I can finish- -high sdhool"

"I wish I could travel.ail'over.the world"

Preparation: same as t, C, 1, a;,, stress reliEion to jobs a work

preparation.

Resources: camera(s), role playing, transportation.

. b. Activity: have'eackstudenE cut out one picture depicting a job

he/she would like to do. Then students discuss the possibilities

It t
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of actually having each job. Students ould be encouriged:to

react to one another's atjatations And-to .states their oat expec-
.1

tations with explanations.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list at leait three jobs

he/she would aspire to and then give to the teacher's or'counselor's

satisfaction, at least two reasons why he/she does or does not

expect to be able to do those jobs.

Preparation: same as I, C, 2, a.

Resources: magazines.

D. Unit goal: to introduce the'basic idea of self concept.

1. Developmental objective: to become acquainted with the consequences of

a positive and then a negative self concept.
.4..

a.---4,ctivity: have students talk about the differences that result when

one feels good' about him/herself as opposed to when he/she feels

bad about him/herself. 'Several students then role play open'ended

sentences':

"When I feel happy, I like to

"When I feel'sad, "I , . . .

"When I feel stupid, I . .1

_
Behavioral tvaluation: each student will describe (not necesepeily:

define) to the teacher's or counselor's satisfaction, the terms

positive tnd negative self concept. Students will match correctly

the following pairs of phrases (orally or written on the black-
,

boardriWith the terms "positive self concept" and "negative self

concept"

"I am not very nice"

"I feel terrific"

"I can't-do anything right"

"I cln play-football almost.as well as Joe Nemeth"

Preparation: suggest briefly to stildents that how they see them-

4a

,)

r.



selves may make a big difference

they.do in school, how well they
0'

Use a few simple illustrations e

Resources:

14.

in what.thy-like to do, how well

get along with their friends, etc.

.g. The Little Train That Could.

b. Activity: hive students role play a situation in which the pariici-

pant feels gbod shout hyti/hei.self and in which he/She feels bad

about-h17hetself. Other students identify which is which and ,

.talk about the specifics of the behavior that are.visible and

accountable for the variation in label.

Behavioral evaluation each student will be given a situation

(e.g. playing ball) and will role play it, to the satisfaction of
.

c.

the teather or counselor, withi.both a positive and a negative self

concept.

Preparation: same as , C,

Resources: role playing.

2. Developmental objective: to be able to associate positive and nega-

rive self concepts with siecific group,behaviors.

a. Activity: have students form one or two small groups and sit in

a circular pattern. Each student relates * recent incident of his

own behayjor in a group (e,g. "The last time I went to Sunday

School, I . " or "Yesterday on the playground, I . . ")

The student sitting on his/her right then tries to associate the

related behaVior with a positive or negative self concept. The,

students should react and discuss the incidents.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state at least one hypo-

thetical group situation in,which certain behaviors suggest a pos-

itive or negative self concept. (situations may be-unrealistic'or

fanciful)



.c

lo

Preparation: same as I, D, 1,

Resources:

b. Activity: have each student select' one Job that requires

with other people (e.g. a road crew, policeman, cashier,

He/she adopts that role and plays with either a positive

contact

etc).

or nega-

xive self concept. Other students identify the ielf concept, and

take turns"predicting how the iorker's'behavior might have been

different, had the nature of the self,concept been reversed:
1

Behavioral evaluation: given a list of five jobs familiar to the

student, he/she will be _able to describe or pantomime at least one

specific example of possible.behavior if the worker's self concept

was positive and-if it were negative.

Preparation: same as I, D, 1,.a.

Resources: role playing, pantomiming.

C)
La 0

15.



I. NEED: SELF VOCABULARY (7-9)
I

A. 04:t goal: to facilitate the usage of a broadened self vocabulary.

1. Developmental objective: to be able to distinguish the pelf charac-

Ns"

16.

teristics of interests, values, emotions, abilities, self concept,

and roles.

a. Activity: have the class divide into two teams and then a member

of one team calls out a self characteristic such as,"iaterest";

a-member of the second team then must give an example of an interest.
,

.
.

:.,,

The teams then reverse. (guidance activity,; language arts claiss)

Behavioral evaluation: each student-will be able.to give at least
a.

one self related example of each of the following self characteris-

tics:

interests.

abilities

emotions

values

,selfconcepts

roles

Preparation: review whet the students already know about the

different aspects tha4 make up people's identities; give ex-
,

amples of the more difficult ones- such as self concept and role,

but explain term briefly.
Y

4

Resources:

b. Activity: have the class divide into groups of from 'six to eight

students. Have each group select a different job cluster (e.g.

transportation, health care, etc.) and then prepare a poster de-
r

picting the self, characteristics that are judged compatible with

that cluster. (guidance activity; social studies class; art class).

r: I I '1
4.1 ;*".
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Behityloral _evaluation; each student will identify from the poster
,

made by the group he/she was not in , at least three self charac--

teristics associated with-a job cluster.

Preparation; same as I, 11: 1, a.

Resources: art materials.

2. Developmental objective; to -be able- to distinguish-the names of

different kinds of emotions.
I

a. Activity: have students select pictures from record jackets or

A rock newspapers or posters Which portray specific feelings; stu-

dents identify the feelings And try to explain the spcdific'aspects

of the picture that, led to the idenifications. Provision should

be made for discussing differences of opinion or the difficulties

involved,in determining the feelings of others.

\\

Behavioral evaluation; each studentwill identify to the sifts-

faction of the teacher.or counselor, at least seven from the

following .list of emotions, as they sredepicted!in a counselor

or student selected recording, tape or album." (guidance activity)

anger happiness sadness ,

-hatred .love 'friendliness

boredom s grumpiness Irustration

Preparation: review with - students; the notion that All of ushave

many different emotions and that at times they are complex and dif-

fiCult to deal with precisely.

Resources: popular records or albums.

b, Activity: have students "brainstorm" and come up with as m-ny

names of feelings as they can while the teacher or counselor

writes them on the blackboard. Students discuss possible,)over-
\

lap and common elements among emotions; they should try, to ;lime
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emotions they find difficult to describe. (guidance activity;

language arts class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student, froM the list on the board,

dill write, to the teacher's or counselor's satisfaction, a single

sentenced, hypothetical example portraying at least filie of the

listed emotions. ,

Preparation: same as I,, A, 2, a.

Resources:

3. Developmental objective: to recognize vallues as moOs'ators for life

choices. 1

a. Activity: have students make a list of possible alternatives for

post high school planning (e.g. getting a job, gong to a trade

school, etc.). Then they hypothesize a series of leclsions and

outcomes in which such choices are lade. After this they can

consider what values might be behind 'certain decisions made (e.g.

value on security might dictate accepting a steady though dull job).

(gutdance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list or state at least

two life choices.(e.g. job or school; marriage-or not) one of

of his parents and indicate at-least one value that influenced

each choice.

Preparation: expand values as things "important to yob" to in-

clude their directing and influential nature in choice raking.

Obvious examples such'as the value Evel Knievel might place on

adventure versus security might be helpful.

Resources: ,

b. Activity.: have students role play a society in which all workers

have the same primary value for work (e.g. adventure, fame, money,

.31
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etc.) and talk about the possible results. Some attention in

discussion can be given to the possibility that some values

may be more wi(espreadly held than others (good family life

'versus fame or glory). (guidance activity:, social Studies class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will give at least two reasons_

to the teacher's or counselor's satisfaction, why it is fortunate,

In a work orientedsSociety, that, there are great variations among

its members in values held.

Preparation: same as I, A, 3, b.

Resources: role playing.

B. Unit goal: to examine various phySical characteristics,of people. /

DeVelopmentil objective: to be able to identify characteristics

associated with different racial groups.

a. Activity: have the class divide into three groups and each group

selects or is assigned a major racial group to study in terms of

origin-connected, physical characteristics. Each groUp should

devise a method of reporting the information to the rest of the

class. (social studies class; , guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list the three groupings

and give at least No physital characteristics associated with each

group. Then each student proposes to the teacher's or counselor's

satisfaction, a one sentenced explanation for the adaptation of st

least one of the six characteristics identified (e.g. black skin for

exposure, to the sun)

Preparation: discuss with students the major racial groupings and

stress the purposeful (i.e. evolutionari) nature of physical

attributes.

Resources :' library materials.

2. Developmental objective: to examine the variety of physical character-
,

32
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- jistics that might be apparent within the sam grade level,.
i

a. :Activiey: have students write man7,separa e physical chortle-
1

, teriaties (such as black hair, green es, bi. Nordic build,

1 :

,

.

- .

small Oiiental build) as are obaprved in the lassroom or group.

Then they consider the possible reasons_that_s ch-various-types...____.. _ . . . _

20.

have come together in their particular area (e.g. black migra-

V
tion to Northern factories, etc.). (guidance adtivity; social

. .st

s.,-

studies class)
_

Behavioral evaluation: each student will make a list of at least

five of his/her own physical characteristic in one column and at

least five that are unlike his/her own, but like some o} hid/her
71

classmates in the other column.

Preparation: continue discussion of widespread physical variations,

but focus on specific elassroomgrouping and composition.

Resources:.

b. Activity: have students make a poster histogram for the frequency

of the following characteristics of their classmates': blue eyes,

brown eyes, green eyes, black skin, white skin, yellow skin, brown

skin, blond hair, brown hair, black hair, red hair, tall, medium

(actual average or median if possible), short, male and female.,

Behavioral evaluation: from the histogram, each student will

identify the most common characteristics Of his/her classmates and

draw up, verbally or graphically' or both, the class average

student. Then each student will compare, to the teacher's or coun-

selor's satisfaction, him/herself to the composite on at least

*hree characteristics.

- PtVar-ition: same as I, h, 2, It.

Resources.: art materials

3
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3. Developmental objective: to examine the significance of various

physical characteristics fOr tha, jobs or activities People 00.
\

a. Activity: have students give the names of three adults (from

family, equaintances _r_isedie)_and-consider-whether or not

their particular ph siCa1 characteristics influence their jobs

Or other activities.

Behavioral evaluation :' each student will name or write at least

two jobs in which a certain physical characteristic is essential

-

(which is also identified) and two jobs in which specific physi-

cal characteristics are not important.

- Preparation: suggest to students that physical attributes say very

a great deal not only in themselves but also in their imiortance

to various jobs.

-
Resources:

b. Activity: have students divide into two groups and each group

make a poster,;--ode called STRENGTH and one called STAMINA. Each

poster should depict various jobs.or clusters and activities.

Some discussion should be given to the overlap of strength and

stamina.. (guidance activity; physictl ed class; English class)

Behavioral evaluation; eachstudent will list at least two jobs

which require mainly strength, two that require mainly stamina, and

one that requires both.

Preparation: introduce or review the term stamina and differen-

tiate it from strength. lierms should be considered broadly (e.g.

being a mother-housewife requires much stamina; being a loading

dock worker requires much strength).

Resources: art materials.

J 4
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plOre the words AflpiAtiOn and expectation .,

I I

i 11.confli t.

II

! I'
bilectO, : to! to distingitish aspiration from

!relatil0 1 td til ael I

1

I i

11 each student to have
I

in miJithe name of one well

that \ \ is peril to hill /her (e.g. Jimii Hendrix, Joni

1I

!

:,411 role play one or more o6hit person's sig-

!

br attributes that he/she Might aspire to.nificant` behaviors
: 1

Other students attempt to identifyiphose,elements and discuss

'what kinds of thinI.p one would need in order to eXpect'CO achieve
!

the aspirations (eig. musical abiliity, etc.).

1

Behavforal evaluation: each student will make a: chart listing on-,

the left atl.east
I

hree aspirations; on the right side he/she

1

..

will list three covesponding expeCtations he /She has of the

future. 'If the fist aspiration is in accordance with the ex-

pectation (that is,
I

it is attainable,) the student draws a line

ti

connecting their. If the aspiration is not attainable, the student

draws a broken connecting line. The student then will provide,, to

the teacher or counselor's, satisfaction, at least one reason foy

each match up.

Preparation: ask students to give the meanings of the words "aspi-

ration" and "expectation" verbally. Introduce, review or expand

terms as necessary and distinguish aspirations thoroughly enough

so that students may consider their aspirations as free from the

constraints of perceived reality as possible.

Resources:

2. Developmental objective: to be able to distinguish aspiration from

expertet-ion in relation to work.
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a. Activity: have students help rist'their,community's five main

industries or companies. Iflossible, at least one guest speaker

should come-and diacuss'severAl different specific jobs within
r

that industry, and their preparation requirements. When the speaker

is not there, have half -the students rote play the job.presenteds

that they mo't aspire to and the other half ''role' play theloh they

might most e pect to hold someday. They can disco their choices

and explain r aeons for their. (guidance ;Cti:fity; social studies

class; indtis rial arts class)

Behavioral aluation: each student A44 11.i at least three

separate job within each :Industry pr,Aented and yank them according
1

to his/her owp aspiration and again recording to his/her expec -.

tatidn.

il

,

.

-Preparattont .same as I, C, 1, f. add background appropriate to
,

each speaker' industry. Encouragegtiests to .present a fairly

il
wide range of obs, bUt also t o p resent jobs within possible reach

of the student population.
/

Resources: em at speaker, role/playing.

b. Activity: hav students divide into small project groups. Each

group selects ne job cluster and researches- it by interviewing

various worker within clusters And taping the conversations'. The

1interviews sho ld emphasize questions on' hots the worker arrived

at his present job, had pe always aspired to it, did he always

expect to do that job, how did hedeal with other aspirations, etc.

The tapes can tie playect,in class and discussed. (Industrial arts

class; guidan e activity)

behavioral 1eva uation: in at least thre of the sentences below,

the student wt 1 correctly identify, the segment implying aspira-

t ion lnd the S gmen implying expectatiot.

el o
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. "My grandfather and my father and my two uncles were all

miners in the town where I grew up, but I always wanted to

work with animals:"

"I daydream about going to college, but .I'll be lucky f I-
tI

can finish high 30001."

"Being a doctor would be great; but no woman in my fatily

has ever gone beyond eighth grade."

"I'Ve, always known I would bea sailor; it's the only thing

I've ever really wanted to do."

Preparation: continue relation between aspiration/expectation and

expand.

Resources: library materials., tape'recorder(s).

t. Unit goal: to explore the bifsics of the idea of self concept..

1. Developmental objective: to consider the consequences of a positive and

negative self, concept.

a. Activity: given a well known contemporary person that appeals to

the students (e.g. Martin Luther King, Jr., Hand Aaron, etc.)

have them consider how a positive self concept or self image con-

tributed to his/her successes. Students should research their

"heroes" lives to determine Ole various critical stages in which

they surmounted difficulties. (guidance activity; health class)

Preparation: determine how much students know about the terms self

concept and self image. Introduce, review or expand them briefly,

emphasizing their effect on:behavior and accomplishment.

Resources: library materials.

b. Activity.: have students break up into two groups and each group

creates a mural, one called "Feeling Go9d" and the other "Feeling

Down". Students may paint or'cut out pictures or use small attach-
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A

able pieces of junk sculpture or metaphoric objects or whatever

artistic fort, realistic or abstract, their imaginations dictate.

Each contributor should elucidate on his, addition to the mural,

(art class; guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student in a private counseling in-

'
terview, or_confidentially on a sheet of paper, will indicate

whether he/shethinks his/her self image is essentially negative

or positive and give three manifestations of that conclusion,

described in behavioral terms. Provisions should be made for a

"mixed" self concept: a'student with a mixed self concept should

give manifestations for each kind of self image with a total of

three.

Preparation: same as I, D, 1, a.

Resources: art materials.

2. Developmental objective: to be able to associate positiVe and negative

self concepts,w4h specific group behavtort.

n. Activity: have students divide into two groups and each;Troup

role play a hypothetical social gropp (e.g. cheerleaders, street

gang, musical group).' One student role plays the "New Boy" or

the "New Girl" in one group, with a positive self iMage; another

student role plays likewise with'-a!negative self image in the

other groups. (guidance activity; health class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list at least two spec-

ific behaviors in each skit that resulted directly from the new

person's image-relaed behavior:

Preparation: expand lesson on self image to include its potential

effect on others as well as the bearer.

Resources: role playing.'

tl



b, iwtivVty; Iran my television /program with plot that students

watch, have them identify the /gain character's self image and

point out specific behaviors of the other characters which are

made in direct response to the main character's self concept.

(guidance activity)
/

26.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will, identify one televi-

sion hero who (in his/her jnegement) generally exhibits a posi-

tive self concept and stage two speci=fic' situations thlt illus-

trate it, at least one of which Involves another character's re-.

spondtng behavior.

Preparation: same. as 'I, D, 2, a; try td'ti,agree on particular pro-

gram beforehand so studints may discuss thl same situation.

Resources: television programs.

JA
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I. NEED: _SELF VOCABULARY (1042)

A. Unit, goal: to facilitate .the ,usage of a broadened self vocabulary,

1'. Developmental objeEtive: to'be able to distingui sh the self charac-

teristics of interests, values, emo tions, abilities, self concept and

rol .

a. A tivit have.studentamaki a collage-film; each'student is al-'

1 a minute (or two depending on size of group) and is to choose

!my ay he/she wants (role playing, artwork, poetry, junk sculp-

Lure) to represent him/herself with respect to all the selff charac-

teristics .he /she `Chinks aremost important in hisihci own make

.:-=
.

up. (guidance activity; art class,; psychology class)
. ,

Behaviorfl evaluation: each student will list a single e ample,
. ,

most important to his/her own personality, from each of t e fol-

lowing categories

interests

values

emotions

abilfties V

self concept

role

He/she will then put an asterisk by the category which he/she

thinks is most influential in his/her life.

Preparation: review and discuss terms of the various self xtisric-

teristics. Encourage discuss particularly on values and roles.

Resources: filming equipment and materials. .

b. Activity :' have students divide into small groups to play "Shrink".

Each student states what he/she thinks are the three most impor-

rant categories (e.g. interests,.abilities, etc.) and one spec-

40
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ific for each (e.g. interest in photography) abbut the student

to the right. That student agrees or disagrees and makes a sim-

ilar judgement about the student to his/her,right , and so on.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will name and rank the impor-
i

tance of three categories and specifics (e.g. ability in mUsid)

of one other student's and name and rank three categories and

specifics of his/her own.

Preparation:' same as I, A,

Resources:

2. Developmental objective: to consider different kinds of abilities:

a. Activity:I. have students discuss the idea of abilities and knowing'

the self. Each student identifies one ability of his/her own that
, . %.

he/she suspects others. might not recognize in him/her (e.g. .

ability to manage money-or follow through on projects) and role

plays or.pantomimes for the others to identify.
, -

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list at least two abil-
%

ft

ities thathe feels are most apparek outside the walls of the

school (i.e. not school subjects).

Preparation: suggest briefly to students, that there are many dif-

ferent kinds of abilities that may be valuable self characteris-

tics, even thou ecessarily connected with title usual school-.

recognized, curriculum based "ability". Emphasis might be placed

on such charactefistics as getting along well gIth children or old

'people,growing things, organizing photographs into essays, per-

severing.

' Resources: role playing, pantomiming.

b. Activity: have students bring in names of people, prominent or not,

that they admire. The class then discusses the obvious abilities

of those people and then considers what other kinds of abilities

41



one might expect to find in them.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list five of hie /her abil-

ities, mixing subject matter or school based ones with ones he/she

considers less obvious to school personnel or. ever. his/her peers.

He/she then will rank them according to their influence on his/her

future plans.

Preparation: same as I, A, 2, a.

Resources:

3. Developmental objective: to be able to.distinguish kinds o values as

Motivators.

a. Activity: have students make a list of ten contemporary television

characters whom they see as'appealing or interesting. Using, the

following list of values, students match their listed personalities

to apparent value orientations: security, adventure, money,

.

challenge, political power, being admired, being liked, being respec-,

ted, contributing to society, being well-known, being anonymous, but

Important. (guidance activity; psychology class)

Behavioril'evaluation: each student will give to the teacher's or

counselor's satisfaction, atleast two illustrations for at least 1

five of the above values (names of people or hypothetical behavior

types).

Preparation: review the concept of values as the primary influence

on choice making and relate that influence to life style and work

patterns.

Resources:

b. Activity: have students divide into groups and. each group take a

job cluster. Within each group, students discuss what sort of

values might most likely be found, by workers within the cluster.

42,
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Thdy should also consider what sort of values workers in all

clusters might have. Groups report to the class and discuss simi- /

larities-and overlap. (guidance activity; social studies class)

Behatorial evaluation: eich'student will give or write to the

teacher's or counselor's satisfaction, at least two ways a diffe-

rence in values might affect what job one chooses, where one might

live, and what one likes to do in leisure time (i.e. life style).

Preparation: same as I, A, 3, a.

.Resources:

B. Unit goal: to be able to distinguish between realistic and unrealistic

self concepts.

1. Developmental objective3: to consider thejmportance of a reality-
,

based linage of one's self.

a. Activity: have students play Life Career Game, with all students
0

playing straight except two; one of.these plays with an unrealistic

but extremely positive'self concept.(e.g. "I can do brain sur-

gery because I can do anything I want to "). The other plays

with an0unrealistically negative self concept ("I can't do any-

thing"). later the game, students identify how the behavior of the

two unrealistic players effected, and was affected by, the others.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will illiistrate to the teacher's

or counselor's satisfaction, at least two situations in which an

unrealistic self concept would affect behavior.

Preparation: review ideas of positive, and negative self concepts

and then attempt to relate them briefly to "the real world"

(i.e. looking for a job, living on one's own, etc.)

Resources: .Life .Career Game, role playing.

b. 'Activity: have students divide into small groups and have the mem-

"hers state future educational or vocational plans (or possible

4,3
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f

plans) and consider the ground's on which these plans were made in
. 1

.

relation to self image: Other students provide feedback regarding
.

.

I

Behavioral'evaluation: in a counseling interview ach student Will

I

indicate those aspects of hielherown image whi he/she considers

seindicate to the

counselor's satisfaction, any aspect about/ which he/she has any

I
/

questions (e.g. do tes, scores really indicate enough ability for

/ /

the realisticness of self concepts as they see them.

realistically self appraised. He/she will a

that particular sch ol; would vtlue orientation really suggest en-

trance into that particular occupation, etc:).
of

preparation: Ffme as r, B, 1,/a.

Resources:

2. Developmental objective: to consider the influence one group behavior

of one member's unrealistic self image.

...Activity: have students divide into two groups. Each group writes

and performs a brief skit, one called "What Can You Expect From

Someone Who's No Good?",and one catled "I Can Do Anything Better

Than You." Players then talk about how one character's miscon-

ception of self may-influence all the parts. (guidance activity;

psychology class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will give to the teacher's or

counselor's satisfaction, at least two reasons why tt is impor-

tant for an individual to view and accept him/hersiif realistically.

Preppration: same as I, B, 1, a

Resources: role

Activity: hive

ells ikpirta;

with a sentence

playing.

students make a poster with the following four

then hrve them Illustrate the appropriate cell

or a picture or whatever form .of expression they

.44
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negative
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-hoose. (guidance activity: psychology class)

SEii CONCEPT CELLS

realistic unrealistic

4

Behavioral evaluation: each student will:reporduce the cell dia-

gram on a piece. of paper and draw barsacross the cells he/she

thinks would most restrict an individual's freedom in making life

choices. Heavier black lines can be used for the most restric

tive and lighter ones for the less,restrictive, if students wish

ro indicate that gradation.,

Preparation:

Resources:

same as I, 4 2, a.
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II. NEED: SELF KW:KEDGE (K-3)

A. Unit goal: to increase knowledge of the self through identification

of the self characteristics of interests, abilities, and emotions.

1. Developmental objective: to be able to distiniguisb particular self

related interests.

a. Activity: have students make three finger paintings depicting

things they especially like to do; then each student can ex-

plain the reasons for, or simply expand on, one of the interests

-

.to. the rest of the class.

Behavioral evaluation: each.seudentwill state'it least two

activities that Interest him/heK and from class discussion at

least one that does not interest him/her particularly,. but dOes

interest another student in the class.

preparation: ask students to tell you what an interest is anclask

them to giNie examples. _From there, review or continue definition

of interests, as something one likes to do. Stress that what

might interest one person might not intereat,another'and that each

student needs to consider hit /her own interests.

Resources: art materials.

b. Activity have students make a composite list of their interests

,which can be written on the blackboard. Then the teacher takes a

telly of how many students are interested in each item listed.

They may talk about the tally and see how their own interests fit

in.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify, from the tally

onthe board, the most'popular interest and the least popular:

He/she will then give to the satisfaction of the teacher or coun-

selor, the most popular and at least one reason why it is so and

the least popular end one reason for its lack of popularity.

Preparation: same as A, 1, a.

4.3
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Resources:

2. Developmental objective: to be able to distinguish particular self

related abilities.

a. Activity:, from a story about children that is read in the class-

n.

4om, have students identify the abilities portrayed These can

caw.be written on the blackboard by students or teacher. All

students who believe they hays the ability listed on the board

raise their hands. Students can discuss the abilities end reasons

for wide or narrow apread 'of each ability in their own class room.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will write (or depict in

drawing) three of his/her own abilities as follows:

. 1) the thing he/she does the best (e.g. draw pictures, tie

shoes)

2) the thing he/she learned to do the most recently (i.g.

play kickball, shoot * sling shot)

3) the thing he /she does well and is proudest of (e.g. ride

a two wheeler, write address)

Preparation: review term ability and emphasize-positive aspects of

being able`to do anything well.

Resources: art materials; story.

b. Activity: have each student make a collage from magazine, news-
,

paper or self drawn pictures ofthe single activity he/she does

the best. Collages should not havi names on them and then they

can he displayed around the 'room. Students can consider the

range of abilities portrayed and try to guess who did what collage.

Behavioral evaluation:, each student will list at least two

abilities depicted by fellowyclassmates and match eich one correctly,

with a sLc,ific'student.

4
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Preparation; same as II, A,'2, a; stress individual natureof

abilities and that each of us has some ability.

Resources: art materials, magazines, newspapers.

3. Developmental objective: to be able to distinguish particular self

related emotions.
///

a. Activity: have students think about feelings and talk about the

various kinds they have. They should try to identify the emotions

they feel often and the ones they'feel-rarely. Then each student

goes to the blackboard and .draws a stick man /woman portraying any

emotion the student considers that heishe has often.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify the two ego-
. 1

iona he/she has the most and with hand puppets, will role play,'

to the satisfaction of the teacher or Counselor, an example of

each one.
',.....

ii

Preparation: expand on the idea that all of us have .feelings

and that they may vary considerable from time to time. Suggest

that all of us occasionally feel angry or happy or sad or lonely

and stress acceptance of the feelings in the self.

Resources: hand puppets.

b. Activity: have students construct a'brief feelings sound kit and

tape it. Each student can pick a feeling and describe it in

terms of sounds which one should make. For example, "being

happy soundelike . . " The tape is played back and the

students can comment on it.

Behavioral evaluation: on a teacher made tape depicting only

sounds (or if possible, a splice of the students' tape that ex.%

eludes the labels of the feelings) each student will identify

at least two out of three of the feeling sounds correctly.

Preparation: same as II, A, 3,'a; suggest that there are sev-
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eral ways that a feeling "comes out" and that depends on how some-

body look' or acts or the sounds he/she makei.

Rs so rces: tape recorder.

B. .Unit goal: to ntroduce the idea of the self as role player.

1. Developmental Objective: to consider one's-role in his/her culture.
,s(

a. Activity: have students discuss three different ways of cele-

brating important cultural holidays, e.g. Christmas, Passover,

and a'special Mexican fiesta, etc. Have each student bring in

pictures or symbols or some other artifact of his/her celebrating

process. Each student should explain his /her contrOution as

completely as possible.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify the holiday

that is part of his/her cultural heritage and name and associate

at least one other student in the classroom with each of the .

traditions studied.

Preparation: suggest to students that whileme vary individually

with respect to many self characteristics, we all Are also mem-

.

4 .4 bmrs of a larger group or culture. Emphasize the appropriate dif-

fereptiations for the student population, and explain that one

learns his /her role in that culture i.e. how to act in a given sit -

uation at\a given time (e.g. lighting Hannukah candles) from those

around him/her.

Resources: parent participation in demonstrations, if possible.

b. Activity: having discussed some of the special holidays celebrated

in the class, haVe students role play a situation in which a child

of another heritage comes intethe midst of the celebration.

Behavioral evaluation: each student Will give, to the teacher's

49
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or counselor's satisfa ion, at least one reason why an "outsider"

does not know at to do hen he/she is suddenly thrown into another

. place'where eve one is dif erent.

Preparation: s4ms as II, E, a. .

Resources: role playing.

2. Developmental objective: to consider ne's role in his/her family.

a. Activity: have stidentssmake paper the puppets of all of their

family members living in their bouseho d (they can draw picture,

if there are too many). Each student id tifies the members and \

places hie/herself among siblings.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will s4te the structure of

his/her family, e.g. two grandparents, one parent,'twotIder bro-

there, one older sister, three younger brothers.

Preparation: continue the introduction of role as the way one be-

haves in certain situations. Ask students to think about their

families and the way they behave when among them.

--Resources: puppet materials.

b. Activity: have one student volunteer to be the "guinea pig" and '

he/she identifies as many of his/her roles in the family as he/

she can. Theiteacher can,help by listing them on the blickboard.

For exampler, the student may be Tommy's little sister, but also

Mama's daughter and David's big lister and Grandpa's grandaughter.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state at least twt.dif-

ferent roleshe/she plays within his/her family and givesat least

one example of behavior aiiociated with each (e.g. "I do what.

Daddy says"--diughter; but"/ tell David what to do"--big sister).

Preparation: same as II, B, 2, a; suggest the idea that we all

play several roles at one time.

ro



3. Developmental objec

a. Activity: have

representation

room, principal

then students c

people around t

38.

ive: to consider. one's role in school.

students make a large felt board poster with a

f the school's interior in the center: A class-

s office, nurse's office, etc. shOuld be included;

n draw and cutout felt pictures of the various

e,school, including students.

Behavioral evalpation: each student will take at least three

school persona 1 cut outs, name them and-place them on the felt

boafd in their appropriate places (e.g. principal in the office).

Then he/She wi 1 place him/Lersea also by using a student cut out.

Preparation: introduce the school as an institution in which many

roles are pla ed. Give appropriate background on various school

personnel.

Resources: elt board materials.

b. Activity: have each student draw a picture of him/herself near

a picture of the school and then surround his/her picture with

smaller or words symbolizing diffetent roles played by

students the school (e.g. etudent, friend, football player)..

Behavioral evaluation: each student will pantomime at least two

roles' he/ishe plays within the school.

Preparation: same as II, B, 1, a.

Resources: art materials.

C. Unit goal: to introduce the idea of self in terms of growth and change,

I

1. Developmental objective: to re ognize one's own physical maturation.

a. Activity: have each studen bring a snap shot of his/herself as

an infant and then have them make a collage of them and title it.

Then try to guess who is who and when they can't figure out who--

then is who-now, they can consider why they can't . A general

discussion should follow on the physical ways babies change and
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grow up.

Behavioral evaluation :. each student will state at least three

'physical. ways in which he/she has changed since the picture was

taken, and will role play to the satisfaction of the teacher or

counselor, one example of the "before and after" (e.g. creeping,'

then walking).

Preparation: remind the students that they grow all the time and

that they can do many more things now than they could even a year

ago; suggest that they are becoming more coordinated as well as

biggersand stronger.

Resources:' role playing.

b. Activity: have each student make a chart and divide it into yearly

segments beginning at age three. He/she then draws a picture of

him/herself at that age and writes or draws examples of partici!-

abilities oraspects (charactetlatics) of himiherself then.

Continue with a new segment for every year (e.g. age three-ride

a tricycle; age four7skip; age five--tie shoes; age six- -

whistle; age seven--lose three teeth in one week, etc).

Behavioral evaluation: each student will take at least two physical

abilities or aspects of his/her development and identify at least

two stages he/she has passed through in each (loose tooth, no tooth,

new tooth).

Preparation: same as II, C, 1, m.

Resources: art materials.

2. Developmental objective: to recognize one's non-physical development.

Activity.: have students role play thevay a young child, a child

their own age, and a child two years older might behave:An a sit-

uation in which the child was very disappointed or didn't get what
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14/she expected. Students should author the situation if poi-.

sible."

Behavioral evaluation: each student willexplain in personal

terms, to the satisfaction of the teacher or counselor, one way

in which he/she has changed his/her non - physical behairior ("I

used to have temper tantrums, but now I just say. I'mangry"):

Preparation: continue lesson on maturation, stressing that be-

havior and attitudes change as well as length of legs; suggest

that such changes might be affected by a variety of things and that

they are not quite as automatic as physical developments.

Resources:

I. -

b. Activity: ask students to think back to when they were-two of

three years younger and have them try to remember any jobs tz r re-

sponsibilities they had theh. Compare them to current jobe:end,-

_responsibilities and predict future.onei. Students might draw a

:

three column mural' depicting any trends or they tan draw_repre-
/

sentations of trends on the blackboard.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will name one job or respon-

sibility he/she hm.recently'been giveh (e.g. going across a

busy street to buy milk) and give to the satisfaction of the

teacher or counselor, at least one reason why he /she couldn't

do it last year and at least tworeasons why he/she couldn't

do it as a baby,

i

Preparation: while reviewing that increases in task achievement

are affected by physical maturation, stress the reetoneibility
/

angle of growth in a positive way (e.g. one not send a six

)

month old baby out to cross a street. and buy mils even if he/she

could walk and carry money).

Resources: art materials.
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II. NEED: SELF KNOWLEDGE (4 -6)

A. Unit goal: to increase knowledge of the self through more thOrough cumin-

ation of the-self characteristics of interests, abilities, emotions and

values.

1. Developmental o jective: to rank and distinguish partieular self re-

lated interests and abilities.

a. Activity; have students bring in three symbols of things they like

to do or mould like to do (e.4. basedball,cards, flower seeds) and

mount them together eight, on a piece of construction paper or

poster board. Then have each student identify one or more of hit /'

her symbols and explain the interest to other students.

.Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify his/her three

interest: and rank then first according to interest, and then ac-
,

cording to his/her abilities. Then each student will give at least

one reason, to the teacher's or counselor's satisfaction, whylthe

two rankings are .not identital (or if they are, one reason why

they are).

Preparation: review the concepts of interests and abilities, if

necessary; itreas,thait:iliege with, other self characteristics, help

to define the self and make each person special.

Resources: art materials.

4). Activity: have students make an abstract representation=of their

strongest interest and their best ability using string, paper clips,

toothpicks, buttons, dried splitpeas, and glue. The other students

` can try to identify-these and distinguish between the creator's

interest,and ability.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will name and rank at least

Itwo things he/she does well and two things he/she would like to

do but is not able to do now.

Preparation: same as II, A, 1,11.
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Resources: art materials.

2. Developmental objective: to understand and accept one's emotions.

a. Activity:' have students listen to recorded songs "Duddley Pippin

and the Principal ", and "It's All Right. To, Cry" depitting prob-

lems involved with feelings and then talk about the feelings they

have had that are similar to those depicted on the record.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify one feeling

that he/she has had as represented on the record and give, to the

teacher's or counselor's satisfaction, at least one, reason why

people cry.

Preparation: review variation in the feelings that we all have

from time to time. Stress the acceptance of these in others and

in the self.

Resources: recording, "Duddley pippin and the Principal" and "It's

All Right To Cry" from Free. to

b. Activity: have students play "Grumbly Griftl ,by breaking up into

groups of five. In each group, one student plays the Grift and

acts out a bad feeling. The; others guess what it is and consider

whethet they, ha've ever felt that way,, too. When the game is over,

the teacher can put all the Grift's feelingi on the board and

students can talk about them.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will name -at least two bad

feelings that good people have and give; to the teacher's or coun--

selor's satisfaction, an example situation for each.

Preparation: same as II, A, 2, a.

Resources:

3. Developmental,objectiiie: to consider the influence of values.

a. Activity: have students use their posters on "What's Important

r--.4021k
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to'hie" (or sake thou if they haven't already) and try to match up

those things identified as important with;their own activities

and jobs. They can discuss which kinds of values go along with."

which kinds of behaviors (e.g. inviting lots of friends over goei

along with a value on affiliation).
I

Behaviorallevalustion: each student will match corre ly at least

four pairs of the following value/behavior statemen with a con-

necting line.

"It's good to be nice to your father".

"It's important to be at marbles".

"You shouldn't be mean to animals".

"It's bad to use bad words".

"You shouldn't steal your mother's
gum from her purse".

"You' should lell,yourhrother when
you lose-one of thered checkers".

43

"I'm going to stop saying
thatword to grownup".

"I have to wait to same my
,money to buy my own gum."

"I'm going to help my fat-
her clean up the room".

"I'. sorry I lost the chec-
ker, I'm looking for it now".

"Stop pounding on that dog's
back."

"!'d better go practice
my marble game".

Preparation :, expand the notion of values AS things that are

important to one and relate tit directly to specific behaviors.

This might be easily demonstrated -through an example of behavior

that is inconsistent with a value; e.g. stealing hub caps does not

go along with a value on respect forpersonal ownership.

b. Activity: have students play The School Values Auction Game, and

talk about their reactions.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will name at least two values

'that he/she holdsand give to the teacher's or counselor's Satis-

faction, one example each of his/her own behavior that supports the

vale.

Preparation: same as II, A, 3, a.

r
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Resources:

4. Developmental objective: to begin to relate self zharicteristics to

School Values Auction Game.

occupations.

a. Activity: have each student lake three toothpick pictures (tooth-

picks glued.on construction paper) on a large piece of paper with

vertical lines dividing it into thirds.,, Each picture should rel.

present an occupation. At the bottom of each one, have the student

write his/her own self characteristics that he/she thinks are im-

portant for that occupation. The students should discuss these,,

with their peers and get their suggestions and reactions.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state three of his/her

own characteristics and with student made hand puppets or felt

figures, act out, to the satisfaction of the,teachervr counselor,.

an occupation in which these would be important.

Preparation: review briefly several of the categories of self

characteristics (interests, values, etc.) and give exaiples of

how these might fit into an occupation; e.g. a boy who is good

in sports, loves football, and like sNcompetition might become a

professional football player. .NNN

Resources: felt figures,(to dress) When I draw Up I Want To Be,

toothpicks, art materials.

b. Activity: have student s play "Pick- Job" by breaking into two

teams. One team chooses a characteristi .g. "likes to talk"

and says, "PiCk a job for Thomas Talker" to\the other team,

who might respond, "TV show host." Then the teams reverse.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will match correctly at least

six of the following pairs of "people" and occupatt ns.

Ronnie Rock and Roll professional at lete
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Julie Gymnastic chef

CarlCook musician

Adelle Adventure social worker

Sam Smile public relations person

Harriet Helper private investigator

Olga Outside draftsman

Daniel Draw forest ranger

Preparation: same as II, A, 4, a.

Resources:

B. Unit goal; to expand the idea of the self as role player.

1. Developmental objective: to identify one's role in his/her culture.

a. Activity: have students break up into ethnic groups and give a

report to the rest of the class'about the particular cultural

habits their group has.' They can discuss the differences in re-

gard to appearance, dress, food, etc. and compare.their back-

grounds to those of other students.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will describe his/her cul-

tural orientation by Identifying the following:

one characteristic described as physical associated with heritage

one geographic place nava from which hii/her ancestors came

one holiday that is unique or one way' of celebrating a holi-

day that is unique.

one articleror kind of dress associated with his/her culture.

!reparation: suggest to students that each of us has a cultural

heritagwout of which our grandparents, parents, and selves cane

and,that it is important to be able to recognize its influence'on

our lives.

Resources: parent Participation if possible.
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b. Activity: have each student choose one cultural descriptor that

he/she identifies as the primary one in him /her life, sag. Jewish,

Italian,. black, and Make a poster with that descriptor as the theme.

Students can Use collage materials, pictures, snapshots;aitc. and

explain the significance ofeach element.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will name his/her primary

cultural origin, and give at least three symbols, customs, foods,

dress or rituals that distinguish it from others and that are

atill'impottant in his/her life today. '(e.g. Jewish, lighting

Hannakah candles)

Preparation: same as II,. B, '1, a; encourage free interpretation

of primary cultural origin by race, religion, country of origin,

etc. to allow students expression of identity as they see it.

Resources:

c. Activity: have students break up into ethnic project groups and

have each group pick a person, contemporary or historical, of their

same ethnic background, who lived in this country and was (by

student identification) successful or important or impressive in

some way. Then have each student research a different aspect of.

that person (his/her early life, later life, the ways in which

he/she brought ethnic traditions to this country, etc.) Each

group makes a mural or large poster depicting their representa-

tive for the other groups.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will give at least three

ways in which he/she is like the'person his/her group studied

and two ways in which he/she differs from that person.

Preparation: same ai II, B, 1, a; stress acceptance of various

cultures.

b)
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.Resources: library facilities.

2. Developmental objective: to identify one's role in his /her family.

a: Activity:, have each student make an abstract picture of his/her

family using a single shape (e.g. one triangle for each member).

The shapes can be dressed, be of varying sizes, dimensions, colors,//

positions, proportions, etc. Then have each student\lahle each

shape and explain why he /she depicted each family member as he/

she did.

Behavioral evaluation: ..each student will identify at least three

different roles that each member of his/her family plays and rank .

each set according to his/her opinion of importance.

Preparation: review the idea that all of us fill, many roles and

stress that the roles played within the family are important to

the family's functioning.

Resources:

b. ACtivity: have students listen to "Parents Are-People" and con-

sider the different ri,les parents play. Then they,can extend the

idea to 'write their own'verse on children with"Children Are People".

Behavioral, evaluation: each student will complete the open ended

sentence, "I am a person; I am also . ." in three dtffe-

renC ways relating to his/her family. Compiletionlay be drawn

or painted as well as written or stated.

Preparation:' same as II, B, 2, a,.

Resources: "Parents are People" from Free To Be.

3. Developmental objective: to identify one's role in school.

a. Activity: with an inexpensive camera, have students prepare a

photographic essay on school. Students should have a wide access

to the various personnel (beyond principal and teacher) and in-

clude their roles, as well as thOSe of the students.

6
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Behavioral evaluation:( each student will identify to the teacher's

/or counselor's satisfaction, one way each in which the role of

student is affected by atIleast,three school personnel people ex-

cluding the teacher and the principal.

"reparation: continue explanation of various roles; emphasize

the school ass place in which many roles are played which impinge

on one another.

Resources: camera(s).

6. Activity: have each student draw the name from a hat of another

student whom he/she will observe for a day, collectilgas many roles

for that student as possible. The next day, have students list or

draw the roles on a sheet of paper with the observed student's

name'on top.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will grve five of. hiiiher own

roles that were observed by his/her fellow students and.razik

them according, to his/her own priori,ty.

Preparation: same as II, 8, 3, a.

Resources:

C. Unit goal: to expand on the idea of the self in terms of growth and change.

1. Developmental objective: to expand on the effects of physical matura-

tion on performance.

a. Activity: have each student research his/her former life as a six

year old and bring the information to school. Data can include

height, weight, number of teeth out, size .of hand (through an old-

hand print) or length of feet (measured by an old sneaker); etc.

Have students give as many specificys as possible that' they can

indicating physical changes, and then consider hcwmany more things

they can do now than they could before.

n.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will name five ways in which



he/ehe has changed phySicaali and rank' them according to the sig-

nificance each hal for him/her. Then he/she will give to the

satisfaction of the teacher or counselor, at least one explana-

tory reason for his/her ranking scheme.

_Preparation: continue emphasis on growth while relating it to

more competent performance in physical activities.

Resources:

b. Activity: have each student sketch a series of self pictures de-

picting al,,activity he/she likes to do. Three pictures should

show how he/she did it laseyear, hw he/she-does it now, and how

he/she hopes to do it next year. Under each sketch, have each

student identify the major physical attribute or deVelopment in-

volved and trace its progress through the last three years.

(e.g. painting - better coordination of hands; baseball - more

power in muscles) Students can discuss and compare one another's

sketches.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will choose to the satisfac-

tion of the teacher or counselor one callisthentic exercise that

demonstrates a recent acquisitionf , or :major improvement in,
ti

a physical skill and he /she will identify ;it;qrbally in terms

49.

of how he/she uses it.

Preparation: same as II, C, 1, a; stress positive aspects of being

able to do more activities with more and more control and precision.

Resources: art materials.

2. Developmental objective: to consider how one's non-physical aspects

change.

a. Activity: have students conduct a .growth assessment by identifying

all the non-physical abilities, attitudes, and behaviors they have

acquired since they were five years old. The teacher can write
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them on the board or students can make a poster using words,

symbols, pictures, etc. to illustrate.

behavioral evaluation: each student will pantomime to the satis-

- faction of the teacher or counselor, both the "before" and "after"

of three aspects of.hisAper personal growth: one ability, one

attitudeo.and one behavior.

?reparation: suggest that physical maturation is much less vari-\\

able than non-physical maturation and that one must learn may

skills that don't come naturally. For ,,xample\encourage the

verbalization of attitudes and behaviors ("I don't expect my

mother to clean up after, me anymore" or "I don't scream about

eating my vegetables anymore") as well as the skills of reading,

writing, concentrating, listening, etc. Emphasize positive aspects

of growing independence.

'Resources: role playing.

br Activity: have students write and .perform their own skit of a

family situation in which the grownups act like three year olds

(can't read, can't get their own sandwich, fuss if they don't get

4
their own way, are afraid of a mouse, etc). .Students can then

decide if it's a good thing that people grow up and compare some

of their abilities, attitudes, or behaviors to those of the por-

trayed three year old "grownups".

Behavioral evaluation: each student will. match correctly at least

four pairs of statements representing the immature and the more

mature version of the same ability, attitude, or behavior.

Lamature More Mature

"I will not eat anything green". "If ,I don't sleep enough I'm

tired the next day."
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"I always get my shirt on backwards "I'm in charge of cleaning my

and I can't snap my own Jacket."

"Someone else his to read ,to me."

"I am not tired and I'll stay

up all night if I want to".

"I'm too little to clean up toys "`.

"I get mad at bath time."

Preparation: same as II, C, 2, a.

Resources: role playing.

So

side of the room."

"A person has to get clean some-

time."

"I will try at least one taste

of new foods, even if they look

gicky".

"I'll pick out my own clothes

every morning and put them

on myself before breakfast."

"I have my own dictionary."
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'II. NEED: SELF KNOWLEDGE (7-9)

A. Unit goal: to increase knowledge of the self through relating self char-

..-

acteristics to one's personal functioning.

1. Developmental objective: to be able to rank aptitudes and relate them

to activities.

'a. - Activity: have students examine their own recorded test data and

list the various aptitude measures (such as those on the DAT). Then

I

they can make a poster illustrating these in graphic, a mbolic or

abstract form as they represent' the self. Each student identifies

the aptitudes he/she has included and relates them to current ac-

tivities. (guidance activity; art class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will rank his/her aptitudes as

they appear on test data and will give to the satisfaction of the,

teacher or counselor, at least one example of how he/she uses"

each one.

-Preparation; expand.on the lesson that the combinations of our

..personal characteristics which make us unique also have a great

affect on what we do and how we do it; stress the relative nature

of the aptitudes rather than absolute scores which emphasize com-

petition -- especially if scores tend to be severely decelerated.

Resources: test data, art materials.

b. Activity: have each student pantomime at least one activity or

job which he/she considers important (this can range from-some

aspect of school work\to fixing can or being a good dancer). The

other students can try t identify the activity and relate Et

first to any aptitude they might recognize in, the performance.

(a good swimmer has an athletic aptitude) Then they should attempt

to relate that aptitude to the ones for which they have formal,
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measured scores (e.g. swimmer, DAT phyiical). (guidance activiiyr

industrial arts class)

Behavioral evaluation:- each student will list, in rank order*of

his/her opinion of significance, three of his/her.activities.

.Then he /she will identify the corresponding aptitudes and indicate

whether they, too, are in the same -rank order.

?reparation: same-as II, A, 1, a.

Resources: pantomiming:

2. Developmental objective: to be able to rank abilities and relate, them

to activities.

a. Activity: have students name several areas in which one couldJhave

abilities (social, physical, etc) and ask whether or not they think

most peoples' abilities are confined to'one area or whether most

people have some skills in several areas. Then students can hypo-

thesize by role playing what a group of people would be like if

each one had abilities in only one area (e.g. an athlete who had

no social skills). (guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation:" each student will Write down at least three

areas inwhich he/she has some skills; he/she will write one ability

for each area and rank the abilities to the teacher's or counselor's

'satisfactioh. After that, each student will giye at least one exam-

ple of his /her activities that goes along with each ability.

Preparation: review ability as something one. can do and emphasize

the different fields in which one might be able (de-emphasize school

based criteria as provider of the primary definition); use any ti

classification scheme that provides a vide variety of life orien-

tations (e.g. John Rolland's social, intellectual, artistic, real-

istic, enterprising, conventional).

Resources: role playing.

b. Activity: have students break up into two groups. Have each .

GG
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group line up or sit in a circle. Thy first member of the first

group gives the;naum of what he/she considers is his/her best

ability, The first member of the second group then gives the

name of an activity in which that ability would be used. The

teacher can keep a running list on the board matching activities

with abilities. The groups then' reverse. (guidance activity;

industrial arts class).

Behavioral evaluation: using.poster.board, each student will rank,

three of his/her abilities and match each one with a picture or ot-

her graphic representation of anactivity in which he/she takes

part.

Preparation: stresi out of school abilities and out of school

activities if the student population warrants it (i.e. if they have'

relatively few in school abilities and activities).

Resources:

3. Developmental objective: to examine values in relation'to controversial

issues:

a. Activity: have students use the suggested multimedia materials on

values clarification. Then have students discusi how values can

determine one's position on controversial issues (e.g. race re-

lations, smoking in school, teenage drinking, teenaje drug use,. etc.).

(guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify two major values

he/she holds, take a portion on two current controversial issues,,

and defend, each to the counselor's satisfaction, the positions

based on the identified values.

Preparation: review values as motivators for behavior and choice;

expand to include positions taken in various issues.

Eisdurces) An Introduction to Values Clarification.
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b. Activity: have each student sub* t a list of the three most salient

controversial issues he/she feels he/she has to deal with. The

counselor can then tally the three most common ones. Students

should discuss what values are involved with each of the issues

and consider in what specific ways each value effects the issue

(a value on good peer relationships night suggest that cheating

is acceptable or taboo). (guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will take the three identified

common controversial issues and match, each one to at least one

value. Then hilihe will state to the counselor
I
s satisfaction,

his/her own position on that value and relate. it to the position

he/she takes on the issue:.

!reparation: same as II, A, 3, a.'

Resources:

4.' Developmental objective: to be able to relate self chara teristics to

job'clusters.

a. Activity,: in a small up, have each student in turn state what

1 bsr

n

e/she considers are is/her most important self characteristics.

The other students in the group collaborate and try to relate these

to one of the job clueters. The original student gives feedback',

regarding the cluster choice end holi'he/she feels he /she might it

into it. (guidance activity; social studies clasa; industrial

arta class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student willidentify one of his/her

own self characteristics from each of the following categories:

.interests

abilities

achievements

values
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and relate them together to ajob cluster. Then he/she will do-the

same either for another student in his/her group or a hypothetical

person, matching characteristics to clusters:

Preparation: introduce 'or review the concept end names of the

ious job clusters. Give some brief examples matching personal

characteristics to clusters- -(e.g. an interest in medicine, i value

on helping people, and ability, in communicating with people might,

all fit into the health and welfare cluster; or an interest in
t

production, a value On competition, and good business skills

might fit into the manufacturing cluster).

Resources: use CCEM Cluster Concept.

b. Activity: have students use the Job -0 career materials matching

interests with the world .of work. (guidance activity; social

studies class; industrial arts class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will rank order three dif-

ferent job clusters as they relate to at least three of his/her

specific characteristics which will also be listed.

- -.4
iprinaiatibna same as II, A, 4, a.

Resources:, Job-0.

B. Unit goal: to expand the idea of the self as role player.

1.. Developmental objective: to consider one'a role in his/her family.

'a. Activity: have students consider the roles they play within their

family and for three days keep a tabulation of the time spent in

each role. In class each student pantomimes the cola in which he/

she spent the most time. The other students can guess which role

is pantomimed and compare the most time consuming role to their

own. They can also consider whether the role demanding the most

time is also most important. (guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify the role in which

g
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he/she spent the least time and state whether this role is also -

, the least important in his /her judgment and give to the counselor's

satisfaction, at least one reason why it is or is not. 4

Preparation: review the notion of ,role in family and suggest

that some roles demand more time than others, which may or may. not

"correspond with how significant the role is for the player.

Resources: pantomiming.

b. Activity: have students make a set, of "people" 'representing their

family Avg pieces of glass tubing and a bunsen\hurner. Roles

can be depicted by Using form -- either abstractly br realistically.

(guidance activity; science class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will give on reason stated
1

in terms of roles for the way he/she represented

leach

member of his/

her family and give, to the teacher4s or counselOr's satisfaction,

. at least one example of behavior that supports ach designation.

Preparation: same as II, B, 1, a; arrange f r proper orientation

to laboratory procedurex'and behavior.

Resources: Bunsen burner, glass tubing.

2. Developmental objective: to consider one's role in'school.

a. Activity: on a large class poster, have students draw all the

symbols they can of the various roles t ey may pleyin_school

(e.g. a guitar for music group, sneake for basketball players,

etc.). Students should discuss the relative importance of each

of these roles and consider that the importance placed on various .

roles would vary greatly amond individuals. (guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will rank order his/her three

most important (by his/her own definition) school roles and give

at least one reason, to the counselor's satisfaction, for each

4
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Preparation: continue with notion of roles hair 'g varying degrees

58.

of importance.

Resources: art' materials.

b. Activity: have student's identify at lea t. five roles played by

students in school and then discuss w t a particular role player

might do during the time not spend n that role (e.g. what does a

football player do after practi7 . What does a scholar do after

/homework is done? What does musician do after the concert?).

Students can consider the s ift from one role to another by shifting

activities-- (guidance a ivity)

Behavioral evaluation: for each school role listed on the left,

the student will id tify the appropriate activity from thelist on

the right.. Then e/she will indicate one other activity from the

list that the me role player might undertake, thereby shifting

to another r le (e.g. the football player might study after prac-

tice or t e drama star might exercise by running around the track).

sc ntist

ootball player

drama star

friend

poet

interpreter

play thetrumpet

study

practice on he field

go to foreign language films

tinker,in the icience lab

raad about images

run around the track

memorize lines of aplay

talk to friends

Preparation: same as II, B, 2, a.

Resources:

3. Developmental objective: to recognize the existence of role conflict.

7 1



a. Activity: have students break up into groups of two; each d ad

assumes the identity of one person and each student Plays dif-

ferent role which conflicts with the role the other stu nt plays.

'The students should choose the roles and situations play out.

They may also discuss whether each particular conf t is inevitable

o1 in the situation, or clearly avoidabl (guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list at least two personal

role conflicts he/she has experienced and o 'he/she is experiencing

now.' The precise roles should be identify//d (e.g. student, friend)

and the nature of the conflict described, to the-counselor's satis-

factio', in one or two sentences.

PTO arat on: review the idea that we all play ma and ex-

pand it t include the concept of conflict. Give some simple

illustratiOns e.g. working mothers may experience conflict be-

\
,

tween worke' and mother when job demands and childrens',demands%
are made on er. In the activity, suggest roles or conflictual

. \

situations if\neeessary.

Resources: role playing.

b. /Activity: have tudenti pick out a sPecific role conflict that

is familiar to them (e.g. friend vs. student; *Mete vs. boy-
,

eriend, etc.) and make a, collage of-pictures, either drawn or cut

out from magazines or newspapers, that depict the conflict. Collages

should not be labeled and should be shown to the rest of the class

who tries to identify the conflict and the specific roles that

are played (art class; guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: from the collage, each student will name

three role conflicts that he/she has experienced, is experiencing

or predicts that he/she will experience, and at least two he/she
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recognizes but does not emierience. Roles -should be identified

and the nature of the conflict described to the counselor's or

teacher's satisfaction.

Pre &ration: same as II, B, 3, a.

Resources: newspapers or magazines, art materials.

4. Developmental objective: to be able to recognize sex stereotyping in

role playing.

a. Activity: haVe students consider the various roles women play to-.

day and ask students how :many of-their mothers work and discuss

whether their jobs are "feminine" by stereotype or whether any

mother has a non-traditional job for a woman (industrial arts

class; social studies class; guidance activity).

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list three jobs his/her

mother or father does around the house and then three jobs his/

her mother or father does away from the house. He/she will put an

asterisk beside any job he/she feels could not be done as well (af-

ter it was learned ) by the opposite sexed parent or parent substi-

tute. For ea *asterisk, the student will give to the satisfac-
,

tion of the teacher or counselor, at least one reason.

Preparation: introduce the Concept of sex steretyping and suggest

that the world is changing and moving towardsobscurity of tradi-

tional stereotyping in both the home and in the world of work.

Resources:

b. Activity: invite two guest speaLrsto come to the school; one

a woman. with a non-traditional job for a woman (truck driver) and

one a male with a non-traditional job for a man (nurse). Speakers

should focus on the way they became interested in their jobs, the

particular difficulties they faced based on their sex and how they

7 3
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deal with, and feel about, those difficulties. (guidance activit

social studies class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will name at least two jobs

that are non-traditional for members of his/her sex and describe

briefly, to the teacher's or counselor's satisfaction, one diffi-

culty he/she night encounter and one way ,of dealing with it.

Preparation: same as 4, a.

Resources: outside speakers.

C. Unit goal: to expand the idea of the self in terms of growth and change..

1. Developmental objective: to be able to recognize changes in self char-

acteristics.

a. Activity; have each student develop a list of five of the most sig-

nificant people in ;his/her life and consider in what Way each one

has influenced or affected him/her in terms of interests, abilities,

attitudes, and achievements. Students can sharcenatyses by taking

turns identifying an influential person and describing his/her,

affect on the student. (guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will make a poster, representing

the "before" and "after" of'at least one example of the following

as each his changed in the last three years:

interest

achieveMent

value

future plan

Preparation: stress changes that occur in non-physical respects as

well as physical.

Resources:

-
b. Activity: have students attempt to remember the main interest,

achievement, value and future plan they had three years ago.

7.1



Have them make a line graph indicating relative importance (using

an arbitrary 1-10 scale with 10 as. most important) representing

each with a different color pencil, (guidance activity)

as

...116. ... .

*ft.....

interest '(stamps) 411 red

achievement (English) blue ---- --

value (fun) se green ----

62.

future plan (go to college) in yellow -.. ...-

Behavioral evaluation: each studential re-list the interest,

achi dement, value and future plan graphed and rank them according

o//it/ the most significant change. Each student will give to the

counselor's satisfaction, at least one contributing factor to each

change.

?reparation: same as II, C, 1, a.

Resources:.

2: Developmental objective: to be able to recognize change in roles.

a. Activity: have each student list his/her past, specific, roles in

family, school, and peer group and rank them according to the impor-

tance (student defined) they had for him/her three years ago. Then

have each student make another list re-ranking these roles to in-

dicate their importance now Students can discuss and compare re'-,

sults. (guidance activity)
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Behavioral evaluation: each student will' identify that area in

which he/she things the most significant change has taken place

and explain, to the counselor's satisfaction, why.

Preparation: connect the ideas of role playing and growth to

suggest a change and re-shuffling of role with maturation. Stress

that these changes vary.greatly among 'individuals throughout life.

- Resource's:

b. Activity: have the class decide on a person - famouse, historical,

contemporary, or whatever , to research. Then have students break up.

into groups and have each group choose a role played by the person

to study. 'They should focus on the changes occuring in the

person's life as reflected in the ways he/she played his/her roles.

Students should then relate these changes to the changes taking

place in their own role playing. (history class; -social-:-studies

class; guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify three role changes

in the person studied and indicate, to the teacher's or counselor's

satisfaction; whether each one is or is not similar tcone he/she

has experienced, is experiencing or expects to experience.

Preparation: same as II, C, 2, a.

Resources: library facilities, role playing.

D.. Unit goal: to consider the concept of life style.

1. Developmental objective: to be able to recognize the various elements in

life,style as they are influenced by careers.

a. Activity: ask students what the differences might be between a

street cleaner and a movie actor. Have them try to identify the

1,-//
various elements inherent in the two jobs that do not relate

specifically to job performance, but do relate to the way in which

73
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the worker lives. Students can then break up into two groups,

each one taking one of the careers and collaborating on what advan-

tages and disadvantages in life style it would prOvide. Group

members can pantomimevarious elements in life style to be identi-

fied by members of the other group, and then compare\them to their

own family's life style. (social studies class; industrial arts

class; guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: from a collection of four teacher seleCted

pictures of workers in uniform or with other accoutrements that would

indicate theirjob, each student will identify at least three

probable life style factors of each worker presented and give to

the teacher's or counselor's satisfaction the corresponding elements

found in his/her own family's life style.

Preparation: introduce the term life style as'it conveys the way a person

lives. Suggest that one;s career may greatly affect life style for ,

far more than the eight hours a day he/she works: it'affects where one

lives, how much leisure time he/she has, what sort of clothes he/she

wears, food he /she eats, etc.
N

Resources: pantomiming.,

b. Activity: from any television program with a strong main charac-

ter, have students identify the life style of that character in

specific terms. They can dismiss the elements in class and com-

pare them to those of the teacher or counselor or other adult and

then compare them to their own family's life style. (guidance

activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will make, to the satisfaction

of the teacher or counselor, a three way comparison between two

hypothetical wo kers (e.g. a famous lawyer and a delicatessen owner)
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or two television characters, (e.g. }immix and Lucas Tanner) and

his /her father or mother or other head of the family.

ire +mations same as
:

D, 1, a.

Resources: television/program.

2. Developmental objectivit/ to consider the life style one desires in

relation to possible careers.

a. Activity: have students break up into two groups. Each group

will decide o7/three to'five desireable elements of life style and

list them ott/the blackboard. The other group will try to give at

least three careers that might provide. such a life style. Students

should react to the poesibilities.and discuss any difficulties they

may encounter in agreeiitg on desireable factor.. (guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will ielate.at least two spec-
,

ifii careers in which he/she is interested with three elements of

li/fe style for each,that he/she considers degireeble.\
/

'Preparation: Continue lesson on life style as connected with careers.

In activity,.if'pecessary,try to turd focus away from purely glam-

orous'or fantastic careers by suggesting such elements as priVacyi

quiet, close familYlife that also need-tobe considered when

choosing a career.

Resources:

b. Activity: have students role play a family situation in which the
k

father has decided to change his job so that he would work, for

more money,, at night rather than during the day. The mother has

also decided to make a change from full time housewife to full -

time student. The parents try to explain these changes to their

f
''''

childr n. Afterwards they have students discuss allthe possible

Alt rations in life style that might come_ from such X shift.
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(guidance activity; social studies class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will give to the satisfac-

\

tiou of the teacher or counselor, two changes in life style

elements that would almost certainly come from Much a change as

role played, and three possible changes that Right evolve from

such a change.

Preparation: same as II, D, 2,

Resources:



II. NEED: SELF KNOWLEDGE (10-12)

A. Unit goal: to increase knowledge of the self through integration of self

characteristics and future plans.

1. Developmental objective: to be able to organize various self charac-

teristics into patterns associated with career goals.

a. Activity:- have each student make a clay representation ofhis/her

strengths and weaknesses as he /she. sees them in relation to work.

StUdents can then break up into small groups and help_one another

consider the implications of their assessment in terms of goals.

Each student can identify his/her primary career goal(s) or ten-
)

tative goali and the others canprovide feedback regarding the feasi-

bility of such goils. (art class; .guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student in writing or a counseling in-

terview will identify his/her career goal(s) an relate them to the

teacher's or counselor's satisfaction, directly to specific pat-

terms of self characteristics.

Preparation: encourage students to consider their self character-

istici in terms of patterns rather than in isolated Categories.

Stress the necessity for dealing with the realistic aspects of set-

ting goals based on self characteristics.

Resources: art materials.

b. Activity: have each student list on a piece of paper the following

value orientation:

security

adventure

money

'challenge

political power

being admired

being liked

80
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being respected

being well known

being anonymous, but important

contributing to*society

Then have him/her rate each one of theie according to the signifi-

cance each holds for each student, using a rating system with five
*

stars(*****) for the most significant values and (*) for little sig.._

nificance, no star indicating no significance and one star encircled

meaning a negative value; e.g. actively not wanting challenge:

In small groups, each' student can reveal his/her MOO important

value(s) and then state current career goal(s). Other students

can react to the combinations of value and car er and consider

whether they fit. --(guidance activity; sOci 1 studiei class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will ke a diagram with his/

her career goal(s) writtensin the center.- Then he/she will signi-

fy the importance of the three most significant values relatedCto

the career, he/she holds by size or position. For example:

Career goa

VA UE

value

'reparation: same as II, A., 1, a; any comprehensive list of

values may be used; review the impOrtance of values As motivators.
1

Resources: for work on value clarification and individuality, see

Search for Values.

c. Activity: have each studentaake a junk sculpture of him/herself as

a worker. Then have him/her discuss the career portrayed and how

it relates to his/tier own self image. Students should look at one

anothers work and consider whether they see each other as they see

04.4.



then:la/Ives. They should also Consider the specifics of the de-

picted a f images. (shop class; guidance activity; Psychology

-lass)

Behavioral evaiiiation: each student in a counseling interview

\will stareititrieta e his/her self concept to specific terms to

his/her career goals or tentative. career goals, to the satisfac-

tion of the teacher or counselor.

Preparation: same as II, A, 1, a; review notion of self concept

as the way one sees him /herself in a unified way.

/.ReiOuices:

2. Developmental objective: to be able to identify personal strategies

f (/attainment of career goals.

7. Activity: have each -- student construct a multiple ow chart in-

dicating a broad range of the logical pro salons of various

choices for various career ;goals. guidanCelactivity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student' will mark his/her ownj(pio-

jected path on the 'flow chart with a red marker. Each bo passed

through should be further labeled as follows:

1) the names of courses or tracts in Box A

2) the 'names of specific possibilities for places of work,

kind of apprenticeship or on- the - job /training, college,

etc. in Box B

3) desighation for "other" in'Box C

4) specific names, of possible career goals in Box C

With a green marker, each student will trace an alternative palh.

Preparation: review and discuss the various options; aid in the

construction of a flow chart if necessary. Encourage students to

become familiar with other studenti' strategies as well as their

own. Emphasize necessity for flexibility as expressed in the

I

482
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devising of alternative strategies.

Resources:

b. Activity: have students consider the follo ing sets of goals:

finish beautician school be a beautician finish high school

be a journeyman finish high/school get apprenticeship

get a job in industry .. go to,O-tech school---do well in.shbp course

get any job make money quit school

get married quit school live happily ever after

and have them-rearrange each set of statements to indicate a logi-

cal sequence of time as short/middle/ and long ra4e goals. Then

students can decide in which sets the end goal would be attained

relatively soon as compared with other sets (e.g. end goal of

being a hospital orderly could be accomplished sooner than the end

goal of being a doctor). Students can discuss the nature, in terms

of advantages or desireability, of goals that can be achieved

quickly versus those requireing more time. Other investments such

as money for training, effort in studying, etc. should also be con-

sidered. (guidance activity; social studies class; psychology

class).

Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify at least. one

set of goals including a short, middle, and long term plan, \onnec-

ted with his/her career choice and give to the counselor's or b\

teacher's satisfaction at least three advantages of this plan as

he/she sees them for him/herself.

Preparation: discuss the concept of long, middle, and short range

' goals and e accompanying considerations that need to be made.

Suggest suitability of different kinds' of goals for different

individuals.
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Resources:

B. Unit goal: to emphasize the integration of role playing with growth and

-change.

1. Developmental objective: to consider how changing personal role can

relate to role conflict.

a. Activity: have each student make a brief photographic essayde-

picting a role conflict that originates in growth or change. Have

/ them do a "before "` and "after" (e.g. a little boy',4 relationship

with his father versus a grown man's with his father). Have

other students attempt to' fill in a hypothetical progression of

change that would result in such a role conflict, as illustrated

by the photographs. (psychology class; art-class; guidance

activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify at:least one,con-

flict in roles which he/she has recently experiencoitd, or,is exper-

iencing now,that stems from a shift in roles as they are played over
\\

time. The conflict can be within or across culture, family, school,

peer, orother relationships. The student will also decribe, to

the satisfaction of the teacher or counselor, the dynamics of the

conflict as h /shesees them, e.g. peers resist change in friends'

studyJiabits:, parents resist child's growing independence while

child resists parent's' interference;

?reparation: tak students to identify the changes in role they

have experienced since junior high school in school, family and

peer relationships. Then they can consider how these changes

tended to demand a change in other people's role playing. Then

they should discuss how this can mean role conflict for others

too; when an .old rolelresists having to accomodate to the changing

8 ')
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patterns. Use an example of a parent who has difficulty shifting

the role of parent-of-child to parent-of-young adult.

Resources:

b. Activity: have students role play a situation in which an in-

dividual feels conflict between ga/her emerging roles as friend

and student, or brother and boyfriend, or daughter and individualist.

Have other students not differences in behavior observed in the

playing of each role and discuss them in terms of change and growth.

For example, a young woman may behaVen.more dutifully and. child-.

like while playing the role of daughter- who -has- stern- father than

while playing the role of brilliant-medical-student. The latter

role emerges from growth and change. (psychology cfass; guidance.

activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify two role conflicts

of his/her own ind distinguish the behavior he/she utilizes in

each. Then. he/she will indicate to the satisftction of the teacher or

counselor,thedirectionofamIgelaWorgraWth..

Preparation: same es II, B, 1, a.

I

Resources:

2. Developmental objective: to c ider how changing role expectations I

relate to sex-stereotyping.

a. Activity: have each student do an analysis of his/her like-sexed

parent and if possible one of his/her like-sexed grandparents (or

contemporary,) in regard to several roles. Have each student deter-

mine where on a scale of stereotyped, each would fit. (guidance

activity; psychology class; social studies'class)

Behavioral evaluation:, each student will indicate whether or not

8 3
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a change in roles regarding sex stereotyping is visible to him/

her across generations to his/her own desired or predicted patterns;

and give'to the teacher's or counselor's satisfaction, at least

,three%exampies of behavioral evidence to support his/her claim.

tj,reparalon: determine how much students recognize about sex
0.....

stereotyping. Suggest that many traditional barriers are crumbling,
..-;

yet each student has to come to his/her own position on how tradi-

t nal or non-traditional he/she chooses to be.

Roles Male STEREOTYPE
1 3 4 5

Female

(is) parent:

authoritarian

disciplinarian

firm

serious

unexpressive of &fieato:7

understanding

tolerant

soft

happy

loving

demanding unselfish

(as) spouse

dominant dominated

aggressive submissive

decider of serious issues ,,__dtsj.der-8f-jatilort issues

provider of services

inside home.mainly

outside work not ,significant

provider of goods-

(as) worker

only outside the home

'important work

main role

(as) student

worthwhile for job preparation

aggressive subjects

outside work only if finan-
cially necessary '

frivolous

artistic subjects
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Resources:

b. Activity: have a male student role play his own conceptions of a

typical stereotyped male worker who is giving orders
10
to others

(e.g. shop foremast); have a previously selected female student

note all possible mannerisms and nuances of the performance and

then have her 'role play the same scene. Students can discuss how

the observations represented affect fob performance, how other

workers sight react, etc. Then reverse the situation with a typi-

cally stereotyped female worker giving solace (e.g. primary school

teacher). (guidance activity; psychology class; social studies

class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list five roles\he she
.\\\

feels are expected by significant others, subculture, or general

culture of his/her sex and will put an asterisk next to those he/

she accepts, and an acceptable (to him/her) alternative next to

those roles he/she does not accept.

Preparation: slake as II, B, 2, a.

Resources: role playing.

C. Unit gOal: to relate the concept of life style to self patterns.

1. DeVelopmental objective: to be able to distinguish preferred life style

from parents' life style.

a. Activity: have each student choose his/her own media (written essay,

drawing, painting, collage, photographs, etc,) to represent the

elements of his/her own preferred life style. In small groups each

student can identify the specific elements that he/she incorporated.

and compare them directly to those of their parents or other guardian

adults. Students shouid consider the comparison in terms of their

own characteristic; patterns. (guidance activity; psychology class;

social studiei class)

83
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Behavioral evaluation: each student will list five elements of

his/her preferred life style on the lift-hand side of the paper

and the corresponding elements of his/her parents' life style on

the right hand side. He/shit will connect with a straight line

those elements that he/she sees as being essentially tbe
V
same

as his/her parents; then with a broken line each student will

connect those elements seen as varying but basically compatible.
1

In a counseling interview each student will account to the satis-

faction of the teacher or counselor, for each element in terms of

his/her self patterns.

?reparation: review concept of life style and relate it to growing

independence from parents. Stress individual differencesn the

degree to which young adults accept originating family's life

orientations.

Resources: art materials.

b., Activity: have studenti\break up into Smell groups. Each group

member then states the various elements of parents' life style

--that he/she thinks apply to the student next to him/her. That

student reacts to the assessment, agreeing, disagreeing or clari-

\
fying and then states if and how these vary from his/her preferred

life style. Other members should react to\the interchange.

(guidance activity; psychology class )\
\\

Behavioral evaluation: each student wilf7te on the scale the

degree to which he/shhad adopted the majo elements.of his/her

parents' life style and will account for his/her position to the

counselor's or teacher's Satisfaction,

1 2 3 4: \ 5

exactly like' some minor somely

difference similarities and similarities and\N common
t major some minor nothing in

from parents major dissimilari- major dissimilari-
ties ties

83
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by delineating all similarities and dissimilarities and matching

each to a self pattern; e.g. major` dissimilarity--salary "I

want to make much more money so I don't have to worry about paying

the rent and be able to travel".

Preparation: same as II, C, 1, a; if poosible have students define

the elements to be considered on evaluation scale; limit number

of elements to from 3 to 5.

Resources:

2. Developmental objective: to be able to integrate preferred life style

with .career goals.

a. Activity: from any television program with a strong main character

that students watch, have trio identify the career and life style

of that character and disTiss the ways in which their own career

plans witl'affeCt their life style. (guidance activity; social

studies class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will graph three life style

elements of the television character, that are specifically related

to his/her career on an arbitrary scale of 1 to 10 with ten

being. the highest (or most) and on the same graph indicate his/her

own pattern.

Salary Regularly scheduled leisure mobility

10

9

Cannon's 8 /1
(private 7,

N\

investigator) 6
5

4 X
3

Mess 2

(nursing 1

paraprofessional)

Preparation: review importance of career as primary definer of life

style.
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Resources: television program.

b. Activity: have student role play various workers exhibiting in-

appropriate life styles (e.g. shop foreman dressed like a movie

actor). Then have students discuss how and why those life styles

are incompatible with the occupations. (guidance activity; psy-

chology class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list two careers in addi-

tion to his/her own career choice (or possible career choice) and

match each, to the teacher's or counselor's satisfaction, with a

description of one life style element that he/she considers in-

appropriate and one he/she considers appropriate. Then he/she will

provide an explanation or name of element for each set, e.g.

occupation inappropriate behavior }appropriate behavior lreason

bus driver fly to Europe,for the weekend eat lunch at MacDonald salary

Preparation: same as II, C, 2, a.

Resources: role playing.



III. NEED: SELF ATTITUDES '((-3)

A. Unit goal: to facilitate the development of a positive self concept.

1. Developmental objective: to be able to recognize one's uniqueness..

a. Activity: do an adaptation of Dr. Seuss! book, b Book About Me,

by Me, Myself so that each child /can have his/her own scrapboot.

Mimeograph pages for students to fill in, e.g.:

"I live in a farmhouse,

"I. go to school

feet,

by bus,

by jet."

a duplex, an wtment".

on my brother's trike, on

"I am a great tongue clicker yes, no".

"I sing better than I. click my tongue yes, no".

"My best animal's name is

79.

; which can be spelled backwards

"About fond, my best food is but positively don't give me

"I eat like a

It

humming bird, like,an elephant, like a it.

fr

"I do/do not wear a mole"

"I own buttons and . zippers."

"There are light switches in my house."

"Sometimes I get angry.at people yes, no."

"I'bashed someone yea, no".

"I shoved someone yes, no."

"I stacked someone yes, no".

"I pulled hair yes, no".

"I wish I didn't do it yes, no."

Scrapbooks can be added to periodically.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state at least fivethings

about him/herself, two of which represent physical characteristics,

and three of which represent non-physical charicteristici.

Preparation: emphasize that every person is unique and special.
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Suggest that each person has a chin different from all other peoples',

gets grumpy over different things, likes a different kind of ice

cream best, can or cannot tolerate spinach, can or cannot jump

rope, floes or does not wantto be an astronaut or a mommy or a

president.

Resources: Dr. Souse, 116, Book About Ms.

b. Activity: have each itudent lie down on a big piece of brown Paper

and, trace around the *hole child. Then have him/her decorate his/

her "self" in such a way as to help the other students guess Whose

"self" each one is. Students can talk about what things mak: a per-

son different from other people.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will pdint out, to the teacher's

or counselor's satisfaction, three ways he/she decorated his /her

"self" to make it represent him/her.

Preparation: same as III, A, 1, a; while thi's activity emphasizes

physical aspects of ;uniqueness, encourage' students to decorate their

pictures.to represent non-physical things as well e.g. smile, frown,

laughing, crying or with a baseball hat or a.solf made bracelet.

Resources: art materials.

c. Activity: have each student make and decorate putting on eyes, hair,

/ etc.'s large face depicting his /her own. The faces should be made

/ to form the group he/she is part of. Have students try to make their

facesireflect how they feel in-the group.=

Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify three feelings

he/she has at different times, while in a group.

Preparation: same as III, A, 1,

Resources: art materials.
/

d. Activity:\ have students do survey on each otherf; What is your

9.3
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best vegetable, your worst vegetable, what TV program do you like

best, what do you like to do on Saturday afternoons, how do you

feel the day after Christmas, what do you like to do the bes?

The teacher can write the answers to the questions on'the board:

Behavioral evaluation: each student will giveat least three things

about him/herself that makes him /her

Preparation: same as. III, A, 1, a.

Resourcei:

2. Developmental objective; to begin to develop a positive sense of idin-

tity.
.

a. Activity: haye students construct a large chart with three sec-

tions: the first twice, as big as the second and the second twice

as big as the third. Write or have students write at the top of

the first section, IThings I'm Great At", and,hervethem fill this

section with words, drawings or pictures representing 'what they

are "great at". The second section can be labeled "Things I'm So-

So At", and filled in like the first, and the third section (and

the smallest) can be labeled "Things I'm Awful At".

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list the three things

he/she does the best. Open-ended, run-on sentences can be used,

My.name is

am also a

And am good at

And do grat."

Preparation: introduce identity as the feeling that one knows who

he/she is and stress that thgood thingi about each person say a

lot about who he/she is .

Resources: art materials.
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b. Activity: use the photographic materials from Understanding- Our

Feelinss. Have students talk about feelings as an important part

of whothey are, but also have them consider that good people

sometimes have bad feelings and happy people sometimes have un-

.happy feelings.

Behavioral evaluation: each'student ill use a Potato Head to in-

dicate two good feelings he/she often has and one, bad one. ,Thei

he/She will give, to the satisfaction f the teacher or counselor,

at least one reason why it is okay to have that bad feeling some-

times.

Preparation: stress that while feeling contribute to who one is,

having bad feelings doesn't mean onela ad and having unhappy

feelings doesn't mean one is an unhappy -person. Emphasize posi-

\B. Unit, goal: to introduce the idea that self devel

\

pment, understanding and

acceptance are processes influenced by on -going life experiences.

tive self acceptance of self feelings.

1. Developmental objective: to consider the integration of changing

needs with self development.

a. Activity: using teacher selected series off ictures illustrating

growth or maturation, e.g. a picture of a io her nursing a baby,

e small child feeding him/herself, anolder hild making a sand-

wich, have students discuss how the child's n eds change, and what

those changes mean in terms of self developme t.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state, cut out pictures

from magazines, or draw pictures to represent ne child=centered

three part series (e.g. father puttirit toddler on tricycle, chile)

riding bicycle alone, teenager riding motorcyc e), and will des-'

cribs, to the teacher's or counselor'

Ikeda change as he/she grows older.

9 3

s satisf etion, how the child's

*\
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Preparation: describe the way a person's needi change in terms
,\

of deiandence,giving way to indepoidencn and emphasize the posi-

tivetive nature of this growth. If necessary, stick to concrete ex-

ample* using yOung children as they need t,heir.parents in ,vary' ing

degrees and amounts.

Resources: magazines, sources of teacher selected pictures._
\,.;

,

b. Acttvity) have students sake stick people out of tongue depre-
/- -.N\

sore, circular heavy 'paper "heads" and staples. Select three

children at a time to be a family of two party' and one child.

The first group, using their stick people, "ole plays a faMily

scene in whicha mother has just come, me from ilia hospital with/T
a new baby; the second grouprole plays the-child's third birth-

day celebration; and the third roup;roleplays the day -the child
,...

rides a two wheeler for the first time. Have the other students

react or play the seqUenc again.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will
I

identify at least twoof

/.
his/her needs and des scribe, to the teacher's or counselor's satis-

faction, how. these differ from two needs he/she had as a baby.

!reparation: same as III, B, 1, a.

Resources: role playing.

2. 'Developmental objective: to consider tow common life experiences con-
;

tribute to self understanding and acceptance.

' a. Activity: have each student choose One interest and onelability 0

/ and trace each back to its origin, by doing a finger painting to

/ illustrate, e.g, going to the zoo and seeing elephants, an uncle

. demonstrating how to kick a football, a brother bringing home a

record, walking in the park and discovering the bugs, etc. Stu-

dents should display their painting and explain how these expert-

I 1



onces made them feel different than they did before.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list at leist two ex-

periences that mmke'him/her know him/hers if

know I can walk'ten blocksnove) and two e riences thatlmake

him/her like him/herself beteer (e.g. "I'm ilia enough to eat a

whole Big Hac.nome):

,Preparation,: identify several examples of eve day experiences

that iflitence our attitudes about ourselves, hasitevways in
/

which people are introduced to areas that alight be of interest, the

84.

methods used tO become able in those areas, and the way situp'

achievements wain pukka people accept and appreciate thamsaiWes.

Resources: art materials.

'b., Activity: have students use the DUSO TAT and dis6211 their

tions.

Behavioral,evaluation: each student will describe, to the satis-

sj of the teacher or counselor, tarot ways in which ,recent ex-

periences, in school, at home, or in the tlighborhood have affected

rose-

how he/she sees him/herself.

Preparation: sane as III, B, 2, a.

Resources: DUSO Kit.

C. Unit goal: to facilitate the development of 'i/Olerance and flexibility.

1. Developmental objective: to develop a se4sitivity to, and an acceptance

of, others who differ.

a
ItoActivity: have students break up into 's and talk to one an-

other for five minutes, finding out as much about that person

i

at possible:. Each student then should report to the class about

......_.--/

what he/she lourid out.

Behavioralevaluation: each student will make a collage from any

97
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materials eirresenting two things he/she learned about the other

student that are similar to his/her own characteristics, one thing

that is different, and one using he/she didn't know before or was- .

surprised to find

Preparation: suggeit briefly that all of are alike in some
I.

ways and all of, uivaie different in sole ways. Stress that it is

;

to the advantage of all of us to accept one another and consider

one anothsr's feelings"becatise it makes life generally happier and

ties world less complicated. Avoid moralietic.lessOn:

Orient students to interviewing techniques for activity by sug-

gesting possible questions (e.g. hOw many teeth do you have out,

do:You like your older brother very much, what is your favorite

lunch, etc.)

.Resources: art materials.

.
. -3,

b. ACtivity: make up and tell students a story &Wit a group of

children who were all of one color -- purple. They played together
s

wary day and didn't have very many fights. They played stick .

ball and took turns on a set of roller skates and hard!' ever got

into bad trouble. One day a new kid came4nto the neighborhood.

She could play stick ball great end had big bandaids on both, knees

from roller skating. She told great jokes, shared her potato chips

and even ha&A moth'er who didn't shout Or holler very much. But, .

III
\ ,

both she and her mother had an odd thing about them, they weren't

I

ell
1

purple. They were green. The childreoticed this right away

1 \ 1

but didn't worry about it until an older brother of one of the

Purples started making fun of the Green Kid. In a day or two none

of the Purples would even talk to the Green Kid let alone play with

her, 'Finally, when she came to play one morning and everyone
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walked away saying, "Who wants to play with a Green Person?,

she be=an to look sad and started to cry. Then she got very.

angry. Students should identify the reason that the Green Kid

was excluded from the group and discuss whether At vas fair.

They should also consider how she seemed to feel, why she was

sad, and then mad, and decide if they inierrielt that way in a

group.

Behavioral evaluation: each child will name, to the teacher's or

counselOr's satisfaction, at Witt two ways that prejudice against

a mlnotity/huits the victim and at least one/way it hurts the

Oppressors; as well.

/reparation: same as III, C, 1, a.

Resources:

c. Activity: have students role play a normal in- school situation,

in,41ats and for on the playground, but have one student play the

part of a. consistent loser, who can't write his/her name right or

jump rope.or shoot, marblesiYi-Eill any good stories or who likes

egg saladLsandwiches and wears funny sneakers, and has weird hair

and who flunks every single gym test. After the tale playing,

have the student who played the loser tell how he/she felt in thit

part and what the others did that'laade him/her feel that way.

Behwioral evaluation: each student will identify two feelings that

the loser had all the time and state whether he/she has oecassionally
1

had similar feelings.

Preparation: same as III, C, 1, a..

Resources: role playing.

2. Developmental objective: to recogitize the importance of recognizing

. alternatives.
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a. Activity: ask students to picture themselVes like George, walking

home from school, going into his apartment and finding the living /
/

room furniture in the kitchen, the stove,and the refrigerator in

the bathroei and the bathroom sink in the living r000m. No one

elle isione and George has to stay there alone for several hours.

He is .very. hungry but knows that food is kept in the refrigerator

in the kitchen - -and nothing' is in the kitchen but the couch and

a chair and a table. His hands are filthy and he wants to wash

than but the bathroom doesnq have the sink in it, and even though

he is really tired, there's no place to sit down in the living room.

, v
George is miserable; he keeps going over the plan is supposed,

to go: eat in the kitchen, wash in the bathroom, sit in the living

room. I

Students should identify what George'Is, problem is (besides that

\ ,

someone cane in anedwitched all the furniture and what he should

do. / s\

-Behavioral evaluition:A each student t the satisfaction

of the teacher/or counselor, at least one reason Why George will be

/

,unhappy if he/will only `pink of how things are supposed to be.

Preparation:' introduce he concept of flexibility at it allows

people to do things in di\fferent ways or alternatives. Stress that

\

\

\it makes life much easier to deal with if one can shift to other.,

ways of,doing or thinking t things when necessary. \

1\ \ i

.

,

Resources:

b. Activity: draw a fairly simple maze, with three .possible outes,

on the blackboard. Have th maze lead to ice cream or ball dons or

something else very popular, and god over one of the routes very

\

thoroughly sothat each student is familiar with it. Then ann
\
nce
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that:the established rout. has een covered by awful smelling

garbage by a nasty little girl w o hates ballooni. en have the

students take turns coming to the\bmard to discover way to the

end of the ;maze. Then discus' whether alternative routes were

_found- (or searched for) or whether anyone gave up or 1hether any-
t.,.

one plowed on through the garbage.

Behavioral evaluation: eachistudent will give to the satisfaction

of the teacher or counselor, ono reason why at times t's a good

idea to look for different ways of doing things.
i

,Preparation: same as III; C, 2, a.

Resources:
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III. NEED: SELF .AT'1 ITUDES (4-6)

A. Unit goal:! to facilitate the development of a pOiitiie self concept.

1. Developmental objective: to.be able to recognize one's uniqueness.
A

a. Activity: use appropriate level of Dimensions of Personality

kit and encourage student reaction and discussion.

Behavioral evaluation; each student will identify at least three

aspecte-abOuthimiherself that he/she considers positive.

Preparation: ,review the idea that each person is unique and ina-,

phaiiee the positive aspecti of differences between people. Sug-

gest that the world,Would befit very dull place if all of us looked

the same, thought the same and felt the same.

Resources: Dimension. of.Personality grade 4: "Here I Ai",

grade 5: "I'm Not Alone", and grade 6: "Becoming.Nlyself".

b. Activity: haye each student make a poster or collage called

"The Ne No One. Knows" and include abilities, interest, feelings,

or any other aspect of the Self. Those who volunteerahould die-

play their work and talk about its content.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list at /east three thingd,

about him/herself that most people don't know and .plain, to the

satisfaction of the teacher or counselor, for at least one of them,

Why people don't know about it.

Preparation: lime as III, A, 1, a.

Resources: art materials.

c. Activity: have each student make a paper macho image of him/her-

self: and paint it, decorate it, etc. to look as much as possible

like him/her. Then have students take turns describing exactly

what they, included and"whi.

, Behavioral evaluation: given a list of twenty five adjectives, e..



tall, happy, smart, funny, good looking, short, athletic, must-

cal, friendly, each student will check at least eight of them as

self descriptors.'

!reparation: same is III, A, 1, 114

Resources: art materials.

2. Developmental objective: to continue in the development of a

tive sense of identity.

a. Activity: have students consider their earlier units on values

and discuss the ways in which values become a part of a person

through behavior, and attitudes, rather than simple extraneous

descriptions 'about him or her. Have each student use a recent

edition of a reasonably comprehensive newspaper to make a paper

.

collage, "I believe in ".

90.

They can cut out headlines, p c-

tures, articles, cartoons representing values on peace, love,

clean air, safety, fun, money, etc. Have students share their pro-

ducts.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state; to the teacher's

or counselor's satisfaction, three values that are so important to

him/her that they are a part of him or her.

Preparation: define i'sense of identity as the total feeling one

haa of knowing who he/she is and what in life is or i not impor-

tant. Review, if necessary, the idea that behavioe,is usually re-
.

lativel consistent with values that are genuinely held.

Resources: newspapers.
.'s .

..s.
.

b. Activity: use Discovering Your Personality kit designed to explore
1 '

emotions, values,,.goals, and relationships. /

Behavioral evaluation: each student will complete the following

"Who I Am" sequenCe.

The best thing I can do is
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The think I want to be able to do best is

The most important thing about me is

The thing I like to do best is

A feeling I have nearly every day is

The most important thing I believe in is

The most important thing my faMily is

The best thing in life is

Preparation: same as III, A, 2, a.

Resources: Discovering Your Personality.

Activity: have each student select and pantomime three of the sev-

era roles he/she plays in the culture, school, home, neighbofhood,

etc. The other students should gUess.which of the roles illustra-

ted is the most importitit to the student doing the portrayal, at

the current time.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will indicate (by "yes" or "no"

whether the other students identified correctly his/her most signi-

ficant role. Then he/she will give at least two reasons 7ihy they

were right or wrong.

Preparation: same as III, A, 2, a; review the relationship of

role to behairior, if necessary, and stress that much of who we are

is composed of the behaiior we utilize while playing our roles.

Reiources: pantomiming.

B.' Unit gdal: fo expand, the idea that self development, understanding, and

1
.

acceptance are processes influenced by on-going life experiences.

1. Developmental objective: to consider how changing needs are.nte-

,

grated with self development.

.a. Activity: have students make a chart with three columns: one lab-
_

eled "Do*It for Me", the second one "Help Me Do It ", and the third

1 1
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one "DoIt Myself". Then have-students illustrate by drawings,

words, or cut out picturei, those aspects-that are appropriate for

each category. Students can include feeling oriented experiences

(e.g. getting cheered up on a rainy Saturday) as well as the phy-

-sical and non-physical abilities inherent in reading, dressing,

painting, etc. When degrees of need ire established, have'students

discuss who the-needs are usually -fulfilled by (parent, sibling,-

friend) and.telk about whit any *changes lean (from one category

to another) in terms of their growth:

Behavioral evaluation : each *student will name at least.tWo things

in his/her"Do
t

It For Me" list and predict into which colusin.he/she

might put each next year at this time. .Then he/ehe will giie,

the satisfaction of the teacher or counselor, at teist one,reasoni

for each predicted change (or non-change).

Preparation: expand on the idea that we do not live in a vacuum,

that we are influenced by the people around us and the experiences .

we have as we grow. As the process evolves some of-our needs

change draitiCally. For young people, this is most concretely

observed in growing independence from parenti or other adults and-

the move toward self sufficiency.

Resources: art materials.

b. Actillity:: have students cut out pictures Ofiany situation showing

rindult doing something for a small child. These can all be
1

pasted into a collage. Students should identify the child's need

as depicted in each picture and discuss how their needs would vary

if :they now were in the same situation.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will construct a chart with

three columns, NEEDS GROWING UP GROWN

103



In whichihe/she will. represent to the satisfaction of e teacher

or counselor, at least two physical ne (relating 1,.eating,

dressing, etc,) and two'non-physical meeds (read g, listening,

comforting) with captioned'pictures or words d indicate the

status of each need now (e.g. "I need hit // peanut'. 1

butter offhe shelf"lin the GROWING UP column and his/her prech:

iction-of the status in two years; "I can make my own lunch" in

the GROW colUin).

?reparation: .same as I/I,5, 1, a.

ResoUrces: art materials.

2. Developmental objective: to consider how common life experiinces con-.

tribUii to self understanding and acceptance..

a. Activity: have students use Why Do We filmstrips and cassettes on

typical behaviors ifisti utionalized into social customs (e.g. work;

play) and typical phys logical patterns (e.g. growth).

Behavioral evaluation:, each student will describe, to the satis-

fattion of the teacher or counselor, one way each in which the

experiences of work and play, having rules, and having a home,have

influenced the understanding he/she has of him/herself (e.g. "I
0

know rules stoke me angry soletimes and make me feel good other

times",) Then he/she will describe one sity each in which he/she

has increased feelings of self acceptance due to growth and feelings.

Preparation: introduce the idea that the way we live - working,

playing, etcc has a purpose in terms of regulating our lives and

that we can understand and accept urselves bitter through exam-

ining the patterns by which we live-,

Resources: Why Do We?

b. Activity: have each student do a study on one of his/her favorite
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adulti. Have him/her do and tape an interview centered around,

the interviewees experiences and how they have changed or atied

to .his/her'self understanding.and.acceptance. Struct re can be

provided 'by questions' relating to roles, 441 expert cos as a.

wOrker, as aepOontoietc. 'Play the tapes in class and discuss

similarities between interviewees.

'Behavioral evaluation: each student will state, to the satin-
~

faction of the teacher or counselor, how.being a son/daughter,'

a student and a friend has increased his/her self understanding,-

and how1beini-oie of these has indreased hie/%er self acceptance.

Resources: tape recerder(J).'

C. Unit goal: to facilitate the devepment of tolerance and flexibility

1. Developmental obfective: to developeensitivity to, and.accoptance of

others who differ.

;

a, ,Activity:

i

ctivity: have students ; mite a class mural called DAMAGE and

ask each student to contribute
\

a picture or drawing, a painting

or a poem (original or not) newspaper picture, or a um azine

article that illustrates how\pr1ejudice damages people. Contribu-
. \\

tions can inclucie such items aiiii. \pictures of the school integration
\

1

riots in Boston, a student drawn'representation of a Child excluded

from a group\or an article on recerhatred based war. iEach student

ti

. \

should explain 'his /her conttibUflow.

Behavioral evaluation: from the mural each student will:name; to the

satisfaction of t e teacher' or counselor, at least two ways,*beyond,

the ones he/she id

damage people.

Preparation: try,to determine students attitudes,twird racial

and general intolerance and suggest its n gative affects, as it con-
.

striate freedom and promotes waste of hums potential.

ntified, in which ptejudice and intolerance can

. 1 07

0



Resources: art materials.

, 'b. Activity: have students divide into groups on the basis of phy-

sical characteristics, el.g. all those Pith blue eyes, short hair,-

blick hait-,1 long nosesshort noes, etc. For,three days, each

group will be denied recess,or iliettatien tima,and/or any other

privilege, sit in the back of thiromm; eat,lunch alone, etc.

At the end of each period the victims 'should discuss howthey 'felt L.

and what they thought the "Oppressors" felt.

Behaiioral evaluation: each student Will describe, to the satis-

.

'faction of the teacher or counselor, two feelings he/she had as

-' a "victia' and two feelings he/she had as an "oppressor".

Preparation: same as III, C, I, a.

Resources: ';

2. Developmental objective:, to recognize importance of recognizing
0

alternatives. /
a. Activity: have students do a series of :multiplication problems.

that are relatively simple forthem. Then have them break up in-

to three groups (about eveniy,matched in math bilities). Have

the first .group do live problems that are put on the, board. Have

the second group do the samiasfive\problemi, but don't allow them

\tduse multiplication; make them add all the numbers (e.g. 2 x.8

becepes 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 +2 +2 42 + 2 . Have thk, third group do

the same problemouiing groups of one e.g. 2 x 8 becomes

1414/141/141/1.44/141/144/144/. Set as time limit and see whiCh

group finishes first.

Behavioral evaluationiliteach studeritwill describe, to the satis-:

faction of the teacher or counselor what he/she would say td

friend who insisted that adding all the numbers ,by one Was the only

103
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7.0y tojo-those five problems. Then each student will give one other

example situation in which he/she.had to use a different way from

the one he/she originally, thought' would be"the best.

Preparation.: suggest to students that there are many waysito

do most things and that part of growing up involves the willing-

ness and skill 'to look for those ways; stress the utility of the

/ no ion of alternatives as it makes problem solving more manageable.

1Re ources: t

b. Activity: have students break up into'groups. The first group

makes upa story in-which the main character has a goal but is con-
.

stantly thwarted.) The second group role plays as many alterna-

tive.1 ways as possible for the character to behave. so that he/she

will still Attain his/her goal but through different.means. The

first group tries to identify the alternatives as they are role

played. Then the groups reverse. The story may be about any sit-

uation from a mechanical how -,to- get - there -from -here to/how to.finance

a car or education.
\

Behavioral evaluation: each student will predict; to the

faction of.the teccher or counselor, at least two possible effects

,r

on each main character invented in the activity if that character

had not been able tc see any other of the possible strategies to

reach4lis/her goal:
.N

Preparation: same as III, Cy 2,

Resources:

"v
ti

0

109

N.
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III. DEED :. 'SELF ATirrupps (7-9)

,`

A. \Unit goal: tO'facilitate the development of a positive self concept.

ti

1. Developsiental3objectiWe.: to be. able to -recognize one's uniqueness

in terra of developingicompeiencies.

a. Activity: have mach student pick a partnei; each student then

describes what hi/she thinks are the three bast things about his/her

partner. Then'the rest of the class can try to plaCe the three

"best things" into/eitablished categories such as social, physi-

cal, musical.; etc. (guidance activity)

Behaviers1 evaluation: each student will give at least one ex-
/

ample from each of time different categories of things he/phe is

good it that were not mentioned by peers in the activity.

Preparation: stress the positive aspects of growth in the age

group and suggest to students that they are becoming young adult

,people who can do things better everyday. Emphasize that they may

have skills and abilities they don't consider "real" or signifi-

cant (e.g2making people feel comfortable, knowing how, to fht%-the v.

toilet, taking a carbureator apart). 'Encourage free expression

of "best things" in the activity to include any area students pet-
,

ceive as important. The qualities desCribed can be systegatized

after.(not before) their expression.

Resources:

,

-b. Activity: have students make a large class collage called IMPROVE-.

/ \
ad' by using materials olic of the skills or areas in which

4
Students recognize improverent in their own'functioning over the

last two years. Have them help one another through suggestions,

and feedback. (art class; idance activity)

,

Behavioral evaluation: each st dent will identify his/her concri-
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button to the class collage 'and give, to the satisfaction of the

teacher or counselor, at least one example of how he/she expects

each aspect identified to improve further in the next two years.

Preparation: same AS III,. A, 1, a; encourage freetranslation

of "improvement in skflls or areas".

Resources: art materials.

f'

\2. Developmental objective:, to continue in the development of a posi-

tive sense of identity.

a. Activity: have students in small groups consider the word "con-

tribute" and examine all the wait people can contribute to une an-

other in terms of cooperation and the sharing of their talents and

skills. Then each student should consider his/her roled.n his/her

family, peer group, school, and possibli future work role andzAden-

tify how he/she contributes positively to the total funCtioning of

_------
. the group.. Have students pantomime theta contributing behaviors

while others try to identify;thei. (language artsicless; social

studies class; guidance iictivity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will give at least three ex-
,

iMpIes of his/her positive contributions to any group effort.

Preparation: continue definition of identity as knowing whoone is
c

and feeling good about it. Stress the positive aspects of that

I kthrough emphasis on relating to people co-operatively and. contri-

,buting more and more significantly and adultly to group efforts,

as time ;passes.

Resources:

b. Activity: have students choo*e any media they want in order to

make the "good side" of themselves - i.e. the significant and'

positive aspects of their self concepts. Materials can inclUde



clay, papier mache, junk, drawing, pencils, crayons, paints,

photographs,ttc. Representations can-besbatract or realistic

but should represent the things that: are "really them" - how

they look, feel can dance, play football, etc. (art clasi;

guidancetctivity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will describe, to the setts-

faction of the teacher or counselor, specifically, three details

included in hit/her good side and state their rank in order of im-

portance.

Preparation: same as III, A, 2, A.

/7
Resources: art materials.

c. Activity;, have students make a list of their good points- (from

previous activities.or make a new one) and write'them on the left

side of a piece of poiter oard. Have them try to associate the

good points with various occupations, not in terms',of students

first choices, particularly, but rather in terms of possibilities.

99.

friendly

Outgoing

healthy "I might be a nurse, a sales-
24

on time person, a real estateisgent,

-physically strong etc."

get C's in school

Symbols or pictures can be used for occupations. (art cl,fts; in-
,

dustrial arts class; guidance activity) ,

\\ -1

Behavioral evaluation: each student will give three exa(aples of oc-

,

cupations he/she might enter and, to the satisfact:lon o' the teacher

if
or counselor, link them with positive aspects in his/her own iden-

tity.

Preparation: .same as 11/, A, 2, a:

112,
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Resources,:

B. Unit goal: to expand on the idea that self development, understanding and

acceptance are processes influenced by ongoing life experiences.

1. Developmentat'objective: to consider how changing relationships are in-
\

tegrated with self` understanding and acceptance.

a. Activity.: hevestudents consider the four or five,most signifi-

_cant interpersonal relationships they have experienced either, in

their families,-the school or neighborhood orother peer group.'

Have them try to think of a variety of relationships and think

About how these have changed as a result of student's own

growth. Have students volunteer to pantomime the "before" and

"after ". Other sti4eirta guess.what the relationship is (e.g.

parent/child) anediscusethe ways in which it evolves and con-

sider what these changes mean in terms of personal growth and

also in terms of how they make people see themselves. For example,

the parent/child relationship changes;from one Of almost completely

one,sidcd dependence to a more mutual relationship in which the

parent grows to depend. on the child for certain things; this

change is hiihly'involved with increasing maturity and emphasizes,

-to4he .cnild'as well as to other, the child's growing competence 'in

such an obvious way that it prOmmtes self confidence and positive

identity. (guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify two relationships

which.have changed and will provide at least one way in which each

has contributed to his/her self understanding and acceptance. Then

he/she will identify another significant relationship with is relit-
, e-frt

tively Acent (in the. last year) and describe 7-to the counselor's

satisfaction, why this relationship would not have been possible

1 i 3
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five years ago, ina,how it affects\his/her self understanding and

acceptance.

Preparation: suggest to students that as they grow and change

their need; also change in quantity and nature so\that their abil-

ity"to fUn,Ction on a\-more independent level ncreases. This growing
,

,.....

,
independence prementiloOportunities for various sorte of reality

\
\ \

testing in interpersonelationships (e.e. what '.,an I \really 'like,

111 wfiat'do I need from a relatiOnihip now) and can prolatem positive
\

sense of self as one learns to contribute to ;\ And benefit froM
\

\\\ differing ,kinds of reletiOnshiOs.
,

Resources: \

\ \\ b. Activity:\ have students do e "su ival study" by breaking ,iht

\

groups io determine what.sorti of qualities and abilitiei, would be.

`necessarYiadVitable for an individual 'to maintain, a dwelling and

\
live in it\ alone without, dependinton another,persOn'e "hendouts"

.
,

(no chickerisnup :sent froM mother) for it least a month. Have
'

one4roup\preface,the

(e.g\ to e\teal\ food

suOf utionel aspe

\:\

'

consideration by establishing value patterns

r not) and\ainotlier group consider the emo-

tv4ng (e.g. peed've.\ simply,enjoy family

,;ion`) andCthird. group can identify the various physical
\''\

\\\\ akille equired. tudents should discuss their decisions for the

\O rest of \the cliss and they all should\aisc4s whether they could

scolmp4\1\vith,mthat is needed. (sOcial
, k

studiei class; gu dente acr

,... \, \
Eivity)

\
,

\
,-,z'

-._ -

.
\

Behavioral evaluation:. each student,willindicate what q alities

\ \
\

\
..

-,,

he/she has that would be necessary for survival alone and.,44ll ex-\. . ,

plain,\to the teacher's or counselor's satisfaction, what these mean
\ ,

,
.

.

about his/her developMent and how they influence his/her self under -

4t,
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standing.

Iteparlaol: same as III, B, l,F a; adjust living situation ac-

cording.to student population (urban, rural, ghetto, farm etc.).

Resources:

2. Developmental objective: to consider how common life experiences affect

self understanding.

a. Activity: have stu ents make a class photographic essay on school

life. Have thei org nize their work into different categories

(e.g. social, person I -academic, etc.) that are agreed on as

important. Have onelsmall 'group do each category and let students

within groups decide on their own methods of task assignments.

Have the whole class share the final product, and then discuss

how the experiences portrayed on filmaffect them, in terms otheir

development And alio in terms of their understanding and acceptance
1

of what their "selves"%really are. (art class; social studies

class; guidance activity)

\
/

\ Behavioral evaluation: each student will list at least one exper-
\

I

ience or relationship in eachpreviously,agreed. on categgory of

. school life and describe, to the teacheei.or counselor's Bads-\
/ \

\ .
\

. . \

faction, how it affects his/her understanding of 'him/herse/f;

Preparation: expand on the idea of the interaction between self

\,

and environment, `i.e. that what we experien e around us.contri-

butes to'how we see' ourselves.

Resources: camera(s).

Activity: have each student do 'an interview with a worker (parent,

ibling, out-of-school peer)and tape it. Have students ask thei

interviewees how their jobs have affected them in terms,of realizing

coipet es, taking responsibilities, understanding self character-

L

\: 1
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stics (e.g. reality testing, interests, values, or emotions).

D
\\
scums results in class.. Have students who work after school or

onV rk/study programs contribute according to their own reactions.

Beha Loral evaluation: each student will predict, to the *Otis-

of the teacher or Counselor, at Least foUr effeCts helshe

thinks *11 result from his/her working:\ \
PrepaTatin: same asIII, 3, 2, a.

Resources: tape r`ecor

to 4cilitate the d

Developmental objeive: to

others, who differ,.

a. Activity: ha4,st denti,su

lems then,hav t

Unit goal: elopment of tolere7ce an'

and discuss

\ With that probleiwO

\the\ i

\

V \\.\\ \.

\
feelings, encouregek

1 , 1, Y .)\.

Behavioral evalUitin:

naMeot least
\\ 'A \

\ A
*scribe

\,\\

mes6
0 .

hbme \,: xaig

Preparation:. ' Or
\ .

\

us ond'seen to hav

evelop sensiiiTity\to, ad acceptance, of

,

\ 1 t

\ ' \
V

ueli, *fen p4sonalAprob=

\ C1
1'brim \Uo.,into "11\gieu0s \

\,, \\ r

to, toC

. \

donoraVare 4i
, , .

\
, \

\g01\.danc
,

Icily tY) \
\ ,

\ \ ,

frOm)gidip\ r,tssiods, e istuenill

hem draw

bl Ci. Ray

feel.

it O'

,,\
twopet1io

,,,, ,,.v,

uns,
',

tO\th'co
\ \ '. '\',

f.704,*,r, \( si\

" '44 ',44)*\ 1%. ' VA %\ ,

e:. -1'r bleliA

,.\\A ,\,.,,"0 \ N

sled '1One1Y, ni ding a m1Rn to

thlittho e 1 eople Who va

thing in

\' ,7-al PiObie V4/1ihe oes,net 'share ond ill,

'dsat
To.V\ V \ .. :\

spoleit)
\

oil

t
1 \

n how%1\ person

,k

ling to shire their

ofi\tion each\'p .

t \the,"prOblene
;ti 4t
afher in the

elk to.
1

considerably from

common with us, still feet many, of
\ . . .

the same kinds of uniVe sat feelings we do. Through.reeliding thiskt_
., .

,,:
1'.:".:

we can understand and accept people more easily. Through realizing ',,

this, we can accept t ecommonality of several basic fee/init..

Resources:

v.
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Activity: have stUdents form debate teams on controversial issues.

First, have them identify the' controversy and try to label the

values involved in ;it. Then have students align themselves ac-

cording to their own- sides of the issue. ,Then each group can

coach the other on its Views so-that-each teaat-will -be prepared'

to defend the side of thetissueopposite.tolts own conviction.

Students cane discuss theirteactions, whether it is difficult or

even possible, to assume another position. Have them try to re-'

late positions to values and perhaps arrive at. -the iraoic reali-

zation that'-two people hOlding the same value may take opposite

//
(guidance activity)

/'

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state the opposite posi-:

tion on at least one controversial issue'to the satisfaction of

/'
another student who ta kei,that ,position: Each student will give at

least one example of how"interpretation and.personalization of

a value may 'Very to the,Tpoint that two, people sharing the same

valtie and citing/it, still take opposite-sides on an issue

(e :'g. value on/ peace -- Middle Eastern War: don't'interfere'at all

or\.nvade comprehensively to get it over with fast).

Preparation: emphasize'that people may take 'positions that are very

difficult to understand, but if communication is adequate many

iss4 Can be reduced to familiar considerations which can be un-

/ -

dersic:11 with some effort.

Reiources:

's 1,

. Developmental\ objective: to recognize the importance of recognizing

alternatives.
\\

a. Activity: have students use a science balance to solve i prob-

\

lem: the object is to balance the weighti. On one side there

\,

1 i

t-
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are five pennies which are to stay there udents must balance

these but the only materials left are two pennies, 10 buttons, and

'8 paper clips. (science clan; guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state to the teacher's

or counselor's satisfaction the poem, by whicka solution'was

found and give at least one hypothetical exesple of how such a

process if generalized, laight help him/her in the future.

yoreparationi discuss the importance of being able to see other

ways to look at.things,in,such a complex society as we live in, for

the sake of one's own survival. Stress the 'quality of being able

to see other opinions, methods, feelings, etc. rather than auto-

matically adopting them, as it allows fOr more personal control

over one's lifl .

%=1-
,-

Resources: . science lab balance.

b. 'Activity) have students role play.any conflict they experience

in culture, family, school, peertetc. between what somaone,else

expects of them and what they expect of\themselves. 'Have other

\
students identify the conflict-and discuss the consequences of :

/

acceptihg,only one side of, the conflict or the other. (guidance activity)

to the satisfaction/

i -

is necessary) to con

/

sew in a conflict /

it

Behavioral evaluation: each student will g ve

of the counselor, at least two reasons why i

Bider not necessarily adopt) other points of

as well as alternatives or compromising solutio s.

!reparation: same as III, B, 2, a,

Resources:
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IIi.NEED: SELF ATTITUDES (10-12)

A. Unit goal; to facilitate the development of a positive self concept.

Developmental objective: to be able to recognize one's uniqueness

in terms of Personal adequacy.

a. Activity: have students identity several of their iMportant in-

terpersonal relationships and consider what kinds of contributions

they sake to then. Discuss what makes a good,friend, a good girl/
AI

boyfriend etc. and have students try to relate these qualities to

competencies, e.g. skill in listening, sensing anothersneeds, as

well as ones own, being able to balance one*s needs against another's

etc. Have students make a collage of inierpersenkl dynamics

choosiig (painting, photographing, cutting,etc) pictures that illus-

trate good relationships and labeling those qualities thatpro-

^mote or allOw them, (psychology class; guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify at least one

relationship pictured on the collage that' is' similar to one, he/she

has. Then each student will give, to the teachdrls or counselor'.

satisfaction, at least three of his /her own interpersonal compe-

tencies that improve the qUality.of-that reiationehip:

Preparation_ suggest that while much of the nature of inter-

personal relationships seems to be based on feelings alone, that

several abilities are required that-are very, real even if they seem

couched in, sentiment. -These_abilities are' almost always, associated

I

with growing maturity and Sensitivity.

. Resources: art materials.

b. Activity: have students break'into small groups. Each student

has in mind a problem;.he/she has had or is now having anA'panto-

mimes an illustration of it. Other students identify it and the

ls,q
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problem owner tell how he/she coped with it or how he/she can

deal with it. Other students react in terns Of how effective the

\s,

process, of the problem solving ii. (psychology class; guidance'

activity)
/

/-

/.
Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify at least two

prOblems he/she has solved within the last year that illustrates

to tbe-satisfactio0 of the teacher or counselor, his/her success-

ful.c4ing behaviors. Then each student *All indicate (by yes or

no) if be/she would have been that effective three year's ago.

Preparation: introduce problem solving as a very important cols-

petencyto develop, not only as it relates to decision making,

but also as it relates to personal functioning.

Resources: pantomiming.

c. Activity: have each-Student chart his/her first occupational

choice or potential choice and relate it to all the competencies

that are important to it. These can be illustrated in terms of broad.

personal abilities and skills (academic, physical, interperional,

social) first, and then should be brokiii doVii into specifida

and, these should be positioned on the paper to reflect their sig-'

_ nificance to the occupation. Skills and gualitiei that may ,con-

tribute to any occupation (e.$. maturity, self sufficiency,etc.)

may also be included.

Need:

.

A., -= social' skills- -7/

./

B. business skills

C. personal skills
_

D. academic skilli,

peaks 11 on phone

3 friendly, at ease

,

'B. filing i

,

C. calm under pressure
.......,,

s7

1

B. & D. write litters

_. dependable, on time

(business class; psychology class; guidance activity)

1 2 0
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Behavioral evaluation: in a counseling interview each student will

describe to the counselor's satisfaction, whircempetencies Wahe

has that are required for his/her occupational choice.

Resources: 1

2. Developmental, objective: to expand on the development of a positive

sense of identity.

,

a. Attivity:
I

have students identify their roles in the' following:

culture

family

school

peer group

present job and/or future job

There may be many roles in each category or only one. Include'

religion in culture or have students add or alter categories if

needed. Then have them Write as brief.a run-on sentence as poe-

. .. . .

...sible,describing who thEy are in terms of at least two categories,

but not sure than three, using riot more than two toles within

each category. (social studit4
I

,class; psychology class; guidance"

activity)

Behavioral evaluation: to the satisfaction-of the teacher or

counselor;' each student will expand on those identifying qualities

he/she included in his/her sentences,and will relate roles he/she,

plays but did not select for the sentence tojas/her identity

as well.

Preparation: continue work on various aspects in farming a,sense

121
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of identity. Stiesi the importance of s eing one's self as a

/ ,

competent. person who can do things, prefers certain orientations,
1

has, motivating values, and functions adequately and satisfyingly

in a variety of roles.

Resources:

value

b. Activity: have students bring in or tape iusic that they feel they

identify with. Have them include, musicians, composers, and per-

formeri if they choose to., as well at making Use, of posters,

- record jackets, photographs, etc.- -Bave,other student's guess which

students, identify with whichmuiic,'pictures, etc. Thene have

discuss why they identify the way they do, e.g. why Janis Joplin)"

and not Tony Orlando? or why "You're No Good" and not "Bobby

McGee ". Hive, them try to explain in terms of values (romantic

love in Olivii.Newton-John's music), roles (self affirming woman'

in Linda Bonsadt's "You're No Good ") and life style (free spirited

vagabondry in; Kris Kristofferson's "Bobby. McGee ".). Interperibilai,

skills, musical abilities, etc. should ilio be included. (music

class; guidance activity).
A

,

Behavioral e j ation: students as a class will'constrUct a polar

scale, a thq songs or artists they incorporated inthe activity
x.

for the opposite ends, three different self ,related dimensions

(e.g. values, roles, feelings, life style). They will label the

polar opposites by what they represent as well as by name, e.g.

LOVE value

Olivia Newton-John
represents: quiet, idealistic, sentimental

love.-

t

I

ami Hendrix,
represents: rowdy', earthy,,tand

realistic love.

Then each student individually will place him /herself' on, the con7,



tinuum-011-th-d-fi-Virditinifidifft-Accordidg-tb-Silf identity.

-----

Pre aration: same as III, A, 2, a,

Resources: tape recorder,'records, etc. i

110.

c. Activity: have each student represent his/her present or pre-

dicted identity'as a worker by making a,junk collage which depicts,

abstractly or realistically, the student as worker, the interests

and-abiltaii/she has that would support such an occupational

choice as well as the significanot accomplishments, temperaments,

and values. These ihedld be discussed. (guidandi activity; art

class; psychology class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state his/her occupational

choice or potential choice and support.it, to the satisfaction of

the teacher or counselor, but least five aspects of his/her

identity.

Preparation: same as III, A, 2, a.

Resources: art materials.

B. Unit goal: to continue the idea that self development, understanding, and

acceptance are processes influenced by ongoing lile experiences.

1. Developmental objective: to consider how changing needs are integrated

with self development.

a. Lctiv4yVhave students make a list of thelr five most significant

needs and describe each in one sentence. Then each student makes

a NEEDS graph with the horizontal axis as indicator of self devel-

opment expressed as dependence/independence. Students can list

need areas on vertical axis.and plot point as appropriate, e.g.

affiliation
h sical

academic skills
leisure
work

1

dependence
2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10

independence

on the horizontal.. Then have students discuss what they see 'as

1'3



the ideal configuration of the points (e.g. vertical line at 10?

vertical line at 7? no straight line formation with points clustered

around area 5-6? 9-10?) is it ideal for all needs to be felt in

thesmeedegree?'.(verticalline);As complete independence
\

pos-

sible? Ideal? (guidance activity; psychology class)

Behavioral evaluation: each 'student will describeo.to the teacher's

or counselor's satisfaction, what he/she sees as the best config-

uration for him/herself and how close/fir he/she is to/from the

ideal,

, ) .

,Prepaiation: describe tha,process of maturation as one of changing

r
needs and shifting relationships between dependence and \indepenf

deuce. Suggest'that the ideal degree of independence may; vary

considerably according to individual persoAility make up. If

necessary view various areas in needs.
Y.

Resources:

b. Activity: ,have students break up into groups of two. Each mei-
.,\

ber tells the other his /her three most important

/

current needs.'

These should be is personal or impersonal as students choose.

Each student then should compare the e with his /her own. Then he/

she should consider whether he/she had th e same needs five years

ago; if not, why? if ao, hw has their nature change since then?

(psychology class; guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will choose his/her own method
ti

,

of reporting his/het three current needs as they have evolved and

will indicate, to thesatisfaction of the teacher or counseler

what specifically he/she thinks changes in those needs means

_ about his/her own development (e.g. less need for personal reassur-

ance may'indicate growing self aufficiencyoorgroving apathy; more

1'4I
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need for vocational guidalce may mean growing realization of .coming

decisions that swot be made, or a panicky fear of the future.

?reparation: same as III, B, 1, a; emphasize that all of us

have needs of some sort even as they change.

Resources:

2. Developmental objective: to consider how common life experiences

affect self understanding and acceptance.

a. Activity: have students break up into two groups. Have one group

R-

make a poster on SUCCESS in working and the other group on FAILURE.

Have studenti discuss and represent, graphically, why some people

are successful in their work and why some fail. Have :them ex-

tend these to the circular reinforcing nature of success and failure

as they affirm self understanding and re-establish(orr'ticward) Self

acceptance. (psychology class; guidance attivity; social studies

class}

Behavioral evaluation: each student will diagram, to the satis-

faction of the teacher or counselor how he/she thinks the pheno-

mena of success and failure on the job work to affect -self under-

standing and self acceptance. Each student also will give at

least three initial contributing factors for success and failure..

SUCCESS

1) good skills reinforce confidence in factors that
2) motivation and Interest made for success in the first place
3) get along well, with fel-

laW workers yincreased attitude of self
, as worthikile

understand self as competent worker who
can do things well

FAILURE L

(

1) lack, of work skills
2) lack of interest in work
3) lack of ability to get along

reinforce various lacks that
ebilitated in the first place

with fellow workers decreased attitude of self as
positive

understand self as incorpetent
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Preparation: describe the dependence on experience of the-develop-

sent of self understanding and acceptance; they do not emerge from

one's head at birth; they are fi,rmulated, tempered; altered all

through life. Since work, is an extremety' . important aspect 'of

life in our culture, the interaction between it and the individual

is very influential on the attitudes one develops about one's self..

Resources:

b. Activity: have student review various aspects of school life and

categorize then (social, physical, etc.) Then have each student

role play:how he /she feels about him/herself'in relation to one of

these categories. ether students identify his/her attitude and

discuss how the various achool,aspects affect these attitudes..

(psychology class; social studies class; guidance' activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will describe to the satisfac-

tion of the teacher or counselor, in a counseling interview, at

least tour ways in which school life>has affected his/her own

sense of self understanding and. acceptance.
r,

Preparation: same as III, B, 2, a;,substituting school life for

work life.

-Resources: role playing.

C. Unit goal: to facilitate the development of tolerance and flexibility.

1. Developmental objective: to develop sensitivity to and acceptance

.A

of

others who differ.

a. Activity: have students break up into small project groups ac-

cording to ethnic variations in the student populations (black

and Puerto Ricans or whites and blacks, or Italian Catholics and ,

Irish Protestants, etc.). Have each grouP\do a research prOject

on the contemporary and significant contrib tions of another group

to their current subculture of the neighbor od or school.
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One student might focus on a particular. person, another on a

,custom or religious idea, etc. Each group should prepare 'a re-
,

Tort for the rest of the class that demonstrates an appreciation of

the groups studied. (social studies class; guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list either five posi-'

tive statements about one group that differs 'from his/her own or

three statements each about two groups that differ from his/her

. own.

'reparation: briefly state that all the ethnic groups contribute

and that we cheat ourselves of good things if we automatically, die-

miss ap idea'', a custom, even a food, just because of its' background.

In the activity, encourage students to del e into areas that appeal

to them'( e.g. music, sports, etc.) And to employ um3rthodox methods

of reporting if they Choose to .(e.g. playing music from a different

ethnic origin, cooking special foods for class members, etc.).

. -

Resources:

b. Activity: have students do a field study on the)harmful effects

of prejudice has on occupational choice. Students should do taped

interviews with. workers, employers, and attempt to-arrive at'some

sort of conclusion about the local status of employment as it re-

flects prejudiced hiring or non-hiring and the direction in which

any change appears to be taking place. (social studies class;

psychology' class; guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will give, to the satisfaction

of the teacher or counselor, at least three ways in which prejudide

. creates harmful effects`' on occupational choice.

Preparation: same as III, B, 2, a; expand to include the price

paid by both workers and employers when exclusion or selection is

127
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aide on such an arbitrary basis as is associated with most forms

of prejudice.

Resources:

c. Activity) have each student conduct a fifteewninute interview with

auether studint in order to identify that student's strengths and

weaknesses. Students need to devise ways at getting at theAnforma -

tion important to the identification of those strengths and weak-
.

nesses which should include abilities, motivating\interests.and

values, emotional patterns, performance patterns, gaming strat,

egies and.planned strategies,.:etc. (psychology class; guidance

activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each studentwill estimate, for the. student

he/she interviewed, what that student considers is his /her greateit

weakness or' problem,,and also his/her greatest strength.

Preparation: suggest that our differences do not all occur on the

ethnic level and that we need.to be in touch with one another on a

much more personal lvel as well; we can be as alienated from some-

one of our own background ice we can from someone of a completely

different background.

Resources:

2. Developmental objective: to be able to recognize the.A.mportance of

recognizing alternatives.

e. Activity: have%students use the Black BoX Experiement. Construct

several boxes with intersecting rods inside; put various sizes'

of washers, either within the box, loose or in different posi-

t

time on rods. Have students perform experiments on the box

(shaking it, tipping it, etc) in order to describe the properties of ,

the box's contents/ From this have students generalize toHill the
S.
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alternative objeCts they can tbink.of that would comply with the

\ descriptions generated. Have them consider why it is impossible

to state categorically what the Contents are when several diffe-
/

\rent objects might behave in the prescribed way. Activity may

be. altered to use a box with anypaingle object inside to be i-
-

dentified., (science clais; guidance activity)
.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will describe to the satis-

faction of the teacher or counselor, the most important attitude

\ involved in solving the' problem of the,black box.
.

%Preparation: discuss alternatives as they related to methods of

figuring things out. Suggest that rigidity makes 'Making sense

out of environment, in terms of physicaor feelings, much more ,

difficult.

Resources.: Black Box.

116.

b., Activity: have students review their personal strategies for achie-

ving career goals. Then havethem break up into small groups. Each

students states his/her planned path; then other students inter, '

ject hypothetical obstacles to it. The student reconsiders in

'light of the obstacles and has to come up with alternative plane

(Which may include alteration of the original goal). (social

studies class; guidance'lactivity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will indicate to the counselor's

or teacher's aatisfaction, his/her planned strategy and then hypo-

thesize two variations on it.

?reparation: suggest to students that While plans are an important

tool, when they are rigidly held or monolithically defined, they

may become restrictive, especially if they are blocked and the plan-
,

ner becomes immobilized.

149
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Resources:

c. Activity: have each itudent identify a very, good friend (peer

or °them se),and sake a chart with his/her first impressions of

that friend on the left hand side and current impressions (which-

probably differ)'re sting to that same quality on the right, eig.

first ispresiiion\

'eat brasMy

unfriendly, snobby

Current impression

happy, spirited

shy, self conscious

quiet, sensitive

students'can discuss the possible alternative ways of looking at

some.of the behaviors that.sppear obvious in the beginning, even

if their initial impressions were strengthened. Encourage students

to generalize idea toll:a behavioral aspects of people they'

don't like now. (psychology, class; guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will give at least three ex-

amples of first impressions he/she has.had that later provedin-

accurate. Theh each student will identify, to the teacher's or

counselor's satisfaction, one reason why it is important to recog-

nize that alt§rnative (of all sorts) exist.'

Preparation: put the concept of alternatives in the context of
,

interpretations of behaviors thaenmy first appear to reflect

,certain'qualities, butin fact reflect quite different qualities.

Resources:.
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Iv. REID: SAL! SKILLS (V3)

A. Unit goal; to-facilitate an.increased sensitivity to interpersonal skills. ./

v,

'

1. Developmental objective: to consider the interpersonal relationships

in the family.

a. Activity: have students discuss who is in a family and Adentify

their *vie family, structure (e.g. one parent, two-brothers, one

sister, etc.). .Then have students draw and cut out figures re-

presenting !embers (excluding themselves). Then they should draw

and cut out a very large-representation-of-themeacifirto be -put in,

the center of a large piece of poster board. All of the family

members can be placed in a collage surrounding each student's pic=

ture. These figures should be positioned to represent either im-

portance or "closemesi" tothe student. All'students should

cusi the different kinds of relationships they have in their fast-

pies and should try, in as precise terms as possible, to identify

why:he /she feels closer to one parent than to another or to one

brother rather than another, etc. and what sorts of behaviors con-

tribute to good,relatiopships within a family.'

Behavioral evaluation: each student will 'identify the members .of

his/her fimily to whom hp/she feels'ihe "cloiest" and the one from

whom he/ihe feels the furthest (these terms by student definition)

and then will give, to the satisfaCtion of the teacher or counselor,

two things he/she does (or ways in which he/she behaves) to make the

good relationship stay good.

Preparatioh:' introduce the idea that we.all learn how to behave -

and that the relationshipsWejave with others are affected, by

.

the ways in which we have learned to act toward others. Stress



that we can have,greatet control over relationships by learaingithe

skills we need to make them successful-. Give examples .of skills,

e.g. controlling' temper, allowing the other person to talk, thinking

about others as well as self, etc. Suggest that how we get-along

in our families may be quite important to how we get along iin school

and with,friends.

Resources: art materials.

b. Activity: have students break up into twos; Each pair shOuld agree.

/
on a family relationship to mantomime (e.g. one student /lays the

1

%mother, the other the son) and act out a specific behavior that

often takes place .(e.g. hugging, scolding,. playing, hitting) in
P

i

that relationship, as judged'by both players. The other students
?

//

/

can guess whatthe relationship is, discuss whether they have sim- .

0.1ar relationships and decide if alternative behavqiisiaight make

the relationship better.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify any relationship

he /she-has in his/h r family and will give two examples of behavior

that facilitates the relationship' and at least wo things he/she

thinks he/she could do to improve.it,

Preparation: same as IV, A, 1, a; ask students to identify what

makes a good son/daughter or brother/sisteri emphasize that be
,

havior may determine the nature of many' relationships.

Resources: pantomiming.

2. Bevelopmental objective: to consider the interpersonal and appropriate

relationships in school:.

Activity: have each student do a drawing that depicts how he/she

r
would look in a room with justhim/hersilf the teacher, and the

principal meeting' there by chance. Then have atudents diadiss how. .

1,32
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they Would feel in that situation (e.g. nervous; cemfertablei"

angry, fearful, etc.). pave them try, to predict'the.way they

would have behaved a year ago.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will give at least two ex=
A

amples of of behavior he/she thinks would be appropriate in

the situation. Then he/she will state whether or not he/she

would actually behave that way and give, to the satisfaction of

the teacher or counselor, at least one reason why or why not.

lleparatiaa: introduce the idea of appropriate behavior by

suggelting that there are different kinds of relationships that

demand different relating. skills or ways of acting. .Reinforce the

idea that it is possible to learn the different ways ance they

have been identified. Give examples e.g, one relates differently

to his/her younger brother than he/she does to his/her best friend,

etc.
.

Resources: art materials.

b. Activity: have students 'role play a situation in which one of them

relates to a^ teacher and to a 'principal as.if they were two of his/

her peers. Have students choose the circumstances: disciplinary

meeting, chance encounter in the hall, etc. Then have the,other

studenti discuss their reactions to the behaviors "exhibited.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify from the role y

playing at least two examplts of behavior that he/she did not think .

were appropriate in the- situation and then will replace, to the

satisfaction of the taiehir or counselor, these two examples with

possible alternatives that would be more suitable.

Preparation: sase.as IV, A, 2, a.

Resources: role playing.
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3. Deveioprental objective: to consider the interpersonal relationships
,

among peers.

a. Activity: haye each student appraise his/her own need for friends

in terms of needing many, needing a few, needing a few very clOse

ones, etc. and then have each one state' what he/she thinks is the

best wayo make friends for him/herself (e.g. try to smile a lot,

try not to talk so much, try to talk more, etc.). Encourage re-

action and feedback'.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will draw a picture of him/

herself in what he/she considers an ideal group, as to number, com-

pbsition and position of friends and will show (or state or write)

least two ways in_which he/she behaves to facilitate those re-

.1

lationships.
.

Preparation: suggest that while nearly everyone needs some compan-

ionship, people"vary in their needs for friends and 'that the beat

way to make friends may also vary accordingly. For example, a per-

son who, needs a great many friends may concentrate more on being

-pleasant than the one who prefers only a few intimate friends.

Resources:

b. Activity: have students bring in pictures from magazines or-fiews-
,

papers that show children about their own age relating to one an-

other. The teacher should select some too. Then have the students

try! to construct a 'story about each picture and tell which skills

are being used at a particular time.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will choose the three pic-

tures from the Class collectiOn that are most like him/her as he/she

relates to-others, and for each one, give an example of his/her own

behavior (in relating to others) that is similar to that represented

ul
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in the iicture:

Preparation: sass as iv, Al 3, a.

Resources: magazines, newspapers.

B. Unit goal: ..to introduce the concept of accepting responsiblity.

1: Developmental objective: to want to take responsibility for one's

possessions.

a. Activity: have students make a picture list of. all their things

that they need in order to go to school on a snowy day (coat;

'mittens, boots, etc) The have two students role play a situation

in which there is an adult and a student at home right before It's

time to go to school. The student cannot find Shy of his/her things

and misses the bus or is too late to walk, and there is a general

uproar. Then have two others role-play the,sane scene but haliTe the

\

student know where his /her things are. Discuss the con ogniinaes

of not being responsible versus being responsible.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will give, to the,' tisfaC-

tion.of theteacher or counselor, at. least two reasons wh it is

to a person's advantage to be responsible forhis own thi gs.

Pl:ela,...atio:: introduce the acceptance of .responsibility as it

...,

illustrates growth and maturity. ,Emphasize the practical advan-

tages of taking care of one's self and one's things rather than the

acquisition of any moral virtue thought to be associated with

responsibility taking.

Resources: role playing.

b. Activity: have students keep a log of all the times over a three

day period that they were alle to keep track of their own things

(e.g. sneaker, pencil, yo-yo) and all the times when someone else

had either to find something for him/her or had to ask him/herto

1 ''JD
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put something away where it belongs (e.g. get hockey puck out of

the-refrigerator). Then have each student identify and share the

consequences of having taken and not having taken responsibility for

possessions.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state two things he/she

will try to to e better care ofand will predict one consequence

for having.taken the responsibility for each thing.

?reparation: same as IV, B, 1, a; stress that. ,responsibiiity */

taking should be an n-goiu effort and not a task to couplete

since almost no one,.eipecfilly Cala is 100% responsible for

every possessionhe/she has. Imply that part of growing up is

taking more and more fesponsiblity for one's self.

Resources:

.2. Developmental objective: to want to tak'e responsibility for tasks.

a. Activity: give each student one task to carry out on a daily

basis that can be completed independently of the,teacherle.g.

watering plants). Give each studeek a chart to record when he/she

completes the task but put it in a relatively inconspicuous' place.

f;

Do not remind.anyone of his/her tasks and don't encourage other

students to remind one another. At the end of the week take a

tally on how many timea,each student did his/her task and how

many times anyone ,was reminded. Have the studentwith the best re-.

. cord say how he/she feels about it, how he/she remembered (method)

. and why he/she remembered (motivation).

Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify at least two

tasks at home, at school, etc. that he/she has not been successful

inremembering or completing. Then he/she will give at least one

reason why he/she would like to be more successful.

1 3 6
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Preparatigai same as IV, B, 2, a and b substituting tasks for

/
possessions.'

Resources:

b. Activity: tell students a story about I little boy named Harry

eho'vanted more than anything to be allowed to buy his own guinea
,

,
pig for a pet. Harry's parents weren't quite,pure about that' idea.

a)sepia ly since they both. felt that they had enough children and
.

thi es to look after without adding a guinea pig. Harry promised
.,..

then\ he would take care of it himself, and pay for its food and

no one else would even know it was there. Harry's parents said

they would think about it for a week. The next day Harry forgot to

takehis'little brother to the park as he had promised. Latei on

in the week he left all his homework at school and lost the quarter

hieeister had given tiiieto buy her a'comic book. After dinner,

the, next night, he ran. outside to play and didn't put his supper

dishes in the sink, the way he had agreed so that his mother wouldn't

have to work so long, after meals. At theend.of the week, Harry

asked his parents again.about the guinea pig- -

Students 'should predict Harry'e'parents' decisiOn about the guinea

pig, decide why and think about what would'be fair in the situation.

Behavioralevaltairii each student w 11 indicate, to the satisfac-

'don of the teacher or counselor, whether or not he/she thinks Harry

could have benefited from taking more responsiblity for those

tasks and possessions he already hid and give atleast two ex-

amples of howhe could have or two reasons why he would not have.

Preparation: sane as IV, B, 2, a.

Resources:

137
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IV. NEED: SELF 'SKILLS (4-6)

A.. Unit goal: to faCilitate the increased sensitivity to interpersonal

1. Developmental objective: to consider the interpersonal relationships

in the family.

a. Activity,: have students make up a brief two act puppet show. Pup-

pets should represent the members of a family and the first act

should play a situation in which the students consider a fairly

typical fashion--say a Saturday morning when parents want childre

to help clean up the house and children would much rather go out

to a friend'-s house. The second act should play the same scene a-

gain in a way students think would,be better or more successful.

In order to make up a script, the students would break up into

two groups, one to discuss How the relationships in the family in

such a situation are usually'played and the other one to think

about better ways of doing. things. 'Groups should ieport back to.

the class to write the script.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify three bits of

behavior from act I that are similar--to his/her own at home and

at least two "improved" skills from actII that he/she uses at

least occasionally.

Preparation: expand on the notion that we learn behavior and we

can learn ways to relate to people in a more satisfying way. Sug-

gest that all significant relationships require that some effort be

made to make and/or keep them positive.

Resources: role playing.

b. Activity: have each student make,a collage of\happy or positive

pictures from magazines., newspapeia, etc. of people who look like

1
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him/herself with another member of his/her family (e.g. pictures

of a man with a little. girl reminds student of her with her father).

Have students break upinto small groups to discuss what interper-

sonal skills are (or might be) portrayed in each picture. Have

them talk about friendliness, cheerfulness, sensitivity to another's'

needs, etc. in their own family relationships.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list two things'he/she

does to maintain good family relationahips and one thing in which

he/she feels improvement is needed.

Boraoarationj same as IV, A, 1, a.

Resources: magazines, newspapers.

2. Developmental objective: to consider interpersonal and appropriate

relationships in school.

Activity: have students make up a hypothetical, but common con-

,

flict situation within the school between school personnel and

students.(e.g. disagreements. about. rules). Have two students dic-

tate to the teacher, who will list thee on the board, as many

methods of dealing with such a conflict as they can think of with-
.

oue regard to moral restraints or appropriateness of behavior.

These can range from purtching jaws to turning other cheek. Have

students identify the "best" and the "worst" methods and role play

them out. Discuss the results of each.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will match and defend the

match to the teacher's satisfactidn, each situation to one of the

possible methods of dealing withit.

"I'm really mad at the English teacher; first he,yelit at me for

, something I didn't do, then he throws me out of cliss because Tony

was talking to me. He just picks on me because I'm black he hates
4

139
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us all."

,1) show him by not going to class anymore

2) go tell him you didn't think it was fair to throw you out 1

that

3) go tell him you ,can't help it if he hates blacks - tha s(his.

problem

127.

c

4) forget about it all and just try/to get through the whale mess

"I can't do anything right - that math teacher just
/
gave me another

,

F and I really tried. She just,likes flunking rieopleto show how

/

1) pay her back by telling/everyone how unfair the math teacher is

Solution

good she is".

2) cheat

3) ask the teacher what yoU're dOing wrong

4) give up on math and cut class

"I hate this school. I just got busted for running in the hall

again. But if I don't, I'm late for gym and that's the only good

thing about school".

1) ask the gym teacher to help you find a way to get' there on time

Solution 2) keep on running anyway, just be more careful

3) walk in the hall and be late

4) forget gym anyway

Preparation: same ns IV, A, 1, a; expand considerations to include

relationships which may seem very oppressive to students.

Resources: role playing.

b. Activity: have students review their work on roles and have them

discuss what the reIson is that teachers choose to,teacher for

their jobs. Then have them discuss why they (the students)..don't

140
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just stay at home to learn to read and do math. Have them consider

whether they could learn better all by theaselvespor better with

thhelp of others, the teacher and'thi,school. Ask them to.thisk

about the word COOPERATE and to apply it to the school enterprise.

They can make a class poster showing as many ways as possible that

people cooperate-w4his the school.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state or identify, to the

satisfaction of the teacher or counselor, from the poster at least

four ways in which he/she benefits from cooperative relationship

in school.

Pre arition: same as IV, A, 2, a.

Resources: art materials.

3. Developmental objective: to consider the interpersonal relationships

among peers.

a. Activity: have students break up into groups of five or six and

have one student in each group role play the part of a very sad

person who has noiriends and is asking for advice from his/her

peers: Each of th there should suggest one way in which such

a person could better a ke friends.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify at least one

waylto make friends that would be especially apllicable to him/

her and explain, why to the satisfaction of the teacher or coun-

selor.

same as IV, A, 1,,a.

Resources: role playing.

b. Activity: have students bring pictures from magazines and news-

papers, of people their own age either alone or in groups. For

every five pictures, have students construct a, continuing story

14i
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by shuffling pictures and filling in gaps. Have students make their

stories abotrelationships or how people get along with one another

and have they identify the specific skills they read into each pic-

ture.

Behavioral evaluation: each student, using the pictures, will for-

mulate three sets of pictures, (three pictures each) of people

his/h'erown age relating to one another. Underneath each set he/

she'will label at least one interpersonal skill illustrated. an

parentheses after the skill, he/she will put a ( +) if he/she

thinks he/she is competent in that skill, a (x) if he/she is merely

adequate and a (7.) if he/she is neither competent nor adequate in.

that skill.

Preparation: same as IV, A, 2, a.

Resources: magazines, newspapers.

B. Unit soal: to increase the recognition of the relationship between rights

and responsibilities.

I. Developmental objective: to consider responsibilities that come with

- growth and maturity.

a.' Activity: have students make a class list of some of the activi-

ties they consider to, be their rights e.g. going out after supper,

buying what they want with their own money, wearing the clothes'

they want, choosing their own friends, etc. For every right have

students consider why they have it - because they've earned it?

are old enough now? are people? After the list is on the board,

have students think abOut a way in which his/her rights could be

abused, e.g. going out after dinner,- not telling anyone or staying

out late. enough t
;i

cause worry. Have st dents break up into three

3

groupi: a member of the first group identifies a right and a mem-

\ 6
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ber of the second group gives an-example of how that right might.

be assumed irresponsibly.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will make a chart with three

columns. Di the left hand column he/she will draw symbols of at

least three - rights he/she has. These can be related to possessions

(bicycle); activities (going to the movies alone) or states of

being (being grumpy when you feel like it ). In the middle column

each student will draw a picture or write words to indicate a pos-

sible effect of abusing that right (.g. rusted bicycle,' orrled

father because you're out late, everybody unhappy because you're

grumpy). In the last column each student will write "yes" 4f he/

she does act responsibly with reglird to each right, "no" if'he/

lishe does not, and "so-so" if he/s e does sometimes.

Preparation: introduce the conne/tion between responsibility and

rights as a matter of logic while de-emphasizing any moral consid!

erations. Focus on how others might feel when rights are abused

(not on an abstract sense of justice). In the evaluation, the

represented effeci of an abused right .should not le-the with-

drawal of the right, but should illustrate the effect of the abuse

either on objects or people. Some mention Can be made of the vari-

ations-in what is considered a "right" (e.g. to some parents

choosing friend' is a child's right but to others it is not).

Resources:

b. Activity,: have students identify five rightethat are especially ,

important to them and then role play a situation in which someone

was denying (or trying to deny) them of those rights. Students

should be able to defind their rights and the aim of the role

playing would be to convince the person doing the denying that he/

143
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she should Allow the exercise ,of the rights.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list two rights he /she

0

considers are his/her regardless of responsibility (e.g the

right to be fed) and at least three rights, contingent directly:

_ .

on responsible behaVior.

?reparation: same as IV, B, 1, a; add the idea of unqualified

rights and discuss why there is disagreement on what these are

(or if they exist at all).

Resources:

?. Developmental objective: to begin to associate responsiblity with
\

careers.

a. ha e students identify orreview the job clustets in

the 4 -6 brack t of the CCEM cluster scheme. Have the students

break up int groups, one to research'each one. Each student can

'choose one o cupations. within the Cluster, and should try to iden-

tify as ma as possible of the rights and responsibilities that

area part'of that job. This can be done through field trips or

guest speakers. Responsiblities that are discussed can include

both those areas that'are tasked- related and those that are not.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will choose at least three

jObs from at least two different clusters that interest him/her

and will state at least two right and two respOnsibilities for

each job identified.

?reparation: extend 'the association between rights and respon-

sibilities to the adult world and to job performance. Give simple

examples (e.g. what would happen if Hank Aaron could never remem-

,ber to bring his baseball bat?).

Resources: CCEM

b.

/

Activity: have students do a field study by taping interviews with

1 4 i
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their parents or some other adult they know well. Stru Lure the

interviews by asking questions on rights and responsibilities.

While, listening to the tapes, students should make a running

list, to keep, of all the various rights and responsibilities

associated with each job. ...,SiUdents should discuss whether these

seem reasonable or rfficult and why or why not.

Behav oral evaluation!' each student will rank three of the jobs

studied by number of rights identified and, Will then indicate

V..."

whether he/she would rank each job in the same order by number

of responsibilities, and give one/reason why or why not.

Pre &ration: same as IV, B, 2, a.

Resources: tape recorder(s).

132.
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IV. NEED:. SELF SKILLS (7-9)

A.0, Unit goal: to expose students to some of the dynamics of interpersonal

relationships.

:1; Developmental objective: to consider the interpersonal relationships

in the family.

.a. Activity: have students look up and diticuss e term MUTUALITY

pakticulaily as it related to interpersonal relationships. Have

one pair of students role play a particular family .cease (eating a

meal:andtalking, riding a bicycle with a brothek, wo king on a

project with an aunt, etc.) with one character dominati g and then

have a second pair do it by demonstrating a mutual relat rnship--

one in which the partners are reltively equal and in which domina-

tion is not a majo'r theme. Have students discuss how close their

own family relationships are to this ideal. (language arts class;

English class; guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will give to the satisfaction

of the teacher or counselor, at least two recent examples of in-

creasing mutuality as he/she sees it developing between him/her and

another family, meiber.

?reparation: introduce the term mutuality and/or its implications

in growth. Stress the movement toward it rather than the absolute

attainment of it. Try to inject the concept into already existing

and "real" types of relationships i.e. in some relationships in-

creasing mutuality might mean both parties shOut more equally

loud; don't imply that every relationship can be or should be char-

acterized by descriptors that are not familiar to students (those

of middle class civility).

Resources: role playing.

b. Activity: have students list on a piece of paper the five most

143
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difficult conflicts they experience with their families. They

should label the parties by relationship and be as specific as

possible about the situation. Rave three students tally up the

lists to determine three most common family conflicts in the

_ .

group. Then have students role play these in several ways;

first, how the dialogue usually goes. Then have students make

suggeptions as to how the conflicts might be better resolved for

everyone's benefit - role play; then have students react to the

play, making criticisms and further suggestions. Continue this

sort of reality testing role playing until students think the best

methods have been found. (guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify two role played.

conflicts and at least two trial methods that led to each solution.

For each trial method, he/she will give, to the counselor's,satis-

faction, at least one reason why it was not as good'a solution as

the final one.

?reparation: discuss resolution of conflictby emphasizing the

necessity for retaining the dignity uf both conflicted parties.

Tie this into mutuality if possible. De-emphasize "giving in"

or forcing the other party to give in. Stress the humanistic na-

ture of genuine conflict resolution.

Resources:

Z.. Developmental objective: to consider the self in relationship to

various 'social instituti ns.

a. Activity= have students review their work on values and then have

each one list the five values that are most important or influepcial

in his/her life. Then have students identify the five values they
(

think are met important"to the rafority of their teachers. Die-

1 4 7
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cuss-the variation between these two lists as potential sources

for_coaflia. Have students try to Identify specific sorts of

behavioral differences stemming from the differing values (e.g.

value on achievement may make a teacher more friendly to the bet

ter students, etc.) and consider" them in terms of conflict resolu-

tion. (guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list at least two values

of his/her own that he/she considers conflicting with teachers (or

other school personnel) values. He/she will identify, to the ,coun-

selor's satisfaction, one way of resolving one area of conflict.

',reparation: -same as IV, A, 1, a; encourage free expression of

differences and conflict between students and the institutional

reality of the school.

Resources:

b. Activity: have students discuss their,peer-relationships and try

to characterize them as mostly harmonious -mutual, mostly one-

sided dominant or mostly conflicted. Have students discuiswhat

any trends mean in terms-al-developing skills and also what kinds

of individualvariation may be present. Set up a hypothetical re-

, istionship'and situation and role play it in the three different

ways. (guidance activity)'

lehavioral-eValuation: students-will give, to the counselor's sat-

isfaction, at least one way in which the conflicted situation

couldbe resolved, one reason why the mutual relationship is

mutual, and one way in which'the dominant relationship could be-

come more_equitable.

Preparation: sEress that most relationships tend to have elements

of all three characteristics but emphasize balance among them.
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Resources: role playing.

c. Aztivityl have students identify what kinds of elements make a

good job interview. Have students break up into twos with each

pair choosing as interview situation, elg. a job, an interviewer

and an interviewee. Students should researeh'the basic job'quali- -

fications and characteristics so that both the interviewer and the

interviewee are prepared. the other students-can provide feedback

on the' communication skills of both part*es. (language arts class;

industrial arts class; guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will give at least two spec-
.

ific examples of how lack 0 communication could' confuse a job
;

interview.

Pre oration: discuss communication skills as mandatory to suc-

cess in the world of work. Use several simple examples illus-

trating how the same word can mean different things to different

people, in different situations, etc.

Atesourcei:

3. Developmentalobjective: to consider the nature of peer relationships.

a. Activity: have students list the things they enjoy most about

their friends, the things they enjoy least, and the things thit

are.most difficult to deal with (e.g. peer pressure). Then have

them consider what they would be like if they never made another

new friendand list the resultant descriptions. (guidance activity)

'Behavioral evaluation: eeZh student will give at least two reasons

for making new friends and at least two ways to sake them.

Pre aration: emphasize peer relationships as crucial to identity,

gro th and development as well as-sources of companionship and fun.

7
Resources:'

14-
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b. Activity: have students diicuss what makes a comfortable social

situation and what makes an uncomfortable one. Have students

break up into groups:of seven or eight with each group choosing

the most comfortable and. uncomfortable situations they experience..

Have them pantomime ea h situation. The other students should i-.

ledentify which one is th' comfortable and which the uncomfortable

situation and what the circumstances are of each of them.

(guidance activity; social 4tudies'class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will represent himihersilf in

an uncomfortable. situation through junk sculpture and verbally will

explain at least two of the chiracteriltics illustrated (e.g. nail

sculpture: SCHOOL DANCE)

Preparation: same, as IV, A, 3, a.

Resources: role playing.

B. Unit goal: to expand on the nature ofaccipting responsibility.

1..beVelopmental objective: to recognize that behavior has consequences.

Activity: from any television show that students watch, have

them identify and dismiss various ;kinds ofbehatior and their

consequences. This may range from aggressive and/or physically.

violent behavior (e.g, on Kojak) to the quiet social withdrawal of

a diabetic child (e.g. on Dr. Welby). Have students be AS

specific and precise about the behavior and its resultant effect

on the instigator as possible. (guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will give at least three ex-

amples of his/her recent behiplior that had consequences (positive

" negatiV helihe had it though about before carrying Out the
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behavior.

Preparation: discuss the taking of responsibility for one's own

behavior as one of the.hallmarks of growth and stress.that all

kinds of behatior, not just physical; have results that may effect

one significantly.

Resources: television programs.

b. Activity: have students break up into groups and have each group

pick 8124311110 in which. the composition of ideal behavior is con,

troversial (e.g. sex, use of.drugs, alcohol, stealing, etc.).

Have each group do a-photographic representation of the results. '..

of behaving in each of two ways (e.g. being bored with no drugs,

being hooked or high on them). (guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: ,'each' student will list,fivescantroversial

areas, on way of behavinL in each area, and at least one result

of that behavior, e,g.

issue behavior possible results

SHOPLIFTING DO IT Have a police .record

Not get caught

Get something yOu really

want

Have an adventure

"reparation: de-emphasize moral. aspects and oencelatrate on the re-

sults of the behavior. Try-to encourage subtly, thot*h as long a

range of view as possible which would include or at least recognize

alternative possibittes (erg. accept "feeling good" as a result of

c, 'drinking every day, but reinforce any inclination to go beyond

?1!:;fiel-ing good"as a step in the direction of illness, addiction,.

detection, hassle, etc.)
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Resources:

2. Developmental objective: to be able to link the concept of respon7

:abilities and the nature of interpersonal relationships in careers.

. a. Activity: using the twelve clusters in the CCEM have students

rank them according to the degree of need for interpersbnal.skills

for responsible job performance: Then have students take the three

clusters in which they are most interested and rank those like (the

twelve. Have them consider exactly what skills are required and

discuss and compare these with other students. (industrial arts r

class; guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will graph his/her interper-

iohal skills by order of competence, e.g. folldwing directions,

being a good listener, being a leader, etc, and in one sentence

will relate each to potential career plans

!pod

-Follow irectio n s'
/ea thir

Preparation:. expand discussion on interpersonal skills beyond

family and peers to relate to jobs and the various amounts neces-

sary for responsible job peyformance. Stress the balance nec-

essary between interpersonal skills and strictly mechanical per-

formance of tasks.

Resources:

b. Activity: have one group of students setup,a hypothetical job

situation defining the interpersonal relationships briifly and

describing the job task. Another group should identify as mavy

responsibilitiet\as it can associated with the job. These should

be broken down into specifically job-task responsibilities and in-

interpersonal reponsibillties, e.g. (there may be debate concerning

1 52
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task responsibilities into

140.

load boxes be on time

file papers donItOheat employer

carry office supplies put in full time

(industrial art Liss; guidance activity) 1

Behavioral evaluation: each student Will identify the part of the

sentence that involves task responsibilities and the part that deals.

with interpersonal responsibilities or skills.

"21 teacher says that most people cando their jobs okay but

get fired because they can't get along with each other"

"John really can put cars together fast but the customers think

he's a little rude"

"Judy never minds helping out us slowpokes even though she can

sew better than anyone I ever sew"

'Tony bumbles along when 14Ndrives his taxi cab and alwayi

gets lost, but his customers loOk\for him because they love

the stories he tells"

"Maria, as a receptionist, answers the phone. nicely but takes

an hour coffee break"

Pre *ration: suggest that there are different kinds of responsi-

bilities and that interpersonal relatioiships may car responsi

bilities as well as do jobs. Suggest, too that nearly all jobs de-

sand onsibilities of both types.

1 3
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IV. NEED: SELF SKILIS"(10-12)

A. Unit goal: to expand on some of the dynamics of interpersonal relationships.

I. Developmental objectiye: to consider the self in the resolution of

conflict.

a. Activity: have students divide into small groups and identify and

discusi the area of conflict they perceive in their relationship

to the school as an institution (with varying personnel) which

makes demands on, and has expectations of, students, Have stu-

dents try to categorize these conflicts as ones that amenable to

positive resolution and ones that aren't. Students should trial

test by role playing as many of the soltuions as they can. For

the areas they categorize as not amenable to positive,resolution,

discuss any 'alternative course of action (e.g. ignore, quit school,

avoid, etc.). Have others .challenge. (psychology class; guidance

activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list at least three

areas in whiCh he/she feels conflict in the school. Then he/she

will identify, to the atisfaction of the teacher or counselor, at

least one solution or each area and in a private interview, he/she

will describe how/thise conflict areas have influenced his/her

school life a9Iwill indicate whether or not he/she things most

conflicts in the school can be resolved through positive action or

through avoidance or aggression techniques.

Preparation: encourage free expression of specific conflicts. A1=

so encourage students to invest themselves in identifying possible

positive course': of action for positive resolution and to challenge

those who feel defeated in this respect.

Resources: role playing.

15
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b. Activity: have each student bring in a record or tape of some

popular music that illustrates peer conflict, either in a'love

situation or a d situation. Have students discuss what the

nature of the conflict is, what the main character in the Aong

does to move toward positive, neutral, or negative resolution and

how (if) this could be done more successfully. In addition,.haVe

students identify those aspects of interpersonpl relationships,

that tend'to obscure options and make the process of conflict re-

solutlon more diffiult (e.g. intense glove feelings, loyalty,

inadequate independence, real or imagined lack of self direction).

(psychology class; guidance activity; music class)

Behavioral evaluation: in small groups students will collect pic-

tUres or take photographs to form a serial representation of what

each group feels is a serious andfor common conflict among or be-

tween peers. The series should be in three parts and include the

characters involved, the conflict', and the resolution which may be

of any type.(positive, negative,-neutral) but which should be

rated by group members as (1) the best potsible;. (2) one of

several good ways; (3) not awful, but there could be better;

(4) not good; (5) terrible. Each student. individually will

then give, to the satisfaction of the teacher or counselor, at

least three things about interpersonal relationships that may in-

terfere with conflict resolution processes.

Preparation: encourage as candid a discussion of conflicts as

possible. In a music class some attention can be paid to pop-

ular lyrics as reflections of both contemporary attitudes and

timeless phsychological states. In behavioral evaluation, plc=

tures might be of musicians and singers studied in activity or

15G
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photographs taken-by students._

Resources: pictures.

2. Developmental objective: to examine the nature of communication.

a. Activity: have.students discuss and examine the particulars of

their own peer language--this might be a kind of "ghetto-ize"

or hip talk or "neighborhood Spanish" or whatever. They should be-

gin by deciding on a broad scale if it is grossly Jiff

"standard-English" and then progress to the particular

rent from

phrases or

expressions that vary. For Spanish or other foreign language

speaking students, some examination should be given to how much

their native 'language has been affected by, their American Burt.

roundings. Students should then discuss the relationship be-

tween those language differences and what is "required1' for

,people in the world of work. They ca4n consider the restrictions ,

faced by a person who cannot speak any English (with Spanish

speaking students) or who cannot recognize,or utilizerelatively

standard language. Students can role play a job interview

s'

be-

tweentween a "straight", WASF employer and' job seeker who
'

can speak

only Spanish, or jive, or whatever students speak. Some atten-

tion should be give.to jobs within and without the local area

and the varying demands these would make in language usage.

(English class; psychology class; guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student Will, to the satisfaction ,

of the teacher or counselor, give at least two reasons for-the-------'/:

advisability of his/her ability to utilize a standard language

version while not losing ethnic or local communication skills;

Each student will then relate, in terms of projected career plins,

whether or not he/she will be required'to pee extensively, or

1 5
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just in minimal amounts, a language different from what he/she

speaks to family or peers.

Preparation: expand on the necessity of being, able to utilize

and understand the language so that they may function in the .

world of work.

Resources: role playing.

b. Activity: have students break up into two groups. One group

makes a list of five words they. use that could be misunderstood

by others and they act out by pantomime or charades, the "standard"

Meaning of the word while the other group tries to Identify the word

and associate it with the esoteric meaning they have for it (e.g.

bread meaning money, bad meaning good, etc..). (english class;

guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will give at least 'three

examples he/she has experienced personally in which communication

was blocked or obscured due to language problems, and 'describe

to the satisfaction of the teacher or counselor, the results..

Preparation: suggest that while some "communication gaps" can

appear humorous , they may present serious difficulties and even

tragic breaches. Have students hypothesize situations in Which

lack of simple. and literal understanding can, result in ambiguity,

as well as those situation in which subtle nuances are at issue.

Resources:

B. Unit goal: to expand on the nature of accepting respohsibility.

1. Developmental objective: to recognize that behavior has consequences.

a. Activity: have students tole play and tape a situation in which

one person is very hostile: (with no apparent reason) to the other.,

Have students ,identify the situation--perhaps one,in which they
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have felt very hostile themselves and the hostility is directed

to pimply because of what they symbolize (e.g. anger toward young

white, female social case workerfrom the welfare agency). Have

students analyze the tape and try to identify how the person to the

hostility was directed fell,. Have students reverse the process

(i.e. the social worker is angry). (psychology class; guidance

Activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify., to the

faction of the teacher or counselor, 'it least one incident,

the last two years in which he/she behmied interpersonally in

manner that was not evoked by the person he/she was in contact

with, but rather by some symbolic'anger or negative "mood". Th n

ithin

a

state at least two reasons why his/her behavior might not have

been the most functional or self satisfying.

Preparation: review previous work on responsibility and emphasize

the nature of interpersonal relationships in relation to taking

responsibilities, i.e. that most people can be either defensive

or open and that their behavior may be sighificantly influenced

by ,the cues they,receive from others.

Resources: role playing, tape recorder.

b. Activity: have studenti identify the three happiest people they

know. Have them think about the kinds of relationships these

people have and ask students to determine whether or not they

would like to be like those people. Encourage a frank categor-

ization of what it takes to be happy in today's society, but at

thi same time students should examine the ways of behavior that

people need to be happy., Students should consider whether happy

people need to be subMissive, acquiescent, Uncle Tom, etc. or

15
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whether they simply need to discard misplaced hostilities, or

whether the secret lies somewhere in between these two extremes.

(psychology class; guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation :' each'student will represent in any media

tie /she chooses (drawing, photographs, clay, etc.) a Happy Person

and to the teacher's or counselor's satisfaction, will explain

how the repreiented "Person" relates to people and how far the

'student is from being that Person./.

Preparation: same as IV, B, 1, a

Resources: art materials.

Developmental objective: to be able to link the concept of responsi-

bility to interpersonal relationships.

Activity: have a student from work study or one who has dropped

out of school to work come to,speak to the class about the kinds

of feelings he/she has for his/her employer and/or fellow workers.

Try to have students focus on job responsibilities as they relate

to the others with (or for) whom one works. Have students dis-

cuss the terms investment and involvement as they imply a coopers-

tiveiwork effort for a common goal. (psychology class; English

class; guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will first give his/her occu-

pational preference and then portray by brief role playing (or

written work) two prospective situations in which he/she would feel

personal responsibility to his/her emplOyer or fellow workers. Then

he/she will portray one situation in which he/she would tend to feel

less responsibility or none at all (e.g. if one's employeris hos-

tile, condescending, or exploitive).

Preparation: discuss the idea of feeling responsibility to one's
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employer etc. and espacially\to ome's co-workers. Emphasise the

desireability of feeling you'are working toward the same goal as

yoUr employer because it makes work less routine or isolated and

more. meaningful. Find,speaker who sincerely feeli the responsi--

bilities mentioned.

Resources: student or ex -student guest speaker. q

1

b. Activity: have student discuss sari*e and the responsibilities it

entails. Have male/female couples perform mock marriage ceremonies

and haI7 them research things, such as rental rates, (electricity,

ete.) along with the jobs each "husband" and "wife" is likely to'

have. ave "couples" decide how many children nd when and how

they wi 1 handle theii care (discipline orienta ion; wife stays

home or wife works, etc.). At.the end of the research have

"couplesi" role play a projected scene from their "marriage" when

it is t4 years old. Have studints identify'the obvious interper

sonal re il ponsibilities of adulthood (providing family shelter,

food, clothing) and also the more personal responsibilities one

person y have to another based on idiosyncratic personalities

(psychology class; family, living class; guidance activity)

Behavior 1 evaluation: each student will, to the satisfaction of

--counselor, deicribe the dynamicsiof the "marriage"

in which ie /she participated and will list at least two responsi-

bilities that all married people might have toward one another and

at least two\ soteric ones he/she encountered in the mock marriage.

?reparation: d scuss marriage as perhaps the most pervasive re-

'-sponsibility-requirdmg institution outside of work, in ourcul-

cure. Stress personal demands and responsibilities but don't

neglect the obvious, .more universal, physical one, particularly

161
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if ,student

of adults'

Resources:

a

population warrants emphasisaon the, material needs

as 'welt as children.

role playing, sources for finding apartment rates, etc.

I 6
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V. NEED: EDUCATIONAL VOCABULARY (K-3)

A. Unit goal: to promote an understanding of words used in an "educational"

context.

1. Developmental objective: to learn the meaning of the word success.

a. Activity: have teacher read several short stories in which the
I

main character either succeeds or fails', e.g. Suay wants a dog,

she works hard, saves her money, and buys-one. John wants to learn

to ride a bike, but he doesn't practice and fails to learn to ride

the'bike. When students can correctly identify successes and fail-

urea, read them a story about a boy/girl who does well without

really trying. Discuss whether this is a success or not. What

makes a success? Does it depend on your intentions and feelings

about the outcome of the situation? Is it different when you

really try hard and do well than it is when you don't need to try?

Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify one success

which he/she has had.

Preparation: the teacher or counselor writes or utilizes seven-,

shoit stories, 'six of which depict obvious success and failure,

and one of which could be interpreted as either.

Resources: stories.

b. Activity: have counselor meet with small groups of students and

discuss the word success and its relation to such things as in-

vdlvement, want, striving, etc. Discuss school successes-and out-

of-school successes.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will, to the satisfaction of

the teacher or counselor, tell the group a recent success he/she

has had, and explain why he/she feels that it is a success.

Preparation: continue discussion on success and emphasize student'
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successes in and out of school.

Resources:

2. Developmental objective: to learn the meaning of the word failure.

V

a. Activity: choose a group of students to role play a situation in

which the main character wants 'to learn to swim, but he/she does

not practice and fails. Ask the class if this is a failure,.

Choose another group of students to re-play the same situation

except the main character practices, but still does not do well.

Is this a failure? If it is different, how is it different? In
s

the third role play the main character does not care if he/she

learns to swim and doei not do well. Is this different from the

.other situations? Discuss the differences of opinions inljudging

the three role plays. Does failure mean different things to dif-

,

feredt people? Have students apply..this to themselveirend to the

school situation.,

Behavioral evaluation: each student will idedtify one success or

failure that he/she has recently had, and explain to the satis-

.

faction of the teacher or 'counselor, why it is a success or faildre.

Preparation: same as V, A, 1, b.

Resources: role playing.

b; Activity: have students keep a log of failures whiCh they have had.

,StudentsStudents break into.smal groups and discuss whylthey are failures.

AreAre any school failures? Haw do they make you feel? Are there
\

more failures at school than at home? Can you 10 :anything to eep

from failing?

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list at least one failure

and explain, to the satisfaction of the teacher or counselor,'why

he/she thinks the failure occured.
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/
Prepalaticn: same as V, A, 1, b; stress possibilities of control-

ling or remedying failures and the feelings failures cau e.

Resources:

B. Unit goal: to facilitate an understanding of terms necessary for educa-

tional planning.

1. Developmental objective: to be able to name several local educational

institutions.

a. Activity: teacher discusses with students various types of edull-
t

tional inatituation, e.g. junior and senior high schools, vo-

technical schools, or any schools which are found locally, the stu-

dents then compile and lab61, or have the teacherabel.a picture

//
dictionary of these institutions.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will draw a picture of at

least one educational institution.

Preparation: explain to students that they will have a unit on ed-.

ucational institutions. Determine how much they-know about these,

and how they think about them (e.g. junior high ,peOple are grown'

up).

Resources: art materials.

8. Activity: have students and teacher discuss the types of educational

institutions which are found ideally. Students can then form

Small groups each ;of which will be responsible for drawing a pic-

ture of one educational institution on a large, 5' x 7' mural.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list orally at least

three local educational institutions.

Preparation: same as V, B, 1, a.

Resources: art materials.

2. Developmental objective: to be able to identify what kinds of skills

1 6 3
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can be learned in various educational institutions.

a. Activity: using cardboard, paints, and desks, have students

createfacsimilies of educational institutions. Several stu-

'dents pretend to be the teachers while others pretend to be the

students. When the teacher (real) asks the students' what can be

learned at their institution; they will demonstrate the skills

through role play.
,

.

.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will give one skill 'that can
i

be learned at his/her institution.

..Preparation: discuss with the students the, various types \
of skills

which 'tine may learn at institutions, e.g. art training at
In

art

Iacademy, engineering skills at
t college, plumbin at a

vocational technical school, etc.

Resources: role playing, art materials.

b. Activity: have students take a field trip to the local ocational

technical school. They should observe what skills are leathed at

the school. When they come back to the class, they c n discuss

the skills that were being learned and compare this o the skills

they think are being learned in other educational institutions, e.g.

junior high school, other elementary school, etc.

Behavioral evaluation: each student.wil list t ree skills which

T
can be'learned at a vocational technical school.

Preparations discuss educational institutions which are available

lotally, particularly.the vocational technical school. Discuss the

kinds of skill the students think can be learned at the school and

and have students ask an older brother and/or sister, or friends

that go to the vocational technical school about it.
"*.

Resources: transportation.
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V. NEED: EDUCATIONAL VOCABULARY (4 -6)

A. Unit goal: to promote an understanding of words used in an "educational"

context.

1. Developmental objective: to be able to distinguish between a fact and

a skill.

a. Activity: have students play a clapping game in which they lightly

slap their hands on their desks in a quick rhythm. The first stu-

dent, whom the teacher has picked, call out a fact: he/she then

calls out another student's name who has one,half of a minute to

call out a skill. If he/she delays longer than one half of a min-

ute, he/she is out of the game and the teacher starts the game

over. If he/she succeeds then he/she calls on another student

who then names a fact. The game continues with the students alter-

nating the fact and skill calling until only one_parson is left in

the game who is.the winner.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will name at least one fact

or one type of skill while in the game, or if he/she fails to do this,

he/she will name one fact or skill after the game.,

Preparation: teach' discusses the meaning of the word' fact and

skill and gives examples.of each.

Resources:

b. Activity: have `students play a bingo game, which can be played like

a regular bingo in that letters or numbers are called and the stu-

dents place a chip on themi but modified in that after the /letter

or number is called, a fact or skill is also called e.g. NUmber 10,

Harrisburg is the capitol of Pennsylvania. Students are given red

chips, which are to be used only when a fact is,called after the
\

letter or number, and black chips, which are to be used only when
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a skill is called after the letter or number. In order to have

,.

bingo, the student must have both the chips placed on the correct

letter or number and the, correct color of the chips.

Behavioral evaluation: after each game, students will form p irs

and question each other; each partner will correctly iden fy at

1
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least three skills and three facts.

Preparation: same as V, A, 1, a.

Resources: game materials.

2. Developmental objective: to be able to distinguish among facts, skills,

and habits.

a. Activity: students are given cards with eithe the.word fact, skill,

or habit written on it. They can then form a; large circle e

leader calls out a fact and all of the students with the word fact -.

written on their cards, run to a small circle where they are safe.

The remaining students must show their, cards to each other and} if

any have the word fact written on his/her card he/she must go through

a paddlewheel and is out of the game. This continues, progressively .

getting harder, until everyone except for One person is out of the

game. /

/

Behavioral evaluation: after the game is over, each student will

hold up tis/her card and callout the word written on it; he/she

will demonstrate that'he/she understands the word by calling out one

example of it, e.g. Fa4t--Harrisburg is'the capitol of Pennsylvania.

Preparation: teacher discusses the words fact, skill, and habit with

the class. He/she explains that a fact is something thought to be

true, a skill is a developed,proficiency, and a habit is something

that a person learns to do everyday often resulting in an unconscious-

act.

Resources:

N
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b. Activity: -students-perfOrm-a-teacher-wr-itten-play -about-one-day in

the life of "Joe" student. When the class sees the main character

learning either facts,'skills, or habits, they shout out whaE the

character is learning, e.g. he/she'is learning /a skill.

Behavioral evaluation: each student when given a list of facts,

skills, and habits presented in the play, will correctly identify

eighty percent of them.

Preparation: same as V, A,-2, a.

Resources: role playing.

B. Unit goal: to facilitate an understanding of terms necessary for educational

planning.

1. DeVelopmental objective: to be able to name several types of educational

training programs. (on- the -job, trade, apprenticeship, college, etc.).

a. Activity: have children play a game of "Stump the Stars". Before

the game starts, teacher chooses six children who will be the stars

and gives them information on various types of educational training

programs. He/she then chooses two children to be the participants;

4v t.r

tnedirst picks a star whom the teaiher then asks a question about4

educational training programa. Thel star answers this question and

the participant must either agree or disagree with the answer.

When the participant is correct, he /she 'is- -awarded a point; the

411 Ifirst participant to obtain ten po nts wins.

1

,

Behavioral evaluation; when the gime is over, teacher will ask

students any five questions which werle used in the game; students

will correctly answer three of th4a.

Preparation: obtain information on the types of educational training

programs available locally.

Resources;

1
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b. Activity: have counselor ,implement a workshop on the types of

educational training programs available locally.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list at least three edu-

cational training program available locally.

Preparation: obtain information on the kinds of educational training

programs available locally.

-Resources: informtion source (school referral person, etc.).

2. Developmental objective: to be able to label personal feelings about

educational training programs.

a. Activity: have students cut out in educational training program

advertisements from newspapers, back of magazines, pamplhlets, etc.

Students compile these into a class scrapbook. Each student ,.is then

i *"
responsible for listing a least one negative and one 'positive

feeling about the'program, e.g. I don't like Airline Training School

/because it is too far aw y; I like Airline Training'School be-
,

cause I like planes and .'I think I can learn about planes there.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will bring in at least one

advertisement and list one negative and one positive feeling

about his/her advertisement.

Preparation: explain to students that they will be discussing their

I

positiire and negative feelings about educatiOUal program. Encourage

students not to foreclose prematurely about what they like and

don't like. Challenge and have other students challenge aq

erroneous assumptions or ones that seem not 'to be well thou ht out.

Resources: advertising materials, magazines, etc.

b. Activity: teacher names local educational program (these can be
_-

found in the phone book). He/she asks the students if anyone can

list positive things about'a program and then he/she asks if anyone

1!



has any negative feelings about this program. The teacher then

asks two students, one who has named a positive feeling and one

who has named a negative feeling, to role play a "point-counter-

point" debate on the positive and negative feelings about the prog-

ram. In this debate one student states his/her positive feelings

and the other student tries to counter these with negative feelings.

Behavioral. evaluation: when gtvethe nudes of two local educational

institutions, each student will list one positive feeling and one

negitive feeling abtmc each institution.

Preparation: same as V, 4 Z, a.

Resources:

1 71
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V. NEED: EDUCATIONAL VOCABULARY (7-9) ,

A. Unit goal: to demonstrate the use of standard English words and words

which are not standard English, and to show the importance of both.

Developmental objective: to be able to translate slang words into

Standard English.

a. Activity: have students write a short story using as many slang

words as possible. Then they write the same story replacing the

slang words with standard English words. The teacher reads these

stories and chooses the beat two, and asks the students to read

them to the class. Then have students form groups to write sim-

ilar stories. (English class; language arts class; guidance

activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will, to his/her group's satis-

faction contribute at least three ideas about the story which the

group writes.

Preparation: discuss the defihition of the words: slang and stan-

dard English and give examples of each. Have students give examples

also and encourage them.to consider the implication of separate

"vocabularies" for communication.

Resources:

b. Activity; have students form small groups; each group trys to

list slang words and their corresponding standard English trans-

lations by brainstorming.' Each group develops a dic tionary of

slang words and their standard English counterparts. (English

class; language arts class; guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will contribute at least three .

slang words and theit standard English translations to the group's

dictionary.

17
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Preparation: same as V, A, 1, a.

Resources:

2. Developmental objective: to understand the importance of knowing

both the slang word and the standard English translation when communi-

cating.

a, Activity: have students tape record conversations between their

friends. Students choose the conversation in which the most slang

words are used. Then the tape is played for the class and it is

discussed what would happen if one of the persons on the tape did

not understand ,slang. (English class; guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will give to the satisfaction

of the teacher or counselor, two `reasons why slang is important to

know.

Preparation: discuss slang word and why they are used; ask stu-

dents what the purpose of slang is, how it changes, who uses whit

kind, etc.

Resources: tape recorder(s).

b. Activity: have two students tole play a conversation between an

employer and a prospective employee. In this role play, the employer's

language is saturated with slang which the employee does not under.;,

stand. Have the student demonstrate the breakdown of coMmunica-

tion and possibly the comic results. (English class; social

studies claSs; industrial arts class; guidarfce activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will give to the satisfaction

of the teacher or counselor, three comic consequences which could

occur from the role played situation.

Preparation: have students give examples of their own when someone

misunderstood their slang or found it incomprehensible. Encourage
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references to school workers.

Resources: role playing.

B. Unit goal: to facilitate an understanding of terms necessary, for educa-

tional planning.

1. Developmental objective: to be able to name the types of junior and

senior highschool' urricula available.

a. Activity: have students publish one issue, of a newspaper which

will be circulated around the school. The "reporters" will search

for information on the types of curricula which are available to

them. They should contact the counselor or administrative worker

on curricula. They can also relate the type of curricula to

future jobs or training. (guidance activity; English class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will, to the satisfaction of

the teacher, contribute three ideas to this paper.

Preparation: obtain permission to print one edition of a school

.N

paper.

Resources: printing or reproducing facilities, sources of information.

b. Activity:, have students 1\:)tticipate in small group discussions

which are led by senior high school students. Groups discuss the

types of curricula available to them and they may also discuss

the implications of each curriculum with reference to future

training or jobs. (guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will, to the counselor's satis-

faction, identify the type of curriculum which he/she will take and

explain why.

Preparation: give mini training session'to the high school students

in group leadership and give them information on various types' of

curricula whiCh are available to them/
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Resources:

2. Developmental objective: Ito be able to name the kinds of skills learned

in various curricula..

a. Activity: have tenth grade students from several curricula make

word portraits about themselves. They should, describe the kinds of

skills that they now have as a result of their school curriculum.

Have the seventh, eighth, and nineth grade students read these

word portraits and discuss what kinds of skills they think the

person has learned from the curriculum. (guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list three skills that

he/she thinks the person on his/he word portrait learned.

Preparation: discuss with students the kinds of skills one learns

in a curricula.

Resources:

b. Activity: have students take a field trip to the local high school

to ask teachers from various curricula what kinds of skills they

are trying to teach. Class then discusies these.

Behavioral evaluation: same as V, B, 2, a.

Preparation: discuss with students the kinds of questions they

might ask the high school teachers.

Resources: transportation.
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V. NEED: .EDUCATIONAL VOCABULARY (10-12)

A. Unit goal: to demonstrate the use of standard English and words which

are not standard English, and to show the importance of_both.

1. Developmental objective: to understand when a dialect should be used

and when standard English should be used.

a. Activity: have students demonstrate through photograph' or, if

cameras are not available, posters, situations in which dialects

should be used; refer to Self Skills 10-12 IV, A, 2, b.

(English class)

Behavioral evaluation: thrqugh photographs, each student will de-
.

monstrate to the satisfaction of the teacher, a situation in whi,ch

a dialect should be used.

Preparation: continue discussion on communication and ask students

to identify situations in which dialect is preferred anchones in

which standard-English is-preferred.

Resources: photographs.

b. Activity: have students create abstract models which can be two

dimensional:three dimensional and made from magazine pictures,

cardboard, and nails or other Objects. These should demonstrate

when a dialect should be used and when standard English should be

used. Studenti display their models for the class. (English

class; guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will give to the satisfaction

of the teacher or counselor, one example of a situation in which

standard English should be used and one situation when it should

not be used.

Preparation: discuss when to use standard:English and when not to.

Tell the students that they will be creating an'abstract model of

r
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the situations in which standard English is used and is not used.

Resources: art materials, magazines.

2'. Developmental objective: to be able to recognize when standard English

should be used.

\.\

a. Activity: give students an assignment of observing and listening '

to other people talking so that they may determine when standard

English is appropriately used. ttudents should keep a record of

these situations. Have class and teacher discuss the types of sit-

uations in which it is appropriate, e.g. talkingo a boss, to a

doctor, a teacher talking to a principalcto_use standard English.

(English class; guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student wit list three instances in

which one cam appropriately use stand d English.'

Preparation: have students consider various relationships of their

own in which they, use differing "1 nguagesu. Encourage them to i-
!

dentify which As which, why they aren't interchaMgeable etc.\

Resources:

b. Activity: have students form groups. Each group creates one comic

situation in which standard English was not used. Group presents

this to the class and explains why standard English should have

been used.(English class; guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will give'two reasons for using

standard English in specified situations to the satisfaction of the

teacher or counselor.

Preparation: same as V, A, 2, a.

Resources:

B. Unit goal: to facilitate an understanding of terms necessary for educational

planning.

-";



1. Developmental obje6-Lve: to be Cognizant of tests such as DAT, GATB,

SAT, etc. which areilaed in vocational training and post secondary

school applicItion proceda7s.

a. Activity: studentsidiscUss the types of post secondary training

165.

programs whiCh theytintendtb\go to, the types of Jobs which they

will be holding, and /or their tested aptitudes. Have the class

, 1

form small groups based, on interest'in one of the three forementioned
4

categories. Each group writes to a training institution ori ifl

possible,.the-prospective companies in which they plan or hope to

work and ask what types of test scores are necessary in order to be

considered for the program or company. The other group gets in----
i.

formatic/liabout the DAT (Differential Aptitude Test) and the GATB

(Gene al Aptitude Test Battery) from the guidance counselor

t/7sts e employment agency. After this information ha seen obtained

groups discuss it with the class. (guidanCvactivity) I
\,. ,

BeHavioral evaluation: each student will list three tests which he/
,--- .

she may need to take tozdetermine aptitudes, acceptibility to a pos

secondary educational program, and acceptibility in a company.

Preparation: discuss the kinds of test many institutions require
,

applicants to take and the purposes of them.

Resources: information on DAT, GATB.

b. ,Activity: several Atudents in the class selected as peer counse-

lors. Have each specialize in one type of post - secondary educa-

tional program or job a ?d the types of tests necessary to be con-

sidered for acceptance in either.. Students are, given two class

periods to make appointmenta with the peer counselors for the pur-

pose of gaining information. (guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will see at least one peer

178
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counselor.

Preparation: work with peer counselor on information and methods of.

disseminating it.

Resources: sources of information on test requirements.

2. Developmental objective: to know the abbreviations which represent

Various, post-secondary degrees.

a. Activity: have students identify all the degree abbreviations they

know, and put them on the board. Then have each-students construct

a crossword puzzle using that list. When everyone is finished,

they exchange puzzles and the first one correctly inished is the

.winner; class discusses these puzzles. (guidance ctivity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list the abbreviations

of at least four degrees.

Preparation: discuss post-secondary school options and have the

students think of the names of the degrees they might earn when they

graduate from one of these schools. Assist with listing if neces-

sary.

Resources:

1

b. Activity: have students create comical sentences using as many

abbreyiations as logically possible in one sentence: for example-

There was an R.N. who wanted a B.S. so that he/she could teach

L.P.N.'s but all that was offered was an A.A. (guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: same as V, B, 2, a.

Preparation: same as V, B, 2, a.

Resources:
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VI. 'NEED: EDUCATIONAL KNOWLEDGE (K-3) .

A. .Unit goal: to demonstrate the relationship between education and work.

167'.

1. Developmental objective: to recognize the relationship between reading

and work.

a. Activity: have students cut out and print, or have teacher help

them print signs that one would find in a working environment, e.g.

sale, office, lady's room,;exit, etc. Discuss what would happen if

one could not read these signs. Have several students role play

their favorite auations, or ones they've actually experienced.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will orally /describe, to the

satisfaction of the teacher, one incident that might happen if one

could not read signs,.

'Preparation: bring in paper and crayons.

Resources: role playing, art mateCals,

b, Activity: have children call out things from a get of pictures which

the teacher has prepared. The teacher selects five things and two

numbers and then reads the followin& story and puts the selected

nouns and numbers iti the blanks.

Story

Today was John's first day on the job. He was excitll He was

also" lf little

he would make

to read: SS,

-bit scared. He was scared' because he was afr id that

SInistake ori his new job, because he had never kearned.,

, .

When John got to work, his'boss, the new baker, told him what

to do fore-ihe)ay. He handed John a recipe for bread which he Was

to bake. ),1Ohn couldn't read this,, but he was ashamed to tell his

boss that. John thought about the recipe and thought that it said'.

Take one cup of (noun #1)
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of (noun #1) . Then add (noun #1) and mix well,

Pour in three-fourths of a cup of water and one half of a

cup of (liquid noun #2) and bake at (number).

degrees for (number) minutes.

After baking for (same number as above) minutes, John

pulled a (noun #3) out of the oven.

"Oh not" aaid John's boss, "what have you donel0!"

John said that he couldn't read. His boss was, understanding.

He sent John back to school to learn how to read so that he could

become a baker.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state, to the satisfaction
\

of the teacher or counselor, one reason why reading is important to

a job.

Preparation: select three sets of magazine pictures: one set -

(seven to ten pictures) will be objects not found 141 thekitchen

which can be weighed on a home scale e.g. sand, na4s, rocks,leaves,

dirt, stones, etc. another set - #2 are liquid things other than

water e.g4 gasoline, soda, wine, vinegar, oil, etc. and the last
o

set - #3 are ordinary things, e.g. dogs, cats, tables, hat, etc.

Resources: /

/

7. Developmental-objective: to be able to-recognize the relationship between

math and work,

a. Activity: haveNzludents and teacher discuss. math and the many ways

in which it ip used e.g..tiae, miles on a car, money, etc. Then

the teacher red-sthe following story about the,day.when all the

numbers were lost; students take turns finishing the story.

'The Day the'Numbers Were Lost

One day Mr. Brown woke .up and found that all the numbers were gone.

10.L
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mti good! he thought.; I never did ;IMP numbers a.r1,-.3;. On C.is

'ay, Mister Brown got up at . I . well he didn't know what

time it was for there wore no lionger numbers on the clock.

When he finished getting dressed end eating breakfast, Mister

Brom decided to go to work. Work used to be located ten miles

from his home, but will all the numbers gone, he didn't know how

far, it was., After driving .around and getting lost, Mister

,

Brown began to wish .that the numbers would come back. When he

finally got- to work,,,which was.a *ore,,there was a customer

waiting for him. "how much ad those jeans cost?" the customer

asked. Oh no, thought. Mister. Brown. What can I tell her now

that the numbers are gone.

Have the students finish the story; tel ,,what happens during the

rest of the day. Does, the customer buy the :jetins'? How does'Mpter

k

Brown count the money which he receives? Do the
f
numbers come back?

I

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state/ to t.e s'atisfattion
.,

.

, .1
the teacher or counselor, one reason why,ntrerS 'are important- :

f I ,

to one's work: t 1 $41

,
/ .

!-----
. i s

Preceration: gilie directions.
. .

Resources:

L. Activity: have students,assemble a bulletin board displaYing workers

using math. Class discusses.

Behavioral evaluation: . each student will state the title of one

job in 'which people use math and explain to the satisfaction of the
:

teacher,the spetifie situation' in which theporker.uses

Prepayation: bring in magazines, pamphlets circulated from businesses,

and any kind of pictures.

Resources: art materials, sources for pictures.
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B. Unit goal: to introduce the idea that many skills are necessary for work

and, to know where they May be'obtained.

1. Developmental objective: to know the meaning of the word skills.

a. Activity: have students learn the meaning of the word skill.

Discuss lAxious kinds of skills e.g. reading, making friends,

sports, etc. and have students look through magazines and cut out

.pictures of people learning skills.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will cut out at least One mag-

azine /picture of a person learning a skill and name it.

Preparation: define skills; suggest that-they are learned, that

- people aren't ',:born with,them and that it takes effort to acquire

them

Resources: pagazines.

b. kctivity: -discuss the word skill; have students form small groups.

Each group-thinkp-of a skin-learning situation and then thinks, of

all the objects e.g. balls, books, etc. that the person will use

when learning thi.s. skill. One student in the iroupdraws.the person

who learns the skill while the other students draw the object

on a separate sheet of paper. These papers are given to another

,

group and this group then-cuts out the
._

theobjecte a d the paper

I

person,, and invents a story .about the skill whioh tile persOn is

learning, using the paper dolls to recreate the situation. Students

can compare stories.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will to the satisfaction of

the teacher, participate in one group by contributing at least one

idea on learning a skill, and by drawing and cutting out paper

'children and papeobjects.

Preparation: same as VI, B, 1, a.
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Resources: art materials.

2. Developmental objective: to be able to identify school skills and tell

whythey are necessary ,for work.

a. Activity: have students and teacher discuss school skills. Stu-

dentircan then act out simple, teacher created plays about a man or

woman who uses reading, math and/or science skills in their work.

Students pick out the skills that the actors demonstrate which are

learned in school and discuss what would happen if they were not

learned.

Behavioral evaluation: each child will state, to the satisfaction

of the teacher, one school skill and its importance to work.\

Preparation: write a simple, short play about a working day\9t which

the worker uses reading, math and /or science skills.

Resources: role, playing.

b. Activity: have students discuss school skills. *Students form
.

a circle with each naming a school skill. If any skill is named

three times, it cannot be used again and it should be written on.the

board so tilit the students know that it is eliminated from the game.

(

If a student.cannot name a school skill, he/she is out of the game.

The circle -"gets smaller and smaller until there is only one person
.

left, who is the winner.

Behavioral evaluation:, each student
a

will state at least one school

skill while in the game'.

Prepaeation: give directions and continue discussion on school skills;
4

suggeSX that many are important beyond school walls.

Resources:



NEED: EDUCATIONAL KNOWLEDGE (4-6)

A. Unit goal: to demonstrate the relationship between education and work.

1. Developmental objective: Co recognize the relationship between

science and work.

a. Activity: have class form two teams, each of which selects five

students to represent it. Another student (star) is given a

science career which is familiar to most of the students in the
.

class e. g. animal doctor, nurse, teacher and he/she then pretends

that he/she is that worker and each of the ten students who represent

172.

the two teams are allowed to question the "star" as long as the

responses to their questionsare affirmative. If no one guesses

the correct job, the game will terminate after two rounds of questioning.

After each game discuss how some of the questions relate science

to the job and select ten new representatives; points are awarded.

Behavioral evaluation: each student, will to the teacher's satisfac-

tion list two ways which science relates to work.

Preparation: choose otcupations; provide background necessary to

_develop questions. Suggest ways science relates generally to many

jobs and specifically to a few.

Resources: \
b. Activity: have students interview workers e.g. parents, neighbors,

or perhaps local factory workers. Have\them ask how they use

science in their jobs; discuss with class\

Behavioral evaluation: each student will contribute to the class,

at least one example of science's relatedness t

learned from the worker interviewed.

Preparation: give directions.

Resources: parents, other workers.

1(35
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,4-1131W'

2'0'1 evelopmental objective: to recognize the relationship between art and

work.. V

a. Activity: have art teacher speak to the students on the kinds of

jobs available in art; utilize art tools in the talk e.g. pottery

wheel when talking about the potter; class discusses.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list two types of jobs

in art.

Preparation: plan talk, bring in tools.

Resources: art teacher, art materials.

b. Activity: have fourth and/or fifth grade students participate in

a simulated-jobs-in-art workshop which is held by sixth grade

students. Have them demon trate five types of art jobs: cartoonist,

clothes designer, potter, sign painter (or any other desired art

jobs). Fourth 'and/or fifth grade students walk around and experi-

ment with the materiels.

Behavioral evaluation: each sixth grade st9dentwill contribute at

least one idea to and/or participate in a demonstration group.

Fourth and fifth grade students will experiment with materials of

at-TE6tt one demonstration group.

Preparation: discuss art jobs with sixth-grade students and give

aid in planning their demonstration.

Resources: art materials.

B. Unit goal: to introduce the idea that many. zkills are necessary for work

and to know where to obtain them.

1. Developmental objective: to realize that there are many types of skills.

a. Activity teacher discusses with students the variety of skills

one may have. Have students play a game of charades in which they

imitate a well=known performer working at his/her skill. The

18 ,3



teacher can keep a running list of the skills names.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list three skills used

in one job.
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r
Preparation: encourage close identification of skills as integral-,

to job performance. Give examples of concrete skills students may

already have acquired (simple reading, etc.) that are important

for all jobs. "Well-known worker" may be a celebrity or a parent

or whoevei student selects.

Resources:

b. Activity: save students play the "How many can-you list" game.

Students choose partners,; each observes -the other for one-half

hour during which tine the teacher continues with! the regular

lesson. The observing students list all the skills which the part-

ners use e.g. reading, writing, etc. After the observation-time,

students can discuss the skills which were listed. The person who

has listed the most skills is the winner. The class can continue

discussing how one may pe.-forn many skills in one day (they can

use parents or siblings as examples). The Leacher can den make

the analogy of .a worker who performs 'many sWills every day.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list three skills

which he/she Utilizes every day.

Preparation: introduce the word skill; explain to the students that

most people have some skills and that many people have many. Stress,

the skills that students possess or those that are within reasonable

reach.

Resources:

?. Developmental objective: to realize that ajOb requires more than one

type of skill--

,/-
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Activity: give the students a homework assignmenL in which they

view a television show of a worker e.g. Gordon on Sesame Street,

John-Boy on the Walton's, etc. Have them list at least five7if,

ferent types of educational skills that theworker used. Discuss

in,class why five types of skil)s were needed.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will, to the satisfaction of

teacher or counselor, tell the class five types of skills, which

he/she observed while watching television. and give one reason why

each is important.

Preparation: ask students to imagine working on a job'when all

you could do was write numbe,rs. Stress that workers need to ac-

quire several skills.

Resources: television program(s).

b. Activity: have the students and teacher discuss the vaulety of

skills people use at work. Students then form small groups and

choose one member from each, who will, the next day dress up like

a worker and demonstrate that. worker's skills. Discuss and rotate

group members for the next day.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will participate in one group

by contributing at least one idea, which is satisfactory to the

group, on the kinds of worker skills which should be demonstrated.

Preparation: review appropriate background on work-related skills.

Give concrete examples. Encourage students to pi9k occupations that

they know little about and help them research skills and "dress up"

materials.

Resources: library materials, dress up materials.
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VI. NEED: EDbCATIONAL KNOWLEDGE (7-9)

A. Unit goal: to- demonstrate the relationship between education and work.

1. Developmental objective: to recognize the relationship between

school interests and work.

a. Activity: have students write to congressman, television actors/

actresses, or any public person who will respond to their letters.

They should ask the person what their predominant interests were in

junior high school, high school, and/or college that relate"to

their present jobs. Students can relate the respondents interests

to his/her present job. (social studies class, guidanCe activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will relate two of the respon-

dent's interests to his/he'r job and two of.his /her, interests to pds-

sible future goals.
N

Preparation: review ,previous units on how in-school interests can

relate to occupations.

Resources:

b. Activity: have students break into small groups. Each group is

given a description of a person and his/her school related inter-

ests. Students then predict the type ofjob which the person might

enjoy. Discuss with the class. ,(guidance activity)

// Behavioral evaluation: each student will state,-to his/her group's

/ satisfaction, one type of job .which the person described might enjoy.

Preparation: same as VI,'A,,l, a; identify or re-clarify "in- '

school" interests and stress those in which students htve had ex-

posure.

Resources:

' 2. Developmental objective: to recognize the relationship, of number of

/

years of eduction to work..

a. Activity: have students interview teachers, par nts, and neighbors

;)
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asking what kinds of-jobs are available in their field for studenti

without a high school degree, with a high school degree, with.a de-

gree from a junior college, trade school,- ova college. Break

into. small groups and dlaw a chart indicating the relationship

between number of years of education and occupations.. Discuss

with class. (social studies class; industrial arts class;

guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student in the group will develop, to

the satisfaction of the Ceacher or counselor, a chart which shows

the relationship between number o years of education and occupa-

tions.

Preparation: relate number. of ears of education to specific jobs.

Encourage students to examine heir own performance in and willing-

ness to extend their years i school. Suggest that this considera-

tion is an important part/7f career identification and'decision

making.

Resources:

b. Activity: five students are selected. Each is given an occupation

which requires fewer than twelve years of education, twelve years

of education, fourteen years of education (junior -college or

trade school), sixteen years of education, or above sixteen years

of education. The remainder of the class is split into two com-

peting teams; each team has three minutes to put the students

with the occupations in the proper numerical order according to

educational requirement. Teams continue alternating turns until

one gets the correct order. Points are given. (social studies

class; guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: when given a list prepared by the teacher

1'n
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of five occupations mentioned_ in the game, each student will cor-

rectly identify at least three of them with the appropriate educa-

tional level.

Preparation: select sets of occupations which require different

educational training. Give directions.

Resources: Dictionary of Occupational\Titles.

B. Unit goal: to introduce the idea that many ski ls are necessary for work

and to know where they may be obtained.

1. Developmental objective: to know the vario s types of skills which can

be obtained in an apprenticeship.

a. Activity: have local Workers who are ass' ciated with apprenticeship,

programs, e.g. opticians, carpenters, mas ns, etc, come to the schoo.

and speak to the students. Class should ask questions and discuss.

(industrial arts class; guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will 1 st five types of skills

which may be learned through an apprentices

Preparation: tell students that they will b having.guest speakers.

Work with students to prepare questions that they may ask. En-
,

courage consideration of what'is important to find out about skills

and apprenticeships.

Resources: speakers..

h. Activity; have students tape interview with 1) rents, friends, and

neighbors. Each student must find one workers o learned his/her

skills through an apprenticeship program The tudent and the

worker discuss the kind of program ih which the worker participated,

how he/she learned his/her skills; how he/she ses them; and how

one may get into an apprenticeship program. -Tap s can be played

back in class and discussed. (guidance activity

1 1 j
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Behavioral evaluation: each student will list three skills which

may be'learned in an apprenticeshi prOgram. ri

Preparation:disclIssthenaturen_apprenticeship and relate it

both to generalized and highly,spe'edalized or technical

development.

v
Resources: tape recorder(s). / .

i ,

',.

2. Developmental obective: to learn ways to achieve a high schOol dip-,

'

v
loma after dropping out.' .

/

, /

a. Activity: class dtsruases the variety of meana/for re-obtaining
. -

a high school diploma. Students then can fo Sawll groups each of

which is given a description of a perso who has dropped out of,

high school and wants to get a diplo a; groups are to investigated

ways ofobtarning a diploma and OD write strategies for this parti-.

cular drop-out. Several grot can workon the same person and

when finished, compare/col/rast strategies. Discuss. (guidance

/

activity)

Behavioral evaluationV each student will list three diploma-seeking

strategies.

Preparation: type notecards, including various descriptions of per-

.

sons who have dropped out of high school and are tteking a. high

school diploma, for eziample; Jill, who is married and has four

children, w-om sheAas cared for atlhome,. Four years ago she

dropped out of school .in the eleventh grade, but now wants a high
4

/ school diploma. What should she do? What does she need to con-

sider? or Bill who hated high school" so Aropird out in tenth grade.

After bring out of school for five years, he decided that; he wanted

Lo go to college. What can he do? What does he need to consider?

(grades, continued motivation, etc.)

. Resources: source of information for identiOing varied progrars.

1:J2
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b. Activity students form small groups. Each group is to discuss

ways to construct a monopoly type game about obtaining a, high

school diploma e.g. credits are used instead of,money, going to jail

means losing a year, etc. Groups can pool their ideas to make the

game and then play it. (guidance actLvity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list three diploma-seeking

strategies mentioned in the final form of the game.

Preparation: give directions; discuss the game and its con-
__

Struction.

Resources:

1613
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VI. NEED: EDUCATIONAL icNOWLEDdE (10-12)

A. Unit goal: to demonstrate the relationship between education and work.

1. Developmental objective: to recognize the relationship between ty"Pes,

of post secondary training and jobs.

a. Activity: have the twelfth grade students collect information through

interviews of parents, pamphlets and talking to friends about the

types of jobs available to graduates of various institutions such

as trade schools, busineisses, and junior colleges. ,These students

present this information to eleventh grade studentsdn the form of

a'workshop. (guidance activity, social studies class)

Behavioral evaluation: each twelfth grade student will contribute

one suggestion on the type of job available and the required training

to the,group in which he/she participates. Each eleventh grade

student will go to at least one workship and state three relation-

ships between post secondary trainings \and jobs.

Preparation: help students obtain pamphlets; act as a resource

person; review work on various institutions if necessary.

Resources:

b. Activity: students form small groups and,have a scavenger hunt

utilizing phone books, pamphlets, films or anything available. Each

group is asked to find a post secondary training center where one

can learn a particular skill, e. g. plumbing, carpentry, etc.

The first group finished wins the game and is regarded. (guidance

activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each group will find pt least five post

secondary training centers where one can learn the designated skills.

Preparation: reinforce usage of outside sources for information.

Resources:
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2. Developmental objective: to recognize the relationship between level

of education and the level of jobs within an organization.

a. Activity: have a guest speaker, from a local corporation, come into

the school and discus's the levels of one type of job within his cor-

poration, e. g. assembly worker,- - - line supervisor - - - assis-
.

tent assembly superior - assembly supe---r4isor. Discuss educa-

tional level required-with each levelof the job and indlude on-

the-job training as part of the educational level. (guidance

activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will,Ito the teacher's satis-

faction, chose one job)identify at least three levels of it, and

correlate each with the appropriate educational requirement.

Preparation: provide necessary background on levels; gear activity

to jobs students are likely to enter or in which they hive special

interests.

Resources: guest speaker.

b. Activity: have each student choose 'one job and research the various

levels of it through written materials, interviewing, etc. Then he/

she can draw examples of a worker in each leveland label each.

These pictures are then shown to the class and put into a worker

scrap book. (guidance activity)'-,

Behavioral evaluation: when given a particular job, each student

will list three levels of it.

Preparation: help students keep a worker scrapbook for the class;

this should be a class project and it should be kept as a reference

book.

Resources: art materials.
\

B. Unit goal: to introduce the.idea that many skills are necessary for work and
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to know where they May be obtained.

1. Developmental objective: to know the various types of skills which can'
.4

be obtaireed in adult-night school.

a. have several students visit adult night school courses

offered in their district to observe the types of training programs

offered. The students report Co the class. (guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list, to the satisfaction

of the counselor, three skills which can be learned' in an adult

night_schoolprogram.

Preparation: continue discussion on alternatives to standard schools. /

Obtain permission to have visitors at the addlt night school,.

Resources:

b. Activity: have a speaker, affiliated with the local adult night

schOol come in and speak to the,class and discuss with him/her

types of skills they may obtain at this particular school. (guidance

activity)

Behavioral evaluation: same as VI, B, 1, a.

Preparation: develop flexible questions for speaker by considering

with students what they need to know or what they want to know abotit

night school.

Resources:

2. Developmental objective: to know the vari us types of skills which can

be obtained from on-the-job training prog ams.

a. Activity: have students contact ioca businesses by phone or by

personal interview asking what kinds ,£ on-the-job training programs
i

are available and how they work. Select small businesses as well
t

as large including stores, gas stations, etc. Discuss'in class.

,uidance activity, social studies class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will contact at least one bus-
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iness and identify one skill that can be learned from on -the-

job training.

Preparation: give, Airections. If necessary, help select businesses

to be contacted And make initial inquires for cooperation.

Resources:

b. Activity: have twelfth grade students who are in the work-study
,,

program or studints who have learned on- the -job skills for.-47-

summer job, a pinel discussibn group. This,grpup should ex

plain to the eleventh and tenth grade students what kindS of skills

were learned and whe.e they were learned and how they were used.

(social studies\class,guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation; each student will list five types of skills..

which can be le rued on the job.

Preparation: suggest the nature of learningon=the-job in connec
---",

tion with entry level versus veteran skilt attainment. Focus on

the positive aspects of learning skills to encourage students who

feel they haven't enough skill.

Resources: , twelfth grade work-study students (or those learning on-

the-4job skills).
1

1 9 7



VII. NEED: EDUCATIONAL ATTITUDES (K-3)

A. Unit goal: to facilitate the belief that

are important.

185.

school learning experiences

r.

1. Developmental objective: /t'o able to define school learning exper-

iences.

a. Activity: 'have each student look through,e magazine for a picture

of someone learning an "educational",skill. Make up stories about

_what-the pbraon in the picture is learning and how he/she might use

that learning.

Behavioral evaluatioil each student will verbally compose to the

satisfaction of the teacher or counselor, a story about learning.

Preparation: give directions

experiences and define "educa

with in-school activities but

Resources: magazines.

b. Activity: have each student

student-drawn profiles. Turn

to the students. Discuss learning

ional" skills as thoSe dealing primarily

stress the use of these outside sdhool-.,

ut out teacher-drawn or, if possible,

off the lights and have a silhouette

puppet show simulating school learning experiences, Discuss. 1

Behavioral evaluation: du inf the puppet show,-each student will

1

verbally describe one lear in experience.

Preparation: draw or have qha art teacher draw student and tea her
\,

silhouettes; explain the pl, .et show and discuss educational

skills.
\

,

d ?

Resources: art materials.

2. Developmental objective: to be a

\
a. Activity: have the students w folioplasts (color lifts) of

l'

ren in foreign lands learning it\ a school situation. Then have

guess what the children in the pictures are learning and why it

to explain why school is important.

hild-

them,

is
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important. (The last few folioplasts should be of an American

school.)

Behavioral evaluation: each-student will verbalize, to the

teacher's satisfaction, two reasons why school is important..

Preparation: make folioplasts of foreign students and American

students learning in a school situation; discuss the pictures.

Resources: folioplast materials.

b". Activity: have students view the film "Education, who needs it?"

__Behavioral evaluation: each student will state verbally or in

written form, three reasons,why education is important.

Preparation: discuss the most important thing a student has

learned today in school and why important. Prepare for

film.

Resources: film: "Education, who needs it?"

Unit goal: to promote, through educational experiences, attitudes necessary

for a life of work.

1. Developmental objective: to learn the importance of good health habits.

a. Activity: have the students view a film on the proper\care of teeth

and discuss why teeth and the care of them.are important.

Behavioral evaluation: the student will state, to the teacher's
\

satisfaction, two reaso s why good health habits are important for

11

tee\

Preparation: discuss film.

Resources: film: "Dotke and her Dad"
1

b. Activity.: have the students view a film on teeth and discuss why

teeth are important.

Behavioral evaluation: same as VII, A, 1, a,

Preparation: same as VII, A, 1, a.

199
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Resources: film: "Henry plans ahead"

Activity: have the'students distinguish between foods that are

-nutritional-And-foods-that are not (use limiliar-foods)-.- Take ---

.students to; the library and help them to research what "nutri-

tious" means and what makes a food important in that way.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state to the aatisfac-

tion of the teacher, two reasons why nutritious foods are impor-

tant.

Preparation: bring in and discuss foods and the,importance of

good eating habits.

Resources: library materials. 4

'k

2. Developmental objective: to be able tounderstand the importance of

. good grooming habits.

a. Activity: have the students create a bulletin board using photo-
i

graphs, Amgazines, and hand-drawn pictures showing well groomed

and poorly groomed children. While doing this, the teacher and

the students discuss the importance of good grooming hAbits.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will contribute one picture

of either a well groomed or poorly groomed child and explain to the

teacher's satisfaction why it is, or should be, important for the

child in his/her picture to have good grooming habits.

Preparation: explain bulletin board.

a

Resources: art materials..

b. Activity: declare. one week as Good, Grooming Week and have students

bring in posters and make up grooming riddles and slogans. Des4n

bulletin boards and have teachers talk' about the importance of

grooming.

Behavioral evaluat'on: each student will distinguish )3etween pic-

2 :i0
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tures of well groomed children and of poorly groomed children. He/

she will also list three reasOneyhylood grooming is important..

reparaion: coordinate with all teachers.

Resources: art materials.

C. Unit. goal: to facilitate positive attitudes' toward school.

1. DevelopMental objective: to facilitate the belief that everyone is

a. Activity: have students form pairs with each rating the other on

school activities, i.e. reading, sports, math, making friends,

lunch, etc. Compare and discuss how everyone is good in something

Behavioral evalu ation: each student will tell the class one thin

good in something:

in which he/she is good.

Preparation: ditto a list of school activities from which the)stu-

dents may choose.

Resources:

b. Activity: have students interview parents asking them what they were

good in in school, reading, sports, art, etc. Break into small

groups and discuss.

. Behavioral evaluation: each student will present to his/her group

one thing in which each of his/her parents did well.

Preparation: suggest that everyone has talents and dan do well

in at least one thing. Help students choose questions to ask

parents.

Resources:

2. Developmental objective: to understand that not everyone does well at

every activity, but everyone can try.

a. Activity: have students break into groups of seven with each group
0

constructing a play using their hands as puppets. Have the main

2U1



character tr hard-imr acComplish something.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will explain to his/her group's

4 189.

satisfaction, one way in which the character tries hard and achieves.

.preparation: bring in paints and ink pens sii*.that the students

can construct puppet faces on their hands and have students bring

in smocks. Have a sink, soap, and towels available.

Resources: role playing, art materials.

b. Activity: have the students play a game of ring toss. On'the first

round everyone is laxed and does ndt really try; take the average

score. On the second round, have everyone try hard. Keep and com-

pare scores and discuss.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will give, to the teacher's

or counselor's satisfaction, one reason why trying improved the
. .

average score.

Preparation: bring in ring toss and give directions.

Resources: kings. '

2 J2
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VII. NEED: EDUCATIONAL ATTITUDES (4 -6)

A. Unit goal: to facilitate the belief that both in- school learning experiences

and out-of-ichool learning experiences are important.

1. Developmental objective: to be able to define out-of-school learning.

'a. Activity: e the students play a Simon says game, i.e. Simon

says you can do only those things that you learned out of school.

If an out-of-school learning experience is called then students

demonstrate it. If the experience called is an in-school exper-

ience, then the students do nothing.

EXAMPLES

Add 10 4-10

Brush teeth

Tie shoe

Name the capitol of Pa.

do nothing

demonstrate

demonstrate

do nothing

Behavioralievaluation: each student will state, to the teacher's

satisfaction, four thinga learned,our of school.

Preparation: discuss out -of -school learning and explain the rules

of the game.
\

Rlgurces:,

b. Activity: have each student driw a poster of someone participating
I )

in an out-4-school learning experience.

Behavioral evaluation each student will illustrate to the teacher's

satisfaction, through his/her poster at least one out -of- school

learning experience.

Preparation: discuss things learned out of school, i.e. learning

to make friends, tie a shoe, drive-a car, clean a house, etc.

Resources: art materials.

2. Developmental objective: to be able to explain why in-school learning

2 J3



experiences and out-of-school learning experiences are important.

Activity: have the atudenti view "Language Arts: Who needs it?"

Behavioral evaltation:/ each student will give to the teacher.'s or

counselor's satiafaction,live reasons why language art's is needed
,

by him/her.

Preparation: discuss why one needs shdol. Hypothesize workers

who can't read or add. Stress relevance of school skills tp every:

day life.

; Resources: film: "Language arta:\ who needs it?" (from Education:

Who Needs It? Set I)
N,

,b. have 'the students view, "Science: who needs it?"
I
1

Behavioral evaluation: each student oWill give, to the teacher's r

counselors satisfaction, five reasons why science is needed by-

him /her.

Preparation: same as VII, A, 2,;/ a.

Resources: film: "Science: who needs it?" from Education: Who

Needs -t? Set I.

c. Activity: have the student break into groups with each g up

demonstrating through an impromptu play what would happen i he/she

had no:-acquired some out-of-school learning., e. g. if I ha not

my teeth, or Co for in-

school learning processes. \
.

BehAvioral evaluation: each group will verbally state three rea-

sons each why toe out-of-school and in- school learnings their plays

demonstrated are important.

Preparation: discus why out-of-school learning is important:

Assign or let groups choose play topics. Give a similar rationale

for in-school learning,



Resources: role playing.

192. \

)'

B. Unit goal: to' promote through educational experiences, attitudes necessary

for a life of work.

1. Developmental objective: to understand the necessity of planning work.

a. Activity: have the students-plan a school or community-related pro-
-

ject, e.g. help principal and cafeteria workers -plan the weeks

1u:itch. Break into groups and discuss the advantage of planning and

then do the activity.

Behavioral evaluation: each student group will orally state three

.411/4.

advantages of planaing.

Preparation: select an appropriAte schobl or community - related pro-

,

ject (all students need not work on their project at the same-time).

Discuss the projects. Suggest and/or role play situation in which

no planning was done.

Resources: role playing, principal.,

b,. Activity: have students view slides or magazine pictu;es of buildings

and houses which haye been poorly planned, 13,Elk--into groups and

discuss the advantages of proper' planning.

Behavioral evaluation: same as VII, 1, a.

Preparation: obtain slides or, magazine picturessOf pooryllanned

buildings and houses. Link plans .for objects to plans for activi-

ties or behavior.

,

Resources: slides.

2. Developmental objective: to understand the necessity of 'being on time.

a. Activity: him the students draw posters of people who are not'on,,

NN,- -

time, e.g../m Ising busses, not being admitted to rock concert,

getting locked out of class. Have students Ai c:ss the results of

being late as well as probable causes and ways to remedY-them.
,

/

/.

(

235
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Behavioral, evaluation: each student will explain to the teacher's

saeltfa.c_tion, why it is important that the person in his/her picture
o, \

be on time.

Preparation:. have\ students identify situations in which they were

late and discuss results. Emphasize practical benefits of being on

time.

Resources: ,art materials.

b. Activity: have/the students role play situations in which someone

is late and another person is waiting, e.g. teacher- pupil, employer-
'

employee. The class can discuss the result's. How does the late

parson feel? 11,5 does the waiting person feel? Can one avoid

/being late? How does the /person on time benefit personally? Is

it worth it? Whaccan you do to make yourself more often on time?

Behavioral evaluation: discuss the role play, and have eachstudent

involved give four consequences of the "late" person's being late.'

Preparation:i disOuss the role-play.

Resources: role playing.

C. Unit goal: Lo faciliate poitive attitudes toward school. s

1. Developmental objective: to. believe that school is more than academic

learning.

a. Activity: have students make movies of what happens in school. Re-

view them and classify the school events as academic, emotional or

social or physical. Class can discuss the movies.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list five school activi-

.

ties and classify theirOis academic, emotional, social or physical.

Preparation: discuss the differences among academic, emotional,

social,,and physical. school event, and give concrete examples of

each in the school.
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Re'sources: film making materials.'

b. Activity: have students construct 'a pie-shaped chatt in which they

designate the amount of time they spend in school on academic,

emotional, social and physical activities and identify those acti-

vities as well.

Behavioral evaluation: wing his/her chart as a reference, the

student will explain to the class, three academic, emotional,physi-

cal, or social activities in which he/she participates.
.

. Preparation: same as VII, C, 1, a; do samples'on your own time to

illustrate time expenditure break down.

Resources: art materials.

2. Developmental objective: to facilitate the belief that one failure or

even several failures does not mean continued failure.

Activity: have students draw cartoon strips showing:soMeohe failing;

then show him /her doing something to-preVent him/herself.from failing

e.g, studying to keep from failing a test'or praCticing to prevent

falling off a bike.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will explain to the satisfaction

of the teacher, how the person in his/her cartoon strip prevented

the repeated failure-
,

Preparation: give directions.

Resources: art materials.

b. Activity: have students form small groups with each group per-

forming several role-plays of someone failing .while the group

-Members give suggestions on hoc/ to prevent the failure. EaCh 1

group selects the best role-play and performs it for the class.
0,

Ascuss.

Behavioral evaluation:' eachkgroupyill list six ways to prevent

2J7
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failure.

Preparation: give directions; &sedge ways one may prevent failures.

Resources: role playing.

2 o3
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VII. NEED: EDUCATIONAL ATTITUDES (7-9)

A. Unit goal: to facilitate the belief that both in-school learning exper-

iences and out-of-school learning experiences are important to a career.

1. Developmental objective: to be able to explain why school learning ex-

periences are important to a career.

a. Activity: have the tudents take a field trip to interview workers

asking them how their in-school learning experiences have affected

their careers. Discuss. (social studies class; guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each Student will write four ways in which

school learning experiences affect one's career. 7'

Preparation: discuss the workers and types of questions to be asked.

Encourage Student evaluation of what 1.s important to know about in-

- ,

school learning experiences.

Resources: transportation

b. Activity: have a group act as a mark0 along an educational num-

ber line which s'divided in this manner: !1-6, 7-9, 10 -12, 12-14,

and 14 years . . . The teacher asks howAaany yeirs of education is
x.

- needed for a particular occupation. The group of students then

go to the educational number line and stand by their desired an-

swer. They discuss why the worker needs the number of years that

they chose. (Stess the necessity of learning communication, prob-

lem solving, and reasoning skills for all jobs.) Alternate groups.

(social- studies class; guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will orally list five reasons

why he/she chooses the educational level he/She did, or why he/she

changed his/her originally choosen level.

Preparation: construct an educational number 'line so that it con-
.

tains the five forementionedgroupings. This may be constructed

u;)

.7

ti
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out of paper or simply drawn on the board. Make up a list of occu-

,4,/,:.

pations with student help and explain o the Students that they

are to choose the educational level ne essary for the stated oc-

cupation.

Resources:

2. BevelopMental objective: to be able to understand why out of school

learning is important to a cireer.

a. Activity: have students form two teams. Read an example of an out-
.

of-school learning experience and have the first team respond to

this by explaining why it is important to a career. If the answer

is satisfactory the team wins a point andithe next team is rea

example of an out-of-school learning; if the answer is not sa it-

factory, the other team tries to respond to it. (social studi

class; guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will give, to the teacherl's or

counselor's satisfaction, one reason why each of-three out-of-
.

school learning experiences is important to a career.

Preparation; make a list of out-of-school learning experiences with

student participation. Ask them to:identify sbnie important things

to know for prtctical.living skills. If necesdary, .suggest role,

self- concept, values, etc; discuss rules'of the game.

Resources,:

b. Activity: have the students break into six groups. Each group-

selects one occupation which should be both familiar to them and

capable of being stereotyped, e.g. policeman, doctor, teacher,

rock singer, and-politician. Have the students separately list

adjectives describing typical members of their selected occupation.

Compare and discuss what out-of-sdhool learning experiences

21.0
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the worker mig'It have 'pad that contribut

1

Discuis how stereotypes origin?
1

bastd.on some lenient of fact? Are

are fUnct Onally out-of-schoolthat

I

B havioral,evaLation:\

IslhOoL leafning

1

stereotyped

Preparation.

1

t- Su

, I

I

each

7erience
11ql/t. \ H

xpand on"ttlargs learned" as learning rel

gest thaOie all av; learned,oUr behaviorilr 11
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o his/her stereotyped

e. Are they usually

thee 1 ypical" behaviors

leaned?1 (guidance activity)

1 1

student w24l ptate at least one out

hich led to the evelopment of the

tes to be-

d that some

Peoples' behlavi r is stereotyped into pattet (policemen are totigh

1

fAnd aiggreasive, etc ),i which may or May not ,be true for individual.

9

TheAe patterns,are leaOled' through experiences and most often, pro-
,

bahlY out of School.
t

{

School.

Resources:
. i

I ___ . ,

1

B. Unit gOal: to. promote, th oilgti edUstional ;experiences, attitudes necessary
,

for a life of work. 1

1

I i

...

,

i I

I I

1. Developmental Obje1 ctive: to hderstind the necessity of following
I

direc=

I

-%, tions.
I \

i

i
I

a. Activiity: Ihive students assemble a model (can fbe,Made from card-
,

I I

boatd) With one thir&ofithem-hav,ing,teacher-made Verbs direc-

Itiona, ,cm third written directions, and the remaining one third

I

t .

no directions. Discuss which grgup was more successful and why:

(shop Class; English class; guidance act vity).

Behavioral evaluation: each student will rite three (in

'-simple sentences) why the groups with the directions worked more

Ieffectively than the'groups without them.

Preparation: choose a model; explain project.

Resources: artmaterials.

2L1



b. Activity; students are given

written in code. Students de

Discuss the importance of goo

guidance activity-)

Behavioral evaluation; each student will orally state three 'bene-

fits that come to a person f om following\and giving good directions.

Preparation ;' create a."trea ure" map with coded directions. Give

directions.

Resources;

,199.

a "treasure" map with the directiOns

ipher the code and find the reward.

direction's. (English class;
1

2. Developmental objective: to understand the neJessity for adapting to

varied conditions.

a. Activity; the students visit f4ctories, st and other places

of work and photograph the working conditions. They

contrast these photographs and discuss the necessity

(guidance activity)

can compare/

of adapting.

Behavioral evaluation: every student will contribute at, least one

I

idea to the discussion on the necessity of adapting.-

Preparation: review materials on alternatives and flexibility:

Resources: camera(s) transportation.

b. Activity; haVe students make a chart on the different environments,

Whith they-encounter daily and discuss what ould happen if they

could not adapt. Have several students sugge t situations in

which main-characters cannot adapt and.have o

play. (gJidance activity)

her students role A

Behavioral eValuation :. each student will contribute to the

counselor's satisfaction, two ideas to the discussion on what
/

/

would happen if ong could pot adapt.

Preparation: give directions.



Resources:

0

role playing.

1\C. Unit go,1: to facilitate positive attitudes toward school.

1. Developmental objective: to, facilitate the belief that rio 'one in

is completely independent, 'but is interdepend nt.the classroom

a. Activity.: have the students listen to a, record

it relates to their,behavior in the classroom.

Behavioral evaluation: using simple sentences,

b.

t

d fine,independence and explain its liMits.

IIeparation: clarify the tenths independence and
/

d reiate them to human relationships.

R sources: recora: "Seeking

A tivit : have students/ tape

Independence".

and discuss how

(guidance activity)

.

earl stuleht will

ilIt

terdepedence

'I!

200:

'record a parent interview asking them

if ihey'are completely Independent at work, home, and cith friends;

1

'4 not completely independent to whOm are they res onsible;,are they

!I. 11

interdependent? Relate to whOm the students are r
I

school. (guidance activity; social! studies claSs.

Behavioral evaluation: student Willi select and,...:p

flictionof'the teacher or counseaor, segments of 11

I .

, I

,1

which he/she felt parents displayed interdependenc
.,

i

Preparation: same as VII, C, L'a.

1

Resources: tape recorder(s).,

2. Developmental objective: to facilitate

and administrators' values.

spo Bible in

,

1 i

to the satis.t

r tape in

ttie acc4ptanci

!t

.1

Activity: have aha Ilie4 pay o,
1

1,1

.1

pen if teachers and adminisi ato s !had the aale va

Dismiss what kinda (Engli h class; suidanc lac

Behavioral evalhat on eac stude tiwil4 ,i
!t,

111,yi I

differenees a dhadMi istra ors! lja

- 1

i
I

I'l 1 11

i t I
I

' J

i 11

I
a,

f i!

I I I .13H
1 ii f 11

teaChlers'i

;

what w uld jhap-

AO the atuaen

liNg430' I

1 f

Teasons why fhe

ues,nd Students'

I ill
f,

ts.11

If

,1!
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values are beneficial to th student.

Preparation: emphasize uni ueness of people as it is exemplified

1\

by widely varying values hel . Suggest that an institution such as

school would go direction], ss without aried values; Stress
li ,

1

acceptance of others', values ,

Resources: roleAlplaying.

b. 4tivity: have a film on the acceptance of others'
i

values. (guidance. activity)

1Behavioral evaluatibn: achistudent will list five reasons, which

1 1

ca be written in simple phrases or with only one or two words, why

values should not be juJge e.g because people are different.
d

- .1
l,-

1 I

Preparation: same as VII, , 4, a.

i

....

Resources: film: "Other's va ues/Your values: Understanding

Values".

2
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VII. NEED: EDUCATIONAL ATTITUDES (10-12)

A. Unit goal: tofacilitate the belief that both in-school learning experi-

ences and out-of-school learning experiences, which are interrelated, are

important to a career.

1. Developmental objective: to be able to recognize the interrelationship

between in-school learning experiences and out-of-school learning ex-

periences.

a.' Activity: have the students fill in worksheets. They can either

use the given examples or create their own. (guidance activity)'

EXAMPLES FOR WORKSHEET:

kutAL-vi-sunooL Learning
experiences)

0.n-acnoo1. Learning experiences)

developing motivation studying hard
.

acquiring interest in con-
temporary music

.

joining music club

valuing honesty

_

never cheating

learnini to' plan ahead . preparing a report in advance

developing interest in photography' enjoying science'

developing coordination ,enjoying intermural sports

leatning responsibility from
parents doing honiework

Behavioral evaluation: the student will demonstrate his/her know-

:ledge--of the interrelationship between in-school learning experiences

and out-of-school learning experiences and careers by completing at

least seven examples on.ia work sheet.

Preparation: develop and ditto a worksheet; discuss with students

the relationship betWeen the two learnings. Suggest that we learn

behavior and everything-we do, in or out of school, has some effect

Oh us.

2131
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Resources:

b. Activity: have the students interview firs and second graders and

ask them about the things they learn from their parents and friends

outside of school. Have students observe them in school/ and cor-

relate the children's out-of-school learning-with their in-school

behavior. (guidance activity; psychology class)

Behavioral evaluation: the student will discuss with his/her class

at least three correlations that he/she found between out-of-school

learning and in-school learning when observing the first and second

graders.

Preparation: same as VII, A, 1, a.

Resources:

2. Developmental objective: to understand that out-of-school learning and

in-school learning are important to a career.

a. Activity: have students view pictures of people whose out-of-

school learning obviously affected their career, i.e. women in the

1920's whoie career wad restricted to that of a housewife and

mother, a Roman man'who learned to be aggressive and became a soldier,

etc: Students make up stories about what the person is learning from,

his/her parents,. community, and school and how it affects hiliher

,career. (psychologiclassi guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will choose a person from any

era and demonstrate by writing a short sentence, how his/her in-

school and out-of-schogl experiences affected, his/her career.

Preparation: stress .61e connection of,tut-of-school and in-

school experiences to jobs. Emphasize the universal application of

some learnings (ei.g.-honesty) and the specific application of others

(e.g. music).

2 1.3
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Resources: source for pictures.

b. Activity: have smell groups of students construct poster-size

charts correlatiAg necessary kinds of in-school learnings and

1

out-of-school learnings with an occupation. Include several cut-
e...,

out magazine pictures of the person performing his/her job. The

students can decide what skills the person is using in each picture

and where'he/she learned them. Such things as the number of years

and type of education should also be included in the chart.

(guidat+ activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student witl.' °contribute to his/her

group five.useful (determined by the group) ideas correlating in-

school and out-of-school learning with an occupation.

Preparation: same As VII, A, 2, a.

Resources: art materials, magazines.,

B. Unit goal: to promote, through educational experiences, attitudes necessary

for a life,of work.

I. Developmental objective: to understand the impoitance of responsibility.

a. Activity: have each student work in part-time in-school jobs for

one week. Discuss his/her responsibility for being on time, doing

"good" work, etc. '(guidance activity)

:,,Behavioral evaluation: each/student will verbalize to the counselor's

satisfaction, his/her understanding of his/her responsibility by

-stating five incidents which he /she showed responsibility.'

Preparation: find cooperating businesses, agencies, etc. and have

students secure their own jobi. RevieW procedures for interviewing.

Resources: community and/or school, referral source.

b. Activity: have students write and direct a play about a person who

always shuns his/her responsibilities and what happens to him /her.

2 J.7
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This. should be preceded by a discussion\in which kinds of respon-

'sibilities students have. What do they want to have? What respon-

sibilities are burdens? 'What kinds are enjoyable? Why?

(English class;"` guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each.situient will contribute to the satisfac-

tion of the teacher or counselor, at least one idea on what happens'

to the character who shuns his/her responsiblity.

Preparation: supervise the play. RevieW different kinds of respon-

sibility and their relationship to-growth and maturity. Stress

positive aspects of.responsible behsAor'as they relate to-a posi-
,

. tive self concept.

Resources: role playing.

2. Developmenta.objective: to be able to accept the consecfuences of one's

actions.

a. Activity": have students list to "pop" music and pick, out actions

and Consequences in the songs. Discuss whether or not the person

in the song took responsibility for his/her actions and if he/she

should have. (guidance activity, music class)

Behavitoral evaluation: each student will contribute two reasons

to the satisfaction of the teacher or counselor, why the person in

the song should have been or was responsible for his/her actions.

Preparation:

Resources: record playing equipment.

b. Activity: 'have studentS break i!nto-smallgroups and meet with

counselor. Discuss action and consequences and then discuss a per-

sonal situation in which one accepted or did AcitIccept the conse-

quences of his/her actions and why. (guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation; each student'will explain''to the satisfac-
,

2 3.
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tion of the counselor; why he/she did or should have- accepted the

consequences of a personal event,.

1

Preparation: emphasize responsibility-in interpersonal relationships

"as well as in outward, active behavior. Plan counseling groups or

insert-into regular ongoing group.

Resources:

C. Unit-soil:. to facilitate.ppsitive attitudes toward school.

1. Developmental objective: to facilitate the belief that dropping out of

school is detrimental.

,a. Activity: have students view a cartoon strip and discuss. ,(guidance

activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list five reasons why drop-

ping out of school might hurillim/her.

Preparation: discuss dropping out; avoid moralistic approach.

-
Encourage students to verbalize consequences rather than teacher

or counseling doing so.

Resources: cartoon strip; "Drop Out City"

b. Activity: have several businessmen, perhaps fathers, come in and

discuss what, kinds of jobs are, available for students (males and

females) who drop out of_school. (guidance activity br special

program for school)

Behavioral evaluation: same as VII, C, 1, a,

Preparation; -same as VII, C, 1, a.

Resources; speakers.,

2. Developmental objective: tcorecognize the relationship between trying

and succeeding,.

a. Adtivity; have the students listen to record on succeeding in high

school and discuss. (guidance activity; psychOlogy class; social

c
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studies class)

Behavioral evaluation: during the class, each student will contri-

bute to the satisfaction of the teacher or counselor, one idea on

the relationship between trying in high school and succeeding.

Preparation: evaluate student approach to effort. Does it seem

futile? Does it get you anywhere? Encourage frank discussion.

Resources: record or cassette: "Howto succeed in high school by

trying".

b. Activity: have members of the football team come into the class-
/

room and discuss how they try to win. Include how they "psych".

themselves into having a positive attitude toward winning and

how they put forth as much effort as they 'can. Draw parallels

between the team's efforts to win and the students'. (guidance

activity; psychology class)

Behavioral evaluation:- in the class discussion, each student will

draw one parallel between the footbl team's efforts to win and

his /her own.

Preparation: same as VII, C, 1, a; encourage team members to res-

. pond to student concerns about the worth-whileness of effort.

Resources: football team.

2,1'0



VIII.NEED:' EDUCATIONAL SKILLS I (C-3)

A. Unit goal: to encourage the development of memory skills.

1. Developmental objective:, to learn how to memorize using imagination.

a. Activity: teacher gives students new vocabulary words which they

learn.' Students try to create pictures using the letters in the

ward, for example, cat

The students can then colot these pictures. and the class discusses

if it was easier to remember the. words when.drawings-were made frok

them.

. \

Behavioral evaluation: each student'will explain to the satisfac

tion of the teacher or counselor, one reason why it is easy to

memorize words which:have been made into drawings.

?reparation: dilcuss with students how they can use imagination

techniques to memorize e.g. drawings, making up stories, etc.k

Resources: art materials.

b. Activity: have pairs of students use their imagination to make up

80
stories about addition problems/that it will be easier to remember

these, problems and their answers, for example:

Number One was unhappy. She had a nice slim figure but no head.

*x

Number Eight had a beautiful head, but she was too fat!

One day number one and number eight decided to get together and

solve their problem. They became Nine.

2.fl
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Number nine had a beautiful head and a beautiful body.

Have students make similar numerical pictures of their stories

and present them to the class and discuss how using imagination

helps one to memorize.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will explain to the satisfac-

tion of the teacher or counselor, why their number story made it

easiek to memorize the addition.

Preparation; same as VIII, A, 1, a.

Resources: art materials.
ts

2. Developmental objective:. to learn the advantage of memorizing using all,

:of the senses.

a. Activity: have students learn to memorize letters by using sight,

touch, and smell. Have them write letters on swatches of brightly

colored fabric. Then they cancut out these letters and put diffe-

rent scents (e.g. perfume, lemon juice;small amounts of bacon fat

or peanut butter) on each letter; students then praciide feeling

and smekling the letters. Class discusses the advantages of meMor-

izing letters in this manner.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will rate to the satisfaction

of the teacher or counselor, one advantage Of memorizing letters in

this manner.

Preparation: have students talk about what scents are most distinc-
, le

tive-to them.

Resources: material swatches, scent sources.

b. Activity: have students memorize the way in which a letter is printed I

by feeling letters made of a brush material such as fake seude or

denim. Class can then discuss how this exercise aids one in memorizing

which ways the letters are formed.

AA2 2
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Behavioral evaluation:' each student will give, to the satisfaction

of the teacher or counselor, one advantage to memorizing letters

using the "feel" technique.

Preparation: obtain a brush material and cut out the letter from

a piece of heavy cardboard. Thenkletermine the direction of the

strokes the student could make when writing the letter and,cut out

fr

the material so tha the direction of the brush follows the direction

of the written stroke; the letter A for example, will have three

pieces of this materiel glued to it.

Resources: material swatches.

B. Unit goal: to facilitate the development of problem solving skills.

1. Developmental objective: to recognize that one must acquire a back-

ground of knowledge on which to base problem solving.

a. Activity: teacher ask several riddle questions whith do not supply

enough information to solve the riddle. When the class says that

they cannot answer the riddle the teacher asks what is missing.

The teacher can than supply the necessary information and the.class

can discuss why it was necessary. Class discusses why one must

have information tesolve a problem. Then students create their

own riddle questions.

Behavioral evaluation: when given a riddle question without 'the

necessary information for solving the riddle, each student will ex-

plain to the satisfaction of the teacher or counselor that one can-

not solve problems without the necessary information.

Preparation: introduce the riddle question to the class. For ex-
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ample:

Who Stole the Money

. Jim had a nickel

Tima had a penny

Jim bought three, one cent candies

Timmy also bought three, one cent candies

Who stole the money ?.

Ask them to think about what they need to know or what tight help -

in discovering who stole the money.

Resources:.

b. Activity: have students brainstorm to answer the question: What

can-one do with knowledge? Things such as problem-solving, deci.--

sion making and predicting the future should'be mentioned. Then

students demonstrate their ideas in crawinga and create a bulletin

board from these drawings.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list orally, to the satis-

faction of the teacher or counselor, two-things that can be done with

knowledge.

Preparation: explain to students thiity they will be creating a bul-

letin board about knowledge. Use example's of prediction such as
1

weather forecasts, moon eclipses, etc. Emphasize the use of know-

ledge in as many areas as possible using'concrete examples (e.g.

you knew .it was cold this morning so you wore mittens).

2. Developmental objective: to be able to discriminate between facts which

are relevant and facts which are irrelevant to problem-solving.

a. Activity: have students put on an irrelevant lappet show for

example:

Clown A: (to Clown B) Hey, Hey, your mother told me that you are

2+4I
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ten yeart old so I came over.

Clown B: Yes she told ms that too, so I did mol homework

Clown A: I saw Mary Sue today

, .

Clown B: You did.

Clown Ai Yes she needed some blue material to sew a pair of pants

'so I told her Mr. Smith sells candy

Clown B: What did she do

Clown:A: she told me that I solved problems using the wrong informa-

tion. (to students) Is this true?

The selected students explain to the class what these clowns are

doing wrong.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state one relevant fact;

when given a'problem to solve.

Preparation: review use of information in problem solving by giving

examples e.g. you wore mittens today because it was Thursday, your

favorite TV show .is tonight, it is cold or your sister has a new

coat. Have students. consider why some information is irrelevant.

C. Unit, goal: to emphasize the importance of appropriate study skills.

1. Developmental objective: to know that one 'should study in a noice -free

environment.

a. Activity: have students pantomime a student trying to study in a

noisy, environment. Show the negative results and then pantomime

a student studying in a noise-free environment. Discuss the

results.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will lift to the satisfac-

tion of the teacher or counselor,." wo advantages of studying in a

noise free environment.

Preparation: discuss with the etudents the advantages of stA0ng.'

225
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ih a noise-free environment. Class can discuss conce trationand

distractions.

Resources: pantomiming.

b. Activity; have students make a.film of a person studying in a
.-

).

,--'
noisy environment. The film shOuld demonstrate the detrimental

effect of this environment. \Have parents attend the viewing of the

film;- class and parents discuss the advantages of having a noise-

,free environment.

Behavioral evaluation: same as'VIII,C, 1, a..
te

Preparation: explain to students that they will make a film to

demonstrate the kinds of things that happen in a noisy environ-

ment that hinder studying.

Resources: parents, film, film making materials.

2. Developmental objective: to be able to identify good stu r:bonditians.

a. Activity: have students create a bulletin board whicih demonstrates

goodstudy conditions. After the board is completed,j students can

discuss the conditions which they have depicted.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list,,to the satisfaction

of the teacher or counselor; -two good conditions forstudying.

Preparation: class discusses "good" study conditions. List three

on the board e.g. well-lighted room, studying when not tired,

studying when alone,, etc.

Resources: art materials.

b. Activity: using desks and furniture available in the classroom,

have students create a good study room. Students can use sheets to

cover the desks to make them look like sofas and armnhaies.,'They

can draw lamps and place them on the scene; anything which the

they
students feel/ can feasibly bring in, create, or obtain permission
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VI I.NEED: EDUCAT °NAL SKILLS (4-6)

A. Unit goal: to enc uragelthe development of memory skills.

215.

1, Developmental bjective: to be able to use association as a memory

technique.
.1

a. Activity: have stOents.iview A.series of magazine pictures and try

to associate the faces with a tame; For example, there is,i boy

whose name is Billy - the association may bethat Billy looks like

I

a bull dog. Thus, if one takes the first letter *um the word bull

A
dog, he/she can associate the letter with the B in the, name Billy.

Another example is a boy named William who lookslilike this

with a dimple on his chin; one could imagine a/W around his face

and associate this with the name William. Theie are simple examples
4

and the clads should brainstorm about other examples, and try to

use them. .Class discusses the advantages of using this technique.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will rye, to the satisfaction

of the teacher or counselor, one reason for using association as a

memory technique.

Preparation: discuss the uses of association as a memory technique

and give several.personal examples. Ask if any students use it to

remember any particular things and have them explain how.

Resources: magazines.,

b. Activity: after teaching

studies, ask the students

can be associated (linked

a lesson, for example, one in social

what other facts they already know that

to, similar to) the ones which they

learned today. Have them practice associating old facts with the

new.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will give, to the satisfac-

tion of the teacher or counselor, one reason fof using the 'echnique

228
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of association when learning new facts.

,Preparation :; discus's association and its use in learning new

facts. Give ladvtntages of using such a technique through specific

simple, and concrete examples.

IResources: I
/

2. Developmental objective: to be able to use rhymes and jingles as

memory technique.

a. Activity: teacher gives, examples of rhymnes to the class. For

example:

In fourteen hundred ninety two,

Columbus sailed the ocean blue

or: Listen, my children, and you shall hear

Of the midnight ride of 12a0. Revere.,

On the eighteenth of April in ',75

Hardly a man is now alive,

who remembers that famous day and year

Explain to the class that rhymnes and jingles can help one o memorize.

Students then form small groupi and each ,,is given a topic about

which they are to write a rhymne or jingle. The best are presented

to the class. The class, then, discusses the advantages of using

this technique.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will give, to the satisfaction

of the teacher or counselor, one reason for using rhymnes or jingles

as &memory technique.

Preparation: introduce the rhymne and jingle to the class; ask

students for examples of their own.

Resources:

b. Activity: have class list as many rhymning words on the board as

2.
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they can. Then students break into pairs and each pair choses one

fact which it Will write a rhymes about using the words that the

class listed on the board. Each.pair will then read its rhyme

to the class. Class discusses the advantages of using rhyunes as

a memory technique.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will give, to the satisfaction

of the teacher or counselor, two reasons why, one might be able to

use rhymnes as a memory technique:

Preparation: introduce the rhyune to the class. Have.class practice

rhymning words.

Resources:

B. Unit goal: to facilitate the development of problem solving skills.

1. Developiental objective: to be able to understand the importance of

using empirical information.

a. Activity: teacher tells students to put everything away. He/she

then explains that he/she is going to ask the students several

questions, but they may not use any empirical information. Stu-

dents then try to answer these questions, for example, how long

your finger, what is the color of the cover of your textbook, etc.

'Teacher then permits the students to use any kind ofempirical in-

formation that they want, compare answers,,which,was, better? why?

Behavioral evaluation: each student will give, to the satisfaction

of the teachef or counselor, three reasons why empirical information

is important.

Preparation: introduce the word empirical. Discuss the kinds of

information which are empirical. Have science teacher speak about

uses of concrete empirical information.

Resources: science teacher.
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Activity: teacher introduces the word empirical t& the

He/she explains what kinds of information are empirical and how this

affects science. He/she can mention the Greeks, as'some of the first

problem solvers who did not use empirical information e.g. Aristotle

wanted to know how many teeth women had, so instead of counting,

he assumed that they had 45 teeth, an amount which turned out to

be an over estimation. Have students form small groups with the

yembers of'each creating stories about what would happen if no one

uaed.empirical evidence. The group presents the best story to the

class and gives several reasons why empirical knowledge should be

used.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will give, to the satis'fac-

tion of the teacher or counselor, three reasons why empirical in-

formaiOn is important.

Preparation: discuse and review the meaning of empirical evidence.

Give several examples (e.g. I know I need eight hours of sleep

because when I get sevenI am very tired., so I will go to bed at

ten and get up at six.

Resources:

2. Developmental objective: to be able to weigh alternative solutions. .

a. Activity: ask students whether each of ten obtained foods is sweet

or sour. Have them form groups, one of which will use a cookbook,

One A dictionary, one will utilize the Home Economics teacher, and

one the opinions of other students. Each group should write their

results on the board and the differences should ice discussed. Then

one group member must taste the unknownfood to determine if it is

sweet or sour. Each member of the group should get to taste at

least one type of food. Clais discusses the results.

2.3 1
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Behavioral evaluation: each student will give to the satisfac-

tion of tha=teacher or counselor, three reasons for using fact in-
,

stead of opinion.

Preparation: use ten-foods; two kinds should be familiar but ones J

not,ordinarily eaten alone e.g. baking soda, almond extract, short-

ening,\etc. The last eight types should be small samples of un-

known

.

known exo
\

is foods. Stress the use of personal experience in
,.J.

weighing a ernatives.

Resources: foods.

b. Activity: have students watch a detective show. They should observe

when the detective used facts and when helshe used opinions, and

take notes on this. observation. The next day the class-discusses

this and decidea the advantages of using empirical information.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will.list three times when Atcts

should be used.

Preparation: discuss practical uses of empirical information. Ask

students for examples of their own.

Resources: agreed on television program.

C. Unit goal: to be able to find meaning in the information that one is studying..

1. Developmental objective: to be able to find meaning in the information

that one is studying.

a. Activity: small groups of students have "bull" session with their

.4

counselor and cooperating teacher. Students can discuss why the

academic information that they are learning,is not meaningful to

them: Then teachers, counselor, and students discuss how this.in-

formation could be made meaningful. Plans are devised and carried

out.

Behavioral evaluation': each student will list three ways the in-

22
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-formation that he/she is studying could be made more meaningful to
fi

him/her.

Preparation: have teachers and, counselor discuss the objectives of

theiiroup; recruit cooperating teachers.

Resources:'- teachers;

b. Activity: have a local businessm1h/woman come into the class and

'
discuss the relevance of what they. are learning in the class to fu.t

ture careers. A class-teacher-businessman/woman discussion can

'follow.

Behavioral evaluation: same as VIII, C, 1, a.

Preparation: tell the class that they will be having a guest,speaker.

Inform them of the purposes of this lecture and discuss possible

questions that they may want to ask the businessman/woman; e.g.

I'm bored with math, is it necessary to get a job? How can'I find

interest in English?

Resources: local businessman/woman.

2. Developmental objective: to know that going 1-oin general ideas to speci-

fic ideas is an efficient way of studying.

a. Activity: teacher chooses five students who will teach a lesson

on effective studying. These students discuss obtaining a broad

picture_of-the information to be studied, then obtaining specific

1

facts through review. They discuss hw one can retain more informa-

1

tion once he/she has a general idea Of all the facts, The class

discusses.

Behavioral: evaluation: each student gives to the satisfaction of

the teacher or counselor One effective way of reviewing information.

Preparation: discuss thel logical move frOm general to specific

notions as it is incorporlated in every day problems.(e.g. following
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directions without knokaing the destination).

Resources:

b. Activity: have class_ try to put together a puzzle without seeing

the finished.picture of it. Ask if it was hard to do. Would it

have been easter if there was a general picture? Why? Make an

analogy to studying and explain that it is helpful to first have

a-general picture of the information which one wants to lea

:

be-

fore he/she studies the specific facts. Have some students) ke

a model of this while others might write,a short essay on of ective

studying.
(

Behavioral evaluation: each student will give, to the satisfac-

tion of the teacher or counselor, one method of effective studying.

Preparation: explain to the class that they will be trying to put

together a puzzle without using the finished picture.

Resources: 5' x 4' (teacher made puzzle).



VIII /NEED: EDUCATIONAL SKILLS (7-9)

A. Unit goal: to encourage the development of memory skills.

1. .Developmental objective: to be able to recognize the advantages of

using coined sentences as a memory technique.,

a. Activity: 'introduce the technique of coined sentences to the

class. :This technique involves taking some letter; preferably

the first out of a word which one wants to memorize, and making

a sentence out of it. For example - presidents

George Washington

John Adams

Thothis Jefferson

John Madison

James Monroe

A

J

M

John Q. Adams A

This sentence could could be made: Olen Adam Jumps Many, Many

Anthills Jolt.' The sentences made using this technique are often

ridiculous. However, it seems that the more outrageous the sentence,

the easier it is to memorize. Class practices using this technique:

They, then, discuss the advantages of'using this technique. (any

ti

class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will give to the' satisfaction

of the teacher or counselor, one advantage of,using.the coined sen-

tence memory technique.

Preparation: tell students that they will be having a lesson on

memory techniques.

Resources:

b. Activity: have students brainstorm about memory techniques. When

someone suggests using coined sentences,.that is taking one letter

2;15
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out of the word which one wants to.mamorize and making a sentence

out of them, ask him/her to,explain this technique. If no one

suggests it, teacher should 'isuggest it. Class discusses and lists

the advantages of using it, (guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: same as VIII, A, 1, a.-

Preparation: tell students that they are to brai storm about memory

techniques.

Resources:
. I.

. .

Z. Developmental objective: tozbe able to replace numbers with- letters and
,

create words as a memory technique.

a. Activity: introduceVthe alphabetical replacement of numbers memory

technique. This tchnique involves assigning phonetic sounds to

numbar.a. The sound,which will be used :

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

T N M R- L J K F D Z

D SH Hard G V B

Th soft G C Ph soft C

Ch NG
Tch Q

The way in which this system works is that some or all .of the num-'

bers. in a date are assigned the forementioned consonants, then vowels

are placed between the consonan is to form words;. for example:

October 14, 1890 is President Eisenhower's birth date, some of the0e

numbers are replaced by consonants and the remaining numbers are

replaced with vowels.

TR,.00PS
OCTOBER 1 4, 1 8 9' 0

One can now associate the word troops with Eisenhower and then

translate the word into the date; another example is May 30, 1431

2 J

N.
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This is the day tha Joan of-Arc was burned at Rouen, the associated

word is mystery 'maid:

Hy Te Ry MAO

May 1 4 3 1

\ each
Have students form groups/of which is given a group of dates to

translate into words. (any class)

Behavioral evaluation: when give a date, each student will be able

to translate it into the forementioned alphabetical system.

Preparation: explain to the class that they will be doing a lesson

on memory techniques.

Resources:

b. Activity: have a student teach a lesson on how to remember dates

by the phonetic replacement method (refer to VII, A, 2, a). Class

discusses and practices tieing this method. (guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation:

Preparation: explain t

same as VIII, A, 2, a.

the class that a student will be teaching

a lesson on menwiry techiques.

Resources:

B. Unit goal: to facilitate thie,development of problem solving skills.

1. Developmental objective: to know how to inductively solve a problem.

a% Activity: have teacher present a light switch and light, candles,

and a clear glass looking piece of plexiglass to the class. Ask

them what happens if the light switch was turned on and the candles

blown out and the "glass" thrown to the floor. Ask them how they

know this. Discuss how one first observes one light Switch turning

off and how he/she ten observes many light switches doing this and

generalize. Thus one assumes that this will always happen. Written

in inductive form:



Generalization:

ProbleM:

Solution:

225.

'Light switch when moved to the off posi-

tion turns the light off

If I turn the light switch to the off pos-

ition

Light will go off

The teacher then turns the light switch to off position, blows out

the candles and throws the "glass" down, but the light remains on

since the switch is artifically part of the circuit, candles,relight,.,

since they are trick candles, and the plexiglUss does not break.

Ask students:whatwas wrong with their inductive problem ,(generali-

zations do not fit the situation). Have them think of other mis-

leading situations. (science class) ,

Behavioral evaluation: each student will think of three other mis-

leading situations and explain to the satisfaction of the teacher

or counselor, what is, wrong with the logic.

Preparation: explain to the'class that they will have a lesson on

problem solving.

Resources: trick 'switch and candles and plexiglass.

b. Activity: have several students put on a magic show for the class.

Then have the4lass discuss how the tricks are done and why the

magician could not have used real magic. Bring in the concept

of indiVidtial logic. Discuss how one observes something happen

several times and then makes generalizations. Give examples.

(science class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list three examples of in-

ductive logic which he/she has recently used.

Preparation: choose several students from the class to be the

magicians and if possible, coach them.

2:33
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'Resources: magician supplies.

2. Developmental objective :. to know how to'solve a problem deductively.

a. Activity: introduce the term deductive logic and briefly explain
ti

how it is used in computer programming. E.g. in computer programming

it is a truth or falsity statement.

Input: The sun rises everyday

Question: Today is i new day, will the sun rise?

Printout: The sun will rise today.

Explain to the class that they true/false statements that he computer

deals with involve numbers. These numbers are plugged into the ece.;

puter in a factual or input statement. Thus one only nelds to plug

in a question-statement. For example, if X is greater titan 5, then

Print "X is not the answer"

X in 6 therefore:-

"X is not the answer" print out

Written in flow chart 1 anguage it looks like this?

1) 'true /false statement If X7 5 False

True

"X is not the answer"

Have students create their own flow charts. (guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will create at least two

computer true /false statements.

Preparation: tell the students that they will be discussing com-

puters and learning about programming. Obtain some computer print

touts and display them to'the class.

Resources:

2J9



C. Unit goal: to empha ize the importance of appropriate study skills.

1. Developmental objective: to know how to discipline ones ielf to study.

a. Activity: eve students plan one week's calendar of studying.

Every night they should spend fifteen minutes studying, orgapizing

notes, or rewriting notes. ,Students should reward themselves with

an extra television show, etc. after doing the studying. After

one wee is over, have the class discuss their calendars and

whether they worked'or not. If not, revise, and if so, have them

conti ue to plan for the upcoming weeks. (guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list, to the satisfaction

/

of the counselor, two advantages of a study calendar.

Pre ar tion: have students discuss discipline for Various arts e.g

11, track, yo.-la, art, etc, and tell them that studying is an

a t. Ask them what discipline in studying means.

esf4rces:

b. /Activity: have students form small groups with each group being
r.

responsible for creating a comic book in which the main character

, tries to discipline him/herself So that he/she can study effectively.

/ This-character can succetd or fati/depending on the wishes of the

/ group. These books should be shown to the class and the'advantages

/ of discipline should be discussed. (guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list two ways in which

he/she may discipline him/herself to study.

Preparation: same as VIII, C, 1, a.

Resources: art materials.

2. Developmental objective: to be able to organize notes.

a.11 Activity: have class form two teams and play a game which is simi-

lar to concentration. In this game, the students try to match two

240
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'
identical pictures which are -on the back of numbered paper. If

the student correctly matchei the pictures, then he'/she is given

the chance to seea clue. These clues are facts. e.g. history

facts, science facts, etc. and the object of the game is to put

the clues into some organizational schema, e.g. by dates,, people's

names, places. !The team who thinks of the most organizational

schemes wins the game. (guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list.three ways to organize

notes, e.g. names, dates, formulas, etc.

Preparation: Idraw and cut out cards with numbers on one aide and

pairs of pictures of objects on the other. Behind each numbered

piece of paper, put a clue card, which contains a fact.

Resources:

b. Activity: have students bring a potpourri of records. As the re-
,

cords areplayed, the students must organize them along one or

several themes: e.g. artists, tempo, content of the record, etc.

Class and teacher discuss the orgainzation of.the records and

make analogies. (guidance activity, music .class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list three themes that

he/she can use to organize notes.

\Preparation: tell the students that they will be discussing the

organization of notes.

Resources: "pop" records.
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VIII.NEED: EDUCATIONAL SKILLS (10-12)

A. Unit gOal: to encourage the developmen of memory skills.

1. /Developmental objective: to learn ho to concentrate when memorizing.

a. Activity": have the student's form gr ups of five, each of which
.

has a leader. Groups discuss concentration and how it affects

memory. The peer group leader then inst cts the group on tech-

niques of concentration. He/she should dis uss reading techniques

such as skimming, reading fast, and not going back to reread material,

designating a limited amount of time in which o e will Accomplish

the work and choosing place to study that are conducive to concen-

trating e.g. in a.room'alone or library. The stdde,ts are in-

structed to try these techniques for one week. After this week the

group again meets to discuss the results and talk about the advan-

tages and disadvantages of concentrating when memorizing. (guidance

activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will give, to the satisfac-

tion of the teacher or counselor, three advantages of.concep-

trating when trying to memorize.

Preparation: select peer group leaders and discuss techniques of

concentrating with them (some. are suggested above).

Resources:

b. Activity: have students tape record conversations with "studious"

friends, brothers, sisters on the methods of concentrating. Stu-

dents present the recording to the clasi and they discuss the

methods of concentration. A list of techniques is written on the

board./ (guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: same as_VIII, A, 1, a.

Preparation: discuss why and how one could concentrate wheri

212
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. studying, e.g. keeping eyes on work, trying not to daydream, etc.

Resources: tape recorder(s).

2. Developmental objective: to understand how motivation and intent affect'

memory.

a. Activity: have teacher offei students some desired reward for those

in the class who do well on aLquir (hoping to Create motivation).

.

After the test discuss with the class how, If at all, this motiva-

tion affected their learning, e:g memory. Discuss Ahe ways in

which they could motivate themselves, e.g. self reward, developing

interests: Discuss the advantage; 'and disadvantages of doing this .

___(any class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will give, to the satisfaction.

of the teacher or counselor, one advantage of self motivation.

Preparation: discuss motivation as something we all need to be pro-

ductive. Ask students who are clearly unmotivated to talk about it.

What does it feel like, what might motivate them, etc. Give ex-

amples of specific personal motivations.

Resources:

b. Activity: have students form small groups-in which they compare

test grades or their estimated amount of retention on two subjects:

one in which they were motivated (or interested) and one in which

they were not. Discuss ways in which students could motivate them-

selves. Is this to their advantage in school? (guidance activity)

. .

Behavioral evalud ion: each student will give to the satisfaction

of the counselor, ne way motivation affects his/her memory.

Preparation: same as VIII, A, 2, a.

Resources:

B. Unit goal: to facilitate thedevelopment of study skills.

1. Developmental objective: to know that space studying is more effective

2.13
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than mass studying:

a. Activity: have students perform an experiment.' For this experi-

ment, have half of the class (try to match evenly for academic

ability) study for a test over the period of two weeks. The

other half studies for one night (the selection of the teams are

voluntary, of course. Then the test results are compared and the

team who studied over the spaced time period should achieve better.

grades. Class discusses why this happened or if it didn't, why

it didn't, when it should have. The class also discusses if the

better test grades are'worth studying for a week or two in advance.

(any class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will give, to the satisfaction

of the teacher or counselor, two reasons for spaced studying.

Preparation: discuss spaced versus mass studying with the students.

Explain that spaced studying means studying over a period of time

and mass studying means studying in one or two sittings. Class

discusses the advantage's of each.

Resources:

b. Activity: have class list the advantages and disadvantages of using

spaced studying, e.g. one advantage - one can retain more when

studying over a period of time; disadvantage - it takes more time.

Class discusses these and comes to a consensus on whether or not to

use spaced studying. (any class).

Behavioral evaluation: same as VIII, B, 1, a.

Preparation: same as VIII, B, 1, a.

Resources:

2. Developmental objective: to know that one can retain more when studyihg

at night than when studying in the day.

a. Activity: have students form groups. Each group will investigate

through experi:mentation, interviews, or /and research, the best

2.4 4
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time to study and groups present their projects to the.class. The

,best time to study is at night. It has been demonstrated that one

can retain more information it night: This has been explained-by

the interferenceltheory of learning. When one studies at night, he/

she usually sleeps thus giving the memory traces time to form.

However, when he/she studies in the day, other things, e.g. other

information, activities, etc. interfere with the development of

these memory traces. Teachers discuss with the class this idea.

(psychology class, science class, guidance activity)

R

Behavioral evaluation: each student will give to the satisfaction

of the teacher or counselor, two reasons for studying-at night.

Preparation: 'give directions.

Resources:

b. Activity: teacher explain to the class that they can tetain more

information if they study at night (refer to yin, B, 2, a) then

the class takes a survey to determine when'most of them study,

if at\all. Class discusses. (psychology class, science class,

guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: same as VIII,, B, 2, a.

Preparation: prepare a survey of study habits sheet to determine

when most of the students do their. etudying, if at all.

Resources:

- . C. Unit goal: to facilitate the development of problem solving skills.

1. Developmental objective: to be able to test a hypthesis.

a. Activity: have students bring in copies of the Farmer's Almanac or

any other astrological magazine that makes testable predictions and

form small groups with each testing one hypothesis presented e.g.

the most intense blizzard of the year will occur on January 27.

24
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The students could. test this typothesis by finding a newspaper for

.fthat day and reading it to see if there was a blizzard. Students

may use any "feasible' method for testing these hypotheses. Groups

report their method of testing to the class. (guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluaaon: each student will explain, to the satis-

faction of the teber or counselor, his/her method of testing a

hypothesis.

Preparation:, ,inform the students that when testing khypothesis,

one must oetermine if it can accurately predict what it purports.

Discuss hypOtheses.

Resources: 'written sources that make predictions.

b. ActivitY:, have students keep a log on daily hypotheses that they

form. They can also list the ways used to test these hypotheses and

whether they are successful or not. Class discusses. (guidance

activity, science class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will give three successful

methods of testing a hypothesis, to the satisfaction of the teacher

or counselor.

Preparation: introduce the word hypothesis to the class and discuss

the daily use of iCypotheses. Discuss the qualities of a good hy-

pothesis, e.g. parsimony, limited causality, etc.

Resources:

2. Developmental objective: to be able to revise a hypothesis.

a. Activity: class discusses old hypotheses which are now considered

invalid, e.g. the earth is the ,center of the universe. Discuss

how these hypotheses were revised and have students form small

groups, each of which chooses a hypothesis which is outdated and

researiehes (simply) how it was revised. This research can be
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done by interviewing (sciAncdor history teacher), reading old

newspapers, or by brainstorming. Each group presents its findings

to the class. (any class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will give, to the satisfaction

of the teacher or counselor, one way to revise a hypothesis.

Preparation: same as VIII, C, 1, i.

Resources:

b. Activity: class forms small groups, each of which creates a play

about a world in which invalid hypotheses still remaiin intact.

Have the main character revise these hypotheses. The play should

demonstrate how he/she revised them and its effect on everyone.

(guidance activity)

'Behavioral evaluation: same as VIII, C, 2, a.

Preparation: through brainstorming list all of the old invalid

hypotheses that,the eleges can think of. Discuss how they have been

revised.

Resources:*
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IX. NEED: CAREER XOCABULARY:( K-3)

A. Unit goal: to facilitate the development of a broadened vocabulary

used to 'describe job titles.

1. Developmental objective: the student will be able to name job

titles for various occupations in the community.

a. Activit : have students construct a poster made from cut-

out magazine pictures illustrating various community workers.

Pictures may include the following: policeman, doctor, mail-

man, nurse, druggist, teacher, etc. Students then labbl the

job title depicted in each- picture.

Behavioral evaluation: given a series of pictures illus-

trating various community workers, each student will be.able

to give a job title for 807. of the pictures.

Preparation: explain to the students that they will be in-

volved in a unit to help them learn the job titles of

various workers in their community. Students should be asked

to bring magazines from home.

Resources: magazines.

b. Activity: "I'm Thinking of a Job" (adapted from "Hangman").

Who can guess a letter in it? Select a job, perhaps "Farmer".

Draw six spaces on the board ( ) to indicate number

of letters. Let the class members take turns guessing letters

which are in the word. Each right letter is printed above the

correct space. Each wrong letter is printed on the board

so all will know what has already been guessed. Each wrong

\letter adds one part to the body being hung by the gallows

(head, neck, body, two arms, two legs). Seven incorrect

guesses hang the man. The class tries to beat the hangman by

guessing the word.



Behavioral evaluation: each student will be able to list'

either orally or written five job titles which are found.in

their. community.

Preparation: same ss-IX, A, 1, a

-
Resources:

2. Developmental objective.t to be able to. distinguish between job

titles related to the productiop of goods and those job titles re-

lated to the rendering of services.

a. Activity: have each student develop a picture dictionary to

illustrate job titlis related to the production of goods_using

one picture ordrawing per page. For example, a picture or.--

drawing of a coal miner illustrates a job' title related to the

production of goods. Each student then develops a, second

picture dictionary to illustrate job titleS related'to the

rendering of a service. For example, a picture or drawing of

a policeman illustrates a job title related to a service.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will look at ten pictures

of people at work and will lAst (either orally or written)

correctly 80% of the job titles a d whether they, relate to the

production of goods or services.

Preparation: explain to the students that jobs are divided

into those that produce goods and those that provide services

and that they will:be involved Ln a ulit to help them learn the

names of jobs that are related to the production of goods and

those jobs related to the production of services.

Resources: magazines.

b. Activity: have students view a film about goo s and services

occupational clusters. After the film each stude t role

plays or pantomimes an occupation and the rest of the class.

2 :)
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tries to guess the job title and whether or not it'is re-

lated to the production of goods or services.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list three job

titles related to the production of goods and three job titles

related to the provision of services.

Preparation: same as IX, A, 2, a.

Resources: film--The.Wonderful.World of Work: "Getting to Know

the World of Work" or "At Your Service.

c. Activity: have students play a form of the lame, "Upset the

FrUit. Basket" using occupations. The occupations studied

during the year are written,on slips of paper and taped on

the seats of chairs which have been placed in a circle. ,All

the students, but one who is "It", sit on the chairs; "it"

stands in the middle of 'the circle. "It" has the choice of

(a) naming two occupations, (b) saying "producers of goods",

or saying "producers of services". The children sitting on

the indicated chairs must quickly exchange places before "It"

sits down. "It" is the person who is left without a chair.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will fill in correctly at

least four of the blanks from the list to the right:

1.Producer of goods mailthan

a. factory worker

b. teacher

r. lifeguard

2. Producer of services toy maker

a. carpenter

b'

c..

Preparation: same as IX, 'A, 2, a.

Resources: chairs.

23)
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B. Unit goal: f(o facilitate the development of a broadened vocabulary

used to describe job tasks.

1. Developmental objective: to distinguish between job tasks of

, various community. workers.

a. Activity: haYe students organize into groups of five in order

to interview various school workers. Eac,h group picks three

school workers to interview about their job tasks. School

workers may include the principal, janitor, bus driver,

secretary, dietician, cook, teacher, etc. Interview questions

should be planned in advance of the interview and guided by

the reacher or counselor. Each group then presents their

interview materiel to the entire elliss.

Behayioral evaluation: each student will list (either orally

or written) the job tasks of three school workers.

Preparation: explain that different job-tasks are associated

tith different orrupations: a garbage man collects garbage;

plicean doeq nor,

-N(soutees:--------- q4Prtions.

A c ivitv: liner' s t s look at plctnies rating various

rommt,nit% wo-rec (librarian, dentist, cashier, postman, barber,

milkmen, err.). Using te method of "brains,torming" help

students to formulate lists of job tasks for each community

worker. Then students willnarrow each list to the,three

most important job taski for each occupation as determined by

tile majority of the class.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will he able to list

(either orally or written) two job tasks for three different

occupations.

Preparation: saMe as IX, i3, 1, t.
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Resources: .phonographs; People We Know (series of twelve

pictures for language skills development).

2. Developmental objective: to distinguish between job tasks of

goods producing occupations and job tasks of service providing

occupations.

a. Activity: field trip--have students go to a local induStry

involved in the manufacturing of goods. Students are given

the opportunity to observe and talk to a variety of workers

'about their job tasks. Upon returning to the classroom,

students hold open discussions about the job tasks they observed

on the field trip and how these job tasks are related to the

production of "goods".

Behavioral evaluation: given a list of job tasks performed

at the field trip, each student will he able to match six out

of eight job titles to their job tasks.

Preparation: explain to the students that they will be going

on a field trip to observe a local industry involved in the

production of goods. Students should prepare in advance

questions about worker tasks and duties. Students should also

compose a thank-you letter to the industry that they visited.

Resources: transportation.

h. Activity: field trip--have students go to a local industry

involved in the provision of services. Students are given the

opport-unity to observe and talk to a'variety of workers about

their job tasks. Upon returning to the classroom, students

hold an open discussion about the job tasks they observed on

the field trip and how these job tasks are related to the

provision of services. Students then discuss the differences

in job tasks between the first and second field trips.

252
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Behavioral evaluation: given a list of fifteen job taska:(from

the field trips) required for the production of goods and services,

each student will be able to categorize , eight of ten times

correctly (either orally or written) which job task is related

to the production of goods and which job task is related to the
. _

production of 'services.

Preparation: same as IX, B, 2, a.

Resources: transportation.
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IX. NEED: CAREER VOCABULARY (4-6),

A. Unit goal: to facilitate the development of a broadened-locibulary

used to describe the world of work.

1. Developmental objective: to distinguish between levels of pro-

fessionalslcilled, semiskilled, and unskilled workers. .

! 4
a. -Activity: lieverbp along with the students a composite of job

tasks and required training for occupations et the professional,

skilled, semiskilled, and unskilled levels i.e. Professional

levet: Architect-=plans and designs private residences, office

'buildings, theaters, public buildings, factories, and other

structures, and organizes services necessary for construction;

prepares sketches of proposed project for client. This occu-

pation requires substantial educational preparation usually

at the university, junior college, or technical institute

level. Skilled level: Barber--main task is to cut hair in

accordance with the preference of each customer. They also

give hair and scalp treatments, provide such services as

shaves, facial massages, and shampoos. Practically all states

require licensing of all barbers. Licenses are obtained

afte; graduation from a state-approved barber school. A high

school education is helpful but not required by all states.

Semiskilled: Waiters and waitresses--take customers' orders,

serve food and beverages, make out customer check, and in

some instances receive payment for services rendered. A high

school education is not mandatory but most employers will

prefer at least three years of high school. Knowledgeof basic

arithmetic is essential. Unskilled: Construction laborers--

work on all types of building construction and on other types

of construction projects, such as highways, dams, pipelines, and
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water And sewer projects. Their work includes the loading and

unloading of construction materials at the work Sight and the

shoveling and grading of earth. Laborers stack and carry

materials, including small units of machinery and equipment.

Littte formal training is required to obtain a job as a

building or construction laborer. Generally, to be em-

,

ployed in these jobs, a young man must/be at least 16 years

of age and in good physical condition.
\
',Studentt should construct

picture posters to illustrate occupations 'being studied. Many \

more of these composites can be developed with the use of the .\

Dictionary of OccutAtional Titles.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will categorize correctly

three out of five occupations as to designation: professional,

skilled, semiskilled, or unskilled level.

Preparation: introduce the idea that occupational levels

are based on responsibility related to job tasks performed,

the amount of education required to perform the job tasks, and

the prestige involved in an occupation.

Resources: D.O.T., Occupational Outlook Handbook, art materials.

b. ,Activity: class art project--have students construct a model

city from cardboard representing the major industries, businesses

and social agencies in their community. Students then develop

a booklet for each building describing the business or industry,

what occupations are found there, and whether these occupations

are at the professional, skilled, semiskilled, or unskilled

level.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will be able to list

(either orally or written) three occupationt in his/her community

at the professional level, three at the skilled level, three at
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the semiskilled level, and three at the unskilled level.

Preparation: explain to the students that there are many

occupational levels found in their community and that they

will be involved in a project to help them learn what some of

these occupations are.

Resources,: materials and art supplies.

2. Developmental objective: to understand the terms supply and demand

as related to the world of work.

a. Activity: the teacher or counselor asks students to recall a

time when they went to a store with their parents to buy a

toy and learned that the store did not have the desired item.

The students then discuss:

Possible reasons the store did not have that particular item.

Possible steps.the store would take if many people began

asking for that item.-

How supply and demand affect the store owners.

How supply and demand determine the kinds of jobs ,available.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state Co the satisfac-

tion of the teacher or counselor an explanation for whenthe

supply of a particular item is low and demand for that item:

is great.

Preparation: -the teacher introduces the concept of supply and

demand by placing a large quantity -of pencils and a small

quantity pf randy on a table. The, teacher asks the students

which they would rather have. The. teacher then alters the ob-

jects so that there is a small quantity of pencils and a

large quantity of candy and again'asks. the students which they

would rather have. Using this illustration the teacher explains
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the concept of supply and demand.

Resources: candy and pencils.

b. Activity: have students dramatize the influence the the supply

and demand of surfboards might have on the job market in the

following. hypothetical situation:' Many people go to the

store to buy surfboards. The .store asks the factory to send

many boards. The manufacturer hires many workers to make surf-

boards. Gradually,. people grow tired of riding surfboards and

quit buying them. The store does not order any more from the

manufacturer. As a result, the manufacturer quits making surf -

hoards and tells his workers to find other jobs.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will give one explanation,

to the satisfaction of the teacher or counselor, on how supply

and demand determines the amount of work available.

Preparation: same es IX, A, 1, a.

Resources:

B. Unit goal: to f;lcilitate the development of a broadened vocabulary

used-to describe new or chariging occupations.

1: Developmental objective: to he able to name job titles for new

or changing occupations.

a. Activity: have students devote one week to locating articles,

pictures, or advertisements of new occupations in their town,

state, and nation. Each student develops a booklet of these new

occupations and Where applicable, includes old job titles to

show the change and resents it to the class for discussion.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list (either orally

or written) three new or recent occupations in the world of work.

Preparation: explain to the students that the occupational

structure is constantly changing and that many new jobs are

being created. Explain to then that they will be involved in
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a short unit Co help them learn the names of some of these

new occupations.

Resources: magazines, hooks.

b. Activity: guest speaker--individual from the local employ-

ment agency or Dept. of Labor speaks to students abbut the

development of new jobs in different occupational clusters.

Students are actively involVed in writing the invitation,

interview questions, and a thank-ybu note.

Behavioral evaluation: given each occupational cluster

covered by the guest speaker, each student will list two nevL

job titles in that occupational cluster.

Preparation: IX, B, 1, a.

Resources' :' speaker.

C. Unit goal: to facilitate the development of a broadened vocabulary

used to describe the occupational cluster concept.

1. Developmental objective: to be able to name the different divisions

that make up the occupational cluster concept. Included are

Industry, Commerce, Social Science, Services; and Arts.

a. Activity: have students divide into five groups. Each group

is assigned an occupational cluster for which they must develop

materialsto present to the class. Materials may include

posters illustrating various occupations found in the occupa-

tional cluster, pictures of tools or the actual tools them-

selves that are used in the occupational cluster, and uniforms

or modes of dress that are indicative of a certain occupational

cluster: Every student participates in presenting the material
1

to the class.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will match correctly:

services merchant seaman
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industry photographer

commerce economist

social science bartender

arts machine tool operator

Preparation: introduce the idea to students that occupations

may be classified into cluster areas due to certain commonalities.

These commonalities might include work performed, worker

requirements, training and method of entry, and work setting.

Explain to the students that they will be involved in a Short

unit to help them learn the names of these occupational clusters.

Resources: magazines, articles, and tools.

, 1

b. Activity: field tripover a five week period have students
......

visit one industry or business foun

4

d in each occupational

cluster. For example, in the comnierce cluster, students might

visit an airport. Students take a camera and tape recorder to

take pictures of the workers and to tape their conversations.

Students are actively involved in the formulation of interview

questions and the logistics encountered in organizing a field

trip. Upon returning from the field trip, the students 'Listen

to the tapes and relate the discussion to the occupational

cluster concept. Later, when the pictures are developed, posters

are constructed illustrating the field trip. Each field trip,

perhaps one a week, will be carried out*in the same manner.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will write the name of each

occupational cluster and then list two occupations for each

-cluster that they observed on the field trips,

Preparation: same as IX, C, 1, a.

Resources: cameras, tape recorders, art materials, transportation.
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2. Developmental objective: ab e to relate the more specific

occupational clusters to the broader, divisions of the occupational

cluster concept.

Activity: have students construct a mobile from cardboard,

colored construction paper, and string. The upper portion of

the mobile will include the divisions of goods and services.

Attached beneath goods will be a large Card for industry.

Pictures fram magazines may be put on this card depicting

occupations found in industry. Attached to "the services card

will be a card for commerce, social science, services, and

arts. Again pictures may be put on the cards depicting occupa-

tions found in each-cluster.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will fill in four out of

the five blanks correctlwith'the proper occupational cluster;

Goods Social Science

a. Commerce

Services Arts

a. Industry

. b. Services

C.

d.

Preparation: same as IX, C, 1, a.

Resources: ".onstruction paper, cardboard, string, magazines.

.b. Activity: have students divide into two teams. One team

member stand in front of the class and gives the requirements

or describes the general characteristics of an occupation and

asks the others 'to identify it. Jid/she answers 'hot" or

"cold" as answers approach the correct one, and answers any
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questions with "yea" or "no". The opposing team gets

twenty questions to identify the occupation. Points are

given for unused questions. After identifying the oecupati n,

they receive an additional three points if they can identify

the occupation as being related to the production of goods or

services. The team with the most points at the end of the 1

game is the winning team.

-

Behavioral evaluation: each itddent-ch cOrrectly at Iv-
_

lesit four out of five occupations to each one's corresponding

occupational cluster and distinguish whether or not each is

related to the production of goods or services.

Preparation: same as IX, C, 1, a.

Resources:

2d1
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IX. NEED: CAREER VOCABULARY (7-9)

A. Unit goal: to facilitate the development of a broadened vocabulary

used to describe the world of work.,

1. Developmental objective: to be able to define words related to

the world of work, i.e. blue collar job, pension, over time, etc.

a. Activity: using the method of "brainstorming" have students

think of as many words as they can that arerelated to the

world of work and the teacher or counselor writes these words

on the blackboard. Using construction paper,\students develop

a-dictionary of occupational vocabulary. Each\page should

include a definition of the word and a picture or drawing

to help the student remember the word. (Englisi class;

guidance activity;)

Behavioral evaluation: given a list often occupational vo-

cabulary words, each student will write a d7/finition for at

least eight of the ten words.

Preparation: explain'to the students there are many vo-

cabulary terms used to describe the worlyl of work and that

they will be involved in a shorit unit too help them learn some
/

of these terms.

Resources: art materials, magazines!

b. Activity: "Word Bee"--have student' divide into. two teams.

The teacher or counselor presents a vocabulary word studied

1

in the previous activity to one team member at a time. If

the team member incorrectly defines the word he/she must sit

down. The team with the most players standing at the end of the

f game is the winning team. A reward may be given to the winning

team. (English class; guidance activity;)
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Behavioral evaluation: given a list of fifteen vocabulary terms

used in the "Word Bee", each student will match the definition

to the word for at least ten of the words.

Preparation: same as IX, A, 1, a.

Resources: list of vocabulary words.

2. Developmental objective: to be able to name the various jobs

that the invention of one machine has created i.e. the television.

a. Activity: have students explore through reading, interviewing,

field trips, and viewing filmstrips the many jobs-that-the-

invention of the television has created. The list of television

workers might include the following: program director, traffic

manager, continuity directory, continuity writer, producer,

associate director, studio supervisior, scenic designer,

makeup artist, film editor, film librarian, typist, education

and public affairs director, announcer, music director, news

director, newscaster, newswriter, floor or stage manager,

floormen, broadcast technician, chief engineer, time sales-

man, business manager, sound effects technician, clerk,

messenger, and television service technician. Each student

is assigned one of the previously listed job titles and is

responsible for presenting his/her information on that occupa-

tion to 1.1,e class, (science class; industrial arts class)

BOavioT1 evaluation: given a list of ten job titles and ten

job duties related ro television, each student will be able to

match correctly at least eight job titles to the job duties.

Preparation: ask the students how many jobs are involved in

making a television program. Explain to them that the in-

/
venion of the television is responsible for creating many

varied occupations and that the: will he involved in-a short

2 3 3
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unit o help them learn the names of some of these orPopali ns.

Resources: guest speakers, films, books, D.O.T.

b. Activity: simulation- -have students produce a televis on news

program in the classroom using the information they/ earned

from the previous activity. For example, some s dents will

be responsible for the newscasting, some students will write

the news, some students will design the sets, some students

will he in charge of makeup, etc. Pictur/s and tape recordings'

should be made throughout all phases ofProduction. Students

then construct a bulleti' n board using/pictures and descriptions

of what they did. Other classes mayj be invited to view the

./
news program. (social studies claSs; industrial arts c-1 ss

_guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will be able to list

(either orally or written) ten job titles involved in pro-

ducing a television news program.

Preparation: same as IX, A, 2, a.

Resources: cameras, tape recorders, cardboard for set design,

paint.

B. Unit, goal: to facilitate the development of a broadened vocabulary

used to describe the occupational cluster concept.

I. Developmental objective: to be able to name the more specific

divisions that make up the occupational cluster concept.

a. Activity: have students divide into small groups in order to

research one of the following twelve occupational clusters:

Natural resources), construction, mvnufacturing, transportation,

trade and finance, government, education, health and welfare,

personal services, product services, arts and humanities, and

recreation and entertainment. Each group gathers materials

such as posters, movies, tools, job information, etc. for two
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occupations in their assigned cluster. For example, in the

construction cluster, materials may be gathered for carpenters

and stone masons. Each group then presents their project

to the entire class. (social studied class; industrial arts

class; guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: given a list of occupations presented by

the class, each student will be able to match correctly at least

80% of the occupations in the correct occupational cluster.

Preparation: introduce the idea that occupations may be

classified into cluster areas due to certain commonalities.

These commonalities might include work performed, worker re-

quirements, training and method of entry, and work setting. Ex-

Plain to the students that they will be involved in a short unit

to help them learn the names of these occupational clusters.

Resources: magazines, newspapers, tools, films, pailphlets.

h. Activity: "Thinking of an Occupation Game"--have the class di-

vide into two teams. The teacher asks for association by

saying Warn thinking of an occupation in which the individual works

underground". The first person to raise his/her hand and an-

swer correctly ;'coal miner." receives five points for his/her

team. Then if the team that answered correctly can name the

occupational cluater to which coal miner belongs, it receives

an additional five points. If not, the opposing team will

receive five points if it nArnes the correct, occupational cluster.

(social studies class; guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: given a list of occupations used in the

"Thinking of an Occupation Game" each student will be able to

match the occupation to them correct cluster at least eight out of

,)
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ten times.

Preparation: same as IX, B, 1, a.

Resources: list of occupations.

2. Developmental objective: to be able to identify the more specific

occupational clusters as they relate to the, broader occupation

cluster i.e. Natural resources, Construction, and Manufacturing be-

long to the Industry Cluster.

a. Activity: have the students construct mobiles using different

colored' construction paper. The upper portion of the mobile

will include the broader occupational cluster of Industry,

Commerce, Social Science, Services, and Arts. Beneath each

of these broader cluster, students will attach the more

specific colors. 'For example, Natural Resources', Construction.,

it
and Manufacturing are attached to Industry; Transportation and

Trade and Finance are attached to Commerce; Government, Educa-

tion, and Heath and Welfare are attached to Social Science;

Personal Services and Product Services are attached to Services;

Arts and Humanities and Recreation and Entertainment are

attached to Arts. The same color paper should be used for each

cluster, area. Pictures illustrating occupations found in each

cluster may he pasted On the mobile. (nrt class; guidance activity')

Behavioral evaluation: each st9dent will fill in t.he,blauks from

the list of occupational clusters correctly with 80% accuracy.

Industry Occupational Clusters

a. Construction

b. Education

c. Government

Commerce \ Product Services

a. Arts and Humanities

b. Recreation and Enter tainment
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c., Natural Resources

Social Science Personil Services

a. Trade and Finance

b. ManufaCturing

c. Health and Welfare,

Services Transportation

a.

b.

Arts

a.

b.

Preparation: same as IX, A, 1, a.

/ Resources: cardboard, construction paper, wire, magazine pictures.

b. Activity: have students divide into two teams. The teacher or

counselor writes the clusters of Industry, Commerce, Social

nce, Services, and Arts on the blackboard spaced approxi-

/ffiately five feet apart. Each team then picks an occupation

from the more specific job clusters i.e. Construction-carpenter;

Education--teacher; Government--politician, *etc. and makes a

card labeling the job title for the student to hold in 'front of

him/her. Then all the students with cards stand in front of the

blackboard and the opposing team must put each student under the

correct occupational cluster. This may be repeated several times

and the team with the fewest errors is the winning team. (social

studies class; -guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation; given a list of ten occupations, each

student will be able to identify (either 'orally or written

whether it belongs to the Industry, Commerce, Social Science,

Services, or Arts Occupational Cluster.

Preparation: same as IX, A, 1, a.

2J
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IX. NEED: CAREER VOCABULARY(10-12)

A. Unit goal: to facilitate the development of a broadened vocabulary

used to describe the world of work.

1. Developmental objective; to be able to distinguish between occupa-

tiohs related to people, data, or things.

a. Activity: have students view the filmstrip People Who Influence

Others. After viewing the film, have students discuss how these

jobs require a worker to function in relation to people. The

teacher or counselor guides the discussion around functions to

include advising and counseling, negotiating, teaching subject

matter, supervising, entertaining, persuading, and serving.

(social studies class; guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list five job titles

related to working with people and the major'function required

to deal with people.

Preparation: explain to the students that every job requires a

worker to function in relation to data, people, and things, in

---,varying degrees. Explain that they will be involved in a unit

to learn the names of some of these occupations and the functions

performed by the workers.

Resources: filmstrip--People Who Influence Others.

b. Activity: have students view the filmstrip, People Who Organize

Facts. After viewing the filmstrip, have students discuss how

t',.mse jobs require a worker to function in relatiori to data.

The teacher or counselor guides the discussion around functions

Co include synthesizing, coordinnting, analyzing, compiling,

computing, copying and comparing. Definitions of these func-

tions may be obtained from the D.O.T. (math class)
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Behavioral evaluation; each student will list to the satisfac-

tion,of the teacher, five job titles related to working with

facts and the major characteristic required to deal with facts.

Preparation: same as IX,,A, 1, a.

Resources: filmstrip -- `People Who Organize Facts.

s .

c. Activity: have students view the filmstrip People Who..Make

.Things. After viewing the filmstrip, have students discust

how these jobs require a worker to function in relationc7.to

things. The teacher or counselor guides the discussion around

functions to include. setting up, precision working, opereting-
N

controlling, driving-operating, mahipLatitig, tending, feeding-

offbeating, and handling. (industrial arts class) ,

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list five job titles

related to working .with things and the major characteristic re-

quired to work with: things.

Preparation: same as IX, 4q-4.-, a.

Resources: filmstripPeople Who Make Things.

2. Developmental objeC'elve: to be able to define, words related to'the'

world of work.

a. Activity; have students play "scrabble" but limiting words to

career vocabulary. Students may make their own scrabble boards

and letters from heavy cardboard. (English class; guidance

activity)

Behavioral evaluation: the teacher or counselor will recite

twenty-five career vocabulary words and each student will

correctly define 807. of the words: y.

Preparation: discuss with the students the importance of

spelling in almost any occupation. Explain to them that they
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will he involved in a short unit to help them learn to spell

some of the words associated with the world of work.

Resources: the game of "scrabble ", cardboard, marking pen.

b. Activity: "Definition Bee"--have students dictate to the

teacher or counselor as many wordi as they can think of related

to the world of work. The students then divide into two teams

and the teacher or counselor recites a vocabulary word to the

first team member. If the students cannot define the word, helshe

must sit down. The first team to have all of it's members

sitting loses the game. (English class; guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation; using twenty-five words from the

definition bee,. each student will, to the satisfaction of the

teacher or counselor, define each word.

Preparation: same as IX, A, 2, a.

Resources: list of vocabulary words.

c. Activity: football game review--have students construct a

football field drawn on transparency and a small football cut

from thick paper. Have the'class divide into two teams. Ask

students in order of seating the definitions of words. A

correct answer moves the ball 10 yards and retains possession

for the team. An incorrect anAr may lead to a fumble and loss

of ball, punt, etc. Rules may be altered to liven the game.

(physical education class)

Behavioral evaluation; each student will match the following

Salary

Promotion

Contract

Blue-collar job

Fringe benefits

2 1

a. housing, free medical

b, an agreement

c. semiskilled manual job

d. trainee

e, advancement in position
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Apprentice f. pay in monthly or
yearly figures

3. Developmental objective: to be able to demonstrate wide acquaintance

with types of occupations.

a. Activity: the teacher or counselor calls out some situation

like, "It begins to snow", or "A convention comes to town".

The students are to think of some working person who is directly

affected by the event., The teacher or'counselor points to some-

one. The student stands up, pretends he/she is a worker,'says as

quickly aehe/she can what he /she does, how the event affects him/

her, whether or not be/she likes his/her job and why. Then the

teacher or counselor points to someone else to give the, same kind.

of information about his/her occupation, or else calls out another

situation. If the student pauses, the teacher or counselor

should prompt hm/her with questions. (guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will be able to write ten

occupations found in his/her community and two job tasks performed

in thatoccupationfl

Preparation: the teacher or counselor should be prepared with

a list of events that effect a broad cross section of the

community. A rather lengthy list is needed to keep the game

From lagging. Introduce the game in such a way that students

will understand that they are to haVe fun.

Resources: list of events. (odcpted from Career 17.1,1eatino Peso ree Guido

Activity: have students develop a list of glamorous, exciting

careers that appeal to them. Such a list might include the

following

Sky diver Model

Race-car driver Detective

Jockey Football player
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Pop singer Game warden

Actor and actress Stewardess

Rodeo rider Test pilot

Have each student select one of the careers to explore in

greater depth. Research methods might include writing to well-

known persons engaged in the career, watching movies, television

features, talk show, articles, books, and occupational informa-

tion guides. From their research, haVe each student draft a

log of a typical day in the working life of his/her subject

including both the good and bad aspects. They should also in-

clude requirements needed to-enter the occupation. Students

then prsent their materials to the rest of fh class. (social

studies class; English class; guidance ac vity)

Behavioral evaluation; ,:each student wills ist five glamorous

careers and List one good aspect of the ,Occupation and one bad

aspect.

Preparation: explain to the students that people pursue careers

for many reasons and that the choice of career involves a com-

promise between greater and lesser needs. Ericourage discussion

about changes in their perspective of the glamorousness of the
a.

careers.

Resources: library materials, occupational information kits,

art materials. Oda prnd from Career :;duration Resource Guide)
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X. NEED: CAREER KNOWLEDGE (K-3)

A. Unit goal: rojacilitate a broadened knowledge of the variety and

structure of occupations and career opportunities.

1. Developmental oblettve: to he able to name occupations of family

members and_to descabe job tasks associated with these occupations.

a. Activity: have each student draw a picture of his/her mother and/

or father working at their occupation. Then the teacher or

counselor guides the discussion around the name of the parent's

occupation and what kind of job duties are performed. Have the

students write the name of the occupation and job tasks on the

/ drawing and display them on the bulletin board.

Behavioral evaluation: each 'student will name his/her mot ell's

and father's occupation and one job task for eacht the satis-

faction of the teacher or counselor.

Preparation: explain to the stud s that /they will begi 11 to

explore the wide range of career opportunities by first /Ooking

Lat the job their, family members work at. Stress contril tions

of housewifing as they incorporate elements of a career.

Resources: art materials.

b. Activity: have students develop tape recordings on the \job

tasks performed by their parents. Let the students or the

parents.talR and record. If feasible, send a tape recorder home

so that the father or mother randescribe his/her tasks.

Students t6 try to identify the occupation and various parents

represented on the tapes. I

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list (either orally

orally or written) to the saiisfartdon of the teacher or coun-

selor, two occupations of the parents ofhisher classmates and
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the job tasks performed. \

Preparation: .same as X, A, I, a.

.Resources :' tape recorders.
P

c. Activity: have s udenis view thy filmstrip My Mother Works.

1
After viewing the filmstrip have the students discuss some of

the jobs that women have and how these jobs fit the life and

routine of the mother and family.
f

Behavioral evalualtion: each student will name three jobs that

a mother might have outside the home and three jobs she might

have inside the home.
N.?

Preparation: explain to the students that mothers and w men

sometimes have jobs outside the home and,also have jobs inside

the home.

Resources: filmstrip--My Mother Works.

2. Developmental objectiye: to be able to name occupations common to

he community and to describe job tasks performed la each worker.

a. Activity: have view the filmstrips from The Wonderful

o.

World of Work K-3 Series. After viewing the filmstrips, have

students break into mall groups to discuss the various community

occupations. The teacher or counselor should guide the dis-

rnssion around the job tasks performed by the workers.

Behavtoral evaluation: each student will match the following .

with 757accliracy:

Supermarket Worker pumps gasoline

Service StatiOn Worker cleans the house

Drug Store Worker puts food on shelves

Home Maker sells medicine

Preparation: ask several students to Pantomime activities

2
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typical of the workers they have seen in their neighborhood.

For example, a carpenter builds with a hammer and saw; a

traffic policeman directs traffic with a whistle and. his hands;

a house painter climb§ ladders and swings a paintbrush. Explain

to the 'students that their community is made up of many workers

and that they will,be involved in a short unit to help them

learn the names of workers jobs, and what they do.

Resources: The Wonder World of. Work K -3 Series--filmstrip.

b. Activity: have studen dress felt figures in a Variety of

occupational uniform using the When' I Grow Up, I Want To Be

/7 /
,

kit. Each student dresses the figure using the clothes and

accessories for a Certain occupation.. The rest of the class

tries to guess the occupation and discusses the job tasks per-
/

formed in that particular occupation.

Behavioral evaluation: the teacher or counselor, dresses the

felt figure tb/reOresent five community occupations. Eiich
_

student will time the occupation and one job task performed in

the occupation at least eight of ten times.

Pre aration same as X, A, 2, a.

Resources:/ When I Grow Up, I Want To;Be kit.

B. Unit goal: to f ilitate a hroadened knowledge of the way in which

/occupations rela e to the,well being of, society.

1. Development 1 objective: to recognize that jobs done in the-hOMe

are relate to the well being of the family.

a. Act iv ty: have each student develop a collage of pictures de-

picting mother performing job tasks in the home. Then each

stuient presents his4her collage to the class and the students

di cuss how each jog task performed relates to the well being

c.r the family i.e. 'spicture of mother washing clothes illuW-
,

\
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traces how she helps the family have clean clothes for school

and work. Discuss whether fathers ever help families have

clean clothes. Avoid sex-role stereotyping.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify (either

orally or written) three jobs that might be performed in the

home by the mother and state ;how they help the rest of the family.

Preparation: ask the students to state different ways in which

their mothers help them. After a list has been compiled, explain

to the students that these helping activities are related to the

jobs that mother does at home and that they will be involved in

a unit to help them learn what these jobs are.

Resources: art materials, magazines.

b. Activity: have each student develop a collage of pictures de-

picting father performing job tasks in the home. Then each student

presents his/her collage to the class and the students discuss

how each job task perforMed relates to the well\being of the

family i.e. picture of father working on the \ar illustrates

hc-iw he provides transportation for the family. Discuss whether

mothers work' on, use, or buy cars. Many of the pictures for

father and m cher are interchangeable and this fact should be

stressed in the discussion.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify (either orally

ort written) three jobs that might he performed in the home by

- the father'all.d state how they help the rest of the family.

Prewation: same as X, 41, 1, a.

Resources: Wrt marials, magazines.

r. Activity: have each student develop a collage of pictures de-

picting him/herself performing job tasks in the home. Then each

stltdent presents his /her collage to the class and the students

discus& how each job task performed relates to the well being

2
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of the family i.e. a picture of him/herself taking out the

crash illustrates how he/she helps the family to have a clean

house.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify (either

orally or written) three jobs that might be performed in the

home by him/herself and state how they help the rest of the

ti

family.

Preparation: suggest that children can help families too and

that even simple tasks are essential to a family's well being.

Ask-students if they perform jobs'at home.

Resources: art materials, magazines.

2. Developmental objective: to be able to name various Contributions
s.0

made by workers in the community.

a. Activity: have the students play the game "Lids for Kids"by

placing a large assortment of occupational head gear in a box.

Bats might include a policeman's hat, nurseys cap, fireman's

hat, chef's hat, army cap etc. Have the students pick a hat

from the box, one at a time, and tell wh,r/e they have seen

someone wearing the hat, what the persqn/did,.and how he/she

contributed to the funrti ning of the.community. Students

may also make their own occupational hats from colored paper

and cardboard. (adrp'ed LA:om Career Education' Resource Guide)

Behavioral evaluation: the teacher or counselor will present

five occupational hats to the class and each student wilt,-to

the satisfaction of the teacher or counselor, identify the occur

patio//

ani its contribution to society.

peparation:. explain to the students that just as jobs done in

the home contribute to the well being of the family so (io jobs

2V 3
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done in the community contribute to the well being of society.

Resources: occupational head gear, art materials.

h. Activity: guest speaker-'-have various community workers come and

speak to the students about their occupations and how they con-

tribute to the community i.e. policeman, nurse, mailman, doctor,

etc. Have students develop interview questions in advance con-

cerning the contributions to the community. Also have students

tape record the speakers so they can be reviewed later on in

up discussions.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify three contri-

butions to the community from the occupation of each guest

speaker to the satisfaction of the teacheor counselor.

Preparation: same as X, B, 2, a.

Resources: guest speakers, tape recorder.

C. Unit goal: ta_facilitate a broadepesi,knowledge_of_the_malgrials and tools

associated with various occupations.

1. Developmental objective: to be able to recognise tools and equip-

ment commonly used in the'community.
/

a. Activity: have each student pick three occupations in which he/

she is interested. Then have the students develop scrapbooks

of pictures of tools associated with each occupation i.e.

Cowboy would include pictures or drawings of a rope, saddle,

spurs, horse, branding iron, etc. Have each student present

his/her scrapbook to the class.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will match correctly at

least seven of the following tools with the correct occupation

policeman/

cowboy

2'

hammer

lasso

1 J.
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fireman

plumber

rock singer

nurse

model

thermometer

microphone

make-up AP

snake

hose

Preparation: explain to the- students that different workers

require certain tools in order to perform their job tasks and

that they will he involved in a unit to help them learn the

names of some tools and with what occupations they are associated.

Resources: art materials; magazines.

h. Activity: have students visit various parts of the school to

observe tools and machinery used in the operation of the\school.

Areas of interest might include the secretary's office, '84ply

closet of the custodian, the cafeteria, the nurse's office, and

shop areas. Have students take pictures of the tools and tape

record conversations of the people using the tools. Back in

the classroom, have the students discuss how the various tools

help the school. Pictures and descriptions of the trip should

be displayed on the bulletin board.

Behavioral evaluation: given a list of three occupations in the

school, each student will identify (either orally or written)

three tools used in each.

Preparation: same as X, C, 1, a.

Resources: cameras, tape recorders.

.
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X. NEED: CAREER KNOWLEDGE (4-6)

A. Unit goal:_ to facilitate a broadened knowledge of the variety and

structure of occupations and career opportunities.

1. Developmental objective: to be able to name a variety of occupa-
\

tions available in the community.

a. Activity: "Mister Mailbox" have students design a l'itge card-

board box to fit over their bodies with holes for eyes and

mouth and slit to receive lettets. Have students use paint and

construction paper to make the box look like a mailbox. Have

students take turns being Mister Mailbox. Wearing the'box,

the student does from student to student collecting a piece of

mail at every stop. Each student represents an occupation or

business-,--asking7forwOme service or some merchandise. Mister

Mailbox asks such questions as: What do you do all day? Do

you like your job? Why? To-whom are you writing? Why? Have

students talk about occupations in the community, why people

enjoy work, and how, they help each other.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will be able to identify, to

the satisfaction of the teacher or counselor, six occupations

found in his/her community.

Preparation: explain to the students that they will be involved

in some activities to help theM learn more about occupations

found in their community.

Resources: large box, art materials. (adapted from Car. Ed. Res. Glide)

b Activity: have students develop an audio-:Vi\sual production of

occupations found in their community ;using slides of "real"-

locations and the occupations of people who work there. Have

the audio portion include actual interviews with workers as

well as student' - developed script materials.

2a 1
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Behavioral evaluation: using the slides from this activity,

each student will be able to identify the occupation 807..of

the time.

Preparation: same as X, A; 1, a.

Resources.: camera, tape recorder, slide projector.

2. Developmental objective: to be able to categorize occupations

according to various classification schemes.

a. Activity: have students solve riddles. For example, the

teacher or counselor might say, "I'm thinking of-someone whose

job is in building. The place he/she works is like a ris9m, but

\

it is moveable. Heishe meets all kinds of,people as he/she moves

his/her room from floor to floor. Have students name the job

(elevator operator) and
/

7lassify it according to the categories

decided upon at the beginning of the game -- producer of goods or

services; works with people or things or ideas; works indoors

or outdoors.

Behavioral evaluation: given a list of ten occupations, each

student will classify each occupation according to the three

classlfication schemes used in the preceding activity with 80%

accuracy.

Preparation: explain and discuss the various classification

A

schemes with the students.

Resources: list of riddles. (adapted from Career Education Resource Guiert)

J). Activity: have students construct treelike'structures, about

equal to their height, with long numerous brances. Have

students print cards to designate career cluSters found in their

community nice health, transportation, and manufacturing. These

cards are placed at tyle base of the trees. Have students iden-

282



tify jobs that fall within a particular cluster, print the names

of the jobs on smaller cards, and tape them like leaves to the

branebasof the appropriate trees. Have students discuss the

interrelatedness of occupations.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will fill in correctly at

least seven blanks

Health

a. doctor

b. ship captain

c. assembler

Transportation truck driver

a.- dietician

h. foreMan

c. pilot

Mgndfacturing nurse

a. plant manager

b.

C.

Preparation: explain to the students thaticarcers can be

grouped into "families" requiring similar abilities and pro-

viding similar rewards.

Resources: art materials.

c. Artivit,: have students name and list as many occupations as

they know on the chalkboard. HAVe the students group the occu-

pations according tc similarities, headings such as selling,

sports, helpers, and recreation may be suggested. Then have

students develop a bulletin board showirOtheir classfication

system.

Behavioral evaluation: Riven a list of occupations, each

2,33i
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student will put the occupation under the proper category with

807.,accuracy, listing the classification system they designed

in this activity,

Preparation: same as X, A,/2, a,

Resources: art materials.'
/

B. Unit goal: to facilitate a br,,adeneid knowledge of the relationship

between occupations and the gbals, needs, and functions of society.

/4
1, Developmental objective: to recognize contributions of occupa-

tions in meeting the needs of the community.

A. Activity: "Puppet Show" the teacher or counselor operates the

puppets and sets up the various situations i.e. "I am a store

owner and someone came into my store and robbed me What

worker might help me?" The students call out the correct

answer--"police".. Other situations might include: "I just

flew into town,, how am I going to get to my hotel?", "My

,
delivery truck just broke down, how will I get it fixed?",

"My sister has a toothache, where should I take her?".

Have the students discuss why they would,deal with these various

occupations and in what ways they are helped by them.

Lehavioral evaluation: given a list of ten occupations,' each

student will identify (either orally or written) to the satis-

faction of the tetcher or counselor, one contribution of each

'occupation to the community.

Preparation: ask the Student to imagine what their community would

he like if everyone were a doctor. Explain that the,community

would be fn trouble because its other needs are not met. There-
,

fore each occupation has its special contribution to a need in

the community.'

Resources: puppet , list of situations.
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b. ,Activiy: using a major need of the community, i.e. need for

transportation, have the students draw or paint pictures of all

the occupations they can think of that contribute to this needs.

While students are working, the teacher or counselor guides

discussion about the contribution.

Behavioral evaluation: given a need of the community, each

student will identify (either orally or written) three occupations

that contribute to the needs.

Preparation: same as X, B, 1, a.

Resources: art materials.

2. Developmental objective: to recognize changes in the occupational-

structure.

a. Activity: have students identify occupations that are going out

of existence i.e. blacksmith, cowboy, switchboard operator, etc.

Ask students to think about what causes these jobs to phase out,

whether such work still needs to be done, how it is done now,

and how it might be done in the future., Wave students make

driwings of these changes and display them on the bulletin

board.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify, to the satis-

faction of the teacher or counselor,'five occupations that have

gone out of existence or are going out of existence.

Preparation: discuss with students conditions in the world that
, .

af(fect. occupations. Explain that people and occupations must

adapt as the world changes.

Resources: art materials.

b. Activity: have student look through issues of Popular Science,

Popular Mechanics, and other similar resources fo locate pictures

of machinery that have replaced peoples' jobs./ Have them make

posters of these technological changes tint', diiplay them -around
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the room. While students are working, the teacher or counselOr

discusses how technology has caused a shift in the production

of goOds to a greater production of services.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will be able to identify, to

the satisfaction of the teacher or counselor, five machines that

have changed the occcupAtional structure.

Preparation: same as X, B, 2, a.

Resources: a4rt materials, magazines.

C. Unit goal: to facilitate a broadened knowledge of the ztuaiifications and

preparation related to various occupations.

1. Developmental objective: to be able to identify training requirements

for various occupations.

a. Activity: have students interview various school workers re-

garding,training requirements for each occupations. Workers

might include principal,iteaChers, custodian, bus driver, dieti--

clan, nurse, counselor, etc. Have students tape record each

interview. Back in the classroom, have students develop help

wanted advertisements for each Job they interviewed. Display

the advertisements aroundthe room.

Behavioral evaluation: given a list of school workers inter-

viewed, each student will identify (either orally or written) to

the satisfactibn of the teacher or counselor, three training

requirements needed for each occupation.

Preparation: Ask the students to try to name as many occupations

AS they can that do not require any training. Explain to them

that most occupations require certain levels of education, on the

job training, or special schooling, and that they will be involved

in a unit to help them learn some of these training requirements.

Resources: t9Pe recorders.

2843.



b. Activit. . have stacnts view TV shows iillustrating various

'occupations. Shows might include Movin-On:, truck driver;

Lucas Tanner: teacher; Six Million Dollar Man: colonel in

the Air Force; Mac Davis Show: singer. Have students cut out

pictures of the TV characters from various TV prog4sm guides

and develop booklets of the training requireMents for each

occupation.

Behavioral evaluation: given a list of occupations seen/on

television, each student will identi y (either orally or .,

written) to the satisfaction of the_ acher or counselor, three

training requirements for each occupa ion:

vPreiaration: _same as X, C, 1, a.

Resources: television program guides.

2.1 Developmental objective: to recognize characteristi.cs associated

with various occupations.

a. Activity: have students look at posters illustrating various

occupations i.e. football player, police an,-iron worker, model,

nurse, etc. The teacher or counselor sti ulates discussion

about the characteristics associated with these careers. For

example, discusssion about chararteristiics of nursing might in-

elude the night work required, ability to bok at pain and dis-
.

. .

rase, ability:to stand up, for long periods f time, opportunit'

to work with doctors, helping people to fee better. Both
, .

positive and negative characteristics shoul be discussed.

Behavioral evaluation: given a list of five occupations, each

student will identify (either orally or written) to the satis-
g;'.

faction of the teacher or counselor, two.pos ive and two nega-
0

hive characteristics for each occupation.

Preparation: explain to the students that occupations have

23 7
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characteristics .that may or may not be dahiatIble-with_ltheir

'own characteristics.

Resources: 'posters

b. Activity: Worker Charades

i

Game-have each student pantomime ap

,occupationally related task including his/her feelings about

performing the task. The opposing team tries to guessthe occu-

pation being pantomimed. Have the students iscuss the, charac-
.

teristics associated with each occupation and whether these are

in line with their own interests and abilities'.

Behavioral evaluation: given a list of jobs used in the Worker

Charades Game each student will identify (either orally or written)

to the satisfaction of the teacher/Or counselor, three charicteris-

tics associated with each occupation.

Preparation: same as X, C,;2, a.

Resources: Worker Charades Game.

233,
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NLV': CAREER KNOWLEDG (7-9)

. Unit goal.: to facilitate a broadened knowledge of the variety and struc-

ture of occupations And career opportunities.

1: Developmental objective: to he able to portray the occipational di-

versity of a typical community.

.a. Activity: have students listen to the ;six cassettes inclIded its

:Exploring the World .of Work. After listening to the cassettes,

here students discuss the various occupations they believe ran

he found in their community.

Eehaviorallevaluation: each student-will list to the s isfac-

tion of the teacher or counselor, seven occupations in the

community.

Preparation: the teacher or counselor will explain that there

are a wide variety of occupations in each community.' Some jobs

ore found in all communities, while other jobs nre found only in

certain localities. The teacher or ,counselor will explain that

the class will be involved in a unit to learn many of the occupa-

\,
tions found in the community.

Resources: i'assette series Exploring the World of Work.

h, tv:tivity: have students divide 'in~6 grolips. Have each group

take an alphahetiral section of the local Yellow Pages of the

telephone direeory and, compile a( list of the occupations they

Find listed that. are familiar to elem. Have each group relate

to the class the various occupation that art present in their

community.

Behavioral evaluation: the student Will list ten occupations

in the community.
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prep4katiou: same as X, A, 1; a.

Resources: Yellow Pages of local telephone directory.

2. Developmental objective: to be able to describe the materials and

tools associated with various community occupations.

a. Activity: have student attend the local A.V.T.S. and take part

in the Singer Graflex Mobile Unit. Each student will complete

the audio-visual unit at the carrell of his/her choice: cooking

and baking, drafting, welding, masonry, health assistance, auto

body, etc.

Behavioral evaluation: each student lists at least five tools

used at his/her carrell.

-Preparation: the teacher or counselor will explain that many /

careers have materials and tools that are necessary in order to

perform a certain task and that a person must learn to master these

tools and materials in order to do,b,!s/her job effectively.

Resources: Singer Graflex Mobile Unit at Area Vocational

Technical School.

Activity: have student view the sound filmstrip Discovery to

observe 49 young people performing their usual day's work.

After the filmstrip, have students point out and discuss the tools

\
d materials used by each of the 49 young people in order to

pe form their jobs.

Bebe oral evaluation: ,each student will Match with 80% accuracy

the too with the job on a-matching quiz.

f

Preparation: same as X, A, 2, a.

Resources: filmstrip and CassetteDiscovery.

B. Unit goal: to facilit te the understanding that a career involves a

progress-ton through stage
\

of preparation. \

N
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. Developmental objective: to be able to describe the normal stages

of preparation for various occupations.

a. Activity: have students view and listen to the filmstrip and

cassette The ABC's of Getting and Keeping a Job, Part II.

"Preparing for the Job You Want". Then have each student in the

class contribute at least one way of preparing for the job he/

she wants.

Behavioral evaluation: the teacher or counselor will name ten

occupations and eachstudent will briefly describe, to the satis-
,..

facticni of the teacher or counselor, the 'method of preparation.

Preparation':',the teacher or counselor will remind students of the

stages they go through as they pass through school: Kindergarten,.

Elementary, Junior High, and Senior High, and the teacher or coun-

selor will explain that each career involves some method of

'preparation whether it be high schooi education, college educe-

tion, specialized training institute, or on-the-job training

and that it is important to learn what preparation is necessary

so that a student does not limit his/her opportunities by lack

of necessary preparation. The teacher or counselor will explain

that the class will be involved in a unit to learn the prepara-

tion necessary for various occupations.

Resources: The A.B.C.'s of Getting and Keepinga Job., Part tI,

b. Activity: ask the class to think of a Major League baseball

player and then trace his possible baseball career'from the time

he was a little boy to the present involving Pee Wee League,

"Preparing for the Job You Want".

Little League\Pony League, Minor League, then Major League. Ask

the class to do this for a doctor, politician, jeweler, secre-

tary, editor, etc.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list to the teacher's `\

2 ci N
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or counselor's satisfactiOn the progression of career preparation

for five careers.

Preparation: same as X, \B, 2, a.:

Resources:

2. Developmental objective: to be able to describe the normal stages of
4,

career progress in typical occupations.

a. Activity: have students view their choice of one of the twenty-

six Career Counseling Films. These films are 15 minutes and since

many will select the same film, they may. be observed in groups.

\ 'For example: "Is A Career as a Technician for 'tour , "Is \A

../J
Career in Radio or T. V. for Yekt?"; "Is\ a Career in the PeTfcirming

Arts for You". After viewing the film, have each student list \

\\the normal stages of career progress in these typical occupations.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list, o the Satisfac-

Lion of the' \teacher or counselor, the stages of career progress

for the career:heyviewed in t\he film.

Preparation: rhe\teacher or counselor wilt explain that within

most careers, there are different levels that may be achieved.

For example, in the miltary there is: pivate-, corporal, ser-

geant, lieutenant., etc. and that the class 1 be invol in s.\

R. unit: to learn this progression within a varie ty of career

\. \
Resources: Career Counseli.ng Films.

b. Activity: have each student interview his/her parent or retative,,

to identify their career pattern. The interview questicins

' \\
lead to the information of when and at what level the parent 'made

entry into his/her occupation and' at what level he/she is tkresetty,

working. Have students present his /'her in d4 h findings to he

rest of the class.

N
`BehaAoral evaluation: each student will,\to the s isfac\ion 'of

\ '\ \\

ree\r:p,ro- \s,the teacher or counselor, list the possible \stakeS\of
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gress for three careers in which they were interested.

, Preparation: "same as X, B, 2, a.

Resources: interview questions, parent or relative.

C. Unit goal: to facilitate the broadened knowledge of the relationship

betmeti occupational role and life-style.

1. De elopmentil objective: to be able to identify elements of typical

life tyles and show how these factors influence career choice.

a. AcIvity: have students view the so4ndfilmstrip Career Values:

What Really Matters To You and after viewing the filmstrip, have

each class\member tike a turn at telling what he/she feels will

be the life\tyle element that will moat influence his /her career

\ choice: money, working hours, possibility for advancement.,

,family, and number of childr\ en to support, personal satisfac-
ti

tion, etc.

Behavioral evaluation: ach student will be able to list six

components of life style and\a career' hat will make that

element' PO ihle. For example! al'ot of oney--store ,owner;

280.
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ability to set\up own hours=- writer; great hence for advancing--

large rompany employee, etc.

Preparation: the ther or .counselor explains th t each indivi-

\dual develops a personal, style which he can fulfill i a career

with a similar style and t 'hat the lass will be involved in a
"e

unit to determine what makes up a lt style and how life style_ -

relates eo a career.

Resources: sound filmstrip Career Values: WhatReally Matters To

You.

Ac-ivity: 1 ve students pair off with n classmate they feel they

know Nell. Each person is to take down notes about what the

other person is lice--his/her interests, hobbies, likes, skills
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talents,. spacial abilities and personalty traits. At the

end of the'lit the student is to prediCt4 based on present,

information, what\,career his/her partner is likely to choose.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will selec6\to the satis-

faction of'the teacher or counselor, a realistic career predic-

tion for his/her partner based on appraisal of the .life style

information gathered.
\\

Preparation: same as X, C, 1, A\

Resources:

2. Developmental objective: to be able to recogn:.te aspects of life

style related to a particular occupational area.

a. Activity: assign each student a particular career and have

students make a Collage from magarine pictures illustracinc,

the career as wfll as the life style that accompanies that

\\

career.

\
Behavioral evallatiork: the teacher or counselor will evaluate

the -aline ~o determine how realistically each student illus-

trated the career as well as the corresponding life style.

Preparation: samet as X, C, 1, a.

Resources: magarines, paste, cardboard.

.4

b. Act ivity: have students ',iew filmstrips Career Decisions:

Finding, Getting, and Keeping A Joh and then divide into

proups to discuss questions such as: who we are, what we nred,

value, and enfoy related to the various careers mentioned.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will be able to name five

aspects of life style of particular occupations when asked by the

teacher or counselor. Occupations may include career soldier,

construction worker, florist, secretary; doctor, teacher.

Preparation: same as X, C, 1, a.

\ 2d



Resources: filmstrip--Career Decisions: Finding Getting, and

Keeping a Job.

N
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NEED: CAREER kNOWIEDGE (10-1'2)

A. 'Unit goal; to fecilitatra a broadined knowledge of the variety and,

structure of occupations and career opportunities.

1. Developmental objective: to be able to iresent an overview'of,

career opportunities in his/her community.

a. Activity, have employment counselors from rocal State Employ-

ment Agency visit anddiscuss the local employment'scene em-

phasizing present opportunities, job entry, salaries, and skills

desired by prospective employers.

Behavioral evaluation: have.students divide into groups'of four

and present, to the satisfaction of the-teacher or counselor,

n different topic dealt with by the guest speaker. 0.1.e,group

presents a summary of the local opportunities, another group

presents skills desired by prospective employers.

Preparation: explain that job opportunities vary from community

to .community as it seaside community differs from an industrial-

community and that students will be involved in.a uniii to learn

of the opportunities in their community.

Resources: guest speaker from State Employment-Agency.

b. Activity: have students view the classified employment sec-

tion in a current edition of the local newspaper. After viewing

this section of the paper, have students list those occupations

which are most often listed. These may include sales cleric,

accountant, waitress, nt,rse, engineer.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list. 04:0 ocrupoiim

from the classified secion which he/she judges art most in de-

mand in the community.

PrepPrat ion: same Ps X, A, 1, a.
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Resources: classified employment sections from local newspapers.

Developmental objective: to be'sble to 'present comprehensive data

on -local employment opportunities for high school graduates.

Activity: have students develop a list of graduates with whom.

students are personally acquainted and who might be available

for an interview. then have students develop a survey or inter-

view,questionnaire for everyone to use consisting of questions,

such as: If you presently have a job!--

1. What is the title?

2. What tasks do you perform?

3. Describe your work, environment.

A. What preparation did you need?

If you are presently continuing your education--

1. Where are you going to school?

2. What Are you studying?

3. For what occupation are you preparing?

4. How long will it take?

Have each student interview .artacquaintance and present the

results to the class.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list four occupations

held by recent Oast graduates. These will be jobs in the com-

munity and students will include the tasks involved, salaries,

preparation necessary, qualifications, and environment.

Preparation: explain that some occupations are available to

high school graduates in the community and that students will

be involved in a unit to determine which occupations these are.

Resources: past high school graduates, interview questions,

tape recorders.

b. Activity: have students divide into groups of four and take
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turns viewing the Pennscript view deck which lists job descrip-

tions and localized information for each county in Pennsylvania.

Before viewing the deck have each group assigned either their

own county or one of the surrounding counties. While viewing

Pennscript, have each group select only those occupations. that

are available in their assigned county for which a high school

graduate may qualify. Then share this information with the rest

of the class.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list, to the satis-

faction of the teacher or counselor, ten occupations available

to high school graduates in their county and surrounding counties.

Preparation: same as X, A, 2; a.

Resources: Pennsc i t.

B. Unit goal: to increase kn wledge of the basic characteristics and

qualificationi related to he preparation and performance of job tasks

in various occupatiot4.

1. Developmental objective: to be able to enumerate a range of typical

job qualifications.

A. Activity: have the class discuss the kinds of personal qualities

and capabilities required for a list of familiar occupations

such as bank teller, doctor, football player, policeman, construc-

tion worker, model,' etc.

411 Behavioral evaluation: the teacher or counselor will name six

differen t occupations and eadk student will list three qualities

and capabilities required for each occupation.

Preparation: explain that careers require different knowledge,

abilities, attitudes and that every individual has different

abilities, interests, needs, and values tind that they will be

involved in a unit to become aware oc the qualifications and capal-
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bilitiei necessary for some careers.

Resources:

b. Activity: each student will take part in a role playing situa-

tion in which one ,person plays the employment counselor and the

other, a job seeker, Each student role playing the job seeker

will make up imaginary qualifications he/she might have either

as personality traits or certain abilities and skills, The

individual who plays the employment counselor should make a sin-
,

cere effort to advise the job seeker of possible careers he/she

may be suitedfor.

Behavioral evaluation: the teacher or counselor will discuss

certain skills and perso ality traits, and each student will

list a career for which the copthinat ion of this particular skill

and personality characterimtic are required.

Preparation: same as X, B, 1, a..

Resources; role playing.

2. Developmental objective: to be able to relate his/he interest pattern
0*

to a specific career field.

n; Activity: hae each student select Two values and two interests

that he /sie feels are important to lam/her and havelhim/her find

careers that would allow for exercising these values and interests,

Have each student present these tb the rest of the !class.

Behavioral evaluation: each student willimatch correctly at

least five interests with five careers froM a list derived by

the teacher or counselor for each students presentation.

For example

Career Interest

1. Newspaper reporter Working with people, clothing
\

?. Secretary b./
\

Writing

3. 'Architect c..\ High places, building
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4. ,Carpenter

5. Sales Clerk

6. Construction)

7. 'Accountant

d. Work with numbers

e, Type, Ailing

f. Work With hands

g. _Playing and writing music

h. Enjoy building, dtawing,
design

,

Preparation: the teacher or counselOr explains that.each perspn

has something that they enjoy doing and that is especially inter-

esting and that they will be involved in a unit to which they will

have to think of these interests0and relate them to a career.'

no'

) Resources:
-

, -
r

h. Activity: have students listen to cassettes, Exploring the World
1 . .

. .V

of Works .Although there are six :.assettes,'let the students listen

to all of. them since they may find) that there is a career that tilley-

were unaware of. For instance some of the cassettes include:

"Women in the World of Work", "0 tdoor Interest Occupations",

"Artistic Interest Occupations', and"Mechanfcal Interest Occupa-.

'tons ".

Behavioral.evaluation: each student will list five careers men-

tioned on the cassettes which interested them and might he a

possih1P Pnreer rhotre.

\\Preparation: same as X, B, 7,

Resources: cassettes--Exploring t i e World of Work.

C. Unit goal: to facilitate A broadened knowlege of the relationship be-

'ween occupational role end life style.

1. Developmental ohjecttve: to be able to recognize the connection be-
44

tween satisfactory life style and available occupations.

P. Activity: have students view and listen to the Sound filmstrip

Careers and Life styles. After viewing the filmstrip, have students
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divide into groups and discuss these possible terms in relation-

ship to various careerS discussed in the filmstrip. \One group

might discuss "married" or'"sirigle" in relation to careers shown. Ot-

hef life style terms are: own or rent hoMe or apartment, num-

ber of children, furniture, car, clothes, vacation, recreation

and entertainment, insurance and savings.

Behavioral evaluation: each: student will discuss briefly how

each of tbe above terms-dealing with life style relates to whet

, he/she considers a satisfactory life style.

Preparation: -the-teacher or counselor_explains that each indiv-,

idual develois a personal style which he/she can fulfill in e

Career with a similar style and that they class will be involved

in a 'unit to determine what makes up a life style and how life

styles relate to a career.

Resources: filmstrip-LCareers and. Life Styles.

1 J

t. Activity: have students, divide into groups. Based on the sound

filmstrip Careers and Life Styles, have each group select a

career which illustrates a sharp and obvious contrast in life

style from other group's selecitiori. For'example: actor, banker,

.farmer, ecOlogiSt, soldier, politician, and rock Musician. On.

a particular day, each group member dresses as a member of that

occupation and role plays, with other member of their group, the

life style elementS of their career. They may discuss money,

working hours, worktnt conditions, location, travel, clothes,

family, friends, etc.

Behavioral evaluation: each strident will.lselect and list to the

satisfaction of the teacher or counselbr,t4elements which they

believe to be part of .the concept of life style.
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Preparation: same as X, C, 1, a'.

Rea-our_ces: Careers and Life Styles, role playing.

2. Developmental objective: to be able to evaluateseveZal career

choices in termsof the standard of living,he/she would like to

attain.

a. Activity: h-ive each student make a collage illustrating the-

I
289.

1

life style he/she hopes to attain as well as the career he/she

I

hopes to pursue. Pictures may be cut from magazines and should* / /

be representative of the various elements that 'make up a life I /

style,,as well as different aspects of the selected career.

Behavioral evaluation: the teacher or counselor will evaluate

each student's collage to Aetermine if the student's future life

style is realistic in terms of his /her future career goals.

Preparation: same as X, C, 1, a.

Resources: magazines, paste, cardboard.

b; Activity: have students divideinto groups of five and select

a group leader. Each member is to discuss his/her current life

style in terms of,money, recreatiin, clothes, vacation,. hobbies,

etc. and the life style they hope to attain in five to ten years,

pointing out the things they would like to remain the same and
t.

the things they wuld hope to change. Have them relate how their

chosen career will change those elements they would like changed.

Behavioral evaluation: the teacher or counselor will evaluate

how adequately each stu
/rnt expressed the components of his/her

..,

, current'life style and /how adequately he/she makes a realistic

..,

appraisal of his hoped for life style based on his/her chosen

career.

Preparation: same as X, C,

Resources:

3 9J
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I. NEED: CAREER ATTITUDES (K-;3)

A. Unit goal: to facilitate the development of attitudes in 'which work

is seen as an integral part of the total life style.

1. Developmental objective: to recognize contrasting life styles.

a. Activity:

290.

?lave each student pick a community worker to investigate

and have him /her develop a poster of pictures and drawings that

/'

might represent the worker's\ life style. Then have each student

develop a second poster that illustrates a completely opposite

life style. The class then tries to name occupations that might

fit into the contrasting life style.

Behavioral evaluation: given the occupation of a community

worker, each student will identify, to the satisfaction of the
a.

teacher or counselor, an opposite life style to the one implied

in the occupation,named.

Preparation': explain to the students what lements make up a

person's life style e.g. money,, leisure time,"living conditions,

etc. and that ;many people have different life. styles.

.Resources: art materials.

b. Activity: have each student make artape,recording expressing

important elements that make up his /her life.'ittyle (e.g. what

you do in summer, what you eat, what your mother does all,day).

The class then listens to each tape and the students discuss

elements in their life style that differefKom the one being

played.,

Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify, to the

satisfaction of the teacher or counselor, the element of a

rife style that are in extreme contrast to his/her Life

Preparation: ,same as XI, A, 1, a.
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. \
\'

( Resouxces: tape rec. rder. 0\

\
\

2. Development I objective: be able to relate life styles
\
,to

,..,

varioux occupations.

a. Activity: have students 'into view var ous school workers to
\..

explore the resiOns why theY.chose that p rticular care7\Xd'\
\\,\\

whether they are satisfied. The interview a 'd inctu

questions about how theirchareer\rs ate o t\eir\tife a yie.\\
\

li

Have the students tape record the4nte aa P\X\.

nd\,

materials to display around the\claiiroOm.
\ \\\ *\

.,

Behavioral evaluation: given the,namtnfa cool worker, each
vs,

s ,

student will identify, to 5he satisfiction of \[hie teacher \or

counselor, two elements of the worker's\life stYle that relate

to the worker's occupation.

Preparation: explain to the students that an ndividual's

occupation can rile e to his/her life style. Fo\examp1e,

the President of the Ur4ed States' doesn't take out the

garbage; an-arc welder dd sn't usually have a chauff.

Resources: tape recorder, a materials.

291.

N

.b. Activity: have.students collect various comic strips re-

presenting different occupations i, Dick Tracey, Blondie',

etc. Hal:Ye the students discuss aspe\ca of life styles that

are related to these comic strip occupations and whether or not !

these occupations would fit into their own life styles.

Behavioral evaluation: given a comic strip character, each, 1

student will identify, to the satisfaction of the teacher or

counselor, two ways in which the occupation relates to the

life style.

Preparation: same as XI, A, 2, a.

zC 304
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Resources: comic strips.

B. Unit goal: to facilitate the development of positive attitudes toward

work.

1. Developmental objective: to recognize that all work is important.

a. Activity: have students pick an occupation that-they feel

is unimportant i.e. trash collector. Set up a work situa-

tion in which each student has a task to perform that creates

trash.__ The task night be to cut out so many paper figures

per minute. Assign one student to be the trash 'collector.

In the middle of the exercise ask the trash collector to

stop performing his duty and direct the other workers to

assume his/her duties while performing their tasks. If the

exercise is planned properly this will be impossible. After

the exercise, Ihe teacher or counselor generates discussion

about the importance of the trash collectors function and

how it%haffects others'.

Behavioral evaluation: given the n me of an occupation previously

considered unimportant by the atuden s, each student will identify

to the satisfaction of the teacher or counselor, two reasons. why

that occupation is important to societ

Preparation: ask the students to name all the occupations that

they think of as linimportant. Explain to them that they will

' be involved, in a short unit to help them learn the importance

of these occupations.

Resources: art materials.

b. Activity: 'field trip--have students visit a local factory or

industry to observe the interreiat onships of jobs fromthe

lowest levees to the highest levels: Students should see the

:4(
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importance of each job, in that the successful completion of

one job enables the successful completion of another jOb.

Have the students structure interview 'question. to focus on

the relationships of jobs and how the worker feels about the

job. Tape record and photograph the field trip so that a

classroOm display ctn be developed around the theme of the

"Importance of All Work".

Behavioral evaluation: given a list of jobs observed on the

'field trip, each student will identify, to the satisfaction

he teacher or counselor, the importance of each job.

Preparation: samas XI,,B, 1, a.

Resources: tape recorders, cameras, interview questions,

transportation.

. 2. Developmental objective: to recognize reasons why people want to

work.

a. Activity: have students cut pictures from magazines that

show people at work, some that show people at play,' and some

in which peopleare working at jobs that appearto be-fun

i.e. playing professional sport., driving a train, or homing

a fire. The teacher or dounselor places three large captions

on the bulletin board representifig and-"Both"..

The teacher or counselor then holds up a picture and the ,atudents

decide in which category to place it. Pictures that fit into both

categories should be discussed in terms of how the activity is

considered work but is also fun.

Behavioral. evaluation: each student will identify, to the

satisfaction of the teacher or counselor three occupations that

may be viewed as both work and play.

'Preparation: discuss with the students the concept of work,

hovi and why it differs, from play, and why people work if
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not for fun. Help the students\to think of situations in

which the "fun" might come a lon\time.after the work, like

-being able to play the piano well after years.of practice.

Resources: magazine pictures.

b: Activity: 'have students draw pictures of themselves involved

in different types of school work. Display the pictures uncle-1:

the cations of "Hard Mork", "Fun Work", and "Both". Have the

294.

students explain to the class why they placed' their pictures where

they did hind discuss ways in which "Herd Work" activities

might belmodified to fit other categories:,
.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify to

satisfiction of the teacher or counselor, two reasons w114 work

might become fun.

Preparation: 'same as XI, B, 2, a.

Resources: art Materials.

C. Unit goal: to faCilitate the development of traits such as hobesty,

responsibility, and 'compatibility which relate to job success.

1. Developmentatobjective: to recognize the importance of cooper-

ation in a'job.

a, Activity:. have students view the fIlMstrips What Do You 5z-
..

pact of Others and What Happens Between People concerning 4on-
,:,

flict and cooperation between people'. After viewing the film-

strips, have students discuss ekamples in their own rife in

which cooperation'is important-family situation, school tasks,

play experiences, etc.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify to the satis-

faction of the teacher oecounselor, two reasons why cooperation

is important to the successfullcompletion\of a task.

Preparation: explain to the students that ,cooperation is im

portant when working with other people, Ask them to think
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of instances when their friends or parents did not cooperate

with them and what happened. Explain that they will be in-

volved in a short unit to help them learn about cooperation,

and how it affects them.

Resources; filmstrips--What Do You Expect From. Others and

Wha\Happens Between People.
\\

b. Activity; have two groups of students (three in each group)

perform a competitive task such as making a building from

blocks. In one of the groups have a student play an uncoopera-

tive role by refusing to help and khocking down the blocks.

After several groups of'students have tried this, the teacher

or counselor guides a class discussion on the effects of the

uncooperative students, dealing with completion of the task,

feelings of the uncooperative student, feelings of the other

members of the group; and feelings of'the cooperative group.

Behavioral evaluation; each student will identify to the

satisfaction of the teacher or counselor, two negative results

due to an uncooperative member of a group.

Preparation; same as Xi, C, 1, a.

Resources; blocks.

2. Developmental objective; to recognize die importance of honesty

a d responsibility as they relate ,to work.

a.\ Activity; have students role,play various situations that in-
_

volve honesle.g.stealing from a store, taking the bliale for

omething bad that you did, cheating on a test, etc. Have

tlemdiscuss their feelings about being honest and dishonest.

'Di cuss .how dishonesty can be harmful to an individual,, ,fir '

instance, when a student cheats in a test he/she is hurting

him/herdelf by not knowing the information. Have students

make posters illustrating these various concepts and display

3n
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them around the room.

Behavioral evaluation: given a situation where an individual

is dishonest each student will identify to the satisfaction of

the teacher or counselor, two reason why it is harmful to the

individual.

Preparation: explain.to 'the students that one should not

be honest simply to please other people, but that' it also

has many benefits to the individual. Explain that theywill

be involved in a short unit to help them learn what some of these

benefits are.

Resources: art materials.

/

b. Activity: have the students keep individual records of the

number of times they do things,that indicate responsibility.

Areas of responsibility might include remembering to bring

their lunch or lunch money, bringing clothes and equipment

in from the playground, remembering to bring homework to

school, helping other children,, etc. Individual records

should be posted around the classroom so that the students can

compare their progress.
.1

Behavioral evaluation: the teacher or counselor rates each

student as to the number of responsible tasks he/she has

performed over a'certain time period.

Preparation: explain to the students that a responsible

person does things without always being told to do them.

Explain 'that they will be involved in an activity to help

them learn to be more responsible.

Resources: art materials.

4-,
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. NEP:I): CA ithElt ATTITUDES (4=6)

297.

A. Unit goal: to facilitate the development of attitudes in which work

is seen as an integral part of the total life style.

1. Developmental objective: to recognize factors influencing

different life styles.

Activity: arrange for several guest speakers to visit,the

classroom. Speakers might include a policeman, a mill-worker,

on swing shift, a doctor, a local store owner, a plumber, etc.

The major focus of their presentation should be the effect of

their job on how they must live when not on the job. Have the

students tape record these presentations and develop materials

for display around, the room.

Behavioral evaluation: given an occupation of one of the guest

speakers, each student will identify, to the satisfaction of

the teacher or counselor, how that occupation affects the

individual's life style.

Preparation: explain to the students that aspects, of an in-

dividual's occupation can directly affect what the individual

does when he/she is not working. Explain that they will be

involved in a short unit td help them learn some of these

factors.

.

Resources: guest speakers4 taperecoder, art materials.

b. Activity: have students develop materials illustrating how

going to school affects,their life style when they are not

in school. Have them dramatize ancLtake pictures of these:

effects i.e. doing their homework, going to bea:earlier on

school nights, having weekends-off, wearing different clothes,

_

having the summeroff, etc. Encourage each student to contri=
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bute a situation from his/her life style. Display. pictures

and explanations 'around the room.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify, to the

satisfaction of the teacher or counselor, four ways in which

going to school affects his/her life style when not in school.

Preparation: same as XI, A, 1, a.

Resources: cameras.

2. Developmental objective: to be able to relate life style to

various occupations.

a. Activity: have students construct posters of workers whose

occupations are clearly a means of self-expression i.e.

dancer, writer, professional athlete, musician, artist. Then

the teacher or counselor generates discussion on the way in

which other occupations are a means of self-expression.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify at least four

occupations that are clearly (to the student) a means of self-

expression.

Preparation: explain to the students that many'timesan -

individual's occupation relates closely to his/her life sty -le

and that they will be involVed in:a short unit to help them

learn some of these- relationships.

Resources: art materials.

b. Activity.: have each student create a "Ivie Box" by covering

'a large cardboard) cube with pictures, sketches, and slOgans

cut from magazines that represent some significant aspects

of his/her personality, daily activities, and general life

style. Have them reserve one face of the cube for prediction

pictures oflpossible future careers and leisure time activities.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify, to the sat-

isfaction of the teacher or counselor, three elements of his/her
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life style and hOw these might relate to some future cifreer.

Preparation: same as XI, A, 2, a.

Resources: magazines, art materials.

B. Unit goal: to facilitate the development,of positive attitudes

toward work.

1. Developmental objective: to recognize reasons why people want to

work.

a. Activity: have the students play a form of "Whisper Down. The

Alley". Have the first study say, "People work for money';. ." -

Then have each student take a turn repeating .everything paid

before his/her turn and adding one more reason to the list.

After the game has been"played, have the students develop

pictures booklets representing the reasons why people work.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list (either orally,

or written) five'reasons why people want to work.

Preparation: explain to the studenti that the reasons :people
02

work are many and varied and that they will be inVolvedin a

unit to help them' explore some nf these reasons.

Resourcei:, magazines, art materials.

b. ActiVity: have each student bring amexaMple of a hobby or

an interest in which they are involved i.e. building models,

taking. pictures, sports activitlesi sewing, painting, Provide
1

time for each student to explain how this interest might lead

to a career, but more important,Lhave- each student describe

the satisfaction. he /she derivei from the activity.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify to the

satisfaction of,the teachei or counselor, at least two

reasons why their hobby or interest is a satisfying ex-
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perience.

Preparation: same its XI, B, 1, a.

Resources: examples of hobbies or interests.

2. Developmental objective: ito recognize that,all work is important.

a. Activity: have students divide into two teams. The teacher

or counselor identifies an occupation\and each team alternates

in giving a contribution made by the occupation or a reason for

its importance. The teacher or counselor keeps a tally of team

t-esponses and the team with most responses wins a reward. A

Rime limitimit for giving a response is advisable in order to keep

the game moving along. An intermix of low and high prestige

occupations is also advisable.

Behavioral evaluation; given a list of three occupations, each

student will identify, to the satisfaction of\Me teacher or

counselor, three contributions made by each occupation.

Preparation; explain to the students that every; occupation
.

makes a contribution tb the individual andto society, whether

:7117:is a high prestige job or a low prestige job. Explain that,

they will be involved in a unit to help them see that all jobs

are worthwhile and important.

Resources; list of\low and high prestige occupations.

b. Activity!' have theitudents-play the "Blow Your Own Horn"

game. The teacher or counselor introdues the game by selecting

an'occupation and showing.the clashow you can brag about it,.

Tell the students why your particular job is the motet important

of all and be dramatic. Then have students select occupations

a-nd brag to, the class in the same manner. Urge them to be as

persuasive as possible. Have the class vote on the most success-

fa'performince.

313
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Behavioral evaluation: teacher'or counselor wil1rate each

student on his/her Performance in bragging about a selected

occupation. Poor performinfes should be coached'by the teacher

or counselor and then redone.

Resources:
i.

Unit goal: to facilitate the development Otraiis such as honesty,

respohsibility, and computability as they relate to job succesit.'

1. Developmental objective:' to recognize the importance of co-

opesAtion inia job.

a. Activity: have students divide into small groups,of four or

five. The teacher or counselor assigns each, group a task to

complete Such as putting together in proper sequence a series

of'cnilic strips that have been cutapart. The students must

Complete the task without talking to each other: Group members

cannot take parts of comic strips from another member's pile but

. members can offer parts of comic strips to other members Who

need them. The teacher or counselor then guides a discussion

around how participants became aware of others member' needi

and how they decided to work together.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will verbalize, to the"

satisfaction of the teacher or counselor, why cOoperationIis

is important in completing a task.

Preparation: explain to. the students that cooperation is

impoitant when working with'otherpeople.' Ask them to

think of instances, when their friends or parents did not

cooperate with each other and consider what happened. Ex-.

plain that they Will be involved in a unit to help them.learn

about cooperation and how it affects them.

Resources: comic rstrips.

314
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b, .Activity: field trip--have students visit a construction site

where.a building is being erected. Students should observe

the cooperation needed for successful Completion of the building.

Have various workers talk to the, students about how each job is,

dependent.upon others and the importance of cooperation.- For

example, the carpenter must work in conjunction with the plumber.

Have students take pictures and tape -record the workers interviews

for' classroom use.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will write a short essay,

to the satisfaction of the teacher or counselor, on cooperation

needed in the construction trade,

Preparation: snore as XI', C, 1, a.

. Resources: cameras, tape 'recorders, transportation.

2. Developmental.objective:, to recognize the importance of honesty

and responsibility as they relate to work.

a. Activity: hive each student assume responsibility for various

jobs in the classroom. Jobs might include emptying trash,

washing blackboards, handing out papers, collecting paperS,

distributing art supplies, supervising traffic. At the end of

each week, each student is rated on his/her,responsible perforMance

on that particular job. Ratings bf pefformance should be deter-

mined-by classmates and displayed around the classroom. Have

discuss 6eir feel.jngs about the jobs, how the jobs are necessary

for normal classroom functioning, and what happens 'when students

areirresponsible in performing their jobs,

Behavioral evaluation: each student will perfoim to.the satis-,

faction of the group leader and classmates, his/her job-tasks.

0 1.)
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Preparation: ask the students ^to think of examples of things

that they do now that they could not do a few years ago like

dressing themselves, getting their own food, taking care of

brotherd and sisters. Explain that as they grow older, they are

expected to andwill want to, assume more and more responsibility

for themselves.

Resources: list of classroom jobs.

b. Activity:, have students review the story'of Abraham Lincoln

and with the help of the teacher or counselor, compile a list

of incidents in which Mr. Lincoln was holiest. Have' students

discuss how his honesty helped in his relationships with other

people and how it helped him to become successful. Then have

students relate incidents of their own in which they were
.3;

honest or dishonest and how it affected theia. (other stories

dealing with honesty may be used)

Behavioral*evaluation: each student will, list (either orally

or written) three way honesty is helpful to the individual.

Preparation: suggest to students thaE honesty is an important

trait to develop in order to be successful and. 61 have good

relationships with others. Explain that they will be involved in

a unit to help them learnthe benefits of being honest.

Resources: stories dealing. with honesty.

3



Xi. NEED: CAREER ATTITUDES (7-9)
. /

A. Unit goal :' to facilitate the developmen of the idea that occu a-

tional stereotyping is undesireable and constricting.
4

304

1. Developmental objective: to recognize reasons why sex stereo-
.

typing is undesireable.

a. Activity: .have students view and listen .to the sound film-

strip, Jobs and Gender and then have students discuss those

occupations that have traditionally excluded men and those

occupations which have. excluded women. (social studies class;

guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: students will list five jobs that women

may now hold which had previously been held only by men and fiVe

jobs that are now available to men which had in the past been

held only by women.
,t

Preparation: explain to the students that today many women

are doing jobs that had been previously done by men and vice 1

versa. The reasons :or this include more women being educated,

Women's Liberation Movethent and that they will be involved in

a unit to learn what some of these Occupations are and why they

no longer are closed to the opposite sex.

Resources: ,sound filmstrip--Jobs and Gender.

b. Activity: have studentsccreate posters either drawn or with

. magazi r e pictures illustrating people in occupations that

were traditionally not open to them. Have the boys focus on

women doing what was once men's work i.e. lawyer, line person,

engineer, construction worker and the girls limit their posters

to men in traditionally women's fields i.e. hairdresser,

3 i. 7



telephone operator, secretary. Then have each student dis-

cuss the capabilities of each person on his/her poster and

why this person 'can perform this job. (guidance activity;

social studies class) 1.;

Behavioral evaluation: each student will (either orally or

written) give,-to the teacher's or counselor's satisfaction,

a reason why a particular job can now be filled successfully by

a person maleor female who was previously,believed to b

unsuited.

Preparation: explain to the students that both men and Women

305.

)

have many of the same resources so are therefore able to do the

same jobs with the same degree of success and that they will be

involved in a unit to discover why these jobs may be held by

either sex.

Resources: art materials.

2. Developmental objective: to recognize reasons why occunti9nal stereo-

/

a. Activity: have students divide into groups of six and select

typing is harmful to him/her and society.

randomly ten occupations from the employment ads of the local

newspaper. After they have done this, ask them to rank the

occupations from one to ten from what they 8/5. a group-Consider

the best to the worst job. Then have a group leader explain

why each"job was ranked as it was. From this, have the class

tell whether or not this job got its rank because of prestige

or other factors such as income, education, location of work.

Then have the class determine whether or not the rank was based

on valid information. (guidance activity; social studies class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will rank five occupations

3 1 :3
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to the satisfaction of the teacher or counselor, followed by

valid reasons for the rank given.

Preparation: explain to the student, that much misinformation

exists about occupations and that much of what is heard is

not the entire picture of what that occupation is like 4nd that

they will be involved in a unit to discover some of these false

assumptions and then to clarify, them.

Resources: newspaper classified ads.

b. Activity: have each class member take a picture of a person

not working at his/her job but dressed as they would be for

work. Then have each student write a paragraph about this, per-

son, his/her salary, job location of work. This may be a family

member or some community worker but the identity must remain

secret to the rest of the class. Allow each student to post the

4

,phon.and-have the class guess the occupation of the person in

the photo. After a number of guesses have been made, have the
/-

student read his/her paragraph. There. will be many wrong guesses

based on stereotyping and these can then be pointedout to the

students. (guidance activity; social studies class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will write, to the satis-

faction of the teacher or counselor, four reasons why you cannot
.4,

judge a person's contribution to society on the basis of physical

appearance.

Preparation: same as XI, A, 2, a.

Resources: camera for students to take home for, photographs.

B. Unit goal: to facilitate an awareness of the value of acquiring market-

able skills.
7

1. Developmental objective; to recognize difficulties in obtaining a

job due to lack of specific job skills.
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a. Activity :, have students view the filmstrip -- Foundations for

Occupational Planning,: What Good Is Schooll which emphasizes:

the value of school for obtaining training and /then a job.

Allow students to discuss what job possibilities, might be

available to them when they turn sixteen and what skill& are

involved: paperboy/girl, stockboy/girl. sales clerk. Then

have them discuss jobs available after high school and the skills

that 'have been acquired since they were sixteen: filing clerk,

secretary. (guidance activity; social studies class)

Behavioral evaluation: each ctudent will identify the education

or training requiredifor seven occupations to illustrate that in

'order to obtain jobs, certain skills must first be acquited.

Preparation: expliin to students that in order.to get a job a

person must have acquired certain skills; Some jobs require

more skill or different skills than others but without a skill,

it is difficult to find work. Explain that they will be involved

in a unit to discover the value of school or training for

acquiring various marketable skills.

Resources: filmstrip--"Foundations of Occupational Planning:

What Good Is School?

b. Activity: have class play Game grim Series I to make the

students aware of the connection between competence in academic

skills and the ability to find and hold a job. This should

improve the students' performance efffirt in academic skills.

(guidance activity; social studies class)

Behavioral evaluation:
4

each student in a ene-tp-one inter-
,

view will to the satisfaction of the teacher or\counselor,

identify the value of acquiring marketable skills.

Preparation: same as XI, E., 1, a.

3
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Resources: Game Sim-Series I.

2. Developmental objective: to recognize specific job skills and how

they relate to occupational areas.

a. Activity: have each student think about a hjobby he/she has or has

had. Ask each to write down the hobby i.e. building model

,boats,)planes; reading, knitting, crocheting, pets, sports.

Allow each person to bring to class if he/she desires, some:.

thing that they've constructed or an item that represents their

hobby. Have each' student discuss what skills were needed to

make this product and then have the rest of the class think of

jobs that may be related. For example, caring for a pet may

lead to a career as a veternarian, animal trainer, kennel

owner, owner of a pet shop. (guidance activity; industrial

arts class)

Behavioral evaluation: each 2tudent will write three possible

occupations each that ;might follow as a result of involvement

in six hobbies.

Preparation: explain to the students that specifiCiskills

that a person has are often related to particular occupations and

that they will be involved in a unit to deterMine the -relation-7

ship, between certain skills and occupations.

b. Activity: have students view the filmstripsFoundations for

Occupational Planning: What Do You Like To Do?, What Is a Job?,

and What Are Job Families? for the purpose of encouraging

students to pursue interests and hobbies as ways to enjoy

him/herself while learning about his/her potential,. Allow

students to .discuss the various job skills they viewed and how ,

they related to the job families. (guidance activity; indus-

trial arts class)
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Behavioral evaluation; each student will he.ahle to match'with

80% accuracy the job skill with its occupation area.
4

Preparation: same as XI, B, 2, a.

Resources: filmstziPFoundationi For Occupational Planning:

,--
.What Do You Like To Do?,,Wkat Is A Job ?, and What Are Job Families?

C. Unit goal: 'to facilitate the awareness' that way an individual

thinks and feels about his/her work affects one's success in it.

1. Developmental objective: to recognize the effetts of job ,satis-

faction.

a. Activity: have each student make a chirt for him/herself listing:

ACTIVITY LIKE /DISLIKE PERFORMANCE

The teacher or counselor will read twenty-five activities,cin-

eluding such things as cooking, math, sports (ice skating, basket-

ball), reading, dance, etc. ,Then next to each activity, have

students put an L (14)or_D(dislike), then next to that have

them rate either by grade or G (good) or P (poor) how well they--

feel they perform this activity At the end, have each student

observe his/her finished chart to see whether or not they per-'

form well in the activities they like and poorly or not aswell

in the activities they dislike. Allow them to discuss sbme of

the activities to get different opinions so that students realize

that some activities they don't like are liked and performed

well by others. (guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will, to the satisfaction

of the teacher or counselor (either orally or written), discuss

what they believe the relationship between liking a job or ac-

tivity and success at that activity to be.

Preparation: explain to the students that it is usually easier
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and more enjoyable to perform and-be successful at a task

that is liked and that most people are successful when they

enjoy their job. Explain in that they will be involved in a unit

to determine some of the activities they enjoy and look at their

success.

Resources: list of twenty-five activities in which these

students might.be involved.

Activity; have students view the filmstrip from Career Decisions:

Finding, Getting, and Neepinga Job which illustrates job-related

problems as well as demonstrates the relationship between.what

work a person chooses and what he/she values and enjoys. Have

studenth discuss the many influences affecting job choice as well

as the many influences affecting job success. (guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list five influences

affecting job choice and Tive.tffecting job success.

Preparation: same as XI, C, 1, a.

Resources: filmstrip--Career Decisions: Finding, Getting, and '

Keeping a Job.

2. Developmental objective: .tO recognize the importance of having

positive attitudes towards ones work. .

a. Activity: have students view the five filmstrips in Career

Values: What Really Matters to You. Filmstrips include,

Introduction, Chance-Taking, Work Environment, Personal

.Commitment, and Time. After viewing the filmstrips, the teacher

or counselor stimulates discussion concerning how these various

elements influence an individual's attitude towards work and'

how positiVe attitudes relate to success.

.

Behavioral evaluation: have each student pick one of the

above values and discuss/briefly to the satisfaction of the
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teacher or counselor, the effict of positive attitudes on

job success.

Preparation: ask students to think of example& of things they

have done well i.e. playing a particular sport, sewing something,

playing an instrument, etc. Ask them what attitudes were helpful

in being successful. Explain that they will be involved in a

unit to help them learn attitudes that are helpful in being

successful in an occupation.

Resources: filmstrip -- Career Values: What Really }letters To You.
/

b. Activity: have guest speakers from various occupations came to
//

the class to speak about attitudes that are necessary for success
/

in that occupation. Have student tape record the interviews and-

develop posters illustrating both positive and negative attitudes

for each occupation. Display posters around tVe classroom.

(guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: given an occupation (If one of the guest

speakeri, eaciastudent will list and discuss, to the satisfaction

of the teacher or counselor, three positive and three negative

attitudes and how they relate to successor failure in that

occupation.

fteparation: same as XI, C, 2, a.

Resources: guest speakers, tape recorder, art materials.
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XI, NEED: CAREER ATTITUDES (10-12)

A. Unit goal: to facilitate the attitude that it is more personally and

socially acceptable to desire to work than to desire not to work.

1. Developmental objective: to recognize reasons why people want to
Y

work.

Activity: 4ive students in th4 class that are employed part-

time discuss their reasons for ieorking, directing the discussion

toward the economic gains, personal satisfaction, acquiring job

knowledge, and independence. Have students list on the board

advantages of being employed and dispuss how being employee

full-time can increase these advantages. (guidance activity;

economics class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list to the satisfaction

of the teacher or counselor seven reasons why he/she would like

to work.

Preparation: :" explain to' the students that being employed has

many advantages for the individual not only the economic aspects

but also the acquisition of knowledge and skills for future

employment.

Resourees:-

b. Activity: have students view the cassette ,and filmstrip Vocational

Decisions which discusses the world of work and why people work.

After the filmstrip, have the class discuss various points that

they may not have made in their previous discussion on part-time

employment. (guidance activity; psychology class)

Behavioral evaluation: students will list five reaons why he/

she wants to work and rank them in order of personal importance.

Preparation: same as XI, A, 1, a.
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:lesourCes; filmstriplind 'cassette Vocational Decisions.

2, Developmental objective: to rerogniie reasons why it is of benefit to

society for peopleo work.

a, Activity: have each student state the job or career that he/

she wants to pursue and then have the rest of the class state how

that job directly or indirectly effects them. For example,, if

one atudent4is interested in a career as an electrician, the

rest of the class might state that an electrician enables them to

cook, hive heat and light, have hospital care, ride an.elevator,

etc. (guidance activity; social studies class; economics class)

Behavioral evaluation: the teacher or counselor will state five

occupations such as architect, food processor., chemist, chef,

grocer, trash collector and the student will list, to the satis-

faction of the teacher or counselor, three ways in which this

occupation directly effects him/her.

Preparation: explain to the students that every,occupation is

valuable and has an effect on society, and that they will be

involved in a unit to find the value of some occupations.

Resources:

b. Activity: have the class take a field trip to a city'smain

business section, leaving early in the morning on a commuter

train. The day can be went visiting a bank, offices, stores,

1 paying speCial attention to all occupation observed along the

way from ticket agent to bank officials. The class may photo-

, graph various people at work and discuss the necessityof having

each job performed in order for the city to function smoothly.

(guidance activity; social studies class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list, to the satis-

faction of the teacher or counselor, ten occupatiOns observed

3 2,3
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if that occupation suddenly went out of existence.

Preparation: same as XI, A, 2, a.

Resources: cameras, chaperones, trprisportatiom.

B. Unit goal: to facilitate an awareness of the value of acquiring

marketable skills.

1. Developmental objective: to recognize difficulties in obtaining

a job due to the lack of spedific job skills.

a. Activity: have a guest speaker from the local state 'employ-
.

ment agency come to the class to discuss with the students

the necessity for having certain skills in order to obtain

a job. Have the guest speaker discusi the skills, attitudes

desired by employers and allow students to discuss their possible

career choices and what skills they would need in order to gpt

a job' in that field. (guidance activity)
.t

Behavioral evaluation: the student. will be able to identify

three reasons, to die satisfaction of the teacher'or counselor,

for obtaining marketable skills.

Preparation: explain to the students that each occupation

involves certain skills'and attitudes and often if a person

does not have these skills, no matter how strongly he/she

desirei a job, he/she may not` get it. Explain-that they will

be involved in a unit to learn some of the skills and attitudes

desired by employers.

Resources: guest speaker.

b. Activity: have students divide into groups of thiCe with each

group role playing the situation in which one person is an

employer looking for an employee to fill a vacant position.;

Instruct each of the -two students to make him/herself as de-

sireable as possible to the empl9er by demonstrating saleable

3 ''
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attitudes and skills related to the available job. It will

be the job of the employer to select the individual which he/

she feels would do the beat job. (guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: the teacher or counselor will rate

each student-employer on the accuracy of his/her choice and will .

rate eac perspective employee on how accurately he/she role

u played wha are considered marketable skills and attitudes.

Preparation: same as XI, B, 1, a.

.Resources: r le playing.
ti

2. Developmental objective: to recognize specific job skills and how

they relate to occupational areas.

a. Activity: have 'students view and listen tothifilestrip and

\
cassette, Discovery in which 49 young people disci'''. the jobs,

'they have and what abilities the, job requires of them.'

Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify, to the

satisfaction of the teacher or counselor, those skillsrelquired

for the job in which she/he is interested.

Preparation: explain to the students that each person has cer-

tain skills and that all occupations require specific skills if

the job is to be'done. It also is necessary for a person tco're-

E,

cognize the skills demanded by the occupation, in which-he/she is

interested. Explain that they will be involved in a unit to

point out the skills necessary for a variety of different occu-

pdtions.

Resources: filmstrip and cassette Discovery.

b. Activity: have each student take the Kuder Interest Inventory

Form E and thed score it. After the method of interpretation

is explained, allow each tudent time to look into the Occupa-

tional Outlook Handbook to determine the ikills, attitudes, and

4irrsining necessary f4'r their first two highest interest

328
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I, 1

occupations. Allow each student a short one-to-one intervieW

in which he/she relates the skills, training', mild attitudes
,

necessary and also if,he/she feels that- these are attributes

which he shehas or plans to have through, training. (guidance

activity)

BehaVioral evaluation: teacher, or counselor will rate the

student-on the accbracyof the infopmation gathered, from the '

Occupational Outlook Handbook as well as the student's, own

personal assessment.

Preparation: same as XI, B, 2, a. Instruct students on ,how to

use the Occupational. Outlook Handbook.

Resource:' Kuder Interest,Inventories Form E, Occupational

Outlook Handbook.

C. 'Unit goal: to facilitate the development of attitudes in which the

way a person thinks and feels about his/her occupation is related to his/

here success in that occupation.

1. Developmental objective: to recognire th, advantages of having pos-

itive feelings about one's occupation.

'a. Activity: have students in the -Art Club, French Club, Basket-

ball Team or Stage Crew discuss how they feel about this particu-
..

-

Lai- club or team, She_work. they do, the people they meet and the

y pul. into Working for the club. Have them compare this

to work they do for a particular class they don't like. (guidance

activity; club activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will be able to point out

differences between doing' something he/sh enjoys and doing,

something that is demanded of him/her and in which there is

little enjoyment. This will lie done orally and to the satis-

faction of the teacher, counselor, or club moderator.

Preparation: explain to the students that when people
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enjoy what they are doing, they are more highly motivated,

accomplish more And are happier in the situation. This is

also true for a job so thatit is important for a person to

have positive feeling toward his/her job in order to be successful.

Resources:.

h. Activity: have students role play a-situation in which each

person selects a job and then' for three minutes Must brag about,

,.-how wonderful their job id, what a great contribution they are

making to society, etc. Have Students select occupations that

are related to hobbies they are pursuing so that the positive

feelings are genuine. (guidance activity; economics class)

Behavioral evaluation: the teacher or counselor will rate each

student on his/her three minute speech, assessing the content for

realistic appraisal and good points made.

Preparation: same as XI. C, 1, a;

Resources: role playing.

2. Developmental objective: to be able to identify attitudes that
r.

hinder and facilitate job success.

a. Activity: have the students view the filmstrip, the ABC's of

Getting and Keeping_a Job and On the Job. After viewing the

film, have students break up into small groups to discuss the

films and to talk about attitudes that might be important to

their own occupational choice. Then have students develop a

list of attitudes that relate to specified jobs. (guidance

activity; psychology class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list (either orally

or ,,yritten) four attitudes that are important to all occupations.'

Preparation: explain to the 'students that attitudes such as

pride in one's work, punctuality, cooperativeness, and commit-

3..)
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ment are important in all occupations. Explain that they will

be involved in a unit to help them learn'some of these attitudes.
e

Resources: the ABC's of Getting and Keeping a Job and On the Job.

b. Activity: have each student pick an. occupation in which he/she

is interested. The student then investigates that occupation
A

and lists attitudes that would hinder different aspects of that

job. Each student reads his/her list to the rest of 6he class

and an award is given for the paper which represents the most

and/or worst attitudes. (guidance activity; psychology class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list (either orally

or written) four attitudes that hinder job success.

Preparation: same as XI, C, 2,, a.

Resources:
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XII. NEED: CAREER SKILLS (K-6)

A. Unit goal: to facilitate the development of educational and occupational

skills essential for moving, on to the Text stage in one's vocational

development.

1. Developmental objective: to be able to meet the criteria for at

,least half the developmental o%jectives for a vareer education

program. 4

t

a. Activity: refer tO relevant activities for K-5 in SELF SKILLS
/ ,

,

(IV), EDUCATIONAVSKILLS (VIII), 2ECISION MAKING SKILLS (:tvI),

and ECONOMIC SKILLS (C).

3
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XII. NEED: CAREER SKILLS (7-9)

A. Unit goal: to facilitate an awareness of individual differences as they

relate to the development of marketable skills.

1. Developmental objective: to recognize personal characteristics as they

`relate to occupational clusters in which the individual could develop

marketable skills.

a. Activity: have students, through.class demonstration and discussion,

develop a chart of abilities that an individual might possess, i.e.

physical ability, musical ability, clerical ability, persuasive

ability, manual dexterity, etc. Have students with similar abil-

ities form groups in order to research and discuss occupations

and skills related to these abilities. Using a variety of sources

such .as the Occupational Outlook Handbook, the D.O.T., individuals

working in the occupation, have students develop "Help Wanted"

posters listing the marketable skills required for gaining entry

into the occupation. Stuents then present their posters to the

class and discuss the rel tionship of job skills and personal

C
abilities.-- activity; social studies class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list and discuss, to the

satisfaction of the teacher Cr counselor, job skills required for

entry into his/her occupational choice and who how they relate to

his/her own personal abilities.

Preparation: explain to the students that careers require different

abilities and knowledge and that every person is an individual with

different abilities, interests, and values. Explain that they will

be involved in a unit to help them understand the relitionship be-

tween required skills for a job and an individual's personal charac-

teristics.

333 1.
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Resources: Occupational Outlook Handbook, D.O.T., art materials.

b. Activity: 'have each student draw his/her own "coat of arms" using

symbols that illustrate personal abilities, interests and values.

Have each student present his/her coat of arms to the class and

discuss how these personal characteristics might relate to skills

required for his/her occupational choice. Display drawings around

the room. (guidance activity; art class)

Behavioral evaluation: same as XII, A, 1, a.

Preparation: discuss with students the tradition behipd th@ use of

coat of arms. Explain that they are illustrations of human` quali-

ties that represent individual and family traits.

Resources: examples of coat of arms, art materials.

2. Developmental objective: to be able to identify individual skills that

have potential for marketability in the job market.

a. Activity: have each student survey job opportunities in the classi-

fied section of the local newspaper and pick an occupation in which

he/she is interested. Each student then investigates the necessary

eddcation, training, and skill competencies required for entry

into the occupation. Have the students pretend that they have met

all the requirements and prepare a resume of their background and

skills using a standard resume form. Each student presents his/her

materials to the rest of the class. Resumes are then displayed a-

round the classroom. (guidance activity; industrial arts class)

Behavioral evaluation: the teacher or counselor rates each student's

resume asto the accuracy of training, education, and skills compe-

tencies.

Preparation: explain to the student's that in order to get a job,

you must communicate your background and skill competencies to your

33-I
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desired employer. Explain.that the resume and job interview are

two methods of communicating this information.

Resources: standard resume form, occupational information re-
.

sources, classified section of newspaper.

b. /Activity: have an employment counselor visit the class to discuss

the elements involved in going for a job interview. 'Areas to be

covered should include: modes of dress, punctuality, basic inter-
,

view questions, what to bring to the interview, questions to ask the

interviewer, what not to say, etc. After the guest speaker has left,

have students role play interview situations placing an emphasis on

marketable skills that they possess. (guidance activity; language

arts class)

Behavioral evaluation:, each-itudent will list (either orally or

written) at least three strategies required for a successful job

interview and personal -skills which have_ marketability potential.

Preparation: sane as )(II, A, '2, a.

,Resources: employment counselor.

B. Unit goal: to facilitate the development of basic entry skills for gainful

.employment in an area of occupational interest.

1. Developmental objective: to recognize the entry level skills required

for his/her occupational interest area.

a. Activity: have each student take the Kuder Interest Inventory Form

E to determine areas of interest. Group students together who have

the same interests and allow them to listen to the cassettes from

Exploring the World of Work. These cassettes correspond to the

interest areas of the Kuder and discuss such occupational areas as:

Clerical, Social Service, Mechanical, Computational, etc. Allow

students
1

to remain in these sang, groups to discuss the entry level

3
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skills requiredas discussed on the cassette" (guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will li3t four entry level

skills required for the occupational area which is of interest to

him/her.

Preparation: explain to the students that every occupat-ional area ,

,

has certain entry level skills required. Explain that in order to,

be hired, a person must obtain these skills and that they will be

involved in a unit to learn what some of these skills are.

Resources: -Kuder Interest Inventories Foria E for each student,

cassettes Exploring theWorld of Work.

b. Activity: arrange for each student in the class to spend half

a day witha persoh in the school doing a job that is of interest

to the student: For instance arrange tb have those students in-

terested in health careers Spend that part of the day with the school'

nurse, those interested in the construction trades with the shop

teachers, those interested in secretarial or clerical work with the

secretaries in the business office, those interested in mechanical

work with the maintenance people, etc. Make sure students have

questions which'they can ask in order to determine entry level

skills needed and how they obtained these skills. After students

spend time with the school staff, encourage them to discuss what

they learned about,how these people obtained their jobs and skills.

(guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will-list three entry level

skills needed for entry into the occupation of the school staff

member with whom they spent their morning.

Preparation: same as XII, B, 1, a.

Resources: school staff members.
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Developmental objective: to develop an occupational competency re-

garded essential for placement in the field of his/her choide.

a. .Activi : have students go to the area Vocational Technical School

to one of the shops of hiS /her choice: Cosmetology, Graphic Arts,

Commercial Art, Drafting, Food Preparation, Auto Body, Auto Mechanics,

Masonry, Carpentry, Plumbing, Health Assistant, Data Processing,

Electronics Technology, etc. Ask the shop instructors if some of

the shop students will teach these visiting students some of the

basic skills involved in that particUlar Shop. (guidanEe activity;

industrial arts class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will write a paragraph, to the

satisfaction of the teacher or counselor, describing what skills

he/she learned while at the Vocational Technical School.

Preparation: explain to the students that in, orderto\be hired for

a particular job, it is essential to be able to perform Ceiltain

skills in order to be considered competent. Explain that they will

be involved in a unit to learn some of these skills.

Resources: area Vocational Technical School.

b. Activity: have students hold a "breakfast" for part of theschooi\.

Allow students to discuss what needs to be done in order to ac-
,

complish this task: Advertising,,, buying food, preparing the food,
t,\

cashier, setting tables, preparing the menu, serving the food,

clean-up, etc. Have students form committees to handle each area

of the breakfast. After the breakfast is over, have students discuss

what skills they learned and in what occupations thsse various

skills could be utilized. (guidance activity; economics class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list (either orally or

written) to the satisfaction of the teacher or counselor, the skills
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he/she developed in t e above activity.

Resources: food, food eparation equipment.

i
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'XII. NEED: CAREER SKILLS (10-12)

'A. Unit-goal: to facilitate an awareness of individual differences as they

relate to the development of marketable skills.

1. Developmental objective: to recognize personal characteristics as they

relate to occupational clusters in which the individual could develop

marketable skills.

a. Activity:- based on the student's interests, attitudes', and.charac-
_

teriatica have him/her select an occupational-cluster such as com-,

merce, manufacturing,' arts, social science which is appealing.

Then have students with same occupational cluster group together to

research either through D.O.T., Occupational Outlbok Handbook,

interviews, etc. the skills necessary. Have the group leader re-

port the findings to the class. (guidance activity; social

studies class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will write six skills necessary's

in each of two occupational clusters.

Preparation: explain-to the students that because of their indiv-

idual differences, each person is attracted and capable of certain

jobs which another might find uninteresting and that they will be

involved in a unit to determine some of the skills necessary for

the job that interests them.

Resources: D.O.T., Occupational Outlook Handbook.

b. Activity: have each student fill out a job application as they

ikwould if they had the niece sary skills required for a job. Have

them fill in the education they believe is required as well as

making up previous related experience. Allow'those students apply -

inging for work in the same cluste'r-to trade applications in order

to compare. (guidance activity; English class)

3 3
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Preparation: same as XII, A, 1, a.

Resources: copies of job applications for entire class.

Developmental objective: to be able to identify individual skills

that have potential for marketability in the job market.

a. Activity: allow each student to have a copy of the results of his/

her standardized tests such as the Differential Aptitude Test. Take

time to interpret the scores thoroughly to the class so that each

Students sees and understands, his/her test scores for each aptitude.

Then using the occupational cluster skills inforMation gathered in

the previous activity, have each student reassess his/her career

cluster to determine if he/she has the skills needed to succeed in

that particular occupation. (guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list five occupations to

which he/she might aspire based on the results of the student's

interpretation of the aptitude test.

Preparation: explain to the students that because of their indivi-

dual differences, each'person is capable of certain jobs for which

another might not have the aptlitudes and that they will be involved

in a unit to determine some of the skills and aptitudes they pos-

sess and to which jobs these are related.

Resources: esults of each student's standardized aptitude test.

b. Activity: based on the above gathered results, have each student

select and identify two of the careers for which he/she has the as-

sociated aptitudes. Then, the student next to him/her should i-

dentify the procedure that should be followed in order to prepare

for this career, such as two years at a training or tech school,

four years of college, law school, high school graduation, etc.

Also discuss majors and courses of study. The original student
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should react to this "I had planned on training one year not two"

or "I think that is changed now," etc. Then find information

concerning job outlook. (guidance activity) ,

Behavioral evaluation: etch student will list preparatory procedures

for his/her own career and for at least one other studenC.s in the

class.

Preparation: same as XII, A, 2, a.

Resources: Occupational Outlook Handbook, D.O.T., interview.

B. Unit goal: the student will develop biiaic entry level skills for gainful

employment in an area of'occupational interest;

1. Developmental objective: to recognize entry level skills required for

his/her occupatiOnal choice.

a. Activity: have each student set up an appointment with a person

involved at the entry level in the career in which the student

is interested and potentially capable. Have each student observe

closely the entry level skills that the workers possess and also

design interview kquestions that will gather information concerning

those skills. Allow each student to present his/her results to the

class for discussion and comparison. (guidance activity; social

studies class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list, to the satisfaction,'

of the teacher or counselor, five entry level skills fieded for his/

her occupational choice.

Preparation: explain to the students that every occupation requires

certain skills for entry and that they will be involved in a unit

to determine these entry level skills and how they came to their

present capabilities.

Resources: interview questionnaire.
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b. Activity: have students view and listen to the filmstrip and

cassette, Discovery in which 49 young people discuss the jobs they

have and the entry level skills necessary to obtain the job. Have
V

students compare the remarks of these young people to the comments

made by thdse individuals interviewed for the previous activity.

i(guidance ctivity; social studies class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will meet in an interview with

the counselor and discuss satisfactorily the entry level skills

needed for entry into the career of his/her choice.

Preparation: same as XII, B, 1, a.

Resources: filmstrip and cassette, Discovery.

2. Developmental objective: to develop an occupational competency re-

,
garded as essential for placement in the field of his/her choice.

a. Activity: have each student develop a Competency for his/her

occupational choice. For example, have a student interested in

one of the health related fields research and become competent in

First Aid and present his/hers to the class, or have a student

interested in carpentry build joints or something that would repre-

sent his/her level of competence. (guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: the teacher or counselor will rate the pre-

sentation or finished product of each student to determine the

student's level df competency.

Preparation: explain to the students that in order to gain entry

into an occupation you must have certain competencies in order to

sefform certain job taskg and that they will be involved in a unit

to ai0 thm in dev(loping their skills and in turn get a job.

Resourcer:

b./ Activity: have students simulate the interview situation in
.

.
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-which the student tries to sell him/herself in, the occupation of

his/her choice. The students emphasize their personal qualities and

job competencies and skills which, relate to successful performance

in that particular` field. The students should try to develop con-

fidence and should be as persuasive as possible in presenting him-
:,

self/herself to the interviewer. (English class; guidance activity;

economics class; social studies class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student performs to the satisfaction

of the teacher or counselor, the simulated job intervie.

Preparation: same as XII, B, 2, a.

Resources:
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XIII.NEED: DECISION MAKING VOCABULARY (K-3)

A. Unit goal: to introduce the vocabulary necessary to identify and state

personal interests and goals in the deCision making process.

1. Developmental objective: to recognize and state personal interests

as they are related to decisions.

a. Activity: 'show class several pictures of children engaged in

various activities. Ask for volunteers to suggest the "interest"

that the person in the picture might have by saying "This person

is interested in, or likes to do ".- E.g. hold up a

picture of girl riding a bicycle, saying, "Nancy might like to

(ride bicycle, visit her friends on her bike, etc.), to you like

to ride a bicycle? How often would you /Ike to ride your bike?

r

When do you like to ride,it?"

Behavioral evaluation: each pupil will state his/her favorite

activity, or interest, by completing the following sentence:

"I like to better than anything else. I like to

jactivity) (how many) days a week. "

Preparation: discuss meaning of word interests as things we like

to do. We say then that we are interested in, or like to do a thing.

If you like to play ball, that is an interest, or you are interested

in playing ball. If you like to play with puzzles,'then that is

another interest. Riding a bike, reading a book, painting a pic-

ture, are all interests if you enjoy doing them. Let's all try

to think of the one thing we enjoy doing more than anything else.

Now, since you enjoy doing this, how many days during the week

wo'ld you like to do it? Two days? Everyday? Do you like to do

it alone or do you do it with a friend? Does your sister or brot-

her also like doing it.
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Resources: newspapers and magazines.

b. Activity: have students cut out pictures from magazines of people

engaged in activities that they also enjoy doing .g. swimming,

jumping- rope, cooking, reading, playing with toys. Each student

pastes his/her pictuses on a piece of paper and has a chance to

compare his/her collage with that of &friend. Students take turns

sharing their collage with the class, explaining what the interests

are, when they do them, with whom they do them, how they learned

to do them.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state two things, or ac-

tivities that he/she likes to do very much. E.g. "I like to

and very much. Each student is able to state whether or

Inot this is an activity he/she enjoys doing alone or with someone

Ielse and when he/she usually does it (often, everyday, after school,

on cweekends).

Preparation: introduce word "interests" explaining that when you

like to do something and you enjoy doing f.ts)ften, then that is an

interest. Different people have different interests. Callon

two students to state something they like to do and ask everyone

in the class who also enjoys doing, these two things to raise his/her

hand. Ask how often those students ike to do it and how they be-

came interested in doing it.

Resources: magazines, art materials.

c. Activity: after viewing and discussing the activities which the

people in the pictures on the poster are engaged in and adding any

special interests which have been left out, give each student a

chance to complete the following:,

If I could do anything I wanted to do, I would
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If I could be anybody I wanted to be I would be

333.

If I could go anywhere I wanted to go, I would go

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state one activity which

he/she has never done but would like to learn to do.

Preparation; prepare a poster of pictures of people engaged in

numerous activities (playing, building, swimming, running, skiing,

painting, driving a truck, operating, riding a horse, etc.).. Class

discusses these activities, who can do them, who would like to be --'

able to do them, what you need in order to do them i.e. tgoIs,

equipment, limey, instruments, or machines.

Resources:

2. Developmental objective: to r cogmize_the relationship between the sta-

ting of interests and the identification of goal related actiyy..1eiWithin

the decision making procesO,

--;"

a. Activity:. discusErthe activity of decorating the classroom. Why

are we interested in decorating it?' It looks better, it's easier

to work in, decorative charfs, pictures or graphs may also be lear-

'ning tools, etc. Ask each student to decide on one way in which he/

she would be interested in making the room more attractive. Each

suggestion can be placed on the class progresschart in front of the

room, Five or six pupils can make their contributions daily with

the projected outcome being the completion-of the decorating job'

by Friday. Tasks can include initial cleaning or straightening,

putting up murals or photographa, maps, graphs, termometer, baro-

meter, etc. After each student has completed 'his/her task, he/she

places an X next to his/her,name and task on the chart.

Behavioral evaluation: given orally ten objectives e.g. to keep a

clean room, to become a scout, to help mother or father, to learn
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to ride a bike or to play a gameo,. each student will state the

three goals which he/she is interested in;achieving in school or

334.

1

at home -,and identify; to.the Satisfaction of the teacher or coun-

selor what it is that he/she likes about these goals.

E.g. I want to become a girl scout bemuse they go camping and I

like to camp.

Preparation: disduss the phrase short-term goal with the students

as it is related to finishing something we like to do, giving ex-

amples such as: the finish line in a race, completing a picture for

your mother, helping to clean your room at home, finishing coloring

all the pictures in a coloring book, completing a puzzle. Empha-

size the fact that we try to do things because we like to do them,

we.want to do them and we are interested in doing them. Ask for

examples of short-term goals and the interests which they are based

on.

Resources: art materials.

Activity: each student collects pictures from magazines in the

room and at home of people involved in activities. These pic-

tures are to be put into a personal scrap book at school. Each

student has a turn sharing their pictures with the rest of the

class. The class finishes the following sentence orally after

each person has shown his/her picture.

"This person is trying to because he/she likes to

1t

e.g. picture of child trying to build a toy\boat.

picture of perton playing with a dog.

"This girl is trying to build a toy boat because she likes boats

or she wants to give it to someone as a gift".
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"This man is trying to teach his dog tricks because he likes his

dog or because he likes dogs, or he enjoys working with his dog".

Behavioral evaluation: when shown a picture of aperson engaged

in an activity, each studentyill state what he/she thinks that per-

son's object is and what the person might like to dr. in order to

achieve it.

E.g. picture of a boy playing with a cat. It looks like:

(1) He is trying to teach the cat some tricks (objective)

(2) He is tryingto give the cat a bath (objective)

(3) He is interested in cats (interest)

Preparation: discuss with the class what a goal or an objective

is, stating that it is something we are trying to do or finish or

complete. We usually have goals to finish things we are interested

in doing. Ask students to tell what he/she likes to do.

E.g. "I like to play on the swings"

Give an example of an objective based upon that interest.

Then your goal might be "to swing back and forth three times

on the swing without stopping" or "to swing higher and faster than

a friend".-

Resources: magazines.

c. Activity: divide students into -five grolups. The objective is for

each group to draw a complete group picture,,which includes,a per-

son, a tree, a dog, the sky, a bird, a flower. Each person in

the group chooses the one thing he/she would most like to draw,

that he/she is most interested in drawing. After each group com-

pletes their picture, the entire class discusses the different pic-

tures, who drew what and why (more than one student may draw the

same object or a student may draw another object not listed on the
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original list.

/Behavioral evaluation: each student will state to the satisfac

tion of the teacher or counselor why he/she drew the part of the

group picture that he/she did draw. ("I like dogs". "I like

blue and the sky is blue".)

?reparation: discuss the meaning of objective or short term gdal

as a completed task that you-worked on by yourself or with other

people. You choose your goal because you are interested in it,

you like to do it. Today we are going to complete a class goal of

drawing five group pictures that have the same things in them, but

each one will be a little different because a different group drew

it.

Resources: art materials.

3. Developmental objective: to recognize goals asaan important and plan-
.

ned part of the decision making process.

a. Activity: show pictures of children engaged in activities which have

end results. E.g. girl putting a puzzle together, boy painting a

picture, boy baking a cake. After showing each picture to class,

ask "What is this person trying to do or to finish?"

(put the puzzle together)

"how can he/she do it?"

(by putting all the right pieces where they belong)

Behairioral'evaluation: each student will .state one goal he/she

has at home or outside of school and one activity he/she would-

have to do to help reach that goal.

e.g. I want to learn how to ride ea bike. I would have to practice

every day or I will have to get help from my older sister.

'I want to beat my brother in checkers. I would have to
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learn how to play checkers first.

Preparation: discuss meaning of goal as something we work toward,

__-----
finish, try to complete. Give exampIis such se getting to.the

finish line in a race or winning a game of checkers or learning

how to ice skate or teaching your dog how to beg. Ask class for

other examples of goals. What would happen if there were no

finish lines in races? Emphasize that sometimes it is easy and

sometimes it is difficult to reach your goal.

4.g. "In order for Bob to win a race, what muat he do ?"

"He should like to run and he must run very fast"

"He must practice running".

Resources:

b. Activity: give each pupil four items or tools (scissors, paint

brush, tape, piece of paper). Instruct pupils to pick up the one

tool that they would use to reach the objective that they are told.

about. Ask a student how he/she would use it.

e.g. In order'to paint a picture, what would you use?

(students hold up a paint brush)

What is the first thing you do with it?

(first' the .brush should be clean and then you put the color

paint on it that you want)

e.g. I'm trying to put my picture on the wall so that everyone can

see It. What should I use and what is the first thing I should

do with. it?

(students hold up the tape and one volunteers that first she

should cut small pieces of the tape and then put them on the

corners of the picture, then put the picture on the

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state on objective that
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he/she would like to meet in the class room that day and one activity

that should be done to reach this short term goal.

E.g. I would like to finish reading my book.- I have to read five

pages, so I should start right now and try to read one page

in the next 5 minules.

I would like to finish drawing my,picture. I will have to

correct this mistake first and draw something over it that

like.

Preparation: same as XIII, A, 3, a; emPhasize.that goal achievement

does not happen by itself, that we must make it happen and that we

must meet many short term objectives first, before we can meet our

goal. If your goal is to ride a bicycle, what is one thing you may

have to do to complete the goal?. (have your father helpyou, prac-

tice with training wheels, watch other people riding their bikes,

etc.)

Resources: tools for students.

B. Unit goal: to introduce the vocabulary necessary for personal choice making

as this involves information processing and alternatives.

1. Developmental objective: to learn about, the use of information in making

a decision.

a. Activity: read aloud unfinished sentences which the students take

turns completing. The first sentence gives situational information,

the second must be finished based upon the information in the first.

(see preparation for example)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will finish orally a sentence

involving a decision, by using the information given to him/her and

to state why he/she finished the sentence the way he/shedid '$

(optional)
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E.g. (given orally) It is going to snow tomorrow, so I must

dress (how) when I walk to school because if it snows it

will be cold

Preparation: first, discuss "information". Information is some-

thing we know about a person or about a thing, If I know that my

ball is red, that is informatiqn. I have information_ about the

color of my ball. If my friend's eyes are brown, thatis information

about the color of my friend's eyes. If-my sister is six years old

that is information about her age. Who can give another example

of information?

Then make a list of situation, the first sentence gives information,

the second sentence must be completed based on the first. There

are no right or wrong answers.

E.g. 1) It is raining very hard and I have a cold. Therefore I

must wear my ( raincoat, hat, boots, umbrella0en I walk to

school.

2) My little sister is sleeping in her bed. I will be

(quiet) when I walk by her room.

3) MY brother likes toy planes, but he does not have one. I

have two planes, so I will ( share mine, give him one, etc.)

4) There are many cars which go down our street. Before I.

cross the street, I must (look both ways, make sure there are

no cars).

5)' My bicycle is broken. Before I ride it, I should la

to fix it, get it fixed.)

Resources.:

b. Activity: students listen to first half of taped situationaldeci-

sion making story (see preparation). They then discuss with the
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teacher, or counselor, the decision which Mary must make in the

story. What information do we have about Mary and her decision?'

(Mary Tikes to play softball) What should Mary do? (play softball

with Sandy or roller skate with Diane) After the .class volunteers

several answers to these questions, take a vote to make a class

decision.. They then listen to the conclusion of the story to see

what Mary- does do and how this compares with their choice of a sol-

ution. Repeat with tape about Bill and George's decision.

Behavioral evaluation: after listening to the first hillf of a taped

story, which involves the making of a decision, each student will

make one accurate statement about the main character in the story

and state his/her own choice for a plan-of action or what he/she

would do if this happened to them. (see preparation for sample

story)

Preparation: discuss definition of information as something we

know about something or somebody that helps us make a choice be-

tween two things. If your mother said to you "would you rather

have liver or hotdogs for dinner", you" would have tmake,a choice

between liver or hotdogs. This should be easy for you because

you should know which one you like the best. To you hotdogs may

taste better. To your sister, liver may taste better,Iso she

might Jchoose liver. With the help of 4-6 students, the teacher

or counselor makes a tape recording of three short stories involv-

ing decisions which Lust be made by the students who are role

playing the two main ch racters. (Two tapes are to be used for

class activities, one for the evaluation).

A Sample Story:

Mary and Becky are talking as they are walking to school. Nary is
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telling Becky about her "problem". Her friend Sandy has asked

her to play softball with him after school and to be on his team:

Mary loves softball and she knows that she is very good at playing

it. Her friend Diana has asked. her to go roller skating'also after

school today. Mary does not like to roller skate and she knows

that she-cannot do it very well. What should she do?

Resources: role playing, tape recorder.

c. Activity: read aloud several sets of three sentences each, two of

which relate,to one another while the other does not. Then have

students choose\the two which "go together" and repeat them orally

The students then answer the decision making question which follows

the information based upon that information..

Behavioral evaluation: when presented with three sentences orally,

each student will identify the one that gives-irrelevant information

and does not help make the dedision. Each student will answer the

question based on the information giv'en in the two sentences

which go together.

E.g. Joan likes to play jump rope.

Joan got a jump rope for her birthday.

The cat is black. (does not, fit)

Question: What could Joan do?

Possible answers: Joan could play jump rope because she

likes it and she has a jump rope.

Preparation: prepare a list of several groupings of sentences to

read to the class. Tell the class that they are to choose the two

sentences that go together and give useful information. Then they

should answer the question that is asked. There is one sentence

that does not help answer the question and gives information that
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is not needed. ti

E.g. Bill likes to ride a bicycle.

The dog is sleeping.

Bill and Jack like to ride their bikes together.

Question: What should Bill do?

Possible answer: Bill should ride his bike, because he likes

to do'it. Bill should ride with Jack.

Resources:

2. Developmental objective: to learn to identify alternatives in the dec-

ision making process.

a. Activity: show pictures of children engaged in decision making ac-

tivities and tell a story for each picture, asking students for al-

ternative suggestions about what the person could do.

E.g. Picture of woman falling down the steps, dropping groceries

' with a girl watching.

What should Nancy do to help the woman?

She could pick up the groceries. She could go for help. She could

help the woman get up.

E.g. Picture of boy lost on the street. Jack is lost and he is

far from home. What could he de to get home?

Ask a policeperson.for help. Ask anybody for help. Try to find his

way home.

Behavioral evaluation: after being told a hypothetical story about

a child involved in a decision making situation, each student will

offer at least two alternative plans of action.

E.g. Ellen's ball went into the street, What should she do?

She could ask someone on the other side to *get it. She could wait

until there are no cars and then she could cross the street tot.get

3
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Preparation: discuss the meaning of alternatives as two or three

or four things we can choose from. If you have three pairs of

socks, one red, one white, one blue, you have three alternative

choices to choose from eyerytime you have to wear socks. You

could wear the red ones, or you could wear the white ones, or you

could wear the blue ones. All three pair are clean and ready to

put on. You must choose one, only because you cannot put on all

three at one time.

Resources:

b. Activity: show pictures to class of children involved in decision

making situation and relate a short story about the child.

E.g. Seth goes home after school and his mother says he may play

outside.for a half hour before it is time to cope in for dinner.

If you were Seth, what would you do during this time? I

Class divides into small groups to answer this quertion by means

of pantomime. Each group is to give three alternative choices of

what the character in the story could do, while the rest of the

cliss tries to guess what the choices are.

Behavioral evaluation: when shown a picture of a child engaged

in a decision making situation and after being told a short story

about the situation,' each student will state two different things

he/she would do if he/she were in the same situation.

Preparation: Lisbeth has a free period in ;class today. If you were

Lisbeth what are some of the things, you would do? Name at least

two. Possible answers might include: paint, draw, look eve book.

Resources: pantomiming.



XIII.NEED: DECISION MAKING VOCABULARY (4-6)

A. Unit goal: to broaden the vocabulary necessary to identify personal in-

terests) values, and goals as part of the decision making proCess.

344.

1. Developmental'objective: to identify and state interests as part of the

decision making process.

a. Activity: after a discussion of the activities which are'per-i

formed every day in the school by adults and students, students

are divided into five groups. Each group decides on a role they

would like to portray before the rest of the class e.g. gym teacher,
t

principal; art teacher, janitor, nurse, counselor, student. Each

pupil in the group chooses an activity which that person does, to-
. -

act out .for their classmates. As the various activities are being

pantomimed, the test of the class attempts to guess the activities

and the role. Ask: What is each person in this group doing? Who

are they pretending to be? Would you like to be this person and

-do what he/she does?

Behavioral evaluation: from the above roles p r ayed'in class, the

student wiil state$ which one he/she would like b9st and give, to the

satisfaction of the teacher or counselor, four reasons why.

Preparation: have pictures of various people performing functions

within the school displayed on the board as stimulants for the dis-

cussion of what important activities are performed by whom in the

school., Each student is asked to think about whether_or not he/she

would like to do what is being done in the pictures.

E.g. picture of nurse taking student's temperature

picture of janitor fixing furnace in school basement

picture of art teacher showing student'how to use finger paints

Resources: role playing.
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Activity: students color the one picture out of ten groups of

three pictures on their dittoed sheets which they "like the best"

and which is moat interesting to them. Students can verbalize

about why they like what is in the picture, who else they*know

that likes what is in the picture, etc.

Behavioral evaluation: when given a second dittoed sheet (similar

to the one used in activity b.) each student will put an X through

the one out of three objects in each group of three which he/she

likes best of is most interested in using.

Preparation: prepare two different dittoed sheets for each student

with ten groups of three pictures of objects. Discuss "likes"

and "dislikes". Things that are important and interesting are
\

called interests and favorites,

E.g.

Resources: ditto Materials.

?. Developmental objective: to recognize theirelationship between interests

and v7lues as part of the decision making process.

a. Activity: the students collect magazine pictures of people "doing

things" inside of and outside of school. The class discusses the

importance of all of the activities in the pictures and then toget-

her decides by raising of hands which ten activities they think

help the school run most efficiently, and why (rank order on the
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board. Ask stets to state whether or not they would like to do
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what the/Orson is doing in the picture.

7
/

Eq,4 picture of female postal worker

picture of janitor in boiler room

picture of nurse giving eye exam to student

7 Behavioral evaluation: given these words orally: -painting, working

i/ with clay, reading, writing, singing, playing, watching TV, eating,

sleeping, the students will state to the satisfaction of the teacher

or counselor, which three activities they do every day that they

think are most important to them and that they like the best and why.

Preparation: discuss how different things are important to diffe-

rent people. Suggest that we value something we like Or is impor-

tant to us. Ask for suggestions of things that are important to

students, giving examples:

Playing kickball is impo'rtant to me and I like to do it.

Going shopping is not as important to me as playing kickball, and

I don't like to do it as much as I like to play.

Resources: newspapers and magazines.

b. Activity: each student brings to class one or two objects that are

important to him/her (bring and brag) and each student takes a turn

explaining to the rest of the class where it came from, who made it,,

what it is good for, why'it is important to him/her, if it is impor-

tant to someone else in their family also, why and how they became

interested in it.
0

Behavioral evaluation: the student will state orally something or

someone who is important to him/her and why this is so. Each student

then is to state the activity which is related to this valued object

/

or person that he/she is 'interested in doing.
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E.g. My brother is important to me. We like to play touch oot-

ball together.

My doll is important to me. I like to play house with it

every day.

These seashells are important to me. I like to collect

them on the beach in the summer when my f mily has a vaca-

/a
tion.

7
Preparation: discuss with the class the dlifference between impor-

tant and not as important,, like and disli e/ , giving examples such

as toys; food, rocks. Emphasize degrees of importance and how this

is probably different for different people. Ask a student to give

an example of something that is important to him/ --and w at he/she

likes to do with that 'object.

E.g. Money is very important to me. I am interested in buying

presents with it.

Resou-ces:

c. Activity: after a discussion of the activities people do outside

of school, the students make a clhss collage of the fifteen jobs

/ which they think are the most Importan,t jobs people do outside of

the school e.g. mother, father, policeman or woman, fireperson,

truckdriver, airplane pilot, mailpersor, minister, rabbi, bus

driver. Each student is able to state why these jobs represented,

are important/to him/her.

BehaVioral evaluation: each student will state orally three im-

portant job functions performed by people outside of tbe school and

give to the satisfaction of the teacher or counselor, two reasons

why he/she would/would not enjoy doing each.

Preparation: prepare a bulletin board display of pictures of jobs
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being performed outside of the school and discuss the pictures

with the students, emphasizing what is being done, who is doing

it, and why it is being done. Ask who also would like to do what

the person in the picture is doing.

Resources: art materials.

3. Developmental objective: to recognize and state goals as part of the

decision making process.

a. Activity: a list of 25 in-class goals on a chart is posted on the

bulletin board. Each goal has a related picture pasted next to it

'for ease of identification.

E.g. Goal: to finish reading my book (picture of book next to the

goal)

Goal: to paint two pictures (picture of paint brush or easel)

Each student will choose one of the goals and place his/her name'

next to it on the chart. Everyday, chart the accomplishments each

student has made in working toward that goal. The goal. is to be

completed by the end of the week.

E.g. Goal:
6

to finish reading my book.

Monday: read two pages

Tuesday: read three pages aloud to class

Wednesday: did not read

Thursday: read one page to friend

Friday: read last page, finished book

Behavioral evaluation: eachistudent will state a goal which he/she

would like to accomplish in class the following week and give one

activity that he/she would like to do, to work toward that goal.

(Goals should be different than those used in activity above)

E.g, I would like to help\to keep the classroom looking better.

Everyday I will put away the books we use.

3U1
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Preparation: discuss meaning of goal as something which we work

very hard to finish or complete.' To read a- book in one week is

goal. To learn to play the guitar is a goaZ. To finish putting

together a jigsaw puzzle is a goal. As for suggestions of other

goals, distinguishing between goals we have in school and mals

we have outside of school.

b. Activity: divide class into five groups for simulation. Each

group is to choose goal to portray to the class. It must be a

goal that one would have outside of school. For example:

learning how to ride a scooter, learning how to roller, skate,

learning how to bake a cake, and finishing a finger painting.

As each group portrays their goal directed activity, the rest of

the class is to guess what activity they are doing and what the goal

or object involved might be.

E.g. This group is cooking. Their goal could be to bake a cake.

This group is playing baseball. Their goal might be to win

a game.

Behavioral evaluation: each pupil will state one goal which he/she

would like to work on outside of school and state three sequential

activities he/she would have to do to accomplish that goal.

E.g. I would like to build a birdhouse.

I would have to find some wood.

I would have to get a hammer.

I would start nailing pieces together.

I would like to teach my dog to roll over.

I will have to work with my.dog every day.

I will have to coax him with food.

I will have to show him how to roll over.

3 '62
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Preparation: same as XIII, A, 3, a; Give examples of goals in our

daily life:, "if you are building a ship model at home your goal

would be to finish the model. Or possibly someone else has the

goal Of helping their mother or father do something around the house

everyday. Another goal might be to try to help your younger sister

learn to ride a bike. Or possibly you and your brother are trying

to learn how to ice skate. Both of you would then have the same

goal. Show pictures from magazines of people involved in goal re-

lated behavior: man fishing, girls playing softball, boy cooking

something.

Resources: role playing, newspapers, magazines.

B. Unit goal:, to apply the vocabulary of exploration to decision making, in-
/

eluding information-processing and alternative choices.

1. Developmental objective: to recognize the role of information in deci-

sion makin based upon interests.

a. Act vity: display a picture of a certain type of person who is per -

orming some function. Class volunteers all the information about

that person that they can give. Then they are to decide individually

if they would like to do what the person in the picture is doing.

E.g. A picture of a policewoman giving directions to a driver.

Guide the class in giving pertinent information about the per-

son and what she is doing.

She is a policewoman

She is helping someone

She is smiling

She is wearing a blue uniform

Then ask all those who would like to do what she is doing to raise

their hands and explain why they would like to do it also.

Behavioral evaluation: when shown a picture of a person doing/'
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something, each student will make, to the satisfaction of the teacher

or counselor, three descriptive statements based on accurate infor-

mation (which he/she can see). Then he/she will decide whether or

not he/she would like to do what the person in the picture is doing.

E.g. When shown a picture of a man drtving a truck, the student

might say: "The man is driving a truck to the city to pick some-

thing up. I would not like to drive a truck like that."

Preparation: collect large photos from magazines of people doing

various important tasks with which the students would be familiar

and paste them on the individual posters (one to a poster) to dis-

play in front of the room. Introduce the activity by discussing

"information" and its use in Making a decision about something or

someone.

E.g. picture of a construction worker

information-he builds buildings or he works with tools.

pidture of a woman doctor

information-she works in a hospital or she works with sick

people.

Resources: newspapers, magazines.

b. Activity: introduce activity by saying that now that we know bow

to give information about someone or something, we can see, let's

111

try to give information about some'thingw.p\o4"mlt-fite. ;Divide_class

into five groups and eac student has: ,a .r:dharte-to put.: histhe.rk hand
\

'.A
./ *::*+, 'i ' . . l'*' .' ::' " ' ' '', ' ,..,

hard, 4./Is rough, it is cold, it iI"::"rotid and.: -, ett. -----

...,,,,,,...w

.,.'

..

into the teacher,made box-tb,touchiaTiy:one-cir.ebijiidden obja4s.,--
. 1,- /

and then to make an oral statement to ih Ol.asa"librt.' lti-.6 it 'Is,

: / ' " rt- 2_,,z,i,,..

...'''s

Each group tries to be the first to,...ame.air flve,Of thg,-:=obSects in

the box and to tell who might use the objects andEO siy,mliether or
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not they would like to use the tool or utensil also.

E.g. A paintbrush

An artist or a house painter might use it

We would like to use it also, we have used it

Behavioral evaluation: when shown an object such as a tool or

utensil (chalk, pencil, harmonica, rope, crayons, etc.), each

student will make two accurate information giving statements about

it, stating its size, shape, length, width, etc. and stating who

might use it, what it is used for, and whethei or not he/she would

like to use it.

E.g. object: rope

information: it, is round and rough, it is long, it is brown.

Any person could use this to tie something up.

I would like to use the rope to tie boxes together.

Preparation: discUss meaning of information as facts, or statements

about a person or a thing. If we say that a dentist repairs our

teeth, that is information about the dentist. If we say that teeth

are usually white, that is information about teeth. We try to be

as truthful as we can be when we give information. We state what

we see or smell or touch. Information usually helps us decide if

we like something. We really cannot decide without truthful in-

formation. If we know that the dentist is going to help us keep

our teeth clean and healthy, we might like him. Then hold up pic-

tures of people engaged in activities-and ask students to volun-

teer information about the person or the activity and then state

whether or not he/she would like to do what the person is doing.

E.g. A picture of a shoe salesclerk

informatio : she has to help people put on shoes every day.
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I would like to sell shoes because I like to help people.

Create a box with a small opening in it, large enough for a

'Child's hand to fit through. Inside are five different utensils

or tools: paint brush, screwdriver, pencil, hammer, wooden spoon.

Resources: box, tools and utensils.

2. Developmental objective: to verbalize about alternative choices within

the interest-based decision making process.

a. Activity: each student is asked the three activities that he/she

would like to do best if given a free period in school (from the

following);.

1) play with clay 5) talk to a frien0

2) finger-paint 6) look at a filmstrip

3) lobk at a book 7) help she teacher

4) look-out the window 8) play a word game

The student then states the one activity from the three which he/she

would like the best, more than the other two and give three reasons

why. For example: I would like to talk to a friend or look at a

book or play with clay. I would like to play with clay best because

I could make something to take home with me. I like to do things

with my hands and I would like to try to make a dog.

Behavioral evaluation: after being shown ten pictures from magazines

of children doing school activities, i.e. reading a bdek; cutting

out pictures, playing with clay, each student will state the two

which he/she likes the best and the one which is his/her favorite

and give to the satisfaction of the teacher or counselor, one rea-

son why.

Preparation: discuss making a choice from several possibilities,

i.e. choosing one thing to do from many things to do, either be-
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cause it is the most fun for you or even because someone asked

you to do it. We usually have reasons for choosing one thing

over another and the several things we choose from are our alter-

native choices. Give an example: after school, if you could

play with a puzzle, play ball with your friend, or watch TV,

which would you do? and why?

Resources: newspaper and magazines.

b. Activity: after listening to a short story about a person and what

he/she can do, likes to do, and does best, the students are asked

to complete the following sentence about the person:

(Name of character) might be -a or a if

he/she wants to when he/she gets bigger.

E.g., read orally or taped) Patty likes to paint pictures.

She paints very interesting pictures for her friends. She likes to

work with paints and a brush.

(Patty) might be an artist or an art

teacher when she gets bigger, if she wants to.

E.g. George enjoys growing plants. He plants the seeds and then

a plant grows from the seed. All of his plants are very green and

shiny. He knows how to feed and. water them and how much light each

one must have.

George might be a gardener, or a farmer, or a florist

if he wants to when he gets bigger.

(These stories shouldbe based upon the preparation pictures which

have been shown to the pupils)

Behavioral evaluation: after being given the following occupational

titles orally: farmer, doctor, truckdriver, father, mother, teacher,

etc. and after viewing a picture of a person performing one of these
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functions associated with each, the student will state to the

satisfaction of the teacher or counselor, which two titles best

fit the picture and why.. For' example, a picture of a man tiolding

a child: he could be a father becuase he is holding a child or

he could be a teacher becaUse he looks as if he likes children.

Preparation: have ten pictures of people performing certain tasks

and job functions. Each activity shown is related to at least one

other activity by the skills and interests necessary to perform

the task:

Sample pictures - . father male farmer female athlete

teacher florist coach

male car mechanic female vet art teacher

truckdriver' horsewoman artist painting

(the pictures should avoid sex-role stereotyping)

Hold these up one at a time and discuss what the person in the pic-

ture is doing and what they must be good at doing in order to have

the job he/she has or what he/she probably likes to do. Sample

picture: Male florist likes growing flowers, knows about soil,

water, light, food, water. Then create five stories around the pic-

tures shown and discussed. The stories are about youngsters who

have the same or similar interests or abilities to perform at

least two of the job functions which are depicted in the pictures.

(These stories are for the activity)

Resources: magazines.

3
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XIII.NEED: DECISION MAKING VOCABULARY (7 -9)

A, Unit goal: to apply the vSabuliry of interests, abilities, values, and

goals to the career decision making process.
\t

1. Developmental objective: to verbalize about the rel.tionship between

interests and abilities in the decision making process.
4.\

a. Activity: the students choose one newspaper or magazine article

about a person (adult or child) who has the same interests and/or

ability that the student has e.g. football, dancing, painting. The

class divides into discussion groups of five students each to com-

pare, contrast, and discuss their interests and abilities. Students

verbalize about their special interests, distinguishing between

their ability to do something and their inters t in doing it, how

they became interested in it and what prese or future' decision
.0"

may be made based upon it.

E.g I may decide to join theidance club,next semester because I

love to dance (decision based on interest)

(English class; social studies class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state one present and one

past decision which he/she has made based upon an interest and on

an ability. Possible answers might include:

I am going to try out for the softball team next year because I

really like softball and I can play it very well. (decision based

on interest and ability)

I am going to take a music class next semester because I want to

learn how to play the guitar. (decision based on interest to dis-

cover a possible ability)

Preparation: distinguish between interest and ability. Interest

Ls an activity you do because you are interested in doing it or
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you like to do it and an ability is something you do well. Usually

they overlap and you like to do things because you do them well.

Discuss newspaper and magazine articles (or short stories from the

text) about young\people and their interests and abilities - hobbies,

part time jobs,Volufiteer work, etc. Discuss the influence of in-

terests - and abilities upon our decsions and how one pursues them in

and out of school. Ask for suggestions from students of activities

which they do well but are not interested in doing ofte;i and for

example of activities they do well and are interested in doing.

Resources: magazines.

b. Activity: have the class select ten favorite interests-which re-

/quire a special ability which people: have in and out of sc i.e.

sewing clothes, playing a musical instrument, play softball,

playing checkers or chess, knitting, etc. for volunteers who

know individuals with these interests (parents', fellow students,

professionals) to invite the people to ciaas as guest'speak rs.

Class prepares questions to ask (interview) the speakers ab

interests.

How did you get interested in

What made you decide to

their

Do you do this better than anything else?

Do you do for a living or for fun?

Speakers shoulcilbe prepared to demonstrate their interests if pos-

sible. Invite guests if students are unable to. .(English class;

speech class; social studies class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state one favorite personal

interest in which he/she also does well and will state to the satis-

faction of the teacher or counselor, how he/she became interested
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in it. \

i
f

Prepara ion: bring in articles about various individuals who do

unusual 'things for hobbies or`. jobs.

Eg. youngster who builds model airplanes

youngster who plays chess

youngster who plays the drums-

Class volunteers some of their favorite interests in and out of

school. Discuss and emphasize how one usually is interested in

doing the things that he/she does well, how it is necessary to try

out many different activities to find the ones that yoU can do well

and that you like to do etc.

Resources: magazines.

2. Developmental objective: to use the vocabulary of values within the

decisibn making process.

a. Activity: give each student the same list of ten people, ten objects,

and ten activities which each student is to rank order individually

according to personal importance. Class discussion about differences

in ranking ensues. Each student is able to defend his/her own ranking.

E.g. People -motherc father, sister, brother, aunt, uncle, teacher,

grandmother, principal, friend.

Objects - school, toys, books, clothes, home, church, or temple, TV,

tools, musical instrument.

Activities - riding a bicycle, watching your baby sister, playing

on the playground, swimming in a race, helping the teacher,. painting,
k

a picpL.e, playing softball, cooking food, fixing something that is

broken. (English class; social studies- class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state to the satisfaction

-of the teacher or counselor, .the first three people, objects, and

371.
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activities as he/she did and will-state a possible decision in-

volving the number one in each group of ten. For example:

Person: Mother - I decided to try to help my mother at least once

a day.

Objects: TV - If my grades don't get better, I may have to decide

to watch less TV than I usually do.

Activities: Playing softball - I have decided to try out for the team.

Preparation: discuss values, value judgements, and value orientation.

Ask each student to offer one suggestion of something or someone

who is important to him/her and why,this is so. /Discuss how diffe-

rent people are important depending on their subculture, environ-

ment, culture, background, etc. Give. examples. Emphasize how we

make major and minor decisions every day based upon our own and our

culture's value structure.

Resources:

b. Activity: each student completes the following list of tentative

occupational choices baSed upon the work value which is stated:

1) I like to help others. I want to be

2) Some people like crowds, I like to be alone'. I want to be

3) I am a leader. I would enjoy being

4) I want, to be famous. I would like to be .

5) I like to have power over others. A job I would like would be

6) Myreligion is an important part of my life. I would like' to

have a job like a

7) ,I would like to have a fun job. I would like to be

8) I want to'be my own boss. I would like to be

9) I likee excitement and danger. I would like to be

10) Money is important to me. I want to be

(English class; social studies class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state his/her three most

372.
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important work related values and matching occupations either from

the list above or any additional value thought to be important.

Preparation: discuss values and the valuing process. How impor-

tent things or people are to us, based on our backgrounds, enviro-

nment, family, personal ideas) cultural biases, etc. Ask for state-
,

ments from various students of what is and is not important to

them: clothes, money, good looks, athletic ability. These are

/ personal values. Whin we think about what we want, to do to be pro-

ductiveor what is important to us to have within a chosen occupa-

tion, these are work values. These are very closely related to

and many times the same as our personal values. If money is im-

portant to me, I will look for an occupation in which I may even-

tually earn a lot of money. Ask students to state three or four

things important to them and then ask them to think whether or not

their mother or father thinks that these same thing are important.

Resources:' -adapted from Norma Mountain, North HillOchool District

Career Resource Center:

3. Developmentril.objective: to use the vocabulary of goal orientation

within the decision irking process.

a.. Activity: each sttideut choose§ a goal based upon his/her interests

and values What they like to do, what is important to him/her or

what he /she would like to achieve in class within the next week. ,

Each student metes a list of daily activities he/she will have to

do in working toward the goal or objective. 'For instance: goal

is to finish reading a short autobiography from' English text and

answer questions about sit.

Tuesday - read two pages

Wednesday - read three pages
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Thursday finish article

361.

Friday -/anaer-4deitions at the end of the book.

(English class;.social 'studies class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state one personal goal

out of. school (different fram-aCtivity above) which he/she

would like to achieve by the end, of the school year and a tentative

plan of Ittion'to achieve the goal.

E.g. I would like to learn to read better.

I am going to read the newspaper every day, go to remedial

reading classes and read two books by June.

I would like to play ball well enough to make/the team

I in going to work out three times a week, watch the games,

eat properly, gain five pounds, exercise daily.

Preparation: review meaning of goals as finishing, accomplishing,

achieving something you want to do very much, working very hard-at

an important activity, planning, and finishing/ it well. Ask for

examples of goals inside of and outside of sohool. Ask students

to think about the daily decisions which are involved in working

toward either a long or short erm goal.

E.g. Short term: I would ike to finiSh the craft project I'm

working on by the end of the week. Today, I will have to get

more glue and paper; tomorrow, I will have to put on the fin-

ishing touches.. (impersonal goal)

Long term: I would like to be able to make friends more

easily. I will have to try to talk.to -people more often, show

an.interest in what they have to say, pursue their friendship.

Rea)urces:

b.. Activity: students create a bulletin board display "How to choose

I 4
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a long term goal" including decision making processes, a state-

ment of interests, values clarification, goal directed activities

and behavior and short term objectives. Each student contributes

photos, drawings, etc. of their interests, values, and goals in-

side and'outside of school. (English class; social studies class;

humanities class; sociology class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state one long term goal

he she has inside of or outside of school, and one short term goal

and ctivityihe /she plans to include in working toward that goal.

E.g., long term goal: to play varsity field hockey

shott term goal: to score three goals in the next ten try out

games.

aCtivri.ty: to exercise daily

Preparation: discuss meaning of goal (achievement, finished product,

etc.) and` meanlnguf goal=directedbehavturantp (activities

engaged in to work toward the goal). Discuss differences between

long term goals and short term goals, giving examples.

Long term - to win a chess tournament

Short term - to learn to play chess

Emphasize the importance of setting goals to help in the decision

making process and stress that reaching goals almoSt always in-
.

volves some type of change in behavior, attitudes or in outlook.

Resources: art materials.

c. Activity: students are to rank order the following list of personal

goals from the one they would most like to set for themselves, to the

one they would least like to set for themselves:

1) loose weight'

2) gain weight
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3) become more sensitive to others

4) gain more confidence in self

5) make friends more easily

6) learn better study habits

7) speak up more with friends

8) improve writing skills

Students divide into five discussion groups to discuss plans for

reaching their highest ranked goal, why they choose it, and three

short term objectives to set in working toward the goal. (English

class; social studies class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will verbalize the personal

goal from the above list which is most important to him/ber\find to

state three sub-goals or objectives, he/she would have to reach first.

Each student will state one other personal goal not on the list

which he/she would like to work toward, either in or out of school.

Goal: to become more sensitive to others.

Sub-goals: everyday I will ask my mother if I can help her, I will

try to figure out why my brother is grumpy, and I will try

not to interrupt people so much.

Goal: to learn huw to express myself better.

Sub-goals: I will think carefully, how I feel about doing things my

friends want to do and tell them and I will take enough time

to answer questions in class.

Preparation: discuss the nature of personal goals and sub-goals

or objeCtives as the type of behavior one tries to achieve, involving

change from another type of behavior. Setting goals and objectives

for ones self necessarily involves growth and change. Setting

goals is amandatory part of the decision making process.

3 1 J
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Resources:

B. Unit goal: to apply the vocabulary of career exploration to decision

making.

1. Developmental objective: to us the vocabulary of information-pro-
/

cessing in decision making.

a. Acclivity :, each student chooses one worker to interview, inside or

outside of school. Recommend the following people - mother, father,

mailperson, policeperson, garbage collector, pastor, priest, rabbi,

waiter, waitress, teacher, janitor, busdriver, etc. Give each

student a ditto of the following information he/she is to obtain

from the worker.

1) What are some of the things you do in your work?

2) How did you get interested in your work?

3) Why did you choose this work?

4) What other work did you consider first?

5) What kind of interests do you pursue when you are not working?

6) What do you like most /least about your particular work?

-) What other kinds of people work with you?

(English class; guidance activity; social studies class)

Behavioral evaluation: based on the information obtained in the

interview, each student will state whether or'not he/she would like

to do the same type of work as the worker and give, to the satis-

faction of the teacher or counselor, one reason why for each.

E.g. I would like to be a busdriver because I like to help people

get where they are going and because I know I would enjoy driving

a bus. But I don't think I would enjoy working the night hours at

first.

Preparation: discuss the meaning of information i.e. facts, truth-
.
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ful, accurate things we know about person, places, things, jobs.

365.

Accurate information gives us a good decision making base, inac-

curate information cannot be used as a helpful guide but serves

only to inhibit the process of appropriate decision making. Hold

up an unfamilar book and ask a student "Do you like this book?"

Answer elicited, "I don't know, I can't say, I have never seen it".

Say, "Let me give you some information about it, maybe that will

help you decide. It is a story about two young people who go on

a camping trip in the woods with their friends-and they discover

an old abandoned house. Now can you say whether or not you think

that you would like to read it?".

Resources: parent participation.

b. Activity: divide class i five groups. Each group chooses a

worker they would like to portray in role playing activities.

Each group creates a scene in which all Tive students take part

but one is the "worker." whose occupation the rest. of the class is

trying to guess. The small group,must in their role playing give

verbally, three pieces of information or "clues" about the worker

and what he/she does. After the other groups have guessed and

determined the worker's occupation, they are to give their opin-

ions on the three clues which the group had given. Were they im-

portant facts, was the information helpful or not? What other in-

formation could have been given? (could be used as folloa-up to

field trip) (drama class; English class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state three facts or

accurate, pieces of information about the occupation which he/she

is most interested in at this time.

E.g. occupation: football player

3
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plays in front,of a lot of people

makes good money

_14 366.

travels alot

occupation: Policewoman

wears a uniform and a pistol

drives in a police car

helps other people

Preparation: discuss importance of having truthful information or

relevant facts about a course of action, a person, a place, or a

thing before making a decision about it. Ask a student - "I would

like to know about the game of checkers. I have never played and

I want to learn. Give me some information about the game that

would be helpful to me in deciding if I would like it." or

"Who has ridden a motorcycle? Can you tell me some information

about it that would help me to decide whether or not I would like

to do it?" Emphasize difference between opinion and accurate

information. Opinion is someone's ideas, thoughts, feelings about

something, whereas accurate information is based on fact. Opinions

can be used as a type.of information but it1 must be recognized

that they are opinion and not necessarily fact.

Resources: role playing.

c. Activity: each student fills out the following ditto and then

discusses his/her answers in small groups. He/she must offer

ten occupations of his/her own choosing.

OCCUPATION INFORMATION SOURCE OF INFO. TYPE OF INFO,

1) truckdriver long tiring hours father opinion

2) nurse takes care of sick myself opinion

3) draftsman prepares working plan; D.O,T. fact

37 /
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(English ,class; social studies class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student is able to make to the satis-

faction of the teacher or counselor, statements about three favorite

occupations, stating one piece of informafbn- -about each of the

three, where the information wa7 obtained and what type of informa-

tion it is.

Preparation: discuss the meaning of accurate information (facts)

and compare with other types of information, such as opinions,

ideas, feelings, inaccurate information, lies, misinterpretations,

sensations, emotional reactions, and then discuss the various

sources of these different types of information and misinformation.

These include the dictionary, books, encyclopedia, D.O.T. , teachers,

parents,,friends, actually experiencing the activity yourself. Ask

for other possible sources of information emphasizing that it is

' necessary to consider the sources of information before it is used

to make a decision.

Resources: ditto.

2. Developmental objective: to use the vocabulary of alternatives, risk-

taking, and prediction within decision making.

a. Activity: construct following ditto for students who are to com-

plete the alternative chOices and risk taking items and then dis-

cuss with the rest of the class why they chose the, one they did and

the risk involved in it.

1) If you were walking down the street to school one day and you

saw a fire in someone's garage, what would you do?

a) keep on walking

b) go for help

c) try to put the fire out
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2) If you could do a difficult job for one hour and be paid $2.00

or an easy job for a half hour and be paid $1.00 which would you do?

a) work for one hour for $2.00

b) work for a half hour for $1. 0

3) If yor aunt wanted to buy you algame for your birthday, would you

a) ask her to buy the same gaMe that your friend has

b) ask her to buy you a new gime you have never played before

4) Do you usually like to

a) take a risk

b) play it safe

'5) If you are playing ball and you are on third base and the pitcher

drops the ball, would you

a) run for home plate

b) stay where you are

6) If someone gave you fifty dollars, would you

a) put it in the bank

b) buy something you could use with it

c), buy something that you could sell later for more money

(English Class; social studies class; guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state one risk *hich he/

she has taken lately or will be taking and alternative choices

hich. are available.

Preparation: discuss the meaning of risk-taking and alternatives

within the'dectsion making process when we must choose between two

actions, people, things, objects that both seem to be appropriate

choices. These choices are called alternatives. Since we cannot

know for sure which is definitely more appropriate, we aye taking

a risk when we choose. However, we do have a guide in/Our decision

3d±
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that of being able to make predictions with all the, information

Iavailable as to which course of action seems to be the best for

i us in our particular situation. Give an example: "Betsy, if

you could choose between a difficult task thatWould take you one

hour to do and pay you $5.00 or an easy task that would take five

minutes to do and pay you one dollar, which alternative would you

choose. Why?"

Resources:

b. Activity: each student fills in the following list of predictions

giving two alternative choices for each situation.

What would happen if :

1) you did not go to high school? a) b)

2) you failed English in 9th grade a) b)

3) you joined the military a) b)

4) you got married a)

5) you ran away a) b)

6) you got a part time job a) b)

7) you became a =We star a) b)

8) you worked in a factory a) b)

9) you got into trouble with the law a) -. b) -

10) you went to college b)

(guidance activity; English class; social studies class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state two alternative

actions available to him/her if he/she

1) decided to drop out of school.

2) decided to graduatefrom school

3) decided to go to Vo-tech school

4) decided to get married.

Preparation: 'discuss the meaning of taking risks by choosing be-
/
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i

tween alternative actions and predicting their outcomes. All

are within the decision making process. We make decisions based

upon what we think the outcome or consequence will be. Sometimes
/

we never know for sure. It means talking a risk when we choose

between two alternative courses of action. Ask students - "Do

you like to take a risk or do you like to play if safe". Ask

for an example of risk-taking, what would be the alternative choices?

E.g. would you run for class president?

would you try out for cheerleading? wh or why not?

Resources:

/



XIII.NEED: DECISION MAKING VOCABULARY (10-12)

1.
2,

3.

"4,

5.

6,

7.

8,

9,

10.

11.

.1

371.

A, Unit goal: to expand the application of career decision making vocabulary.

1. Developmental objective: to expand the vocabulary of interests within

the decision making prOcess.

a. Activity: each student is to choose the appropriate box on the

following scale to determine interest in typesiof work:'

V1.4LW. ilAlLan.L.O1LAL ililLAA.1467114L 11W.A. 4.1.111414..WiL
............,

......1

.,7 '

..//'

,

,..-.

1. OUTDOOR TYPE OF WORK
2. MECHANICAL WORK
3. WORK WITH NUMBERS
4/ SCIENTIFIC WORK
/5. SALES, ADVERTISING,P.R.
' 6. ARTISTIC WORK
7. WORK WITH READING & WRITING
8. WORK USING MUSIC' IWrEREST.

.9. SECRETARIAL WORK
10. WORK BEING A DIRECT

SERVICE TO OTHERS
11. WORK INVOLVING ATifLETIC

INTERESTS

(English class;- social studies class guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: ich student will state three possible careers

he/she would like to haVe from each of thelthree areas he/she

interested in as detwimined by the above scale.

E.g. OUTDOOR TYPE OF WORK: 1) park ranger 2) garbage collector

3) recreation leader

E.g. WORK USING MUSICAL INTERESTS: 1) band member 2) movie star

3) songwriter 4) record producer
-/ ,

E.g. SCIENTIFIC WORK: 1) lab technician 2) astronaut 3) biologist

Preparation: discuss work related interests and their influence on

our decisions about future occupations and careers. Discuss how we

0!

can turn an t.cerest into wcareer if desired.

Resources: adapted from Norma Mountain, North Hills_School District

Career Resource Center.

b. Activity: each student writes a short statement'of interests, using

r



the following guide.

Related to school:

I am interested in

Outside of school:

I'am interested-in

because of

because of

372.

Statements should include how the student becade interested in the

area, why it is interesting to him/her, and who else he/she knows

who has t'e same interests. (English class; social studies class)

Behavioral evaluation :, each student will state two possible' career

options related to his/her favorite interest in school and two p

sible career options related to his/her favorite interest outside

of 'school,.

E.g. interest in school: band

career options: music director, rock band

interest out of school:, painting

career options :. commerical artist, sign' painter

Preparation: discuss the influence interests\have on our decision'

making. Define interestsas opposed to abilities and aptitudes.

Discuss how we usually enjoy,doing something we are, good at doing..

Resources:

c. Adtivity: students invite to class three:guest speakers from the

community who are involved in unique andior popular occupations

fire marshallf football hero, female vet, engineer, plumber, arch-.

itect, pilot, cloVhes designer, popular sin er). Students divide

into three. seminar groups to interview the gests. They must find

answers to-ibe\following questions:'

1) How did you .becOme interested in your present occupation?

2) How long have you been involved in this occupation?

3) What were your interests when you were in high school?

3 )
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4) What are your interests outside of your occupation?

5) If I am interested in your occupation, where ,could I find out

more about it?

Large group discussion follows with an, exchange of ideas about the

answers to these questions. (English class; speech class; social

studies 'class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will.state whether or not'his/her

interests are compatible with those of the guest speaker from activity

c above and whether or not he/she thing. :s he/she would enjoy the oc-

- cupations of the speakers' and give to the satisfaction of the

teacher or counselor, three reasons why or why not.

Preparation: discuss various interests in and out of school and how

they apply to career decisions, posing such questions as - Is it

important to be interested in what you do for a living? Why? What

do you think a construction worker', a basebal player, a jockey, a

doctor, a carpenter, a clothes designer, a singer are interested in?

Do any of your interests coincide with these interests? Discuss

differences between occupations (series of somewhat related jobs,

usually for shorter periods of time, done for financial reimbur-

sement) and careers (life-long series of related successful oc-

cupations based on interests and abilities, usually increasing in

responsibility).

E.g. OCCUPATION CAREER

construction worker construction 'foreman

Resources: guest speakers.

2. Developmental objective:, to use the vocabulary of values within the

decision making process.

a. Activity: each student rank orders the following list, then a large
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group discussion of the different rankings ensues. Each student

should defend his/her own ranking.

The ideal :job for me would have to

1) provide an opportunity to make full use of my special abilitiei

2) provide me with a chance.to earn a good deal of money.

3) permit me to be original and to invent thing's:

4) give me social importance.

'5) give. me a chance to work with people I like.

6) help me to look forward to a good future.

7) leave fte,tcy work by myself.

8) give me a chance to be a leader.

9) give me adventure.

10) give me a chance to help other people

11) give me a chance to use my brain.

12) allow me to. spend a lot of time with my family.

(English class; guidance activity; social studies activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state three occupations

or careers which would allow him/her to express his/her first three

work related values from the above list. Each student will state

to the satisfaction of the counselor or teacher, why his/her first

three are most important to him/her.

E.g. Give me social importance: doctor, pastor, priest, rabbi,

community leader. Social importance makes me feel as though

I am doing something worthwhile and I like to be recognized

by people.

Preparation: discuss personal value systems, value judgements,

work related values, and their influence upon decision making. How

r
we decide major and minor couses of action is based upon our values.
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E.gi If an old man who was walking in from Of you dropped his

packages, would you stop to help him pick them up or would you

keepon walking?'4If you had to decide between a job that was

dealing with illegal goods and paid alot of money or t job that

helped otfier people and paid less money, which would you choose?

Resources: adapted from "Work values and academic achievement"

N. Sprinthal, Vocational Guidance Quarterly, Sept. 1966.

b. Activity: each.student answers the following questionnaire followed

by c discussion Of the differences and similarities of each person's

valuei, and how they relate to career choice as well as most other

decisions which one makes in a life time.

1) the three most important things about myself are:

2) if I could change three things abOut myself, I would change:

3) the three things that are most important 'to me in school are:
\

4) the thre most important things to me outside of school are:

5) because all of the things above are important to me, the three

most important things in my vocation or career will be:,

(English class; guidance activity; social st dive class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student willUs the five nuYst impor-'

7
tent and least important aspects of the career he/she is interested

/
in at present.

Pr oration discuss the definition:of values, the importance of

I

clarifying one'l personal values, and one's work related values, in

order to make, appropriate career. or voila i ?al decisions. Empha-
\

size the importance oknowing what is and is not important and

valuable to you, to help in the proces making sound decisions.

Resources:

c. Activity:_ have each student list three things in response to each
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1

of the following questions; What would you do if:

1) you were President)qf the United States.

2) you won the Lottery.

3) you could do anything you wanted for one year

Small group discussion follows, pointing out differences and sim-

ilarities in priorities among peers. Discussion should also in-

elude reasons for making the decisions that were made. (English

class; social studies class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state to the satisfaction

of the teacher or counselor, three personal or work related values

which are mostimportant to him/her and from these make a brief

statement about his/her life style five years from now. Students

state what they want,'what they are doing to get What they want, and

what they still have to do to get what they want.

Preparation: explain the meaning of life style and.how vales in-

fluence our perceptions of our life style. Discuss what students

might want out of life and how to go about, getting what they want.

Touch upon meaning of "aspirations" as what one hopes to be and

"expectations" as what §he really thinks he /she can be (a more

reality based idea of future work and related life,style).

Resources: adapted from Decisions and Outcomes, XEZB, 1973, p. 14.

3. Developmental objective: to expand the vocabulary of goal-orientation

within the career decision making process.

a. Activity: each student answers the following questions with a career

goal in mind. Students then divide into groups to discuss their

answers; Large.group-discussiorofhen ensues for feedback from

teacher or counselor.

1) name three things that you value very much in your lifestyle.
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2) from these three values, set one. long term career goal for your-

self.

in order to reach this,goal, what changes must you make in your

activities, beliefs,' values?

4) decide upon at least five. short term objectives which will help

you toward your goal.

E.g. Values: Helping people is important to me.

Having a nice house, clothes, and car'is important to me.

--------
Being able to be my own boss is important to me.

Long-term career goal: to be a medical technician.

Short-term objectives:
, .

1) to do well in school

2) to find out about schools for technician training

3) to find out more about the medical-profession

4) to talk to technicians about their duties.

5) to visit.a hospital in operation.

(English class; social studies class; religion class; guidance

activity)

Behavioral evaluation: \each student will state three life style

values, one long term career related goal and three short term

objectives which will help him/her to work toward that goal. . %.

/
,_ --..

E.g. ': I want to work for myself, I want to have money, I

want o work with my

,
!

hands.

IIIGoal I would like to be.an electrician.

Obj ctive: I will talk to several electricians

I will read about the training I need

I will find out More about the voc-tech program

,Preparation: discuss the importance of one's interests, values,
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work, the way one -things, act believes, all as part of one's

,life style now in and the f re. Ask - "How do yoti see your life

five years from,now? What Fill you be doing, where will you be

7
,

living, who will your frie ds be?" Answering thesI e questions is

i

part of what can guide ca eer decision making,1 *lain difference

.between long term goals Id short term objec ives
/

or goals which

...,.,

help one to reach-the 1 g term goal and point out that changes tn.
1

our outlook and behavi [Are necessary to incorporate our values

1 I

and goals into our lif stylei

/ /
$ Resources: adapted f om Decisions and Ou'tcomes, CEEB, 1973, p.. 19.

[b.' Activity: students Lhoose an article from a newspaper or magazine

about an individual who had a life style.similar to the one thtt

the student would

short paragraph e

his/her future 1'

three sub goals.or

goal successful y.

guidance act. .,y)

h student writ aike to have tome day.

i
'xt year Oft

1 .

e style, relating it to ne major career goal and /

I

---/
Behavioral evaluation: eachstudent will;state his/her three values

/ li
/

he/she with incorporate into hit/her future lifestyle and one major

career gOal with three sub-gOals which will also be an important 1

i

part of/that lifestyle all to the satisfact on of thest,eacher.or

/ /

counselor. /

/ \. 1

titled "My plan for the

objectives that must be' achieved, to reach that

1

(Social studies class; psychology class;

i

11

I

I

.
1

Pr ration: distinguish between persona] values, work values,/
i

/

/
career goals and sub-goals and life stylei: Emphasize theinter-

1
/

t '

relatedness and importance of planfulnesd in setting future career
11

goals, determining sub-goals, directing behavior toward th.s. goal,

changing behavior or outlook if necessary, all based on the idea

391
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. of a desired life style:

E.g. If yoU would like to make good money, be famous, and work

379.

with other people on a team, what career might you choose?

Football, baseball, hockey player. What would you have to do to

reach that goal?. practice playing every day, stay physicallY fit?

go to college? 'What changes would you have to make from. the way

you live now? Or'wha-t if you enjoyed typing, wanted to work for

someone else, liked day time hours, enjoyed book work, what 'Career

Would you be interested in and what career goal wouldyou'set?

Resources: newspapers.

B. Unit goal: to expand theapplication of career exploration vocabulary.

'1. Developmental objective: to expand the use of the vocabulary of infor-

mation processing.

a. Activity: students discuss. the definitions of the following words, :

showing a mastery of their usage and explaining each one's relation-

ship to the decision making process through example.

1) interpretation 7) opinion'

4 '2) misinterpretation 8) irrelevant data

3) occupational information '9) dissemination

4) factual information 10) uncertainty

5) misinformation 11) probability

6) data 12) .statistics

E.g. Interpretation: I must interpret the,information I gather_

before makl.ng la decisio)n, in order to find

out /how it relates to me personally.

(social studies class; English class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will define and explain to the

satisfaction of the teacher or counselor, the significance of the

3J2
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following within the decision making process, using contrast and

comparison.

1) opinion

factual information

3) heresay

4) mitinfofiion'

5) data

Preparation: discuss the importance of information gathering

within the decision making process. Discuss differences betWeen

Information., misinformation, lack of information, opinion, and how

one must be able to distinguish between different types of irforma.:

tion and.the source before using it to make'a decision. The infor-

mation which aids in making the most appropriate decision is factual

as close to the truth as possible, and relevant.

Resources:

b. Activity: the students discuss then independently investigate

sources of career information; categorizing them in the following

way:

1) People to talk to: ,friend , bosses, parents, business people,

administrators, counselors, teacher.

2) Things.to read: catalogues, reports, books, want ads, D.O.T.

pamphlets, newspaper articles

3,) Things to do: visit employmen agency, visit votech school,

visit college, Vis t businesses visit institutions, interview

workers, write up r ports on occ pations.
h

Students bring back info nation from these sources on the three

careers of their choice, 1 beling thp 1\ formation as fact or opinion.

(English class; social studi s class)

Behavioral evaluation: each tudent will state five major sources

of accurate information, conce }ping the career of his/her choice and

8y3
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exPlain to the satisfaction of the teacher or counselor, why these

sources are app opriate. ,

Preparation: uss possible sources of releVant career informa-

tion and its ance in the total decision making process.

Resources: cata ogues, persons 'in occupations, filmstrips,

pamphlets.

2. Developmental
--

objective: to expand the use of the vocabulary of risk-

predictionii and alternatives.

a. Activity;,_ each student fills out the follwing chart on the positive'

aspects, and risk-taking aspects of the career of his/her choiiii-

and two alternatiye careers.

CAREERS plumber

Positive Aspects

For example:

,Risk-Taking Aspects .

1) 'good money 1) demand in labor market

2) + 2) -

3) + 3) -

Alternate: carpenter

+ 1)1)

2) .4. 2) '7,

.3) + 3) -

Alternate: electrician

1) + 1) -

2); A
\

2) -

3) + 3) -

(guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each stu ent will name a career choice, twiiN

risks involved in that choice, a d one alterriate choice and two risks

involved with the alternative.
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E:g. Ntirse\ hours, dealing with life and death situations

Biologist: demand, education needed

Preparation: discuss uncertainty, probability, risks in relation

to the decion making process. Emphasize how accurate information

about self, enviro nr,, and job market minimizes risks, and in-

reases probabilities of having favorable. outcomes.

Resources:

b. Activity: have students compare and contrast the definitions of the

following, words, stating theii significance in the career decision

making proCess.

1). risk
.

6) chahce

2) uncertainty \7) guesiV:

3) predict 8) odds

4) Outcomes 9y data
.

5) probability! , 10) statistics x

-Behavioral evaluation: each stu\dent wiilAist three possible career

related actions he/she might_take_in_the.mext_month and t e probable__ .....___ ._

outcomes of each. '

see the counselor

.

'get inforbation on job market

apply to vcitech school ' may get accepted butt have low

grades

visit local manufacturers might 'like a job there; can,

find out about openings

i '

Preparation: dis uss differences between guessing outcomes of

)
decisions and actions and predicting outcomes based on data and

relevant informati41. Define risk-taking and alte ative actions

within the decision\making procedt.

Resources:

3j1
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XIV. NEED': DECISION MAKING, KNOWLEDGE (K-3)

A. Unit goal: to facilitate the knowledge that decision making demands an

appropriate choice from plausible alternatives.

1. Developmental objective:,, to understand how to select an alternative

consistent with interests.

a. Activity: tell students that they may have'a free period fQr the

next 0 minutes. .Have three work areas designated in the room by,
/1

label and by pictures on the tables to' indicate the activity going

on ;there.

:1Table One: "Working quietly alOne"
)f (pictures of reading, writing, drawing, etc.

Table Two: \"Playing alone"
.

bictures of playing with a puzzle, playing with a game,
:\ tCy, etc.)

I :
Table Three: "Working with a friend"

(pictures of gaMes, paint's, scissors, magazines)
,

Each student is asked to'choose the table and the-activity which he/she

is'most interested in doing for the free period.

Behavioral evaluation: each pupil will choose from two oral or-

written lists of "at home" and"at school" activities, three

he/sheis most interested in doing.

e.s.,AT HOME I ATSOHOOL

-helping-mother or father reading

watching TV writin

cooking(' painting,

reading

watching brother or sister
41*

playing games

cuting oUt,picturei3'

Preparation: discuss the meaning of interests as-we do certain

things because we enjoy doing them, we are interested in them.. How

-(7
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do we become interested in certain activities? Sometimes we see

otheripeople doing them or we see them being done on TV, or we read

it in a book. Hbld up pictures of people "doing things". Pupils

offer their own interests in school and outside of school, telling

the, rest of the class how they became interested- in doing._ them. Ask

"Who does your favorite.aCtivities with you?" "Do you do them every
/

How did you become interested in it?"

Re so rces

ActivIity: read the first half of a short situational, interest-based,

---
decision making story to the students. They are to verbalize the

,

decision which is to be made, the-alternatives available to chowe

\'

from, and what their choice would be, Each child makes a hand pup-
.

pet.from scrap material, The students divide into' groups of fiye

to have their puppets "act out" their endings to the, story.

Sample' stories:
,

1 1 . .

Vanessa has one-half hour before she has to go to bed. She likes

to watch TV but the family TV,is brOken. She likes to play cardt

but she can't find them. 'Her sister'is in the other room coloring

a picture. What could Vanessa db until she has to go to bed?

Name three things you would do 1.f you ware Vanessa.

Nark:andhis family went on a picnic. They took along several gamei

they liked to play. They took a'badmitton set, cheater, fishing

0

poles, raincoats, a basebtllbat and ball. It started to rain.

What could they do instead of\gbing home? Name three things you

would do if this happened to you?''

Behavioral evaluation: 'after hearing a-decision making,/ tory (sim-

ilar to ,those in activity b), each student will- Lfy the deci-
.,

sion which needs to be mode-And two alternatives

3J7
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froM.
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,-,
1 .

; .

-Preparaticon: discuss chooding from alternatives' based upon what you

.. , .- . . -

are interested inoing. The alternatives-could-be objects or sett-

. ,

vities. For example; if you had ten minutes before the bell rings,

would you draw a picture, finish reading your book, help-yo,
.

. . 4
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friend finish a project, tidy bp the room;look ou't the window?

These are all possible alternatjves that you y choose from. You

will probably choose
/'
the'one which you like to o the most.

Resources: hypothetical stories, puppets.

-2
T

Developmental obsective: to understand how to e ett an, lternative action

consistent with /a goal.
\

/ -
.,,

a. Activity: hold up a magazine picture of child engaged in a purpose-
,

ful'activity which has a goal of obje tive and tell a short story

about the character. Students ar to choose from three given courses

of action, the one which would'b most appropriate in helping the

character to reach the goal. Di cuss the appropriateness of the

student's responses.

Sample story:

' Timothy Is trying to finish putting together this ship model to
1- ,

.

give to his brother for his birthday tomorrow; but he rhn out of,

glue to.work with. What should he do?

1) stop working on the model

2) ask his mother or father if there is any more glue in the

hoilse

?) make Another present instead.

'Jnifer is putting together a jigsaw puzzle and she is trying to

finish it before dinner but she cannot find'one of the pieces. What

- -
should she do?

1') put the puzzle' away and .go to dinner

3)3
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2) keep on trying. to find the piece in order to finish the'

puzzle

3) start another puzzle

Seth and Rebecca are taking to learn how to ice skate. They
.

want to be able to the end of the week So thq can

\
,

go ice skating with theirr.frienis on Saturday. The peraon who is

0teaching them had to go visit ger grandma this week and can't give

them any more lessons.

1) wait until their teacher comes back to finish learning

2) keep practicing together and help each other

3) go roller skating instead.

Behavioral evaluation: when presented with a stated objective or

goal, each student will choose, to the satisfaction of the teacher

or, gounselor, the most appropriate of the three stated alternative

courses of action. to get that goal.

E:g. If you wanted to win a running race, which of these three

things would be most helpful.rfor you to do?

1) tell your brother to come to the race and 'yell for you

1

2) hope the other people in the.race can't run as fast as you

3) practice running as fast as you can

Preparation: ,discuss the meaning of goals and objectives as things

you wart to finish doing.' (See section XIII, A, a) Discuss

how you choose to do the ,activities which would help'you to get

closer.to your objective Or goal. Doing a certain thing is usually

more helpful than doing,a different thing. Usually one activity

will either be faster, easier, have better results, be more inter-,

esting or just more helpful in reaching your objective. If your

goer is to'Win a garde of checkers with your older brother, what
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would you do?

1) play a game with your brother without every practicing
ti--,

2) watch other people playing checkers \NN

3) 'practice every day. after school befpre playing with your

brother

Resources: magazine hypothetical stories

b. Activity: name a class "goal" or "objective" for the day for instance

to finish our'lialentines Day Cards. Then have the class choose from

three alternative courses of action the most appropriate alternative

ti

to help in working toward that goal.

How can we reach this glass goal?

1) cut out hearts and decorations

2) read our books

3) paint a picture

How can we best learn how to saythe alphabet?

) go outside for recess
, ,

\

,

2) practice saying the letters and help others say them also

3) paint pictures

Class:then does the appropriate:a ivity.

Behavioral evaluation: when presented with a short-term objective

or goal and three possible alternative courses of action, each

,pupil will choose the most goal facilitating alternative; to the

satisfaction of the teacher or coup elor.
1

Preparation: discuss individual goals and group goals.\ D4ine

these as something you try to complete or finish. A group goal

is something we all try to reach together. Emphasize how'doing a
r

certain activity may help you, much ire in reaching your goal than

doing something else. Give examples

4



If I want to finger paint a picture, I should:

1) cut pieces of paper to, paste together

2) get. out my paints, paper, and smock

3) start reading a magazine

Resources:

388.

B. Unit goal: to facilitate the knowledge thatdecision making requires the

implementation of a choice, of action.

1. Developmental objective:--to understand that a choice of action must be

planned.

a. Activity: using hand puppets, create stories'around characters who

have made decisions, but who don't kno: how to carry through a plan

of action to implement those decisions. Have students suggest pos-

sible steps for the plan of action.,

Rocky has been watching his older brother and sister play basket-

,
ball every day. He decided that he wants to learn how to play also..

What should he do in order to learn to play.

Behavioral evaluation: when presented orally with a decision that

has to be made, each,student will state the first step in his/her

plan of action to follow fhroughthe decision.

Preparation: discuss how one can follow up on a decision with an

appropriate plan of action that carries through the decision in the,

most appropriate way: Cite examples: We do the things we want to

do by having a plan. Planning involves thinking things tout a head

of time, If you wanted to plan a surprise for someone in your

family, what would' you do first? Then what could you di?

Resources: hand puppets.

b. Activity: ask students to close their eyes and Ate a wish. It can

be any wish that they choose.. Have the students`draw a picture of

4 ;1
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/ their wishes. Then ask: 1what plans could you make to help your

wish come trvO'What is the first thing you could do? What could

you do next? Nave three things you could put in your plan of,

action to make your wiph.come true.

389.

Behavioral evaluation4 each student will native one activity he/she
/

/ /
would like/ to do after school today, and identify two steps in a

o i
,

/

/

plan :to carry out pe activity. /

.

,/'

.

,

/Pre'parat'ion: discuss the meaning of plans. After deciding to do

/
I ,/

sopething we like to do or want/ to do, we plan how to do it. If ,

with. yOu want to p ay a game of tag with friends *t recess, what are three

/
things that m ght be in your plan? How wonid rou organize the game?

/
\ What is the 1.rst thing you would do? The' what would you do?

,

i Resources: art materials.

\.

2. BeveloOmental objective:, to realize that a plan of action can be changed.

/
,/ 1

, .

a. Activity: have students formgrOups of /4ve members each.. Each,

,group has three picture cards which are pictures of
I

three steps of

a plan of action in carrying out some activity. Each group is in-
t.

structed individually to arrange. the cards/according to what plans

are included in them:

E.g. Grou,/#1' Make a plan to go on a picnic (Arrange your cards in

ordek-.

Group #2 Plan a game of .kickball at recess

After each group has arranged its three cards in the way that they

would havelbeen instructed to do, hold up a picture for each group

individually which would cause a change in their plans. "

-

Eig. Group in Pretend your family ear breaks, down (Hold up appro-
/

/ priate picture).

Group #2 Pretend it fstarts to rain

1



Then hand out to each sroup, four more Cards which include three

pictures of one possible alternate plan and one totally unrelate

picture. Instruct each group to arrange an alternate plan with

these new pictures, using only three of them and discarding on

them that does not fit le plan.

.3

Behavioral evaluation: when presented with a statement abou a plan

of action which must\be changed, each student will, to the atisfac-

rion oE the teacher o counselor, state two alternate act ities

which could be done in teed.

I
E.g. if you were going to watch cartoons on TV awl the V broke, 14at

else could you plan to do? ,How would you make these p ans?

Preparation: discuss how it is possible for plans to have to be

changed sometimes. Show pictures of possible causefor Changes in

plans (rain, snow, someone gets sick, the family car breaks down,

lost ball, etc.) Develop picture, stories about s veral plans which

students have suggested/. Cut pictures out of.magazines and paste

/ /

three progressive step of plannet activities do 5 X 7 cards,

one step ,(pictiure) pe'r card. Paste three stets Of a possible

/ \
alternate plan on separate cards. / /

E.g. Planningto play kickball at recess
. .

card #1 child choosing team member

card #2 players taking places on he field

card #3 pitcher pitching the ball!

Whaf changes could you make if it? rains

card #4' players running inside ff

card #5 game continuing in gy

( - /

,

card #6 one team wins

E.g. Planning a family picnic

r

,/
r.

4 )3
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card #1 -making food to take

card #2 packing the car

card #3 getting into the car

What changes could you lake if the family car breaks down?

card #4 packing food and equipment on backs and in bads

card #5 walking to 1 JoOal park for a picnic

card #6 eating hotdogs in the park together

Resources: index cards, magazines, art materials.

b. Activity: , read several plans of\action to students which mustAbe

changed for various reasons. Ask students how they could change

the plans, naming at least three alternate courses of action or,ac-
,

tivities. Show corresponding pictures while telling the stories.

For example:

You-are going, to play a new gamewith your friend after school today

at your'house. Your, younger brother wants to be with you but he

doesn't know houto play,the game. What could you and youtr friend

do?

Your older sister was 'going to take you to the ice cream shop; 10t:

she is sick. The shop is far fiam iota. home,,",Row will you have to

chahge.your plans. What will you do?

Your bother and you planned a surp4se party for'yoursdad tonight,

\

n
.

but now he has to Work late and can't come ome for the Party.

What could you and your brother do ?.

1 , ,

0 Behavioral evaluation: When a plan which has to be changed is

.presented orally, each studentill offer, to the satisfaction
. .

. I

4

of the teacheror counselor, two auggeStions for ani'lternate plan

t

O

of action. 1

Preparation: discuss how we 1,4e plans to do things everyday. Some-

0

4J1
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times we may not eyed know we are making plans but we need the" in

order ,to get things done. Show examples Of types of plans:

football play, sew ng directions, directions, to assemple a t y.

/ , 1
With pictures, st mula ethought about what:factors can cha ge

/
plans: weather lack 'of money, changelYour mind, etc. As stu-

dents what they plan to do after Scho61 today? What are our

ITans for Satu day? ,What will be yoUr families plan of ctivities
/

i

on Sunday?/
Resources: agazines.

LActivity: ?sic st dents t Close their-eyes and think of an object

that they WOuld tike to ke out of clay. Have them open their

eyes and tit:en ak them t draw a, picture of that ob41ect, just as they

would like to Make it. Explain that this picture s a plan for the

/

object litselfid After the students have drawn the objects, distribute

clay and ha, them construct the objects from their drawing plans.

1.4

/

Behavioral ,evaluation: each student will State o the' satisfaction

/ /

t

of the teacher Orjcounseloc, two reasons why we have plans.

Preparation: 04Sbuss ;the meaning of, plans. Give .examples such-as
;

. drawings, directions; etc. Discuss"the reasons,for having plans.

Plans help u* to guide our actions before we d6 them: Plans help

our decisions to d6 things a certain way so that they come out the

way we expect therh to. -HoW would you be able' to cook something.

without a recipe? Could construction workers build buildings with

out plans? Could you play a game without directions the first time ?.

Resources: art materials.

' 403
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.XIV. NEED: ,DECISION MAKING KNOWLEDGE (4-6)

A. Unit goal: to facilitate the knowledge that decision makindemands an

appropriate choice from plausible alternatives.

1. Developmental objective: to understand how to select an alternative

consistent with interests.

a. Activity: make a list on the board with the help of the students,

of all the tasks which are performed in their homes by their parents',

by their brothers and sisters and by themselves. Number these tasks

orjob functions. Each'student puts these numbers on a sheet of

paper and after the number places a "yes" or "no" according'to their

interest in performing them. Discuss why students are interested

or not interested in doing the,various tasks; whether or nOt

they can do them alone; who else inthe family can do them ;and

likes to do them. Discuss what would happen if no one in the

family including mother and father liked to do certain tasks.

Behavioral evaluation:valuation: each student will rank order the five tasks

.!

which are performed in his/her home which heishe-is most interested
. .

in doing and state, to the satisfaction of the teacher or counselor;:
.

... -,

Why he/she likes to do them the best.

Preparation: discuss the meaning of interests - how people like

to do different things Vetter than other things. As for suggestions

of favorite activities of hobbies. Compare different,favorites.

Ask who else in the class likes to do the same thing and ask how /

the person becameinterested in this particular activity (saw it,

done on TV, saw a friend doing it4' my father also does It and 'he

taught me)

Resources:

b. Activity: ask students to choose one answer for each of the five

,



following questions an discuss why.

A. if you only had a fi e

1. _play kickball

2; play tag

3. not go outsideat all

B. If you had 25c to spend, would you

1. buy something for yourself

2. save the money

3. buy candy for someone else

C. If you had a free period in school today, would you

1. paint a picture

2. read a book

3. do some number problems

. ,

minute recess, what would you do

D. If. you did not come to school tomorrow, would you

1. watch TV

394.

play 'gaMes with your younger sister

3. read a magazine

E. If you. had to choose what your family was going to do together

on Sunday would you choose

1. visiting relatives to talk to them

2. visiting friends to play with them

3. staying at home and playing or reading.

Behavioral evaluation:- mhengresented with three alternative

i

choices of action, each student will choose the one he/sheii

most,-interested-in doing, and state, to the satisfaction of the

teacher or counsefk, why he/she is most interested in doing that

_particular activit.

1. go to movie

407
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2. go swimming

3. read a book

Preparation: discuss the meaning of interests. Explain how we

usually choose betgeen two things or activities because. we are

more interested in doing one than the other.

E.g. If you are interested in 'insects more than shells or rocks

L

and your family goei to the shore, you might decide to start

catching insects to make a collection instead of collecting rocks

(like your brother does) or collecting shells (like your mother

does for her collection) If you enjoyed reading a book more than

riding your bicycle, you might decide to'read for one hour on

Saturday afternoon. while your friends are riding their bicycles.

Emphasize that different people.haVe different interests and enjoy

doing different things. Sometimes people lave the same or ,siiilar

interests. Ask for studente-interesti inside and outside of

school: Ask how they became interested in the activity,. object,

or hobby, who they enjoy 'Jiang this with, how they first learned

about it, etc'.

Resources:

2. Developmental. bjective: to underst'and that external for8es and fac-

tors influence choices.

a. Activity: have each:student ill.out the following list (written

or oral exercise)

) A choice I made before AlE came to school today was

Who or'what helped yo," make that choice?

What was the alternative choice?

'2) A choice I made on the way to school today was

Who or what helped you to make that choice?

4O
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What was'the alternative choice?

3) A choice I made at!.school today was

Who or.whst helped you make that choice?

What was the alternative choi8e?

4) A choice I will make after school today will be

It could be changed because of the

5). On Saturd6,,Imay Choose ed.._

6) One thing which may cause me' to choose this might be

BehavioraljeivaluatiOn%. each_student will name "ttree external fac7

tors whichlidfluence their daily decisions and then state to the-

satisfaction of the teacher ,or counselor, one decision that, he /she

made reCed( tly, two alternatiVes chosen krom, sand one external fee-
.

for influencing that decision.

J - \
1 .

Preparation: display pictdres of factors which influence decisions
.

,

. .
. . .. ,

on the bulletin board. Divide the factors unto people, places, and,
,

1
,..

.things:. .0arentsi,frienft, brothers and sisters, teachers, soclety,

geography, location, weather. Ask.fo-r more suggestions from the

class. Discuss how these factors can help us to make decisions and

how sometimes they make us change our plans or decide anothet way.

'Sometimes they control our decisions or limit the alternatives

,k

' we choose from. Give exaMples
/

E.g. Before you came' to school, today, you probaUly. made-Several

decisions. Some of these decisions you may not have even thought

about.

You decided to get up, rather than stay in bed: Who helped you make

that decision?

You decided will-it to wear to school. Who helped you do that?

You decided what you were going, to eat for breakfast. Who helped?

409
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'Um decided to walk to school, rattier than -with_your father.

-
Who or what made you decide the way you did?

When you got` to school, you decided to take your seat. Who

397.

haPie yci-u--:With- that :decis ion?_____

b. Activity: make a large school calendar and divide the year by tie

four sessoni. Indicate the.typical type of weatlierio expect during

each of,:the four seasons. Using suggestions from the students,

write down choices which could be made duridg.each season, which

,.. are influenced by the weather. List choices which the students

...,. I .

themselves might make, those their parents might make and decisions

and plans that their city,, town or borough might have to make
, -

accordik to the seasonal!- chineP
.

E.g. Summer: to go cam pine= my decision

toso on a vacation - my, parents decision

to take care of the parks - city's decision

The calendar should be displayed prominently in the room and decit:

sions should be added ta it daily.

Behavioral evaluation:. each student will state three choices that

he/she has made recently or will make in.the'neai future and 'flame

4
two external influences which may cause, influence and/or .change,

2

those choices.

,'Preparation: discuss the various external facters which-influence

decisions and plans for carrying out those decisions -.parents,

friends, teachers, location s, weather, etc. Ask the students how1

:-.
.

these factors influence their decisions and ask them t cite ex-
, . .

ampler. What kinds of decisions ate influenced by the weather in,

particular? How do you decide what kind,of clothing to wear to

school? What kind do you wear when it is hot? When it is cold?

When it,is raining or snowing? What are some of the other decisions

4.14
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v I
.

you make according to the weather? The weather has an effect on

our play and on our work.- What are some of the things our parents
rt

t (

do when there is a change of weather? What types of choices do

we
-

,

make in the summer or in the winter? Name certain tasks which'

your family does to prepare for winter. The city also has decisions

to make according to the seasonal changes. 1 Wh t must our city do

in'the:witrei.'1: What are some other deciskOns which the city might
:

makei

Resources: art materials.

Unit goal: to facilftate the knowledge that decision making requires the 1

r

implementation of a choice of action. ,

1. bevelopmental objective: to understand that a'choice of action muit

be planned.
/

a. Activity: divIde students into groups of five. Ask one student in
4 1

each group to be the leadervTell the .claas'that today,everyone is 7

/

going to follow the same "plan ". Together', read orilly,the recipe. /

instructions for no-bake cookies, which are posted in front of the/

room, on a large easy to read piece of tagboard. then instruct

the'students to follow the instructions carefully, one step at a

time. Each step is numbered for easy identification, (Beginning with

get ingredients reedy and ending with clean up, then eat cookies)

Discuss the concept ofa plan. Could me have made these cookies

as easily or as well:without our recipe plan?

Behavioral, evaluation: each student will state., to'the satisfac

tion of the teacher or counselor, one decision he/she -has blade

or could make and the first step in a plarrof 'action to carry out

that decision.

E.g. I decided to help my brother with his paper route. The first

4 ;.
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thing I did was get a basket on my bicycle to hold the papers.

399.

Preparation: discuss the m ture of implementation. What doeS

a plan or choice mean if it is never carried Out? How many

plans are never implemented? 'Why? Ask students for Personal ex-

amplest

Resources: recipe, Baking utensils; art materials.

b. Activity: read a story about a charaCter who has an objective and

an alternative already chosen. Ask students to suggest the first

two activities they would do to implement a plan of action for the

character. Have students mime the plans they suggesit For exampl :

Steve wants to give his mother a birthday present. He has decide

to draw her a picture for her birthday.- It must be finished by

tomorrow. What is the first thing he should do? Then what?

(posiible answers) He should get some paper and crayons, choose

What he would like to draw, etc.

Elizabeth and Susan are trying to teach their-dog Sparky to beg.

They have decided to work with Sparky every dayafter school. What

/
will they have to do first? Then what? (possible answers -

% they should get some food to teach him with put him on his-leash

and tie him close by, etc.).
.

Tyler is trying to learn to ride her two wheeler bicycle by Sunday

oshe can show her grandma her new skill. Her olci,pr brother is

-helping her ndhe put training wheels on her bike. What should

she do next? (possibre"aqswers - learn to ride with thetraining

wheels on , practice every day, take off training wheels.)

Behavioral.evlation: when giiren an objective and a chosen course

of action, each student will state the first two steps in a tenta-

tive plan of action to reach the objective he/she would take.

4 9*4
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E,g.. Ai' you want to have a Xbol-aid stand on SatUrda?what would
I

you do first, then what?

Preparation. discuss hoa a decision is followed by a plan of ac-

tiom to carry it out, to activate it, giving-examples such as:

Daniel and Dana have decided to start a clnbto have after school.

'They both like animals s'o it is going to be a Friends and Animals

Club. Inuit should they do to get the club started? (possible

answers: choose friends to be in it,Idecide when and where to meet)

Resources: role playing.

c. Activity: tell students that they are going to make a plan for a

party. Ask for suggestions of favorite types of parties i.e.

surprise, birthday, going away, etc. Vote on a class favorite.

Together plan a detailed party of this type.

E.g. Valentines Day Party:

1) make invitations 2) send invitations 3) make decorations

4) make food 5) have party

Behavioral evaluation: each s _Went will state to the teacher's or

counselor's satisfaction, one "plan" to do something either in

school or at home which he/she has constructed, including at least

three steps in proper sequence.

Preparation: discuss the necessity of having a ,plan which carries
,,,,

through any decisio one might make. Display and distribute var=-

1ious types of commonly used plans: recipe, architects's blue prints,

pattern for sewing clothes, instructions_to assemple a toy, etc.

,Discuss these plans. Ask for suggestions of plans which the students

have had. Ask for suggestions of different types of plans. Point

out the decision which preceded the plan.

Resources: examples of types of plans (recipes, blueprints, instruc-

tions for assembling a toy; etc.)
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d. Activity: 'show and ,discuss the suggested filmstrip Decision Making

In Action filmstrip andcasseete. What is the plan of action in the

filmstrip? 'Would you have made the same decision? How many

decisions are discussed and how are they resolved?

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state three steps in one

of the decision making-plans shown in the filmstrip.

Preparation: discuss planning a decision, before, during,-and after

it is made. If you make a certain decision and then do not have a

plan of action, or act upon the decisioni, or do,something with it

what are some of. the possible results? .

Resotirces: Decision Making in Action from Making Decisions.

2. Developmental objective: to realize that there are risks involved in

the implementation of a plan.

a. Activity: choose two students to demonstrate a game of "Old Maid",

"Go Fish", or "Concentration" to class (or any other simple card

game). Discuss the risks as they occur within the games. Dis-
r_ (_

cuss why they are risks, what the different outcomes/could be, the

alternative choices and predict the one which involves the least

amount of risk. Then divide the class sthall groups. Distri-

bute games such as cards, monopoly, che4ers, chinese checkers,

chess, etc. Ask the students to remember the risks they take during

the games and to write them down. Discuss theserisks in a large

grOup when the games are finished.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state one risk which he/

she has taken in the past week and tell, to the satisfaction of

the teacher or counselor, why it is a risk.

Preparation: discuss risks,taking a chance, and predictirig out -
%

comes. Do you like to take a chance or do you like to play-it

4
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safe? When we make a choice, we might like to be able to tell

what will happen after that choice is.msde but this isnot always

possible. Not knowing the complete outcome means that you are

taking a risk. If a new boy in school school asks4to play checkers

with you and you say yes, you are taking a risk that you might

;loose the game, because you do not knol,./ how well he plays checkers

although you think you may 'be able to bead him.

Resources:. cards, monopoly, checkers, chess.

b. Activity: have students role play the following decision making sit-
:,

uation. Discuss the following decisions which Ilve to be made, the

factors influencing each decision, the alternatives to be chosen

from, the risks involved in each case.

1) (student /student)` While the teacher is out of the room, one

student sees his/her best friend cheat on a quiz.

2) (student /parent) Child asks parent if he/she can miss school

tomorrow, Pareift explains the decision.

3) (student/teacher) Teacher sees student put school scissors in

pocket. What does teacher do?

4) (student/student) Student borrows a friend's bicycle and breaks

it. What should student do?

5) (student/student), Student's best friend has asked him/her to

come over to play after school but student has promised-his/her

mother to come straight home.

Behavioral evaluation: when presented with a Conflict situation

which involves risk-taking and which demands an immediate decision

each student will state to the satisfaction of the teacher 'coun-

selor, what his/her decision would be, and what the risk is in

choosing that alternative.
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Preparation: discuss -the different types of factors influencing

decisions. Ask student why they decided to come to school today,

why they decided to wear what they have one, etc. -Discuss how a

conflict may arise when there are-several factors influencinea

decision for example, if all of your friends are teasing the new

student at school, what would you decide to de If your parents

Asked you to stay with your younger brother at home and your best

friend asked you to come over to play, what would you decide to

11

do?

Resources: role playing.

c. Activity: show a "Better Strategy" filmstrip and cassette. Discuss

risks involved in making decisions; prediction of outcomes, and how

to choose strategies.

Behavioral evaluation: veach student will state two risks, involved,

in one of the decisions in the filmstrip.

Preparation: same as XIV, B, 2, a; ask how plans might change when

the risk is too great or,the plan did not work when previously

tried.

Resources: "A Better Strategy" from Making Decisions.

41 3
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XIV. NEED :` DECISION MAKING KNOWLEDGE (7-1)

A.- Unit goal: to facilitate't e knowledge that appropriate choices from alter-
.,

natives are influenced by eternal and external factors.
/

I
4 04 .

1. Developmental objectiIie: to understand the influence that values have-

, ,..
on career decision king.--

, ,

. a. Activity: 'each student makes a list-pfiseven personal values. The/
/

i

.

values are the ranked from highest tO7lowest priority. Each student
I

then makes a statement about how the/ first three personal values

,.

/, ,.

i

could influece a career related (English class, social

7
I

studies .class, guidance activity)
i

Behavioral eivaluation: each student will name one career choice and-
,

two alternative career.choices which would not conflict withhis/he

three most important personal values.

Preparation: discuss personal values. What is most important to

you? What do you value highly? Are these values also consider

important by your parents? .By your brothers and sisters? Ask for

examples of personal values and who else has the some values?

E.g. Being a kind person

Being a rich person

Having alot of friends

/
.:

Discuss how these personal values influence o

/

e's the

decisions one makes, the work one chooses to. do. If having slot of

1

/

friends is importantto you, you may choose a type of work which

/

helps you meet alot of people who could eventually become friends.

Ask for other examples.

Resources:

Activity: each student makes a list of the
/

Sev n aspects of an

occupation which are most important to him/her. This list is rank-
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/ i I'

/
'r
0,

'

and t en each dt denelists t, rIee possible careers which //.

6

he/th "thin a w/ould;Jniude these imp, rtant aspects. Tile,studenta/
/ !

/ (1, ( . 1 / ' . ,;.4 ;/ '. l'
,

/

are en a ked to lntrifiew thef/Wcrik rs in tht,ix family (mother,

i
, if /./n make

I

, !,

..at anamother, other,/siate aunt) and ,to ask them to (

a/14.6ti,o
ill/

/ ,,
/ ,-

a i, f. ',
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,

I
PI

e most ortant/ aspec (by :giving exampled) and the

/ /1 /, .

ill / /

/
1/

t ings th y enjoy ,mc,trt,,abo el;r occupation. Students brilig
i ",/ ///,/ _I_

i i

cned lists to s hitOOMOre ith their own lists/. Smi/11 goups

405.

1
, ,

A/ 4,' : /. , ,

di#CUSS aim ra.q.d, and dif erences of the lista. (Engli/sh

i/1 1

ssi, social ies/Clas ,,,,igu,dancefactivity)r

iortl Lni,
/ /

. /

N,

u4ent[wil state three work-related
,.

ues,whic /shoe rega ighly/and rame one,pOssible career/

,
/L/

choice and on eknate t he4et4nks wou 4 permit these

//

Pf
./ ,

/ /

/ l' ivalues. ,

/ / /

/ , ,., I/

Preparation: disUluat work-related ifalues? Olvegexamp,es:

/ i')/ , / jobbeing able to help other people on the la

being alone

being. famous

having excitement

traveling,

making alot of money

Ask for other examples. Who else holds these s, va es? Your

family or friends? if becoming famous were important to you, what

are some possible career choices that.might interest you?

Resources:

c. Activity: read chapter #1 "Thinking AbOUt Personalities" and chap-

ter #3 "Why People Work" from Discovery workbook and listen to cor-

responding tapes #1 and #3. Discuss/answers to questions at end of

chapters in small groups. (English class; guidance activity;

4/1 8
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social studies clas6),

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list three personal values

and three work- related values and indicate the-degree,of importance

on a scale of lsome importana, 2=important, 3-very important,

of all six values in his/her career-related decision making.

Preparation: discuss personal values and work values. What is most

' important to you about your life or your life style? What is most

importantAo you about the kind(of work you do? Discuss assump-

tions underlying work ethic - work gives an opportunity for you to

succeed,in an endeavor, to do something well, to accomplish same-
,

thing -over a period of time. Discuss the qUestion "Does work have

dignity and worth? What is the value of work".

Resources: Discovery.

2. Developmental objective: to recognize the external factors influencing

career decision making.

a. Activity: Ask students to complete the following list. DiscusS the

different hypes oeanswers.

1) A decision I made today was

The external factors influencing' it were and

Wit out the'Sb influences, I wo

/'

2) A decision I made-firi;e;ast

The external, factors ihfluenc ng this decision were and

If I could.have made this decision without these influences, I

!would halie

d "Have

hiee months-wai

3) A career related decision Ilmade in the past yearas

The external factors influencing this decision were

If I could have made this ;decision without this influence, I

would have

4 19 /
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4) A decision I made in the past month was .

The external faCtors influencing this decision were

and_

407.

If I could have made this decision without theSe influences, I

would' have

(English class, guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will' nafae five external factors
-.L,

which influence his /her. decisions, and.make a statement, to the

/ -

satisfaction of.the teacher or counselor, about how they have in-
,

4/

fk.
,t / /

/1

fluenced their career relatedchoice.up to the time.

/ ,.)

Preparation:. discuss the types of external, actors which effect

decision making i.e. family, society, peers4

r

the community, socio-
II

economic status, geographical location. Ak for,examples of each

type i.e. peer pressure, lack of money, lOcation of home, community

needs, Give examples of how these factors can,influence career-
'

related decisions. Ask for personal examples of how this can happen N

to individuals. Ask students whether Or not these influences can

be overcome, how? and why?

' Resources:'

b. Activity: each student answers the following list with three diffe-

rent career choices.

4

I) a career which interests ma, but which my mother would not like

for me' to pursue is

2) a Career which I like but which my father would not like me to

pursue is'

3) a career which I like and most of my friends also like is

4) a career whiCh I like but which dots not exist in my community

is

420
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5) a career which I like but which has no,openings in my neigh-

borhood at this time is

6) a career which interests me but I have not been able to find

out any information on is

(guidance activity; Engsh class)

'Behavioral evaluation: each student will name the three careers

which he/she is most interested in at this time and one external
f

factor influencing each of these three-choices.

Preparation: same as XIV, A, 2, a.

Resources:

c. Activity: divide class into groups of five students each. Assign

each group a geographical area of the'U.S. (New England, Eastern

eaboard, Midwest, Southwest, West, Northwest). Have each student

choose three metropolitan or rural locations in his/her group's

section of the country and research that steals products.17 This

information can be obtained in the library in encyclopedias, from

the chamber of commerce, etc. Each student makes a list of the

three largest'industriesin their chosen area within the group's,

geogkaphical area of the country and reports back.to the class

using any aids that wish to use - lists,.piccures, wipe,

drawings, pamphlets. A large map of the U.S is constructed` ith

pictures identifying the various materials used and producted

produced in each geographical area. (geography class; social

studies class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will name three career choices

which he/she is interested in and state; to the satisfaction of the

teacher, how geographical location might influence these choices.

Preparation: discuss the influence which' geographical location

4::1
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t

exerts on careei'decision making. If you are interested in a career

which is not a Mailable in your community, what could you do? Dis-

;

.

cuss concept/of labor, materials, supply, demand.

Resources: /!map of U. S.

..

B. Unit goal: to facilitate the knowledge that the decision making process in-

volves planning a choice of action and then implementing the plan.

1. Developmental objective: to understand haw 0 construct an appropriate

J.

,p/an of action.

a. Activity: ask students to Complete the following list of plans.
.4

Instructions--give the first three steps in the folldWing plans Of

action.

1) If you had decided to take a part time job after school, what

would your plan' be?

-2) If you had decided to try to get better grades, what would your

plan.be?

3 If you had decided to try to be more friendly what would your

plan be?

4) If you had decided to drop out of school, what would your .iian
t.

be?

5) If you had decided to find out more informatidh about -your

favorite career, what would your ppin be?

(English class; quidance activity)

Behavioralevaluation:each,student will state three tentative

career choices and three steps in a plan of action to explore each'

of these careers.

E.g nurse; 1. visit a hospital

2. talk to nurses

3. find out about nursing school

422
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plumber: 1. talk to a plumber

2, find out about requiremen s from a trade union

3. find'ouC labdr market supply''and demand *.

,Preparation: discuss various types of plans: a recipe, instruc-

tions to assemble something, a game plan, an architects,. plans or blue-

.

prints, sewing instructions, planning a party, drawing a sketch of

something you will make.. Having a plan helps you to organize your

actions so that they occur ih the best possible Sequence. This

is one way a person can control his/her life. A decision to do

something 6 turned into action by using an appropriate plan. This

plan can be in your mind before you make a decision or you can

plan. after the decision has been made. Ask for examples of

decisions and plans of action. One plan which we all live by is our

daily schedUle. After you decide which courses to take, a' plan

for implementing these decisions was Made,- whc, is. your daily

class schedule. If you 1rd decided to look'for a job for this

summer, what could your.plan.beZ. To whom would you speak, where could

you go for information? If you are interested at this time in
0

finding out more about 'your favorite career, what could your plan

be? Where could you visit? Whom could you talk to? What could:you

read? How else could youlind out about it?

Resources:

b. Activity :, after reviewing available career information (books,

pamphlets, Pennscript,. D.O.T., filmstrips) students plan one month

of activities which they may do individually, at home, in the com-

munity, at school, or with friends, to,further explore their fav-
.

oritecdreers. Each student constructs a month calendar with weekly

and daily career-exploration oriented activities. Stddents discuss

4
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i

.' 411:

and share "plans" with one another telling Wily the different ac-
,

'tivities were Out into that particular sequence. Onglish class;

r

guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state, to the satisfaction

of the teacher or counselor, what a plan of action is, and why it

is a necessary part of -the pmking,process.

Preparation: discuss'availabie sources_of career information such
,. . 6

-4!
0.

. ,,-
as Ipeo le local4industries pamphlets,, books. Discuss how a, person

.
.

.

..0

.
.

plans a

,

ourse of action after make a decisionand giVe examples.

If you decide to dovolunteei. work In an oCcupation that int rests

jou; what could your, plan of action he? What is' the.first t ing'You,

could do, then the second? Discuss how organizing and plann ng

action a h4:1 of.tiie can benefit a perdon'A decision making

Resources:

p

2. Developmental objective: to understand how to implement-an appropriate '

(

plan of action.

d. Activity: divide class into groups of three. Each, groUp plans

three activities in or out og school and a plan of implementing

those activitieti which explore a career of their choice. '.IArge

group discussion ensues, comparing and contrasting Activities and

plans of action. (English class; guidance activity; home econo-
.

mica class)

Fdllow-up: actually do the activities and plan which one of the

groups has constructed.

E.g, exploring a career as a chef.

1. visit a restaurant- -set aside a day fora field trip and..
)

choose a local restaurant, call the manager, make up a

list of interviewquestions to ask.

2. learn more about the requirements to be a chef, read

4 24
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restaurant magazines, find out about culinary schools, as a

. chef to visit the class speak- about the demands of his/her

job.

/

,

Behavioral evaluation; each student will decide on one career

which he/she is interested in exploring and plan three activities

to'xp1'6re it and.then implement one of those activities.

I

Preparation: explain with suggestiOns from students the entire

decision making process. (see activity, b, prep, B, 2 immediately

a following). Why is a plan of a ction necessary to,carry out,,a deci-

sion? What do you ,do with this plan? What would happen if we did

not use plans? Emphasize the importance of planfulness within the

decision making procesd and the importance of acting upon or im-

,

plementing those plans.

What if you decided you wanted to become a popular singer, but

you had no plan -to carry' out thisf decision. -Would this happen-by

itself or would you have to make it happen with some type of plan?

What could your plan be if you decided to become a popular record

,singer?

Have students read short autobiographies of famous people of their

own etoosing. Discuss these people and how they Made a decision,

planned a course_of ac '-on-aii-d-implementedstheir plans to be who

they are today.

Resources: autobiographies.

b. Activity; decide upon five faVorite careers among the class members

and invite guest speakers to class representing these five careers

-or career cluster areas. Speakers are asked in advance to be pre-

pared to speak about the yearly demands -of their Occupations. An-_
.

swering pre-planned interview questions from the class, the speakers
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discuss one calendar year on the job, breaking it down by months or

seasons or whatever is most applicable demonstrating how they plan

,their work or how it is planhed for them. They should explain typ-

ical daily schedules. to show how they implement this'yearly plan.

Sample interview questions:

1) what is unique abdut your occupation?

2) who glans what you do?

3) what are the special demands of your occupation nthly or

according to the seasons"?

4) do the demands changer

'.5) how do you plan for/ unexpected Changes?

/
6) what is your daily schedule?

follow -up activity:

Elan field / to visit these workers. on the job.

(English claSel bcial studies class; guidance activity)

Behavioral'evalua/ tion; each student will state, to the satisfac-

/

tion of the teacher or counselor, a four-step implementation of his/

her plan ofk Ition for exploring his/her flivorite career for the

next month.

PreparatioA discuss the decision making process from beginning to

end. Inc de: information gather, predicting outcomes, taking risks,

choosinglirom alternatives, planning a choice of action, implementing

the plan/ changing the plan if necessary, Discuss the results of

a decisf n if an appropriate plan of action is not implemented.
A

Why do relhave plans? What do we do with the plans?

Resources: guest speaker, transportation.
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XIV. NEED: DECISION MAKING KNOWLEDGE (10-12)

A. Unit goal: to facilitate the kno, edge that decision making ,involves risk

taking and increasingly restricted compromises between what one wants to

do and what is available.

1. Developmental obj ve: to understand that being able to take risks

and predict out omes are a necessary part of decision making.

ia. Activity first, each student lists his/her three favorite careers.

Then each student peruses a "Help Wanted" section of a local news-

par and selects three possible occupations which are most similar

to his/her three chosen favorites, the ones he/she is most familiar

with or knows he/she would like to Iniisue. Each student lists, the

risks involved in,his/her choosing those particular occupations and

predicts the possible outcomes of choosing each of those. three. The

group can discuss local occupational demands and what one should do

if there is no demand for the type of work he/she is interested in

doing. (geography class; English class; guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will name one favorite occupa-
.

tional choice, one alternate choice and two risks and two predicted

outcomes of-his/her choosing each.

Preparation: discuss risk taking as it is related to career choice.

What are the risks and predicted outcomes of choosing certain careers?

Some risks are personal in nature, others come -from the occupation

itself, labor market, etc. When should you take a risk? Are you

willing to take 'Eliot of risks or would you rather avoid them?

How can, you predict the_ outcomes of alternate choices? How do you

pick the one which is best for you? If you think you are interested

in an occupation for which there is little demand in your community

or in the country, what should you do? Discuss the local occupational

4 7
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needs and how one can keep up to date on these trends. Discuss !

how the number of alternatives to choose from becomes increasingly

restricted throughout ones development. It is more d fficult tol

go in another-direction, Once a decision has been ma e. Have

several different newspapers available, one for each student.

Resources: newspapers. 1

b. Activity: each student lists his/her three avorite career choices

and then researches the ,supply and demand from 1965-1975 of their

first career choice ,/stating the pred,icted trend for-that career

// I

froM 1975-1985. This research is compiled into a list of five i

risks and predictd outcomes for !that career choice. The lists should

include the risks and the internal and external factors which .T1flu-

ence them based on labor market trends and personal needs. Reicom-
::

mended reading - Occupational Outlook Handbook, Tepartment ofiabor

Statistics. (social studies class, guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state the greatest risk

involved in his/her choosing his/her first career choice-.

Preparation: discuss labor trends in the U.S. during the past twen-

ty years. and those predicted for the next ten years. Discuss where

this type of information can be obtained. Discuss the types of risks

involved in a career choice, the predicted outcomes of those risks,

the external factors controlling career choice, and the internal

factors which influence career risk taking. (interests,_ values,

goals, etc.)

Resources: Occupational OutlookHandbook, Department of Labor

Statistics.

2. Developmenta1 objective: to recognize that compromises must be made

between increasingly restricted choices.
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a. Activity: all students play the,high school version of the Life

Career Game. Discuss decision making alternatives, and internal

and external limitatiOns_whiCh cause compromises to be made.

(social studies, class; English class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state, to the satisfac-

tion of the teacher or counselor, three possible reasons for (or

events which might influence) compromises to have to,be made if

he/she were to pursue the career of his/her choice.

E.g. I would like to be a veternarian but I don't know if my

parents caw afford college, also it is very difficult~ to get into

vet,school today and I am also allergic to dog and cat fur.

Preparation: discuss the Occupationil Outlook Handbook and projected

supply and demand of occupations. Each student is able to identify

,the outlook for the career of'his/her choice. Discuss how if you

have started working toward a certain career goal and you ch-nge

your mind about it, what-lithitations you will face. What are the

advantages and disadvantages o xchanging your-mind about a career?

What do you do'if the way to a tain career becomes '"blacked"

either due to unpredicted external ftictors or due to uncontrollable

internal factors? ,What if you discover that you don't like or

can't do the work for the career you are preparing for?

Resources: secondary vex` ion of the Iife Career Game.

b. Activity: students describe, in written form, three past decisions

which they have made which were successful and three they .have

made which were not as anticipated for one reason or another

(stating the reason,also). The students are to identify the risks:.

predicted outcomes, and compromises involved'in all six decisions.

Discuss how theplans for implementing the three decisions that did
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not turn out as planned could have been altered (if possible) to

facilitate the originally expected outcome. (English Class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state to the satisfac-

tion of the teacher or counselor, a career choice and three possible

compromises which may have to be ma e,to implement that choice

successfully.

Preparation: read the autobiography of a famous individUal. Discuss.'

the risks, predicted outcomes: at turning points, and the Compromises

..;!*.

'which this person made in order to pursue his/her life's work.' Dis-

cuss other related reasons which cause career choiCe compromises to:'

be made, dividlIng, them into internal and external factors. Dis-

cuss the career,decision.making process im relation to selection

A from fewer and fewer alternatives.

Resources: autobiographies.

B. ,Unit goal: toJacilitate the knowledge that decision making is an on- going,

planned, sequential process which must be practiced.

1. Developmentallobjectivei to understand the sequefice of the decision ,

making process.

a. Activity: each student identifies one major career related choice-

which hetebe has made within the past several months. 'This choice_,

must be broken down into the following components in a written

exe. ciae, with a statement explaining briefly the how, why, when

or what of 'each component.

yRecognition of then need for a decision

/2) Clarification of interests, values, goals

/3) Identification of all alternatives

/ 4) Use of information

5) Identification'of risks and predicited outcom s or consequences
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6)
A

Recognition of internal and external limiting factors

7) Choosing-the most appropriate/alternative

8), Planning the choice

9) Implementing the plan

10) 6aluating the outcomes

(Oidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: .ech student will identify the ten4steps

in the decfsion making process.

Preparation: discuss the ten components of the decision making pro-,

Cess (see activity above). Are all components necessary? What

can happen if one or more steps in the process are skipped.

Decision making is an on-going, and constant process. Sometimes

you are unaware that it is even going on. When major decisions must

be made, it is helpful to follow the process step-by step to ensure

that appropriate decisions are made for that particular situation.

.Many smaller decisions add choices constitute larger decisions.

Resources.:

b. Activity: students select a career by following the ten steps of

the comprehensive decision making process discussed in the previous

activity. /Students then review how they completed each step to

arrive at the final choice. Then introduce the following change

in plans. Ask each student to rewrite step #9 as if they 114;

either a) deciaed to get married or b) decided to drop out of

school.

/

Questions students should answer:

1) Recognition.: (How do you know you/have to choose)

2) Clarification of interests, values, goals: (State two major

interests, two work=related values, and one career goal)

3) Identify all alternatives available: (What other choices do
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you have)

e /
4) Information: (Wha books, pamphlets, plades, people would you

consult to find o t about your alternatives)
/

5) List three riski and predict the outcomea of your choice.

6) Name three external and three internal limiting factors..

7) Select one alternative based upon all of the above.

8) List threBsteps in a plan of action, to ithplement your choice.

9) List three ways you could further implement your plan (three

activities Ou could'perform)

19) -Evaluate what you think the eventual outcome would be, haying

folloWedall of the above.
/
/

( uidande actiyity)
/

..

B havioral evaluation: each student will state how dropping it of

i
1

.

chodl or getting married would change his/her individual career

/
4 -,

plans.
I /

/
Preparation: discuss in depth the ten dec'ision making steps of

Career choice. 1) How do you know you must choose something?

2) How do your interests and values effect your career goals?

3 and 4) How do ,you discover ail of the options available?

5) What are the risks-involved in each alternative? What would the

outcomes be if you chose each alternative? 6) What factors within

yourself May limit your choices? (abilities, interests, values)

What factors outside-of yourself may limit your decision?

(parents, friends, money, geographical locatf.-6n) 7) How do'

you make the final choice? 8) What plans must be made once the

choice is made? 9) What activities. must you, perform to actualize

your plan? 10) What are the outcomes of your choice?

Resources:
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2. Developmental Objective: to practice the, entire decision making pro-

cess:

a. Activit the students are to make the following projected deci-

Sions and ould be able to explain what criterion they based the

decision upon, which steps in,the process (refer to activity B, 1,

a) they did and did not use, and what factors were the most influen-

tial in helping them decide:

1) all courses for the next semester .

2) three extra curricular activities for net year (sports, clubs,

hobbies, lessons.)

'3) one long-range career goal

4) three tentative career choices

5) one short-term career objective

(guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will select one career goal and

two tentative career choices based upon that goal and state to the

satisfaction of the teacher or counselor, three reasons why he/she

decided upon that particular goal and those particular career

choices:\

Preparation: discuss the decision making-process in.its entirety.

Emphasize the need to practice decision making In order to do it

successfullly. 'Decisions are not judged as being "right" or

"wrong" but as being,appropriate or inappropriate. What can

you learn from an ina;ih.opriate decision or one that for some

reason does not come out as you had expected it to? ,

Resources:

b. Activity: each student writes a short essay entitled "My Career

Choice and How I Made It". Included should be a discussion of

433
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'long range career goals, s ort-term objectives, interests,

related values, personal val es, lifestyle, a plan of activities

to carry out these objectives, and one or more alternate choices

that may be implemented. (guida ce activity, social studies

class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student ill name one long-riinge career

goal in which he/she is most interested and three steps in imple-
.

menting a plan of action to work toward t :t goal.

Preparation: discuss the decision making p cess (see XIV, B, 1, a)

and how it is applied to all decisions. Ask r examples of personal

decisions, career-related decisions, etc. Appr ximately how many

decisions do we make each day. Give an example by going through one

complete day from waking up to going to be sleep, pointing out

the decisions, large and small, career related and not career re-

lated, choice points, elterilatives, risks, predicted outcomes.

Discuss the necessity for practicing decision making, just like

any other skill, to be most successful at it.

Resources:
t72
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XV. NEED: DECISION MAKING ATTITUDES (K-3)

A. Unit goal: to encourage positive, flexible, attitudes to aid in decision

making.

1. DeVelopmental objective: to understand that flexibility is facilita-

ting and rigidity is non-facilitating.

a. Activity -: have three students role play the "New Student"

dramatization. One student is new to the school and neighborhood

and insists on being called "James" instead of Jim or Jimmy.

At recess,'he refuses to play softball or tag and he will not be

friendly with any other students, even after they attempt

several times to make friends with him. James insists on eating

lunch aldhe, and will not walk holie with anyone. Discuss the im-

plications of these types'of fixed behaviors. Why is James

acting this way? What can you do to help him feel at hoie?

What will happen if he stays this way ?'

Behavioral. evaluation: each student will state one new activity

he/she has never tried, but would like to try soon.

Pre aration: discuss attitudes and feelings toward new people,

places, ideas. How do you feel whin ybur parents want you to

try a new food?' How do you feel when you are going someplace

you have never been before? How do you keel when you-are alone

in a room with someone you do not know? Would you be willing

try a new,game? What would happen if you never tried anything

pew or different?

Resources: role pla ing.

b. Activity: each student, draws a picture of one choice that he/

she made recently, which involved do ng something new or differ-

ent or trying something new, like n fbod, or game, or new
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clothing. Each student shores his/her pictures with the rest of

the clasi stating how he/she felt before, and then after making

the choice. Ask other clais members how they would feel if they

. made the same choice that their neighbors had made. Discuss

how you can improvefeelings toward making choices through open -

mindedness, lack of hesitancy, and receptiveness to new tangs;

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state one choice he/she

. has made recently, which made him/her feel good, or happy, or

want to do the same thing again soon.

Preparation: discuss the concepts of flexibility and change. Dis

cuss how we change and how we don't always feel the same, don't

always have the same reaction to things, don't always look the

same. Discuss feelings surrounding daily choices. Hdw do you

feel when you are deciding what to wear for the day? How do

feel when you are deciding what to eat or when you are going to

walk .to school. To help students understand this idea of

change-, have them bring in old pictures of themselves and if a

camera is available, take current pictures of them for purposes:

of comparison. Display all pictures on the bulletin board

and ask students how they are different now from when the old

picture was taken.

Resources: old pictures, camera.

c. Activity: have students form two circles, Ask them to move

aadund in the circles, walking behind the person in front of them,

until you say "freeze". Then they are to strike a pose of their

favorite person. See how long they can hold the pose. Ask

them when they feel like moving again to raise their hands.

What if they had to stay in the same position all day, without

4'36
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moving or dhangin their position? Have them start moving again

When most have raised their, hands. After a few' moments, 'say "Freeze"

i

agaan, and this time they are to pose as 'their favorite'object,

and hold the pose as long as they can, until most have aiaed their
F,

hands. Repeat a third time, asking them to pose as,,their'favorite
a

"anything". Then discuss how they felt after each change. What
a

would happen if someone refused to ever change anything? How'

do "you feel when'you are "frozen" in one position, not being

able to move or change ?' Could you stay that way forever?

Behaviaral.evaluation: each student will name one new or diffetent

activity he/she would like to try but has never tried before.

Preparation :; discuss the .concepts of flexibility, change, and

r

fluidity as contrasted to rigidity. What would Itabe like'if

nothing ever changed, if everything st ymd-ehe same? Howswould

you fccr if nothing new and different .ever happened? 'What%would-

you feel like if everyday you got up at exactly the'same fime,

even on Sa:turdny and Sunday? What if you had. to eat the Same,

food, wear the same clothes and do the same things at school

\

every day? What if everyone were "frozen" this way?

Resources:

'Developmental objective: to understand how to adapt successfully to

unexpected changes.
t Y

a. Activity: create a puppet story around characters to' whom un-

expected things happen;

Nancy was going to play with her best friend Joan after school,

but Joan had decided to play with someone else. What could

Nancy do:

.437
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Donna's Mother was going to take Donna to the moviei,on Saturday

but how-she has to work and cannot go. What courtilBonna do?

Todd, has decided to make a picture for his brother's birthday,

but he cannot find,any iapet to draw on. What could he do?.

Discuss how we adapt to unexpected changes,-things that happen

which we *weren't planning on. Ask students for examples of some-

thing "unexpected" that happened to them. What didl",they do?

Behavioral evaluation: when presented with a situation which

chinges unexpectedly, each student will state , to the satisfac-

tion of the ,teacher or. counselor, what he/she could do instead,

how the plans could be changed or adapted.

Preparation: discuss feelings: Ask several pupils hod they are

o /feeling at the moment. -Show several portrait photographs of

people expressing feelings.' Ask students to label, the feelings.,

/
What do you think this person is feeling and why do you think--

this person feels this way.. .HaVe you ever felt this way? How

do you feel when something changes your plans." If you had a

quarter and you decided to buy something with it but you lost

`it on the way to the store, how would you feel? What could

you 'do about it? Discuss how plans change unexpectedly and how you

can change your plans if necessary.

Resources: photos of people expressing strong emotions:

b. Activity: several times throughout the day change the usual

school routine unexpectedly. For example, shorten recess, len-
,

gthen free period. Ask an unknown person to 'come to class to work

with the students. After each chanc;e, discuss4ith the students

how they felt and why. Discuss open-midedn&as, flexibility,

adaptation to change. Then go over the following checklist with
. .
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the students. Have them raise their hands if they think they

would be willing to try the following activities. Discuss why

the students would be willing or unwilling to do them,

I) Tomorrow, come to school earlier and leave for home earlier.

2) Today, try some new type of food in the cafeteria which you

have never tried before.

3) Tonight, go some place with your parents you have never

been before.

4) Play a new game you were .not expecting to play.

5) 'Unexpectedly have tostay with someone you do not know.

Behavioral evaluation:, when presented with a,situation which

involves change, each student will state, to the teacher's or

counselor's satisfaction~, an alternative action or plan.

Preparation: discuss adapting to unexpected changes. How do you

feel at first when something that you were not expecting happens?

Do you like surprises? If your family was going to go on a pic-

nic and then your lather had to work, how would you feel?

What could your family do inatead? How would you change your

plans? If you don;t think of something else to do, how will

you feel all day? Finding something else to do, or making a

new plan helps us to"feel better.

Resources:

B. Unit goal: to encourage positive attitudes toward taking responsibility

for decisions.

1. Developmental objective: to recognize that one is responsible for ones

actions.

a. Activity: read the first half of a story to the class in which

a child makes a decision which does not work out as planned.

Ask the class what the character should do about that decision.
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Finish the story to see what the character does do.- Discuss

what can be done in situations like these.

Hazel hasust learned to ride her two wheel bicycl. Her little

sister, Violet 'wants to go for a ride with her, but-her parents

have asked Hazel not to ride anyone on her bicycle with her not

just yet. What does Haziel do? What would you do?

Hazel' rides Violet on the back of her bicyble and Violet falls off.

Violet cuts her knee on the sidewalk and is crying very loudly.

Hazel comforts her, and takes her home so the cut can be cleaned

an bandaged. Hazel's mother asks her how her sister got cut,

apd Hazel tells her what happened, because she realizes that her

,decision to ride Violet on the bicycle did not turn out the way

she had hoped it would, and her mother always-wants to know the

truth: What do you think Hazel will do the next time this choice

or one like it comes up?

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state one choice which

he/she made that did not turn out the way he/she-had expected.

State the way he/she will choose the next time the situation

occurs.

Preparation: discuss how decision making is. not always easy to

do and that it takes practice to make the choices work out as

you planned them to. If you make a choice and it-does not work

out for some reason, what could you do about it? If you are

playing at a friend's house and you choose to stay there until

after dark, and your parents have asked you always to be home

befdre dark, whk could happen ?i What would your parents say, z..nd

what would you say to them? Would you make that same choice the

same way again?

Resources:
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2. Developmental objective: to realize that some decisions are influ-

enCed by external factors.

a. Activity: each student, keeps a scrap book of pictures he/she

has drawn or cut out of choices he/she has made,- activities

carrying out the choices, feelings surrounding the choices.

Students insert-itctures of external influences where they are,

appropriate. For example, pictures may include: picture of a'

girl with clothes ch000sing what to wear; insert prEture of

mother next to this picture (mother told her to choose-from

three Certain garments). Picture of a boy painting at easel,

insert picture of teacher (teacher asked him to paint).

Behavioral evaluation: each student will name two external

factors which limit or influence his /her choices: mother,

teacher, weather, friends.

Preparation: discuss the variety of external factors which

influence choice making. If you decided to play softball and it

started to rain, what changes your decision? What could you do

instead? If you decide o to the movies alone, who might

change your-decision? There a,emany thing's which can influence

our choices. Let's see if we can name them. Show pictures of

these factors and have the tudents name them. People such as

our family, our friehds, the eacher, principal, or possibly

where you live, money, or the weather. All of these outside

forces influence and help us to makejlecisions. Discuia

amples of all of these. Who or what decided how you get to school?

Who decided what you wear to school or What you eat before you

get here? Sometimes decisions are made fo us by these outside

fa-et-ors. As we get oldei, we learn to make pre and more choices
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by ourselves:

Resources: magazines.

b. Activity: list on the board fifteen activities that the students

would like to be able to do in school today. From these fifteen,

derive the ones that can be done in school and list them. Dis-

cuss the remaining activities that cannot be done and what out-

side forces are keeping them from being done, and influence

them., For example: riding a bicyCle in school.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will name two external

factors, to the satisfaction of the teacher or counselor,

which influence choices and state how they influence choices.

Preparation: discuss forces, factors, influences, outside of

oneself,and their effect upon choices. Some choices are limited

by other people, some are limited by things that happen which

we cannot control such as the weather, out location, etc. Ask

for examples of choices which, the students have made, which were

influenced by something or someone outside of themselves.

Resources:
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430.

A. Unit goal: to encourage positive, adaptive,pelible attitudesto aid

in deeisionmaking.

1. DeVeloppental,objective: to understand that flexibility is faciii-.

tating and rigidity is non-facilitating.

a. Activity: have student fill out the following list with three

examples.

In the past, I have said I wasn't able to:

1.

2..

3.

But what I think I really meant was that:

1.

2.

3'.

Discuss hesitancy and other reasons for not doing something at

first. How can this be overcome?

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state one-activity that

he/She has been hesitant to try, but would, like very Much to

try sometime soon.

Preparation: discuss concepts of flexibility and adaptability to

newness, to change, and to being "different". Contrast flexibil-

ity with rigidity. How do you feel when you do something you

have ne4er done before? How can you overcome hesitancy to.try

new things? What does it feel like to try something new and dif-

ferent and discover that you really like and enjoy doing it.

Resources:

Activity: ask students to fill out the following checklist.

Discuss reason for their answers.
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Which of the following would you be willing to try? Plate an

X next to the /number of the activities that you would li e to

test put.

1. eat a focid you have never eaten before.

2. play a game you have never played before.

3. talk to!a'person you do not know, but would like t. know.

4, wake up earlier, go to bed'earlier.
/ 1

5. visit a different church or synagogue.

i i

il

6 read a, book or magazine you have never ready before.never

7! share/a favorite possession with someone else.

a/. do something to ,help someone else without being asked.
1 I

9. prepare a meal for your family.

1/0. try to fix something that is broken.

i' I

11. ask a new friend to come over to your house after school.

1
12. change your hairityle.

wear a different type of clothing.

14. be; friendly to the new person: in school.

15. not use any money for five days.

Behavkoral evaluation: each student will state one new and different

activity he/she would like to try at school and one new activity

he/she would like to try at home.,
1

Preparation: discuss the advantages of flexibility and adapti-

bility. Discuss the disadvantages of rigidity. What would you

feel like if you never did anything new or different? What

would it be like if no one ever changea? HoWdo you feel when

you succeed at a new task? Discuss to overcome hesi-

tancy and reluctance to 'try ,new cht:1,s, 4:ctivities, foods, clothes-

Resources:
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9. Developmental objective: to understand how to adapt successfully to

, unexpected change. 4

a. Activity: give each student modeling clay to work with. Ask

him/her to decide upon an. object to make which he/ihe likes and

then to begin making it. After allowing student to work on the

object for about fifteen minutes, tell them that there is no

more clay available for this project, and ask them to change the

11 object into something that they think their father would like

0

for Father's Day. Allow them enodgh'time to finish the object.

Discuss how they felt when they were asked to change the object

itself and theperson who was going to receive it. Discuss

change and what would happen if people refused to change.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will name to the teacher's or

counselor's satisfaction, one personal choice made recently which

had to be changed; and why it was changed.

Preparation: discuss flexibility in adapting to/ newness and to

change which happens unexpectedly. Give an example of a young

person who _was hesitant to try anything new. She would not try on

any new clothes, would not eat any new or different food, would

not play any new games, would not talk to anyone she did not

know. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of being this way.

What would happen if everyone refused to accept newness and change?

Resources:

b. Activity: tell students they have thirty minutes as a free period

and may work at whatever they choose. Have the students working

in groups of five at various different and new tasks throughout

the room. After five minutes, at the words "stop working ",

each student is to stop doing what he/she is doing, and choose a
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new task area,
\

After five minutes, rept.at the same prodeeLre.

Repeat again five minutes later. Discuss how they felt after

each rotation. How did they feel a few moments liter after they

started the second new task? Did they like starting and stopping

three new and different tasks?

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state to the teacher's

or counselor's satisfaction, two choices which he/she has made

recently which had to be changed, and explain how he/she changed

them.

Preparation: discuss the concept of change, and how we feel

when things change suddenly or unexpectedly. What can you do to

adapt to these changes? Do you make the best of things, try

something else, become angry or give up?

Resources: new learning tasks or activities.

B. Unit goal: to encourage positive attitudes toward taking responsibi=

lity for decisions.

1. Developmental objective: to recognize that one is responsible for

one's own actions.

a. Activity: read three situational stories about youngsters who

made decisions which did not turn out the way they expected..

Ask the itudents,what the youngster should do in each case:

blame someone else for the, decision, try to make a better choice

the next time,-etc. Encourage students to think about accepting,

the responsibility for all decisions made by them, whether they

turn out as expected or not, and to learn'from the experience.

Ask students how they can make more appropriate decisions c...e

next time.

Behavioral evaluation: each stAc...t' zta-t one de:L.sio.:-. whiLn

he/she made recently which did work oat as plLahed, e.as now.
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he/she would change the decision the next time it, or a similar

decision had to be made. ... , -

e

Preparation: discuss decision making outcomes. How do you know

when a decision is working the way you want it to, and when it

is not? Ask for examples of, decisions which did and did not work A

ik IS:A."

out. When a decision turns out the way we expected, it sually

makes us feel good, and we are protd to admit we made .it. What

happens when a decision does not make us feel very good bec use

it did not turn out the way we expected? What can we do when

this 'happens? If you decide to try out ?Ibr a baseball, hockey,

or tennis team and you don't make it, how do you feel? What

can you do about tilis decision? Do you blame the judges for

your not making the team or do you think about thefact that you i

did not practice before you tried out and everyone else did? /

Discuss the,inevitability of having some decisions not turn out

as you had planned no miter what you do because of the risks

involved and uncontrollable external forces. Do you still take

responsibility for these decisions and should you?

. Resources: situational stories.

b. Activity: show Decisions, Decisions, Decisions and Ways People

Decide, two filmstrips and cassettes. Discuss the implications

by relating them to the students personal lives. How do you de-

cide things? How do you feel when you must make a decision?

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state to the satisfac-
;

tion of the teacher or counselor, one dtection heRhe has made or

will make and a plan;for taking responsibility for the actions in-

volved.
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Preparation: discuss how we make "valid" or "invalid" or

appropriate" or "inappropriate" decisions and not "right"

or "wrong" or "good"'or "bad" decisions. Contrast with prob-

lem solving: When iou 'Solve a problem, such ii"i'math prob.-

. lem, there is a right or wrong answer, 2+214 not 24.2,s5. When

e decision'is"made, either it works or it doesn't work toward

a desired outcome in a certain situation, making it suitable or

fit or apt:i or not suitable, fit , it apt for those given cir-

cumstances. But a decision with a "good" outcome may have been

.made poorly. The quality of a decision involves the process of

making it as well at the results.

c.. Activity: read together a short biography of a worker. Discuss

the occupitional decisions whict' the worker made or has to make.

Then discuss, and list on the board the, various types of occupa- .

tiont which students are interested in and ask for suggeitions of

the special types of decisions which people who hold these occupa-

tions must face. List the ways in which these people accept the

responsibility for these decisions.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state to the satisfac-

tion of the teacher or counselor, one decision he/she made this

week and how he/she accepted the responsibility of it.

Preparation: discuss the concept of responsibility..Discuss

the risks involved in decision making. If a decision does not

turn out as you, expected, what can you do about it? If you flake

a derision, plan to carry it out, and then find that it'isn't

going to work,'whaCcan you do about it. Who should accept the

responsihaity for your decisions, whether they turn out as ex-



peered or not? Who should accept the reslionsibilitifOr the de-
\

Cisions that your parents make? Who should' accept the respon-

sihility for the decisions that the government makes? What can

we do if we disagree with these decisions? In carrying out de-

visions, you must have a plan, and then take action to imple-

ment the plan. This is one way of accepting the responsibility

for the decision.

Resources:

2. Developmental objective: to understand that some, derisions are in-

fluenced by external factors which are difficult to tcont.r,61.

a. Activity: list the external forces which influence decisions

,

and number them one to ten:' weather, parents,Arienas, location,

/Oa
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money, etc, Ask.the 'Students to concentrate on what happened to

them yesterday, all day from getting up in the morning to going

to sleep at night. Each student lists five to ten decisions or

,choices he/she made on, that day. After each decision, the student.

should list at least OA external factor which influenced that

choice. A group discussion should follow about the influences

and whether or not anything could have/been done to change the

influence and whether or not you would want to change the in-

fluence.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state three-decisions he/

she made today, and one external factor influencing each choice.

Preparation: discuss external controls which influence decision

making (society peers, parents, weather, money,.location). Ask

students for example of situations when they were not able to

make their own decisions. iow were the decisions made and who

or what influenced the outcome of the 'decisions ? List all ex-
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ternal controlling factors on the board include authoritarian

figures. (parents, society, teacher, principal, police). What

other types of factors can influence a decision? Include gebr

graphical location, lack of resources, weather, and ask for ex-'

amiles of how these factors exert control over a person's.deci-

.sion making. Who influences what you eat or what you wear.

What influences your decision to go or not to go on a picnic?

Resources:

b. Activity: role play several decision making situations which in-
.

volve students with authoritarian figures or factors controlling

their decisions. For eicample:

Student/Student--A student sees a friend take something froin

the teacher's desk when she is out of the room. What de-

cisions does the student make? What external factors are

, .

influencing this'decision?

Five students plan to take a bike hike on Saturday and it

rains. What d-O they do? What is controlling their decision?

Discuss adaptation to external factors which cannot be controlled,

learning how to change those which Can be controlled, and flexi-

bility in dealing with authorities. Ask: if you disagree with

an authority, what can you do about it?

Behavioral evaluation: each student will name one decision which

.he/she has made within the past week which was influenced by an

external factor, what the factor was, and whether or not this in-

fluence could be questioned or changed.

Preparation: discuss the external factors which control ouz de-

cision and then list them on the board in the following way:

_People Things

hither
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Father' Government

Friends 'Money

Brothers, Sisters Materials

Relatives Geographic Location

Teacher Weather

Principal

Discuss the implications of questioning an authority that is

exerting an influence on a perton. If you decide to do something

which you have been told not to do or you know you shoUldn't do,

. or have been Asked not to do, who takes the responsibility for

.that choice? /f it works out, what happens? If it doesn't work

out, ghat happens? How can you go about disagreeing with an

authority? Lead into a discussion of the laws that we live.by.

Resources: role playing.
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XV. NEED: DECISION MAKING ATTITUDES (7-9)
.

A. Unit goal: to develop an awareness of how decisions are influenced by

attitudes.

Developmental objective: to, explore the origins of Attitudes:

a. Activity: list ten controversial topics for discussion on the

board. Divide the class into groups of three students each for

panel discussions. Each group selects one of the topics-to laid A

class discussion, stating their opinions, which are verbalized

attitudes on the topic. Discussion should include sources which
,

influence their opiAions (peers, family, religion) andlwhat de-

cisions they have made or could possibly make based onhese

attitudes.

-Sample topicS:

drugs war feminism

sexual needs energy homosexuality

.t,ecology aborttoh

(English class; guidance activity; human relation& class;

government class; social studies class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state three attitudes

which he/she has and three decisions which he/she had made or

will make based upon these attitudes.

Preparation: clarify definitions of attitudes, values; opinions,

value judgements, beliefs, and give examples of each. Ask for the

student's personal examples of each. Emphasize the importance of

allowing everyone to hold his/her own. unique set of values, Eitel.=

tudes, and beliefs. Discuss the origins of attitudes. 14ho has

the same attitudes.that you have? Do your frtends and parents.,

have similar attitudes? Ask for examples of attitudes which the
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students have that differ strongly from those held by tleir

parents and are a source of conflict. Discuss the highl, per-

sonal nature of attitudes. , hould we force.others to c

their attitude's so that"they are in line with our own att tudes?

g

How do attitudes, beliefs, values, influence our diily de ision

making? How do they influence our government's and societtr's

decision making.

Resources;

b. Activity: using the J. C. Penney values clarification kit, dis-

cuss values, and,how our attitudes are based. upon our own value

structure. (English class;, guidance activity; social studies

class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state three values which

are important to him/her and three attitudes stemming from each

of these values.
\

Preparation: compare and contrast values, beliefs, attitudes,

myths,' standards, laws, ethics, opinions. Emphasize value struc-

tures and their relationship to attitudes and opinions. Dis-

cuss the personal nature of values and attitudes. Where do /

attitudes come from and who holds the same attitudes that you

hold?

. Resources; An Introduction to Values Clarification.

2. Developmental objective; to explore the attitudes which influence

career related decisions.

a, Activity: read the Job-0 pamphlet, answer all questions, and di'-

cuss how interests, vatuts, attitudes, can effect the various 1

job-related decisions which must be made': What types of attit des

are important to 'oe successful in any type of work? List five.

Discuss the decisions w;Lich mii,ht be m, de on the basis of tySese
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attitudes., (guidance activity; social studies class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will name three occupations

which are of interest to his /her and three attitudes that he/she

has. toward the following aspects of the occupations: hours, pay,

prestige, location, fringe benefits.

Preparation; discuss definitions of attitudes, values, beliefs,

opinions, and value judgements. Discuss the origins of these
\

phenomena." Discuss who else holds the same attitudei as the

students. An opinion is a verbalized attitude toward a cert4n

object, person"; place, or thing. Ask for opinions on the following

topics: use of drugs, war, sex before marriage, religion.

Resources: Job-0 Kit.

b: Activity: review "The World of Work" flmstrip and cassette./

Biscuss why we work, and why the choice of what we do as an .occu-

pation for the rest of our lives is a very personal decisioi.

(English class; guidance activity; social studies class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student Will state two reaso s why

he/she would like to wc.rk when he/she is finished with school.

Preparation: discuss the value of work. Discuss the eeling of

success which comes from a job well done. Discuss t psychologi-

cal and material'rewards of doing something well the worth of

work.

Resources? "The World of Work".

r. Act-ivity: play band #1 on the record from Career Decsi ion and

do worksheet #1. Explore work attitude's. (guidance activity;

social studies. class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student is able to state three work-

related.attitudes which give success on the job.
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Preparal; discuss work-related attitudes. How do attitudes

affect your career decision making. What attitudes are impor-

tant- on the jot'? What effect d6 attitudes have on daily living?

Resour'es: Career DPrisions: Finding, Getting, Keeping 0 Job.

rnit goal: to facilitate positive, adaptive attitudes to aid in the

eecision making process and in the acceptance of its inherent respon-

silllirtes.

1. Developmental objective: to understand that flexibility is goal facili-

rating and rigidity is goal inhibiting.

a. Activity; have each student fill out the following checklist,

checking activities which he/she would like to try:

1) Not watch TV for two weeks

2) Ask a new friend over to your house

3) Wear something different and unusual to school

4) Change your hair style

5) Be friendly to the foreign exchange student

4) Volunteer to do a special project for a certain class

7) Eat some type of food that ,'you have never eaten before

8) Play a game you have never played hefo're

9) Do something for someone without being'asked

-10) Go to a new school

,11) Try to do a fob you have never tried before

12) Read something you have never read before

Each student is then to select the one activity which he/she would

most jike to try and one activity he/she would be most hesitant

to' try and write a brief explanation of why he/\ she feels this way.

(English class; g1 lidance activity; social studies class)

/
Behavioral evalwrion: each student will name one incident in

which he/she acted inflexibly and what the outcome' of that be-
,
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havior was.

Preparation: discuss the advantages and disadvantages of rigidity.

Do you know Someone who never likes to try anything new?. Some-

times you may have felt this way but what did you do to over-

come it? What if there was never anything new to try? How does-

your grandmother and grandfather feel about your activities,

clothes, dances, etc.? How are they different from what the

knew as teenagers? Discuss the relationship between flexi ility

/2and decision making.

Resources:

b. Activity: have each student bring in a photograph o

/

him /herself

which was taken at least five years ago. Using this as a stimu-

lus, each student is to list seven ways that he/she was five

years ago (interests, attitudes, opinions, beliefs).. "I was .

" Then list seven ways that he/she is now: "I am . .

." Then list seven ways he/she thinks_he/she will be in

five years: "I will be " Discuss these changes which

have occurred in each student as they are related to a rigidity- -

flexibility continuum of behavior and attitudes. ,k7 you more

or less rigid than you were five years ago? Discuss the diffe-

rences in personal decision making then and now. (guidance

activity; health class)

'Behavioral evaluation: each student will state one way in which

he/she has changed in the past five years and one decision which

was made on the basis of this internal change.

Preparation: discugs the concept of*change. How do we adapt to,

or make internal changes?, How do we adapt to external change?

What are some of the indicators enat a parson is halng diffi-

culty adapting to changes? Discuss the advantages and disad-

vantages Of being. either rigid or flexible. If a person is rigid
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highly structured, extremely hesitant to try anything new, how

does this effect his/her decision making? Bob does not like

new people, places, br things. He is very set in his ways.

He always gets up at the same time everyday, goes to bed at the

same time, eats the same food at the'same time everyday. If

a friend invited him to go on a campting trip in the woods for

three days, do you think that he would decide to go?

Kathy is a fun-loving, relaxed, sociable person who loves to try

new foods, new games, and having new experiences. If a friend

asked her to go on a camping trip, what do you think her decision

would be? What are the advantages and disadvantages to being the

way Bob is, or the way Kathy is? Which way are you?

Resources:

2. Developmental objective: to understand how to Rccept the responsi-

bility for your actions.

a. Activity: review "Counseling in Vocational Decisions", filmstrip

and cassette.. Discuss the value of seeking outside assistance

(i.tet from counselor) in making vocational decisions and still

being able to maintain independence in decision making. Discuss

who ultimately is responsible for a decision. (guidance activity;

social studies class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state to the teacher's

or counselor's satisfaction, three reasons for seeking outside

assistance in vocatio41 decision making.

Preparation; emphasize the importance of taking the responsibility

for your own deciiions by seeking help with information, considering

all alternatives, planning, predicting outcomes, etc. Discuss the

highly personal nature, of a vocational decision. Discuss out-

side influences and their impact upon decisions. Who has to live
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with the decisions you make? Discuss the integrity and indepen-

dence of decision making.

Resources: "Counseling in Vocational Decisions".

Activity: each student is to Interview a worker who workil in-an

area the student is particularly interested in at this time..

Each student is to list three decisions this person must make

daily on the job and two major decisions this person makes

yearly on the job. Every decision is followed by an explanatlori

of how the worker accepts the responsibility for the decision.

This should include a plan of action, how the plan is implemented,

and what is done if the plans don't work out as expected. (English

class; government class; guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will name one decision that

he/she would have to make working at his/her-favorite occupation.

and state to the teacher's or counselor's satisfaction, how he/she

would take the responsibility for the decision.

Preparation: discuss responsible decision making in regard to

personal life, working, life, on-the-job group decision making,

and governmental decisions as they are related to ethics and law.

Discuss thefeasibilitiof alternative courses of action if a

decision becomes famipropriate on the national level. What do

we do if we make inappropriate decisions for our own life?

When you implement a ,plan Of action, does your responsibility,

end there or are you responsible for the consequences also?

Resources:

c. Activity: have the students list five decisions they have made

in the past month. Next to the decision, each student is to

state whether or not the dec4ion turned out as planned or as
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expected. Beside those decisions, which did not turn out as planned,

the-student should state why this happened and how a more desired

outcome could have been achieved. (English class; guidance

activity; / social studies class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state to the teacher's

or counselor
, s satisfaction, what it means to take responsibility

for a decision, whether the outcome was desireable or undesireable.

Preparation: dicuss the meaning of responsible decision making.

Discuss the entire process which- includes: recognizing that a

deCision has to be made, knowing all the available alternatives,

collecting information, determining risks, predicting outcomes,

choosing an alternative, constructing a plan of action, and, im-

plementing the plan. How does one learn to accept the consequences

of a decision?
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XV. NEED: DECISION MAKING ATTITUDES (10-12)

A. Unit goal: to develop an awareness of how decisions are influenced by

attitudes.

1. Developmental objective: to understand the originsof attitudes.

a. Activity: using the Valuing Discussion Guide and tape, each

student takes a turn being group leader, discUssing pages 1-29,

answering all questions. (guidance activity; English class;

social studies class; human relations class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state to the satisfac-

tion of the teacher or counselor, the six basic steps in the

valuing process and make a statement about the relationship

between values, attitudes, and decision making.

Preparation: 'discuss the definitions of values, attitudes,

opinions, value judgements, valuing process, attitudinal refef-ati-,----

and social mores. How do we develop our attitudes? Does everyone

in your family have the same attitudes toward sex? religion?

drugs? work? If we value something highly and if it: is very

important to us, what is our attitude toward it? Prepare students

to use the guide without a leader, having each student take a

turn being leader, asking questions? stimulating discussion, and

then passing the book to the person next to him/her.

Resources; Valuing) -A Discussion Guide for 'Persona:! Decision

Making.

b. Activitt:.. after viewing "Career Values--What Really Matters to

You" Part,III--Chance Taking, conduct a panel discussion or, loY.

attitudes stem from value structures. Focus on risk taking

1..//

'attitudes and how they influence a person's decision making.
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Behavioral.evaluation: each student will make a statement, to

448.

the counselor's or teacher's satisfaction, about the relationship,

between values, attitudes and career decision making.

Preparation: discuss values, value structure., value judgements,

attitudes, opinions (verbalized attitudes), and their relationships

to one another and then -to career decision making. How does an

attitude become an attitude? Do attitudes change? What type of

attitude influences decisions?

Resources: "Career Values--What Really Matters to You" -Part III-

Chance taking.

2. Developmental objective: to explore the attitudes which influence

career related decisions.

a. Activity: read chapters 1, 2, and 3 of Your Attitude Is, Showing.

Discuss human relations, attitudes, and how they are closely

related to success in a person's life work. (guidance activity;

English class; social studies class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will briefly describe to.

the satisfaction of the teacher or counselor, seven work-related

attitudes and how they can contribute to successful decision

making. in an occupation.

Preparation: discuss attitudes and their relationship to decision

making. DiscUss work-related attitudes, their origins, how they

differ among people and how they influence career-related deci-

sion making as well as hiving an effect upon a person's success

in a career. Discuss human relations skills in reference to the

statement: "your attitude speaks so loudly, I can't hear what you

say".
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Resources: Your Attitude Is Showing: A Primer on Human Relations.

Activity: after viewing,Jobe and Gender, and listening to

accompanying cassette, conduct small group discussions on the

topic of "How much does my_sex influence my job choice?" Is

this influence internal from Myself or external from other sources

i.e. peers,-family, society? (guidance activity; social studies

class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student-will rake a statement to effe

satisfaction of the teicheror counselor about his/her three

favorite career choices and how much his/her sex type influences

each choice.

Preparation: discuss attitudes about sei role stereotyping as

they relate to occupational choice. Do you see yourself as being

helped or hindered in your choice of work because of your sex?

Do you consider yourself a traditionalist or non-traditionalist

in your attitudes toward "sex role". List on the board some of

'the occupations which are beginning to "open up" to the other

sex i.e. nursing, telephone orators, telephone installers,

the professions, various construction-jobs, etc.

Resources: filmstrip and cassette--Jobs and Gender.

B. Unit goal: to facilitate positive and adaptive attitudes to aid in the

dectsion.making process and in the acceptance of ifs inherent responsi-

bilities.

1. Developmental objective: to understand that flexibility and adap-

tibility are goal facilitating and rigidity is goal-inhibiting.

a. Activity: in a written exercise, each student is to state one maor

career - related goal, predict two possible changes caused by

internal or external factors which ray occur and cause a re-direc-t
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Lion of behavior toward that goal and one alternate plan of

action which he/she could employ to work toward the goal.

For example:

Goal: I would like to go to college.toAidilgaiQon.

Internal Change: I may discover that I do not like college

once I am there.

Re-direction: If I don't like my first semester, T. could see

a counselor, stay in school one more semester, and see if

I enjoy it more, or explore other post-high school

training.

External Change: I find out that my parents will not be able

to afford to send me to college.

Re-direction: I could apply for a scholarship or loan to help

ate through school. I could also look for part-time work

while I'm in school to helpine financially.

Behavioral evaluation: each student wilLyState, to the satis-

faction

/

faction of the teacher or counselor, one career goal, one plan

of action to work toward that goal, and one alternate plan.

(guidance activity; social studies class; psychology class)

Preparation: discuss the concept of change. Is it necessary?

How (hies it occur and have you changed in the past two years?

How do you adapt to change and what are the differences between

being flexible and being rigid? Discuss the advantages and dis-

advantages of each as they are related, to the decision making

process. How do your attitudes and opinions toward change

compare to those of your parents and grandparents? Describe

a,"rigid" indiVidual and he/she might make decisions. Describe

a "flexible" person and state how he/she might make decisions.
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Resources:

b. Activity: have each student write a short essay on his/her

life style five years from now, using the following criteria:

1) a statement of a career goal and two objectixes used to

work toward that goal.

2) a statement of his/her personal living situation (where,

how, with whom, in what kind of dwelling)

3) a statement of personal interests and values.

4) a statement of (me possible major internal, change which

may have to be adapted to and one possible major external

change which may, have to be adapted' to.

The life style projection should be as honest and realistic as

possible. (English class; biology class; social studies class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state to the satisfac-

tion of the teacher or counselor, three .:..advantages to being

flexible in outlook, attitudes and behavior; and three disad-

vantages to being rigid in outlook, attitudes, and behavior.

Preparation: discuis the concepts of change, flexibility, growth,

and adaptation. Give examples of living things adapting to their

environment through evolutionary stages of growth as well as

examples of man's capability to manipulate and change the en-

vironment (often with unknown consequences). Discuss some of the

projections for the future of mankind from Alvin Toffler's

Future Shock and how we could or could not adapt to them.

Contrast flexibility in growth and cevelopment with rigidity.

Resources: Future Shock.

Developmental objective: to understand how to accept the responsi-

bility for decisions and related actions.
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a, Activity: conduct a panel discussion on the topic of responsible

career oriented decision making.. Answer the following questions:

Who should be happy with the decisions? Who should be responsi-

ble for a plan of action? lidw do you implement various career

decisions? What do you do if the decisions do not turn out as

expected? Each student then makes a personal list of career re-

lated decisions whiCh he/she has made or will make soon and a

brief description of how he/she did or did not accept the re-

sponsibility for those decisions. What could have been done to make

the decision outcome more desireable? This is a list that.is

kept for weekly additions throughout the y ar. (English class;

social studies class; guidance. activity)

.Behavorial evaluation: each student w 1 define responsible de-

cision making to the satisfaction of he teacher or counselor.

This must include the stepS in the tocess of decision making and

accepting the responsibility for actions whether the decl.sion\has

desireable or undesireable outcomes.

Preparation: di:6cuss,responsible%deeision making on personal, faai-

ily,"peer group and governmental levels (ethics and law). Who

. .

assumes the responsibility for these decisions? What can be

done if the results. do not turn out as expected or the decision

outcome was undesireable. Discuss some of the 'causes of de-

.

visions which do not turn out' aS expeeted. Reasons may include:

not recognizing the need for o planned decision, having inade-

quate or irrelevant incormation, selecting an alternative for an

inappropriate or..pOssibly too highly selfish reason, not pre-

dieting the various outcomes, taking too eat a risk, not

planning the decision properly and not implementing a plan of

Action.
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Discuss the feeltn6 which surround en inappropriate decision.

Is it difficult or e

ResourZV:

ro make a mistake?

453.

b. Activity: 'each student conS'Crucrs a list of "My personal :ode of

ethics", listing the-seven-ettriCal behaviors he/she thinks are

most important. This list is used as a spring bo d for dis-

,

cussion.of how decisidits and actions are influqnced,by personal

ethics. (guidance activity; English class; social studies

class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will make a statement about

rhp influenc of ethics upon decision making to the sat' faction of

Preparation,: and define ethical codes and their relati

the teacher or counselor.

discuss

ship to values, attitudes, and law. How are ethics de t rmined,and

are they the same for everyone? Discuss the of pt of a personal

code of ethics on personal decision making.

commandments in ;relation to ethlds and Values

Resources:
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XVI. NEED: DECISION.MAXING SKILLS' (K-3) /

A. Unit goal: to emphasize the utilization of some of the setf characteristics

454.

in decision making.

1. Developmental objective: Co be Ole to identify self goals.

a. Activity: have students consider Oat their classroom would be like

if everyone were allowed to talk loudly all the time (in such u,way

as to disturb others). Choose several students to role play the

scene--some students trying to work, others only playing. Then,

have students decide how they want their classroom to be, and what

kinds of things need to be considered. List these olt the black-,

board.

I

Behavioral evaluation: each student will draw a picture repre-

senting the way he/she thinks the classroom should be and give two

reason, to the satisfaction of the teacher or counselor, for his/

her decision.

Preparation: introduce the idea that 'knowing what you want is

not always so easy. We' simple examples (e.g. consider how you'd

1 1 after three days of nothing to eat but Bubble Gum flavored

i Cream).

Resoilrces: role playing, art materials.

b. Activity: put,several category titles on the blackboard of things

'at dents kn w about or are particularly interested in (cars, kinds

of oils, sports hereoes, television characters, buildings, story'

,

chat\ eters, etc.). Then have students choose what kind of\ob:ject
't \

thewould like to be if they were of that category; -a Volkswagen

or aradilIad if they were a car, a Barbie doll or-..a Baby Beans
1

if they were a doll, Roosevdlt Franklin or the Cookie Monster if,

they' re Sesame Street characters.

467
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Behavioral evaluation: each student will pantomime his/her fay-

, orite object/category and give, to the satisfaction of the teacher

or counselor, at least two reasons why he/she would choose that

particular one.

Preparation: same as XVI, A,-1, a.

Resources: pantomiming.

2. Developmental objective: to be able to identify personal strategies.

a. Activity have students consider a story in which the main charac-

ter wants a special kind of candy very badly. He/she had it only

once before and doesn't usually have the money for candy. ALI

neighbor woman offers the child a dime for each time he/she will

run to\the market on the corner for milk and cold cuts. The candy

costs 25c and the woman has already hired the main character twice,

so he/she has saved 20c. By the time he/she can almost taste that

candy but is still short the 5c. Some choices might be to wait for

another job from the woman, look for another way to earn a nickel,

'borrow it from a friend and share the candy, borrow it from a

friend and pay him/her back, steal the nickel, steal, the candy, etc.

Have a few students take turns pantomiming what he/she would be

willing to do to get the candy.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will do a charcoal sketch or

colored pencil drawing depicting the strategy he/she would take to

get something special he/she wants very much; eg. drawing of a

student working or talking to a friend about borrowing etc.

Preparation: explairrlo students that learning how to decide

things involves severayconsiderations. Tn addition to need to

determine just what you want, it is also necessary to identify

what yoll're willing to do to get it
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Resources: art materials.

b. Activity: have students consider a story about Sam and Angie who

are brother and sister and also very good friends besides. Sam

iva little older than Angie but they still spend a lot of time

together and like each other a lot. Bbth Sam and Angie like to

play out on the street, stick ball or street hockey, but don't

get too such time since they go to school and have to come in

by supper time One afternoon when they were cutting up news-

papers to make hats and pom-poms, Sam; spilled a whole jar of paste

on the rug. Sam's mom said she wasn't the mad but ,that whoever

spilled the paste would have to clean it up before playing out-

side. Sam had his turn coming up in a marble'iame and he was very

anxious to win a special catseye boulder. It was now or never.

Angie knew how important the marble was to Sam.'Sam told his

mother that he didn't know anything about thpaste. Angie was

always, loyal to Sam but this made her pretty Miade, aricihe wanted

to play out too. What should she do now? Have students Identify

the,various choices that Angie would have and-write them on the

blackboard.,
,

f).

i
.

Behaviors, e*aluition: each student will state how he/she would

.

have behaved'in the Sam and Angie story and give, to the-satis.-

faction of the teacher or Counselor, at least one reason why.

,Freparaq7: suggest that sometimes we want, things that aren't

objects, and that it can be hard to-decide how to get or keep

these things (e.g. good friends) and still get some part at least

of what we might want. Encourage personal identification.

Resources:

B. Unit goal: to emphasize the utilization of information processing in
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decision making.

1. Developmental objective: to be able to recognize the effects of en-

vironmental influences.

a. Activity,: from old National Geographic magazines or other sources

of cultural studies, have students cut out and
k

make collages out

\

of pictures showing people dressed in clothing appropriate to the

climate in which they live. Have them considerhow those climatic

influences might affect a little girl's decision about what to

wear to a party or a boy's decisions about how he would spend a

free afternoon.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will give at least two ex-

amples of decisions he/she has made within the last two weeks that

were determined or influenced by physical considitons in his /her

environment,

Preparation: introduce the idea of environmental influence and

suggest that many things around us affect our decisions, as/ do

things we want or strategies we will utilize tolget them./

Resources: magazines, art, materials.

b. Activity: have students role play a skit in which Terry', a bla4,

7 year old girl, was chosen to go to a f esh air camp for the summer

in the suburbs of the city where she

and proud and wanted to go very much

her family anything, Terry knew that

to help with the market he ran--she

show customers where things were or

but all the same she knew it helped

lived. She was very excited

. Even thougi-cit wouldn't cost

her father counted on her

could only do a few things like

take the money to her father,

and her father liked it.

Terry's mother didn'c any such about. the camp when she was told-
,

she only seemed a little worried and wondered who would help her
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with the younger children at home. Terry's mother and father

said she coald'makekt up her own mind about going. But Terry de-

cided not to go. Why? After role playing, have each player des-

cribe how the character he/she played might have felt in that sit-

utitlion.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will draw a picture or brief

series of pictures representing at least one decision he/she made

'\\ that was influenced by his/her parents or family.

?reparation: expand environmental influence to include no-objects

(parents, siblings, etc.)., Suggest that we are not always free to

\
consider only what we might want and that even what we want itself

may be influenced by what others clos,.to us want, or think, or ex-
.

pect of us. Stress that is is sometimes rather:difficult to deal

witethese influences until we understand their relationship to

ula--bett er

Resources: role playing, art materials.

0

2, Developmental objective: to be able to distinguish useful from irrele-

vant information.

a. Activity: show students a teacher selected aeries of pictures

relevant to a school aged child making a decision. This can be

on a very concrete level such as a child deciding what to wear out-

side and looking at a thermometer and then at the sky, to see,

for instance, if it's cold and wet or warm and dry etc. Insert

one picture that has nothing to do with that debision (although

it might be of interest to the student on other grounds) e.g.

w
a picture with a calendar shoing what day of the week it is. Ask

students po eliminate one picture and have them explain why.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will give an example of a
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recent decision he/she has made and will give at least two pieces

of information he/she used (e.g. went to bed early because I was

tired'and had a busy next day planned). ,Then he/she will give

another piece of information that was factual but irrelevant to

the decision (e.g. the moon was full).

Preparation: introduce the role of information in decision making.

Suggest that information.is essential but that the information

used must relate directly to the decision at hand.

Resources:

h. Activity: have students make a class mural on decision making.

Have them select three decisions they are often faced with (e.g.

watch TV or play outside; do homework or skip-it; play hop

scotch or marbles, etc.) and represent them in drawings, photo-

graphs or pictures. Have them label the information that is im-

portant to the decision and add some fillets that may be of interest

to them or relevant to another decision but irrelevant to that

one. Discuss how some information may be important to one decision

and useless in another.

Behavioral evaluation: from the mural, Bach student will identify

at least one decision and one piece of useful information for

that decision. Then he/she will identify the irrelevant informa-

tion for that decision and hypothesize, to the satisfaction of the

teacher or counselor, another .situation in which that information

would be usefull

Preparation: work through several decisions verbally to illustrate

the use of information while at the same time stressing that much

information might be useless for any one particular decision.

Resources: art materials.
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3. Developmental objective: to be able to identify alternatives..

a.- Activity: have a group of students use puppets and act out a

situation in the school playground in which a decision has to

be made About how to pick leaders for kickball teams. Without

any'rehearsing have individual puppeteers suggest different ways

of choosing the team leaders. Have other students or the teacher

list these on the board, while player complete the scene (making

the decision).. Then have Students count the number of alternatives

and discuss the advantages of each. Have player indicate how

they arrive at the alternative they choose (i.e. what were the

advantages that made it a better or more suitable choice than the

other alternatives).

Behavioral evaluation: each student will draw a picture of him/

herself making a decision he/she made within the, last week. Then

he /she will draw at least one other picture representing an alter-

native that he/she might have taken but did not.

Preparation: _give,concrete and simple examples of alternatives

that they think relate to decision making. Stress that one has

a better chance of getting what he/she wants if he/she know

all the, alternatives or as. many of them as possible.

Resources: role playing, art materials.

b. Activity: have students consider the story of Billy who had nine

brothers and sisters and didn't really have much attention paid to

him by his mother. Billy's father didn't live with the family, but

used to come now and then (not always 0 the day he promised and

never on time) to visit. Billy looked fo ard to these visits

and when his father told him that in two wee s, on.Saturday, he

would come and take Billy, all by himself, an here he chose, Billy
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was AiOl'.1exelted. He thought and thought and decided on going to

to the football game. Saturday morning came and went and there

was no sign of Billy's father. Early afternoon came and went.

The time for the football game came and went. At 5 o'clock
\

!Billy's father came and didn't even say he was sorry. Billy was

hurt and angry, but his father was here now and was asking him

wh t he'd like to do. Have students consider the following pos-

si ilities and fill in others:

Billy could

(1) 'pout
(2) tell his father to go away; it was too late to go to the

game 0

(3) pretend he wasn't angry and go to the movies instead with
his father

(4)

(5)

Have students think of alternative ways for Billy to behave and

other alternatives for his plan oT going to the football game.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state an example of some

plans or a dedlsion already made that didn't work out the way he/

4 4
she had hoped and describe it to the satisfaction of the teacher

or counselor. -Then describe the alternative path he/she took.

?reparation: suggest that alternatives may lie in kinds Of coping

behaviors as well as in concrete things-to-do and that'some,of our

decisions, even when made carefully may not work out (risk). These

demand flexibility and an ability to identify-alternatives.

Resources:
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XVI, NEED: DECISION MAKING SKILLS (4-6)

462.

A. Unit goal: to emphasize the utilization of self values in decision

-making.

1. Developmental objective: to.be able to, identify goals.

a. Activity: have students discuss some of the conflicts they have

within their families. Select the three most common ones and have

several small groups role play the situations.as they usually

occur. Then have other groups (or pairs) role play the way they

Would like them to go (e.g. conflict over who gets to choose the

television show watched; as it is a big argument ending in an up-

roar with no one watching anything but as-it ;might be, take turns

with no arguing or children watch during certain hours). Then-have

students attach their own goals in the conflict situation to a yalue

they hold. For example:

gOal: compromise in watching\television

value: good family relationship without losing out completely

goal: watch what I want only

value: getting what. I want

Behavioral evaluation': each student will list at least three goals

he/she has in his/her relationship or futuke career, or whatever,

and attach each goal to at least one value he/she holds.

?reparation: expand the discussion. on determining goals to in-

corporate values. Suggest that what we want out of life tends to

correlate with those things we value. Give several simple ex-

amples, e.g. if your goal is to be ?resident of the United States

you might value power or leadership or contribution.

Resources: role playing

b. Activity: have students break upiinto groups of threes or fours

and each gioup select an occupation to research. Students study
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what the workers within that occupation do and then, with tape

recorders, they can go into the field and interview three diffe-

rent workers. Interviews should be structured so as to include

some discussion of each worker's career goals (e.g. to-be_the boss

or sell the most stereo sets) and personal goals as they relate to

careers (e.g. to make eaough money to buy a house someday, or to get

good' enough at repairing cars to fix up antique cars at home, etc.).

Tapes should be played in class and students should keep a running

list of the goals stated and associated with the interviewee's car-

eer. Then they see what the most common goals are , whether there

are some that nearly all workers have, only a few have, etc.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list at least three goals

mentioned by at least half of the interviewees, and at least one

'unusUal" goal mentioned fewer than three times.

preparation:: suggest that people have several different goals as-,

aociated with their-careers, some' that may directly relate to job-

ti ask performance and some that have to do with the workers' lives

when they're not working. Rehearse taping with students, if neer

essary, or constructs standard list of questions designed to get

at various goals.

Resources:' tape recorder(s).

2. Developmental objective: to be able to identify value related strat7,

egies in decision making.

a. Activity: have each student make a collage of pictures representing

three important goals (these can be widely varied Co represent pos-

sessions, careers, places to live, etc.). For each of these goals

have students list three possible methods of attainment, e.g.

goal:- to get a motorcycle
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method: get a job, earn money, buy it
or

borrow money from the bank
or

same a little for a long.time
or ..

save everything for a short time

or

steal the.moneye-ec.

The studente,methods. should be ranked and reasons for the ranking

order should be discussed (e.g. stealing is lastbecause of value

on security or honesty.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will rank the goals on the

left according to personal importance and will write, or state

verbally, one example of what he/she would be, willing to do

(strategy) to attain each goal on the left. Then he/she will idenr

tify to the teacher's or counselor's satisfaction,-an appropriate

value to correspond with the strategy;

goal strategy value

be a good friend

be powerful

have good clothes

help people who need it

be a good plumber

For example:

goal: to be a beautician

strategy: gor to cosmethology school for a year

value: like to work with makeup and hair/to make women pretty

?reparation: expand the discussion on variety of goals to include

possessions, states of being, apd'careers. /Identify the value re-

/

lated strategy as essentially what a persoiI is willing to do to

2 -
. I

et his /her goal. Suggest that what one ralues will greatly
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affect this.

Resources: magazines, art materials.

b. Activity: have students interview a parent or some other adult well

known to them. Structure their interviews to include the parent's

original career goals at the point, say, when .he/she first had a

serious ambition Co be a specialized worker (e.g. brain surgeon).

Then have students determine if the parent actually attained his/her

goal--if so, have them trace the steps he/she took to get .there;,

if the parent did not attain the original goal or abandoned it, or

re-worked it, have students find out why (e.g. have to go to school

too long, training to,o costly", grades too poor, etc.). Have stu-

dents chart their results to ahare with otheri. Focus on factors

within individual control (i.e. aptitude scores may not be con-

trollable, but effort 'put into achievement grades are).

Goal.: to be a lawyer

requirements reality,

rigorous training too long

higiCcost.of training too such

non - financial investment too much
(commitment to a greatamount
of work)'

Result: revamp goal -.to be a legal secretary.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will make a drawing represen-

ting two jobs. (potential goals) that interest him/her and at least

one necessary step or strategy-to attain each one. Then he/she

will indicate whether at this time he/she thinks he/she might b.

willing to follow through the strategy by a
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?reparation: stress the importan e of understanding how to get

what you want and being able to de ermine if you're willing tcv:make

the investment to get it.

Resources: parental interview, art materials.

B.; thUt goal: to emphasize the utilization of information processing,

decision making.
K"

1. Developmental objective: to be able to eal with some environmental

influences.

a. Activity: have students role play a ituation in which a student

named Tommy has been saving ii allows ce and birthday money for

over a year and has finally decided tio spend it on the course

tuition for a special class in photogra by for young people at the

YMCA two blocks away from his house. B t when he goes to register

he finds that whilehe will be accepted, there is not enough dark

room space for him to develop his, own fi m whichhe really wanted

to do. He certaAnly doesn't have a dark oom in his family's apart-

ment. At this point have two groups of students do two alternative' .

endings: (1) Tommy gives up his goal .of taking the course'end

C., spends his money on something else and cb Tommy secures the

cooperation of his family to make the bathroom into a darkroom
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during agreed upqn hours. Hive students identify other, solutions

and discusi hoW Manipulating the environment can work to infld\ence

decision making.

Behavioral-evaluation: each student will kive!to the teacher's or

`counselet's satisfaction, at leist onaexemple of a decision he/she

has made that depended on some alteration ofIthe environment and

tive.one reason why it worked well or not well. For example,. you've

decided to putlore effort into your school work and you want to'

sleep'well, your little brother wants the light on which bothers
- ;

your sleeping 'so you devise' a screeen out of .old sheet, toAilock out

the light., It works wellecause your side of the room is dark and

his is light.

Preparation: continue lesson on the importance of environmental In-

,
x

fluence on decision making. Stress ,that some environmental problems

. . . i .
.

can ,bt/solmed through manipulation which/in turnican render a deci-

sion possihle to carry out.

Resources: role playing.

b. Activity': tell students the story of Maria who loved music and
-

worked very hard during her.free period at school to try to play

one of the sdhOol trumpets. The music teacher noticed Maria's,

persistence and oEfererto try to help her win one of the School

seholarships for a series of 15/usic lessons4 Maria didn't qUlte
. . .

II/know what to do because she knew her father needed to have it quiet

in the evenings since he started work at 11 PM and rested in the

afterneyni. She knew her mother'wouldn't think much of hlispending

her time onomethingApe the,trumpet--her mother wanted her to be

good in something she could get a job at later, like business math. .

But Maria really wanted to do it. She decided`to talk to her

4 0) ,1
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parents about it and got the reaction she expected. Her mother

thought it would be a waste of time and her father grumbled about

alot of hooting noises. But Maria explained'her feeling about

music, how good it felt to work on a section and master it. She

checked with a ,neighbor to see if she could practice there when.,

her father was resting. Mariald, parents didn't really understand

quite why she wanted to play the'trumpet, but they-knew it was

important to her and that she wuld make an effort not to have it

bother them, so they agree to let her take the lessons.

Behavioral evaluation: each student;qidentify wo things

Marla did, instead of forgetting her goal, that enabled h to

carry through with her decision to take trumpet lessons and to

the teacher's 0 counselor's satisfaetion, explain how they worked.

'?reparation: review effect of environmental influences on decision

making and consideration of relationships as environment.

Resources:

2. Developmental objective: to be able to distinguish_useful_fromirrele-

vant information.

a. Activity: have students do a. painting of a recent decision they

made--wnat to give a friend for a'birthday, whether or not'to

study math.or give up., whefher or not to join Girl Scouts, Then

have students identify allIthe pieces of information they used.

Then insert some other information you might know about the student,

e.g. that his/her mother jus\ had a baby, that his/her family got

a new car, that his/her brother joined the army. Have students re-

\act to the various elements of information and discuss its impact

on their decisions.
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Behavioral evaluation: each student will match at least three of

/ \

/the following decision correctly to the piece's of useful inform-

//// tion and the pieces of irrelevant info tion.

A. wear jeans rather than a good dress, (1) it's cold out
to Judy's birthday party / (2) we're playing outside

/ (3) Judy will be 8
(4) we'll make a messy

pizza

B. go to the movies instead of
playing street hockey

C. atudy math, very hard

D. take swimming lessons

(1) it's very cold out
(2) there's traffic on the

street today
(3) it night snow
(4) the movies last 2 hrs.

(1) Jerry is good at math
(2) I want to be good in

math
(3) I like math
(4) math is important to

science and I like
science

(1) swimming 'is fun

(2) many people know how to
swim

(3) swimming is valuable
for safety reasons

(4) swimming is good

exercise

_ A
Preparation: describe information and dita fhat effect or determine

adecision. Suggest that we all face slot of data in our everyday

life and that we have to learn to sort out what is relevant for a

particular decision.

Resources: art materials.

b. Activity: have students role play a scene in which a young athlete

is trying to decide whether to try for a career as a baseball player

or as a partner in. his father's cleaning store. The boy had to

think of a lot of things but he found hi mind filling up with all

kinds of extra information too. Have the. players as follows:.

a teacher with an expectancy table on success of athletes
a coach saying hers -very good
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disappointed father
impressed friend

the boy wanting adventure
the boy wanting to work with his father

Have students discuss the releval;ce of each p'o!ce of "information"

provided by these roles.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will, to the satisfacticn of

the teacher or counselor, identify at least two important pieces

of information from the role playing and at least two that he/she

feels should not enter into the decision making process and he/she

will give one reason why for each.

Preparation: same as XVI, A, 2, a.

Resources: role playing.

3. Developmental objective: to be able to identify alternatives.

a. Activity: have students conduct a series of in-school interviews

with school personnel. The inlpose should be to identify and discuss

as-many of the career alternatives of the personnel, as possible.

For example, have students ask the shop teacher or cafeteria worker

what other careers he/she might'have entered if teaching had not

been an option. Have them identify what alternatives they would

choose now if all school closed. Also have students try to identi-

fy the common elements that suggest a variety of alternatives.

/Students should report their findings to the class.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will make a poster illustrating

at least two of the jobs discussed in the activity for each of these

the student will identify at least one alternative job and give at

least one common element or self characteristic that would suggest

either alternative, e.g.

eleMentarY school teacher's aid
'enjoy working with

'young children
hospital child care worker
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Preparation: suggest that there are many options open to workers

and that each job can accomodate a 'variety of kinds- of wokers.

Give personal examples, if possible, of various alternatives to

teaching or counseling.

Resources: .art -materials.

b. Activity.: have students break up into two groups. One member of

the first group gives an example of a decision he/she We that

day (e.g. what to wear, breakfast or not, bus or walk, etc.). A

member of the second group pantomimes ati alternative to that deCi-
t

sion which,the first group should identify (e.g. eating breakfast

instead of skipping it). The original decision maker can react

to alternatives giving his/her reason for not choosing,it, either

in terms of self choice ( I hate breakfast) or predicted outcome

( if I ate breakfast, I'd miss the bus).
\

Behavioral evaluation: elch student will identifyone decision he/

she made and two\ 'possible alternatives he/she did not utilize.
$

Preparation: sameAas XVI, B, 3, a; add that sometimes we may wish

\ ,

we had chosen another alternative after realizing a decision's out -

A

come. .Suggest that whkle identifying alternatives is essential,,

evaluating them in terms, of risks and outcomes is crucial also.;
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XVI. NEED: DECISION MAKING SKILLS (7-9)

Al Unit goal: to emphasize the utilization of self valuei in career deci-
I

sion making.

472.

1. Developmental objective: to be able to identify general career related

goals.

a. Activity: have individual students role play the way-they would

like to see themselves as an-adult in terms-of lifestyle, e.g.

driving a Mercedes, living,in yl'e woods, having ten children,

taking expensive vacation's, etc. Other students should write

down the element of life style portrayed and try to associate it:

with general jobs and/or levels that would allow such a life

\

style. For example, driving a Mercedes would mean running a very

successful, lucrative business or being a Mercedes dealer.

(guldance activity; social studiei.l_slass)

Behavioral evaluation: ,each student will fill in, to the teacher's

or counselor's satisfaction, the running sentence: The three things

I want most out of my life ai-e

or a

; these might be possible if.I became a

Preparation: review work on life style as it relates directly to

careers. Suggest that part of deciding what career to choose de-

pends on that career's being able to provide the genral kind of life

style one prefers.

Resources: role playing.

Activity: have students identify all the job titles they've heard

that appeal to them as possible career choices. Divide these

titles so that each student has at least three titles to research.

For each of these the student should identify at least three major
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and specifit job tasks and report on these to the class. Other

members should re-evaluate their positions on each job title to

determine if they would really want to be responsible for carrying

out such tasks. Hive students discuss the reality of the tasks.

Research on the job titles can be carried out by interviewing

workers in the field or having spekers in or by an appraisal

of accurate and complete, written job information. (guidance

activity; social studies class)__
Behavioral evaluation: each student will list at least two jobs

for which he/she would be willing to ,do the specific tasks identi-

fied and one job for which he/she finds one or more of the tasks un-

suitable.

Preparation: suggest tht sometimes we may .be impressed by titles

of jobs without really considering what one might have to do in it.

Use concrete examples, e.g.being a famous brain surgeon might

sound romantic, but it might be absolutely, terrible for some

people to have to cut open someone's head; or 'being a truck driver'

might seem lucrative and secure, but the long hours driving and the

odd schedules might be very difficult for some to endure.

Resources: library materials.

c. Activity: same as above substituting ,ozor. tasks (or adding to

tasks) environmental working conditions: (guidance activity;

social studies class)

2. Developmental objective: to_be able to identify,value related'atrategies.

a. Activity: have students divide into groups with each group \choosing

a career cluster. Then have them do a brief field study and Photo-

graphic chart illustrating a specific job title, a picture of the

job holder, a description of the training protedurei undergone to
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qualify for the job, and a description of the risks involved in

training and/or future placement. Each student might choose one

particular job and then all students in the group could put their

charts together, e.g.

Health Services

registered nurse 3 year program high drop out rate
good placement

technician 2 year program
/

good placement

/
nurse's aide on, the job training good placement

Have groups share their work in classand diScuss their own reac-
.

1
. ,,

tions to the duration and nature of the tr in period sPecific.ally

ti--are you ready to train for three years o beemme,an R.N. even if

your interest, abilities and achievement indicate you can handle

nursing school and nursing. (guidance activity; social studies

class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student ill identify at least two

specific jobs in which he/she is int rested, the training generally

required or such a job, the projected risk involved in the training

generally required for such a job the projected risk involved in

placeme t anaan indication of his/her willingness to undergo it

(assuming he/she is qualified in /other respects).

I

Preparatiok_stress that manyany actors go into making career deci.7

i

sions and eat h interests, and achievements will certainly
.

.

\
,

-

carry greati weight in those d ,cisions. But emphasize that committ-

', ment or inli1olvement is also ssential in order to complete the re-

Ouired training for a job, especially if it is long and rigorous

in any number of ways. Suggest that good grades, an interest in

/
. ,

medicine, End a scholarship to finance nursees training will not
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count for much it'a person is'unwilling to remain in school for as

long as It takes to become a registered nurse. Review the notions

of risk and prediction as they, apply to placement and training.

Have current and local infOrmation availible for/specific o;cups-

t ions;

Resources; camera(s),, guest speakers.

b. Activity: have students do a short skit about/Linda who was a

very 'independent girl right from the/day she was born. All her

life she was determined to do things her ow way. From the first

time she saw a police story on TV, she wanted to be the first lardy

..,

policewoman on the block. All through school she had that as her

plan. She found out about police raining school and prepared her-

self for entrance. She did extrem ly well on all of the tests they

gave her and learned all the techniques and problems of police work.

Within three weeks after Linda started doing real police work., she

. resigned. Why? Have different groups of students supply various

acenes'depicting'why she might have quit. (guidance activity; /

social studies class)

Behavioral evaluation; each student will give at least two examples

of jobs in which hg/she might take an interest but for which he/she

does not have the right temperament (for tasks or working conditions)

as self evaluated, and identify that element.

Preparation: 'describe situations in which abilities and various

interests are there but some requireMent of temperament makes the

job performance intolerable for the worker. Note: there is not

correct answer for Linda. She is possibly too self directed'to

fit -into the regimen of miltary like hierarchy; she may be too

adventurous for constant routine tedium; she may be too indepen-,
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dent to work closely with others, etc.

Resources: role playing.

B. Unit goal: to emphasize the utilization of information processing in deci-

sion making.

1. DevelOpmental objective: to be able to recognize which environmental

factors are amenable to manipulation and.which are not.

a. Activ-ity -: have students discuss the concept of environment in its

-total range from physical or climatic condition to the emotional

overtones in family life. Have them select a decision; either one

they have recently We (e.g. curriculum or tract) or one they will

soon need to make (e.g. career choice direction). Then students
k

can lidt all the environmental factors they can identify as influ-

ences on the process of deciding about that particular issue. Have

I

/

students divide into two teams--one team ident Ifies environmental

factors that they see as not/amenable to manip latiOn; the other

1team challenges or affirms that designation. hen.teams'reverse.
- _

(guidance activity; social studies class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will ide tify a decision re-

cently made (oiher than the one mentioned in the activity) and will

list at least three environmental factors that influenced the deci-
T

pion. The student willj identify\which were or were not amenable to

manipulationor control and give, to the sa isfaction of the teacher

or counselor, a one sentence explanntion fo each factor describing

its affect on the decision, e.g. decided n t to go to New York for

the weekend:

(a) weather was/bad; can't control he weather; we weee

going to hi itt chhike

(h) father didn't want me to go un ess I stayed with my uncle
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there; could stay with my uncle; father would agree

altholigh still reluctance

(c) 'girlfriend wanted me to go to a party; couldntt

change her mind (tried); 'shet
IP

be angry, if I went

t
Preparation: continue discussion on total nature of environment

arid. the influence it has on decision. Suggest that white some

factors can' -be controlled or altered, some cannot, and it may be

difficult to recognize which are and which :aren't amenable to mani-

pulation. Some require reality testing.

Resources:

b. Activity: from any television program that students watch, have

them identify an important decision that the main character made.

Then have them isolate and diecuss the environmental factors that

influenced that decision. Stud nts can classify, these as external

(weather, landscape, urban cri ) or internal (desire to please

parents, desire to hurt parent). Have them decide which factors

were controlled or changed by the decision maker and which were

not. Students might also try to identify factors that could have

been changed but were not. (guidince activity; social studies

class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify one environ-

mental influence in the TV program that could not be altered and

explain, to -'the satisfaction of the teacher or counselor, why and

one that could be was) altered, and explain to the satisfac-
,.

tion of the teacher or counselor.

Preparation: same as XVI, B, 1, a.

Resources: television program.

2. Developmental objective: to be able to determine methods,ineeking

.4J0
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information. ,

a. Activity: have students try to project themselves as Confused

Student who has not wonderful, but fair grades. His/her stand-

ardized test scores fall in the middle range and he/W4e is half

\way interested in going to a junior college possibly to be a

dental technician or an insurance agent, but he/she doesn't

really know for sure if he/she qualifies. Plus he/she is sure

there is not enough family money to go and little family enthu-

siasm. Add a particular skill, like basketball or flute playing

whidh-might present some scholarship possibilities. Have students

insert their own Situations as much as possible, pee:spa role

playing and then have them list asImany ways as possible pr.them

to get the informStion they need. (guidance activity; socia

Studies class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will make a simple flow chart

with at least five cells which are satisfactOry to the teacher or

counselor and show any logical progression for his/her on informs-

. \

tion ,seeking behivAor, e.g. GEORGE, WHO IS 400D IN BASKETBALL

',CONFUSED GEORGE'

TALKS TO TEACHER'

GEORGE TALKS TO GUIDANCE GEORGE SENDS AWAY

COUNSELOR OR COLLEGE INFO

ITVCHERRECOkMENDS TALKING
TO GUIDANCE COUNSELOR

LGEORGE WANTS TO RECLARIFY GOALS:
TALKS. TO COUNSELOR

alORGE CONTACTS
LOCAL COLLEGE ATHLETIC

EPARTMENT FOR SCHOLAR-
SHIP INFORMATION

GEORGE STUDIES INFO: TOKS1
0 PARENTS ABOUT COLLEGE

GEORGE GETS INSURANCE AGE
'MO

GETS DENTAL

TECHNICIAN INFO
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ti.

Preparation: review sources for obtaining inforMation as.nec-

essary. Encourage consideration of external and internal infor-
c

mation.

Resources: art materials, role playing. 4
.

b. Activity: have students make.aelatis mural_called.WHAT WE,NEED TO

KNOW in order to make career plans. This could be broken up into

two sections: self characteristics (interests, aptitudes, abilitfes /
values, etc.) and the world of work (job market, levels of jobs,

fields, Flusters, training; etc.). For every fact they need to

knot4 have them identity at least onOodrce of inforiation.

Sources should include school personnel, Community 'agencies, labor

unions\, test data, self (for, values, etc.). Have them help one

another and share opinions, information, and experiences. (guidance

)

activity; social studies Class; art class)

...Behavioral eltaluation: each student will ,identify, for him/herself

the two m st significant sources of information in each category

represente' ri themural .self and -- world - -of work).

Preparation: same as XVI,- B, 2, a; encourage 'as much sharing of

information/n\zossible. If necessary, suggest various elements

involved in career decisions.

Resources: art materials.

3. Developmental Objective: to be able to distinguish viable alernatives.

a. Activity: have students discuss the energy c:4.sis. Bring in as

many facts, as possible about its origin. Have students break

down the pr blem into sections, e.g. American oil companies,'

consumerism, Arabian imports, qc. and have each group research

tWeir area and present results to the class. Focus on possible

solutions to the problem by identifying realistic rn4 unrealistic

4'
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methods. (there may be debate on what constitutes realistic \
.

\

t.,,,

1

methods) For instance, students could suggest:

(a) we all move back to caves

(b) we return to horse and buggy times

(c) 'we make a moderate effort to cut down on fuel consumption

(d) we investigate oil company business procedures

(e) we ,make a major effort to cut down on fuel consumption

.(f) we bomb Arabian oil fields

(g) we- boycot Arabian oil

(guidance activity; social studies class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify a major.decision

he/she has hpd to (or will soon) deal with. Each student will label

two alternatives which are not viable to him/her (they may be to

someone else) and two that-are.

. Preparation: diacuts the existence of alternatives as they im-

pinge on the decision making process. Describe viable and unviable
i.,

alternatives, and suggest that what iaand what is not considered

workable may vary greatly with individual differences.

ry Resources:

b. Activity: have students identify a common personal or sc 1 deci-

sion that needs to be \made. List the alternatives on the board.

Have a different group role play each decition being made. . Dis-

cuss the viability of alternatives suggested, allowing for dif-

ferences of opinion and 7.onviction. Have students focus on their

own answers while trying to consider others. ( guidance activity;

social studies class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify the problem

considefedand'rank the,alternative,( s portrayed in order of viabil-

ity for him/herself and give one rasqp why the first one is

ranked first.

Preparation: same as XVI, B, 3, a.1

433
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XVI. NEED: DECISION MAKING SKILLS.(10-12)

A. Unit goal: to emphasize" he utilization of self values in career deci-

i

sion making.

.

1. Developmental'objective: to be able to identify specific career re-

lated goals
\

a. Activity have/students do Sphotographic essay while doing field

work ort the specific career which they plan to enter or in which

they have serious interest. Essays should include phodraphs of

workers. working, represent at least, two labeled elements of life

style associated with that particular career (which may necessi-

tate photographingoutside the work situation) and include some

depiction of goals specifically related to job performance (e.g.

be president/of the company). (art class; guidance activity;

social studies class)

'Behavioral evaluation: each students, in a counseling interview,

will demonstrate, to the satisfaction,of the teacher or counselor,

that his/her career plans represent his/her goals or what-he /she

really wants both in.terms of job, erforamnce and life style.

Preparation: continue relating values to goals to careers.

Suggest the necessity of some reasonable degree of unity between

what you. really want and what youi job provides.

:

Resources: camera(s)

b. Activity: have each student identify his/her primary career plan.

Then he/she should identify at least three specific job tasks one

would be expected to carry out in that occupation. Students should

contrive a way to represent those tasks\to the rest of the class

either through direct models or in some more abstract way. Stu-

,'

dents should diScuss each set of tasks-in terms of actually doing

495
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them (being willing to do it, liking to do it, tiringiof it soon,

etc.) (guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list the three tasks he/

she identified and give the approximate percentage of timea worker

would devote to each one. Then he/she should write in one sentence,

or state briefly to the satisfaction of ihe counselor, his/her

reaction to spending the aloted time on each task.

Preparation: continue effort to have students consider the reality

of job tasks in addition to life style associations with careers.

Suggest that an important part of one's life is spent completing

tasks and that one should evalilate'these as well as the more global

aspects of careers.

Resources: written job descriptions such as utilized by state hir-

ing institutions, for examples.

2. Developmental objective: to identify specific values related strategies.

10,

a. Activity:, .have each student list as many`different elements as he/

she can that are personal factors or areas in which he/she needs

to considei.information for making specific career decisions re-

lating to specific goals: grades, test scores, interests salary

range predictions, demand Or risk, etc. Then have other students.

try to identify what's missing from the list: no consideration to

length of training and the dislike of school by a particular in-

dividual. Have. students predictl the original student's chances

:for, realizing his/her career'goals. Reconstruct the scene so,thait

. 1 '

the student is aware of and considers: an aversion to academia X.

but decides his/her career goal is more pressing thankthe

tance to train. Then re-predict the student's chance to achie1 e

his/her goal. Do the predictions differ? why? (guidance activity)

/

43/3
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Behavioral evaluation: each student will make a simple poster

on WHERE IJANT TO GO AND HOW I WILL GET THERE that represents

his/her specific career plans (or possible plans) and include

the preparation for those plane.

Preparatibn: expand on the importance of; understanding what you

are willing to do to attain your goals.

Resources: art materials.

b. Activity: have several students pantomime what career they might

want to have if they could snap their fingers and have it, with no

consideration for what's realistic. Other students should determine

what that career is (e.g. roller derby queen or brain surgeon) and

discuss ,Why. that career is not realistic. This consideration should

focus on the necessary steps for getting there (i.e. training,

achievement, etc.) and students' own willingness or lack of willing-

ness to invest themselves in the process or to complete the steps.

over;;which they would have some control. (guidance activity;

psychology class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state in a counseling in-

terview his/her post high school plans and give to the satisfaction

ofthe teacher or counselor, at least two specific preparatory

sequencia^he/sheyould be willing to undergo (e.g. be poor during

apprenticeship, study at night school).

Preparation: same as XVI, A, 2, a.

Resources: pantomiming

B. Unit goal: to emphasize the utilization of information processing indeci-

sionmaking.

1. Developmental objective: to be able p6'evaluate environmental press.

a. Activity: ,havi students play the Life Career Game and then evalu-

., :;c

ate every decision made in terms of environmental influences.

. 437
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These'peed not be considered the determinants of every decision

\ -\
but should clearly be influential and contributory factors.\

, , \ / \.

\\ SOecal attention should be paid the interaction of decisionato

maker\and environment (i.e. manipulation of mastery or not).

(gu\idance activity; social studies class;

Behavioral. evaluation: each student will g

tion ol\the teacher or counselor, an analvs

onmental press as it impinges on h s/her

Preparation: \discuss environmental press as

fie tion of fa\ctors and integrates wit

psychology class)

. to the satisfac:7

sf his/her own ervAr-

isions\and/or plani;

it constituted a

the individual sur-

rounded by'it. Stress the individualized nature of/its effect on
\ t

\ \

Res° rces: Life Career Game.

.

b. Activity: have students identify a eries of environmental factors

that they feel need to be considerea before making a major car\ier,
/ \ v

decision, These may include parental wisfies and/or suppprt\, 'peer\
\

\

pressure, potential spouse press4e, living accomodationd,ro \

,

graphic mobility, etc, Tbese will vary with individuals but have

\
students try to agree on 1 coMnon core of four or five of'the

\ 7.

most important factors, .The\

A
p ave ,them role

;,

play a decision to

\
\ 1 ,

\

be made with one of these factord\as much more important than the

others and make the decision/a codingly. Replay the scene with

'another factor as,the prime/influence and so on. Compare,deci-

/
\ \

sions made and have students discdss why one-might make onedeci-

,sion and another, another decision. (guidance activity; psychology

.class) /

Behavioral evaluation: ,'each student x)ill rank the factors con-
, \ i

,

sidered in the decision made in the activity according to the Jill-
It,

portance each has for ihis/her own career\decision making and give

4 J8
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to the satisfaction of the teacher or counselor, at least one rea-.

sr why he/she ranked them as he/she did.

l'Aparation: same,as XVI, B, 2, a; empasize individual'diffe-

renCs in assigning weight to various influences.

2. Developmental c!4biective: to be able to recognize when further information

is necessary

'
a. Activi\:

other filp major career plans and identifies all these oharac-

.1
he/sh sees as relevant to that choice: self character--

istics (abilities interests, values, etc); job char\ac eristics

lf

ave students break into two's. Each\tudent tells the

(employment pOssibi ities, working conditions, etc.) and reparation
\i

\

(training, finances, tc.). The
\

other student assesses tH s in-
N

formation and judges it as adequat or net; He/she should 1.re

% ,

identified specific lacks of inform tion,if he/she judges the

other student's infelemition as inadeq4te. Then students should

\
\

reform groups of eight to tervand revieW,the\precess just under-
\ \

taken in' pairs. Ain outside specialist, either froth career educe-

/

tion at the various vocational counseling areas, should spend a

half hour t an hour with each group, evaluating, current informs-

tion and identifying areas of further need. Fc:r. those stunts

with minimal degrees, of planfulness-, efforts should be dirac ed

toward making a beginning. (g idance activity)

',
Behavioral evaluation: each stdent wilt assess his/her own in

formation processing with the counselor and identify, to the

satisfaCtion of the counselor, further information needed to augmeil

the process of decision making.

Preparation: suggest while information essential in decision

making, evaluation of information as to validity, relevances

/ 499
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and proper amount, may be a more subtle task.

Resources: outside career specialist.

/
b. Activity: have students describe a clear, stationary jar with a

clear substance in it. Don!t allow them to touch it i t- -f

them list the observable features. Then hal.T them

predict 'what will happen when th jar istipped over and state,the

risk they assess in that predictid Then have all those students

who made a conclusion about the subs

%

nce or the contatmer. describe

the processes they used to make that cision. 'Other studen\s
, /

should react and discuss what sort of assdmptions
\14yre

erroneiiusly

made and what kinds of information are st li\needed.in order tcV\

make conclusions. Guide the discussion whee necessary to sugg st

the imprecise nature of making decisions based on information prod'

cessing--we can make mistakes in dealing with data or interpreting\

It. Show the students that the jar is plastic and the substance A

solidified water glass. (guidance activity; science
,

alas's; pay- A
L \ \

chology class)

Behavioral evalution: each student will giye an example/ of\'h\4/her,

\ , \ \.,

own decision making, in which he/she jumped to co clusighs dr \
,

.
A

l \
\

i

. .

misinterpreted information based on personal obsei\ ation or
.

oi.
. .-

ception. /

1. \ \

,
.

\ Preparation: stress the relationship between;, the Ad, _yity as\a,
A \ \

scien\ce experiment and the decisions we all make: \

Resources: use a clear plastic jar that looks like gl

\
kn a little bit of label (e.g. peanut butter) to\furthe\

'\\
c ation with glass. Fill part way with water glass (sod

\

3. Develo1ental objective: to be able ,to evaluate alternative
\\

a. Activity: have each student choose a rock star, Performei
\\

\

5 '30
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\ /
cian, etc, and r Search his/her life. Have students find out places

('
of birth, child ood life, family Composition, and method of enter-

Zing the music bsiness. Then have the trace two or three other

alternatives i
\

t might have fit into this person's characteristic

patterns (th involved identifying various self chkracteristica

as well as general alternative career possibilities). In. cases

where the performer has already ventured into alternativt careers

(e.g. bus \ifr1ess ties) have students discuss these. In class, students

can pred 4.What alternatives such a star might follow when his

/

perform Ticece days are over:\
\

.(music class; psychology class; social

, , \

studies class;, guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: eaclOatudentwill list at least two alterna-

tive /to his/her'own career plans that would incorporate his/her
\

own self characteriatics and that would be "realistic" (by student

d initiOn).

Preparation: continue, emphasis on identifying alternatives. Sug-

/
est too,.that with as Much information and analysis as we can use,

- - ,-

we.still take a risk'on making a definite plan, and a person can
'' ,

. end up on the wrong side of it. Plans should be evaluated con-

tinuously. Changes in economy,personal.life, or a variety of

other factors can demand a major or minor shift to any of many

alternatives.

Resources: sources of information on the lives of rock stars (mus-

\

ic specialists, written materials, letters to stars, etc.)

b. Activity have each student identify his/her future goats under

several 'categories: life style. preferred; marriage or not; child-

ren or not; position in job, etc. Then have students break up

into small groups and, examine the various problems that could

5
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arise. One student might suggest these to anot er //e.g. what could

you do if your money for school runs out what do you do if you

want to get married but must quit school or training? is family

tranquility more or less important than becoming your first

occupational choice? is adventure more appealing than security?

would your second choice actu ally serve some of your other goals

(marriage or delayed earning power) better? ()guidance activity;

social studies class; psychology class).

Behavioral evaluation: each student will construct a flow chart

identifying the three most important goals he/she has. FOT'each-

of these, he/she will represent'at least one workable (to the

satisfaction of the teacher or counselor)' alternative.

2.
GET' MARRIED

'no

FIND ROOMMATE

1..."''."'''''"I
GO TO NURSING SCHOOL .........E1

1.

Preparation: same as XVI, B, 3, b.

Resources:

fi

502

3.

GO TO WORK

ITRAIN AS MIME'S
AIDE

no

VOLUNTEER

no
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XVII.NEED: ECONOMIC AWARENESS '!OCABULARY, (K-3)

A. Unit goal t to introduce an adequate vocabulary for the understanding of

basic economic principles.

1. Developmental objective:\ to recognmte and use terms associated with

currency.

a. Activity: create a bulletin b ard display with large pictures of

the different types of urren up to and including $1.00 (penny4
.

nickel, dime, quarter, h lf-d llar, dollar). Label each coin, or

bill with its name in large print. Pass out one of each kind of

currency (use "play" money) ito each student. Have the students

hold up the proper coin or billwhen you say its name until every

student holds up the right /coon. Practice spelling the names.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will correctly identify a

penny, nickel, dime, quarter, half-dolar, dollar.

Preparation: discuss the words money, currency, cash and their de-

finitions with the students. Ask students`why they think we,have

money, who uses it, what do they use\it fqr?

Resources: imitation money.

b. Activity: hold pictures of articles which cost either a quarter,

a dime, a nickel, or a penny, one at a time. As You hold them up,

have the students guess what/their actual\monetary value is .

Discuss the "cost" of each item separatelyito bring the guesses

closer to the real

i

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state a working definition,

to the satisfaction of the teacher, ofwhat "money" is..

Preparation: discuss the meaning of the words "money", cost;

value, wbrth, buy and sell. Ask students to give\examples of

things they have purchased and how much they have cost. Ask stu-

EM3
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dents if they receive "allowances" .fine: what they must\do at home in

order to get them.

Resources:

c. Activity.: have the students draw a picture of "what I would like

to do if I had one dollar." This-picture could be an Object or an'

activity. Give each student an opportunity to share hie/her picture

with the class, describing what it is about.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state, xo the satisfac-

tion of the teacher the meaning of "buying ".

Preparation: discuss the value of money in terms of purchasing power.

What kinds of things do your parents buy with money? Have you ever

bought anything, and if so, what? How much did it cost?

Resources:

2. Developmental objective: to recognize and use terms associated with

banking.

Activity:' create a model classroom "Savings Bank". Have thettudents

choose fellow pupils to be "President ", "Vice 'President ", "Boarcrkot

Directors" members, "tellers" and "Supervisors". Organize the

bank so.that each student may save money weekly. Distribute play

money to each student to bank with and have all students construct

their own passbooks, in which they keep record of deposits-and`

the interest earned by depositing the/money. Allow each student

/
an opportunity to be head teller, in 'charge of the day's deposits.

Behavioral evaluation: each student.will state, to the satisfac-
.

tion of the teacher, a definition' of the word "savings account".

Preparation': discuss how a savings and'loan bank operates. De-

monstrate how one opens an account and deposits money which earns

them interest. Discuss how this interest is earned by 'lending
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the money to the bank so that it may invest it further. Discuss the

difference between saving money in a "piggy bank" and in a savings

institution. Emphasize that a person can withdraw money from a

savings account at any time he/she wants to and in the meantime

it will accumulate interest.

Resources: play money.

b. Activity: divide students into. groups of two. In each group, have

one student role play the "Banker" and one person role play a person

with an account. Distribute a small amount of play coins teach

partner and have them practice "borrowing" and lending behaviors.

Haveithe customer borrow a set amount and the banker lend flit.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state, to the satisfaction

of the teacher, the definition of a "loan" (of money).

Preparation: discuss the definitions of lending and baftowing

money. If you do not have enought money to buy something that

you need, it is sometimes possible to borrow the money from &bank.

The ,bank then lends or lets.you,use,its.mdney, which you must re-

turn plus extra money .(interest),as payment for the convenience of

borrowing it.

Resourcesv role - plating.

1, .

3. Developmental objective: to recognize and use terms associated with

household functioning..

a. Activity: set aside certain places in the room to be "stores"

(grocery, dime, equipment). Divide students into grodps of five

and have them role play a shopping trip. Two,students in each

group should role play mother and father the other three should

role play siblings. Distribute to each mother and father, a set

amount of play money with which to purchase goods, which are
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pictured on a shopping list. Each group has been given a different

list of good to purchase and a price to pay for them at each store.

Have each group purchase,the items on their list at a different

store - e.g. supermeirket, clothing store, drugstore, tool warehouse,

dime store, etc. Allow each group an opportunity to describe the

shopping trip to the rest of the class and to describe the goods

they have purchased.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state, to the satisfaction

of the teacher or counselor, one type of place-to shop and two types

of goods which could be purchased there.

Preparation: diseases the de'finition of "shopping". Why does your

mother/father go shopping? What does she buy? Ask any student who

has accompanied an older person on a shopping trip to describe-the

experience. Where does your food or clothes come from? Discuss

the various types of stores where one can purchasenecessary ob-

jects for daily living. Make five "shopping lists" which are

pictorial and include prices of goods to be purchased at only one

type of store. (to be distributed to groups)

Resources: play money.

r.

t.



XVII.NEED: ECONOMIC AWARENESS' VOCABULARY (4 -6)

A. Unit goal: to introduce an adeuate vocabulary for the understanding of

basic economic principles.

1. Developmental objective: to recognize and use terms associated with

.currency.

a. Activity: set up a token economytwith imitation money. Have

various tasks listed on the board, with their "value" or "worth"

next to them. These tasks can be oriented in one of several ways:

494.

Academic learn to spell two words

read three pages in book

Interpersonal say something nice to a friend

help someone with his/her work

Creative paint, draw something new

'build something

Allow the students to work for toke4 for a set period of tLie.

At the end of that period allow them to cash in their tokens for

extra recess time, etc.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will spell correctly quarter,

Am, nickel, penny and state how many pennies each is worth.

Preparation: discuss the concept of work well done being re-

warded with money. Not.only do we feel good if we accomplish some-

thing successfully, but sometimes we even get paid. for it. Give

examples of jobs and salaries. What work have you donerat home or

school that has made you feel good? Have you ever received some kind

of 'payment for it? What do.you do with money?

Resources: play mcney.

b. Activity: divide class into groups of three each and set up a small
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"community". Have each group choose from the following list what

they would like to be:

doctor waiter/waitress,

general store-owner farmer

druggist plumber

truck driver construction worker

restaurant owner

Distribute i limited amount of play money to each group to "pdichase"

goods or services that they need from the other groups. Alaveleach

group practice purchasing goods and supplying services with realistic

wholesale and retail prices, from the other groups, through _role

playing activities. E.g. farmer takes crops to market to sell,

then with this money buys new tools and equipment, from store owner.

Then he goes to the doctor for an examination, etc.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state to the ,satisfaction

of the teacher, the difference between "buying" and "selling".

Preparation: discuss the definitions of buying and selling,

goods and services, supply and demand. Describe how one purchases

goods and services which he/she needs. Give examples of the pur-.

chasing power of money. How dO you obtain this money to buy goods

or services with? How do your parents get money to buy food and

rlothes for you?.

Resources: play money, role playing.

2. Developmental objective: to recognize and use terms associated with

banking.

a. Activity: visit a local full-service bank. Pretend the class has

a savings account at the bank and walk-through the necessary steps,

for making a deposit. Describe where the money goes and what the

5 GB
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__benk_uses4t_fonc- Give the students an opportunity to observe the

1

following employees: teller, supervisor, vice-presiden (if pos-
,

sibleperforming Oeir daily tasks.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state, to the satisfac-
.:

tion of the teacher, a definition of "depoiit" when refering to a -

sum ofvoney being placed in a savings account in a bank.

Preparation: on the day before the field trip, discuss the operation

of a savings and loan bank. Discuss the meanings of the' words:

savings, lOan, deposit, withdrawal, baance, interest. Describe

by means of pictures, charts, etc. ,'hat happens to a person's

money when it is deposited in a,savings and loan bank. Show an

example of a savings passbook, pointing out the columns for deposits,

withdrawals, balance and interest. Describe how the money a person

sends to a bank by placing it in a savings account earns interest

for the person.

Resources: transportation.

b. Activity: (follow up fol field trip to a ideal full-servicekbank)

Have students set up a school savings bank modeled after an authen-

tic loCal bank. Have the students select a president, vice-pres-

ident,, board of directors, supervisor, tellers, and other necessary

personnel. The banking can be done one day per week either on a

class oom or school-wide bassis. (e.g. entire fifth grade banks one

day per week) Ditto savings deposit and withdrawal slips for the

students to use. Construct "saN41.10 books: from construction paper

for a weekly record of each students deposits and withdrawals,

balance, and interest. (Participation in the actual deposit and

saving of money each week should be voluntary).

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state, to the satisfac-
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tion of the teacher or counselor, an accurate definition of the words

banking, savings, deposit, withdrawal, interest.

Preparation; discuss the operation of a full-service bank. Show a

savings book to the studgnts from a local savings and loan insti-

tution and a checkbook from a bank. Discuss the terms savings,

depoSit, withdrawal, interest, balance, checking account. Des-

cribe how a person goes about opening a savings account and give a

, ---
igeneral description of what happens to their money once t isiziven

to the bank. Discuss the word interest and how it accumulates an

the money one "lends" to the bank by putting it-in a savings ac-

count. Contrast a savings account with a checking account, describing

the advantages and disOvantages of each.

Resources: art materials, role playing.

3. Developmental objective: to recognize and use terms associated with

household functioning.

a. Activity: have each student draw a picture-story about "How we live".

It should include a statement about whete the money they iive on

comes from-mother's salary, father's salary (picture depicting them

on the job), welfare, food stamps, etc. It Should also include

a picture which shows the different types of shopping done by

various members of the family and approximately how much money

they think is spent at each store weekly. This should describe

approximately what the student thinks the family "budget" is.

Who shops at the grocery store? Who shops at the clothing store?

Who prepares the meals? Who cleans the house/apartment? Who does

the dishes? Each picture'sbould include several roles played by

members of the family and the-responsibilities assumed by each to

keep the family functioning. Each student should have an oppor-'

5L.0
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tunity to share his/her picture/story with the rest of the-class.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will, to the satisfaction of the

teacher, define the words "budget" and "salary".

Preparation: discuss various terms used to describe household

functions and a family's source of income suchas "salary", "welfare",

"food stamps". Ask each student to think about how they and their

families get what they need to live on. Where does the money come

from? What is purchased with the money and where is it purchased

and by whom? How much money do you think is spent in your family

each week on food? On clothes? On objects for the house? Discuss

the concept of a family budget. GiVe examples on the board which

lists a ficticious family's weekly and/or month budget.

Resources: art Materials.
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XVII.NEED: ECONOMIC AWARENESS/ VOCABULARY (7S9)

A. Unit goal: to facilitate the developient of a broadened vocabulary for the

understanding of basic economic principles. I'

1. Developmental objective: to recognize and use terms associated with ob-

taining and holding a job.

a. Activity: have each student write a brief statement on the topic

of rewards gained from "work". The students are to draw from any

experience which they have had doing some type of work fop pay,

.volunteer, helping their parents in and out of the home, hobbies,

etc.-,Then each student is to list'the types of rewards they hope

I

.

to gain from holding a job and the type of job which would offer

that (guidance activity; English class; social studies

class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will define "reward" as it is

,

related to the lob of,hisLher choice.
e4

Prelparation: discuss the meaning of rewards as they are related to,
V

1and are gained from "working". ,Discuss psychic rewards sucheas
-.:

feelings of success, accomplishment, doingsomething well, and /or

I

t-

ciuickly, pride in finishing something etc. Ask for examples from

i
,the students of times when they have received some type of "reward "

'from doing some type of "work" i.e. helping at home, making some.-

/ thing in schbol, a hobby, etc. Relate these intrinsic rewards

/ to rewards which are gained from a job or occupation. Are they

the same? What other types of rewards are there gained from holding

a job (financial, fringe benefits, vacation, prestige, etc.).

Resources:

. Activity: have students select a partner for \role-play. Have

each student. select from a local newspaper's classified ad section

5L2
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one occupation of his/her choicd and then go through .kle entire pro-
/

cedure of seeking the selected job: calling for an\appbintment,

filling out mock applications and then being interviewed by his/her

role-play paftner for the desired job. With\the help'of the teacher

or counselni, the "employer" asks pertinent qUestions and d\ issemi-

rmation about the job, including sala\ry, overtime hours

fringe benefits, vacation sick leave, Conpensatory time,

policies.. (guidance activity; English class; social'

nates info

per week,

insurance

studies class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state, to the satisfaction

of the teacher or counselor, a definition of salary, fringe ben-

efits, and pay deductions.

Preparation: review meanings of "appointment", "job interview",

"salary ", "fringe benefits ", etc. and ask students if any of them

has every had a part time/job. Which procedures did he/she have to

go through to get it? What other elements were associated with it
di

(e.g. fringe benefits, tc.)?

Resources: role playing.

2. Developmental objective: /to recognize and use terms associated with a

salary and a pay check.

a. Activity: using'an enlarged drawing of a pay check (on board, ditto,;

/

or opaque projector) ask the students to state, where, or in what

Inposition or area n the check and the check stub are found the

following information: gross pay, FICA, state tax, city tax,

social security, Then have students create their own future "pay

/

check" with th? accumulated pay, weekly pay, and deductions which

will pertain t o them on the job of their choice. Discuss the argwings.

(social studies class; consumer math class)
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Bc:havtoral evaluation: each student., will name and define to the

satisfaction of, the teacher or counselor, three possible deduc-

A
tions which could bo made From a pay' check.

,Pr paration: discuss, by giving examples, the various types of pay

che ks ;which pefsons recei from their jobs. Explain the purposes

of th pay check hub, with ,its. statement of total earning and de-

\
durtioqs. Explain each woLd and number commonly found on a pay,

check aethe reasons for its being there.

Resources: opaque projector.

b. Activity: have each student research briefly an occupation which-

appeals O im/her (contact local business, use Occupational Out-'

look Handboo , etc.) to discover current Wages being paid in it.

After each student has found the current yearly, weekly, and hourly -

salary (this may
\

haye to be computed from other information), have

him/her create a\icticious budget which he/she might have at

1'8 years old while living alone and working,at the chosen occupation.

The budget should include weekly or bi-weekly salary, all deduc-

tions, expenditures for housing, food:clothing, leisure, and a

miscellaneous category. Discuss each budget in comparison with

what, would be actually economically feasible. (home econbmics

class; social studies class; consumer math class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will.,,state to the satisfac-

'tion of the teacher or counselor, the differences between a weekly

salary and a yearly salary, and then define'he word budget.

Preparation: discuss the following terms: salary (compare weekly,

yearly, hourly), gross pay, deducirons--(federal% state, local tax,

social security), budget (how to spend money earned in order to pay

all necessary expenses), cost-of-living (compare living in a large



r

.r

,

city with living in the country.

Resources:

.y

/ ' o

)

/
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XVII. NEED: ECONOMIC AWARENESS VOCABULARY (10-12)

A. Un }t goal: to expand upon an adequate vocabulary for the.understanding of

sic economic principles.

i. Developmental objective: to recognize and use major terms associated

/
..

,

with a, specific 'career choice.

a. Activity: have students determine whether or not the career of

their choice would require the signing of a contract or just the

filling out of an application, Distribute several examples of

job applications and jOb contracts. Discuss all terminology and give

each student an opportunity to complete whichevey-would be most ap-
.

propriate to his,/her career choice. (social studies class; guid-

ance activity),

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state, to the satisfac-

tion of the teacher or counselor, the difference between a job

14

application anda contract.

Preparation: discuss terms associated witch employment: salary,

pay scale, fringe benefits, protection on,the job.

Resources:

'b. 'Activity: have each student select a pareer that he/she is most

interested in, at the present time, to research and report back

to the class about. The research should include examining all

available career information, the D.O.T., Department of Labor

pamphlets, and at least one interview with a person employed in

the chosen occupation. /Each student must discover and list the

yearly salary, the weekly or bi-weekly salary, the .approximate pay

scale with increases, the fring benefits on'the',job and report

orally on the findings. (guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will name three fringe bone-
,
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fits offered by,the career of his/her choice.

Preparation: discuss the terms employment, contrasted with un-

employment; .discuss salary, fringe benefits, job protection.

Resources:

2. Developmental'objective: to recognize the terms associated with union

membership'.

a. Activity: (Field trip) arrange for one or more field trips to

visit a local union meeting or hall. research ad-

vantages and disadvantages, of union member hip. 'Interview union

members for their opinions. Discuss these opinions' in class..

(guidance activity;, industrial arts class).

Behavioral evaluation: each student willAefine, to the satis:

faction of the teacher or counselor, the word "union".

Preparation: discuss union membership. How does a person-become

a.union member? Wh t are some of the advantages and disadvantages

of being a union member? Discuss union dues, pressure, and pro-

tection.

Resources: transportation.

5;7
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XVIII. NEED: ECONOMIC KNOWLEDGE (K-3)

A. Unit goal: to'facilitate the development of familiarity with basic econ-

omic concepts.

1. Developmental objective: to understand the nature of the economic life

of the home.

a. Activity: have students draw pictures bf items that their family

buys e.g. food, clothing, furniture, washing machine,etc. ,The

teacher or counselor then hold up each picture and students decide

whether it is a luxury item e.g. games, television, vacation, etc.

or a necessity item, e.g. food'or clothing. Then display pictures,

around the classroom under the appropriate heading.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list, to the satisfaction

of the teacher or counselor, three necessity items and three luXury

items that his/her family might buy.

Preparation: introduce the idea that there are some things that a

family must buy in order tw,survive and that there are some items

that a family buys for enjoyment or to make life a bit easier. Ask

the students to think of some things that they buy that they could

do without., Encourage expression of differendes of opinion in what

is a necessity or luxury.

Resources: art materials.

b. Activity: have students discuss how a housewife is of economic

value to the family. The focus of the discussion should be on

the money savild if one were to pay someone to perform the mother's

tasks. Then'have students pantomime job tasks that a mother might

perform in the home. The rest of the class guesses what job task

is being performed and discusses how it saves money for the family.

This same procedure can be followed for job tasks performed in the

home by other family members.

5 ,18
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Behaviors!. evaluation: each student will list and discuss to the

satisfacUon of the teacher or counselor, two job tasks performed

in the home that help the family .to save money.

Preparation: introduce the idea that even though a mother doesn't

get paid for her household dutitst, her performance of these tasks

is of great economic value to the family.

Resources: list of job tasks performed in the home, pantomiming.

2. Developmental objective: to understand the economic life of the neigh-

borhood.

a. Activity :' have each student draw a picture of a business, industry,

or occupation found in their neighborhood or surrounding community.

The teacher or counselor holds up each picture and the class dis-

cusses how the business, industry or occupation affects the commun-

ity economically. For example, die business creates jobs for workers,

the workers are paid for their work, and the workers spend their

money on goods and services from other businesses.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify one economic

influence that a business, industry, or occupation his on the com-

munity.

Preparation: explain to the students that local businesses make

many contributions to the community. Give some examples of economic

contributions.

Resources; art materials.

b. Activity: have the students visit a local, merchant to observe the

economics involved in running a business. Focus should be on "whole-

sale purchasing of'goods, hiring of employees, retail sale of goods

and cost involved in operating a business. Students should take pic-

tures and develop display materials for the classroom.
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Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify one economic

factor involved in running a business. .
Preparation: introduce the various economic principles involved

in running a business e.g. wholesale, retail, overhead, employee,

employer, etc. Explain that they/will be going on ,a field trip: to

\\ observe how these principles operate.,

Resources: camera., local business, transportation.

B. Unit goal .to facilitate the development of knowledge concerning techno-

logy and it effect upon the.occupational structure.

1. Developmental objective: to recognize dilferences in the me hods of

mass production and methods of 'individual handcrafted produ tion.

a. Activity: have the students construct puppets using the assembly

line method in which each students has a specific job construc-

ting the whole product. After several puppets'have been made using

this method, have each student individuapy construct the puppet

from start to finish. Then have 'them describe the two processes

in'terms of time, quality, efficiency and the feelings of the worker.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify two positive and

two negative aspects of mass and individual production.

Preparation: introduce the idea that due to the increase in tech-

nology and the population,most items today are mass produced rather

than individually handcrafted. Give some examples.

Resources: art materials.

b. Activity: have the students visit an industry which uses the assembly

line method of production. Students shOUld observe how each worker

has a specific 'job task to perfrom in order to complete the whole

produc . Have students interview workers about their feelings con-

cerni

11

g assembly line work e.g. job satisfaction, bordom,, pride in

-..,

---
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their work, quality of the product, speed of production, etc. Next

have students visit a company or business that specializes in

handcrafted items. Students then interview the workers using the

Same questions that they used for the assembly line workers. Back

in the classroom have students discuss and compare the two methods
';^

of production and state which type of work they would most like to

perform and why. Lists of:advantages and disadvantages may be made

con large. posters. for each method of production and displayed in the

Classroom.

BehaVioralevaludtion:

written two advantages and two disadvantages for each method of

each student will list (either orally .or

product ion.

Preparation: sameas XVIII, B, 1, a.

Resources: transportation.

2. Deyelopmental objective: to recoize ways in which technology has

effected the home environment..

a. Activia: have each student develop a collage from pictures of ap-

pliances in his/her home e.g. washing machine, electric coffee pot,

toaster, electric can'opener, etc. Then have each student make a

second collage of the ways things were done before the appliances
_ -

were, i ented. Ha etheg171ciencs discuss What life would be like

without these appliinces., ,Have each student take an appliance

and describe to the class how he/she would function-without the ap-

pliance.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state the names of three

appliances found in the home and describe to the satisfaction of

the teacher or counselor how themork would be done without the

appliance.

57.41.
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at home much easier and that machines now do the work that used to

ti I
be done by hand. Ask the students to think of some examples of tech-*

1 nology found in their home.

Resources: art materials, magazines.

b. Activity: have students perform several tasks that are usually ac-
4

complished through some for of technology e.g. making butter, making

candles, washing clothes by hand, working by candl light, etc.

509.

Preparation: introduce the idea that technorogy is making our work

After they have performed these tasks have them dis uss the differ-

nces in performing these tasks due to technology. ome areas of

.discussion might be satisfaction derived from making one's own pro-

ducts as opposed to buying them, the fact that buying these products

allows one to have more time to do other things, differences'in

cost, etc.

.Behal Loral. evaluation:
!J each student Will discuss briefly to the

satisfaction of the teacher or counselor, the effects of techno-

logy on the home environment.

Preparation: same as XVIII, B, 2, a.

Resources: materials for making candles and butter.
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XVIII.' NEED: ECONOMIC KNOWLEDGE (4-6)

A. Unit goal: to facilitate the development of familiarity with basic econ-

omic principles.

1. Developmental objective: to understand the concept,pf taxation.

510.

a. Activity: guest speaker - have a representative from the IRS come

and speak to the students about the taxstructure.8 Area of dis-

cussion should include the following: amount of money taken from

earnings, differences in local, state, and federal taxes, where

tax money goes, for what purposes is the tax money used, who de-

cides wh "re the money is to be used, what determines how much one

pays in taxes, and penalties' for fraudulent tax returns.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify and discuss

three elements that make up the tax structure.

Preparation: introduce the idea that/taxes provide the government

with money in order to provide certain services to the public, e.g.

education, welfare, housing projects, unemployment compensation, etc.

Explain.to the students that they will be involved in a unit to help

them learn where this tax money comes from andfor what purposes

it is used.

Resources: guest speaker

b. Activity: have students break up into groups of four or five: Each

group role plays local government officials trying to'determine

what areas or concerns are in greatest need of tax money. Each

group is given the same amount of money in which to spend. The

teacher or counselor may help the students by giving them a, list of

tax expenditures in their area from the previous year. At the end

of the activity, each group presents its tax budget to the rest of

the class and discusses reasons why they allotted certain amounts

523



of money for certain areas.

511.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will identif7ahe defends; to

the satisfaction of the teacher or counselor, thee e tax expendi-

tures determined by his/her group.

Preparation: ,samelas XVIII, A, l., a.

Resources: list of local tax expenditu s, /role playing.

.\ Developmental objective: to recognize the change in the purchasing

power of the dollar o.:4,er the years.

a. Activity: haveAstudents go to the library and-look through old news-
!

papers. They should keep a record of/the date of the nelLspaper and

the pricesiof national brand products that they find in the adver-
t

tisement4. Then have the students/ look for the same products in

asrecent newspaper and record the prices. Back in the classroom

have students draw pictures of the products, labeling the old and

recent prices and display them around the room.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list five products that

have gone up in price and the difference between the old price and

the recent price.

Preparation: introduce the idea that it requires more money today

to purchase most items than it did a few years ago. Explain that

this increase in price is due to many factors e.g. increased cost

of raw materials, increased labor costs, increased demand for the

product, etc.

Resources: newspapers, art materials.

b. Activity: have the students pick twenty items from a grocery store

to keep a record of price increases over the period of a year. Have

'the students make a poster with'a picture oi the product and a

graph to show price increases. Each week a different student re-
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searches the'prices of the products by going to the store or looking

in the newspapers. At this time have. students compute the amount of

money now required to purchase these items.

Behavioral evaluation: every week each student will identify three

products'from the above activity and state whether the price has

increased, stayed the same, or decreased.

Preparation: same as XVIII, A, 2, a.

Resources: newspaper, art materials.

B. Unit goal: to facilitate the development of knowledge concerning tech-

nology and its effect upon the world of work.

1. Developmental objective: to recognize technological effects upon the

worker.

'a. Activity: have the students research television and newspapers

advertising technological advancements in machinery e.g. snow

blowers, lawnnoWers, electric grass-trimmers, power hand drills and

saws, etc. Then have students discuss how this technology can ef-

feet workers.- For example, \if everyone buys snow blowers, there

would be no job market for veling driveways and 'Sidewalks. But

if one were to buy a snow blowe ,,,one could clear many more drive-

ways and much faster than doing it by hand. Have students compute

costs and profits of v hand snow shoveling business versus a machine

snow -removal business.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list two advantages of

the -corker due to technology.

Prepara'on: explain that due to technology, working conditions,

jobs, products, services and the amount of time involved in the

production of goods and services have changed.

Resources: television, newspaper, and magazine advertisements.
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b. Activity: allow students to make ice cream, in class, having a

group respqnsible for locating a recipe, another for buying ingred-

lents, another for locating an ice cream maker, and another for

making the ice cream and serving it. After, discuss this procedure

inciltding all the steps involved as compared to the ease of going

to the grocery store to buy ice cream:

Behavioral evaluaEion: students will list threechanges brought on

by technology.

Preparation: same,as XVIII, B, 1, a.

Resources: ingredients for ice cream, ice cream maker, paper cups,

and spoons.

2. ,Developmental objective: to recognize new occupations that have emerged

due to technology.

a. Activity: have students do a unit on the invention of the auto-

mobile. Allow students to research the automobile's development.

:Then have each student make a bulletin board having pairs of students

responsible for displaying a new occupation that has grown from the

invention of the car (car designer, tire manufacturer, painter, as-

sembly line worker, upEostery worker, gas station attendant, road

construction worker, traffic light manufacturer, etc.) Allow

Students td display their workers.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list four occupations that

have developed as a result of the invention of the car.

Preparation: introduce..the idea that as a result-of technology,

new demands are increasing and this must be met by new occupations.

Discuss that as something such as the car is invented, many jobs are

provided necessitated by the invention.

Resources: library, art materials.

5
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b. Activity; have students collect emplyment ads from the local news-

paper and determine which jobs existed before the advent of tech-

nology and which jobs have emerged due to technology. If the job

deVloped as a result of technology (e.g. medical lab technician)

hate students trace possible steps leading to its development.

Beh.vioral evaluation: each student when given ten occupations will

be able to list those occupations that have emerged due to techno-

logy.

Preparation: same as XVIII, B, 2, a.

Resources: employment ads from local newspaper.
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XVIII. NEED: ECONOMIC KNOWLEDGE (7-9)

A. Unit goal: to facilitate the development of basic money management know-
/

/S

ledge.

1. Developmental objective:nto understand the economics involved in

buying a house.

a. Activity: have a real estate agent come to the class to speak

about the process of buying a fiouse. The speaker should talk about

mortgages, settlement costs, income needed to buy a house, property

taxes, homeowners insurance, title search, realtor fee, etc. Have

the students tape record the speaker and develop display ,materials

of the step by step procedure followed in buying a4louse.

.Behavioral evaluation: each student will discuss (either orally

or written). tosthe satisfaction of the teacher or counselor, the

basic procedure for buying a house.

Preparation: introduce the idea. that buying a house is a little

more complicated thanbuying something from the store. Explain

that they will be involved in a unit to help them learn some of the

intricacies of buying a house.

Resources: guest speaker, art materials, tape recorder.

b. Activity: have student role play h4ing a house using the informa-

1

Eion they received from the previous activity: Have different

students play the role of the realtor, the buyer, attorney, the

seller, the insurance salesman, banker, etc. For each role play

situation, a fixed income level for the buyer should be determined.

Allow each student to play a different role in order to familiarize

himself/herself with each part of the transaction.

Behavioral evaluation: given the price of a house, each student

will be able to comput breakdown of costs involved. in purchasing

5 8
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the house.

Preparation: same as XVIII, A, 1, a.

Resources: role playing.

2. Developmenta objective: to understand the economics -involved in

rentingan apartment ,pr house. /
a. Activity: guest/ speaker - have a real'eS'eate agent come to the

class to speak abdiit the process of renting a.place to live.

Topics to be covered might include.responsibilities of the .lessor,

responsibilities of the lessee, damage deposittermination of the

lease, eviction, payment of utilities, apartment insurance, etc.

b

Give the students a hypothetical yearly income and have them com-

pure yearly rental costs using various monthly rent figures.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will discuss (either orally

or written) to the satisfaction of the teacher or counselor, three

eleffients involved in renting a place to live.

Preparation:.'introduce the idea that many people do not own but

rent the places in which they live. Explain that both renting and

owning a place to live has advantages and disadvantages and that they

will be involved in a short unit to familiarize themselves with

both processes.

Resources; ,,guest speaker.

Activity: haVe students compare and discuss buYing or :renting a

place to live. Have them develop a list for display of advantages

and disadvantages fOr\buying and renting. FOr example, buying a

house, one can fix it and make improvements that will increase its

value, it can be viewed as an investment, has a potential for making

a profit when sold, etc. On the other hand, if one rents, there is

no responsibility of maintenance on the dwelling, no property tax

J.49
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easier to move,, etc

Behavioral evaluation each student will list three advantages of

buying a house and thre= advantages of renting a house.

Preparation: same as XVI I, A, 2, a.

Resources: art materials.

B. Unit goal: to facilitate the developm nt of knowledge of various occupations

as they relate to personal economics and life "Style.

1. Developmental objective: to recognize economic factors that Influence

life style.

a. Activity: have students develop colla for three occupations with-

in a career cluster in which they are interested. Collages should

be made up of pictures and drawings ShoWing salary ranges,. work

hours, pensions, health insurance, working conditions, etc. The

collage should also depict the type of lifestyle that would be

associated with the occupations including-type of house the person

could afford, vacations, clothing, family, etc. Display collages

around the classroom.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will discuss to the satisfac-

tion of the teacher or counselor, the life style and economics re-

lated to two occupations.

Preparation: discuss the necessity Of evaluating an occupation not

only on the basris of inqome.but alsoon the basis of related life

style. Introduce and discuss some of the elements-that make up

an individual's life style.

Resources: 4rt materials, magazines.

b. Activ
/
ty: have various - speakers, come to the classroom to discuss

hcm. their occupation relates to their life style. Speakers should

ome from a wide range of occupatipns.
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Behavioral evalumion: each student will discuss to the satisfac-

tion of the teacher or counselor, how the guest speaker's life

style compares to is/her projected life style.

Preparation: same as XVIII, b, 1, a.

Resources: guest speakers.

2. Developmental objective: >to recognize the differences between self-
.

employment and being employed by a firm and the effects they have on

life style.

a. Activity: have the stuAlts divide into groups and pick an occupa-

tiofial cluster in which to research several occupations. Then

have several students within each group debate the benefits of being

self employed in a certain occupation while the rest of the groups

debate the benefits of working for a large firm. Then have the

class discuss how these two forms of employment can affect one's

life

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list two benefits from

being self employed and two benefits from being employed by a

firm.

Preparation: discuss various aspects of being self-employed e.g.

inttinl financing, costs of running a business, hours, employee

problems, risks, etc. Then discuss the different aspects of

working for a firm, e.g. company benefits, promotions, working

under someone, hours, responsibility, etc.

Resources!

\b, Activity: have a person who s self-employed come to the class to

discuss his/her business. Have the speaker focus on how the business

was organi:pd, advantages of being self-employed and any disadvan-

tages or problems in being self employed. Then have a worker
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from a large firm in the same occupation speak to the students from

his/her vantage point. Again, discussion Mould include advantages

and disadvantages of working for a large firm and how life style

can be affected.

Behavioral evaluation: given an occupation, each student will 1,f

write a short essay contrasting the occupation from the vantage

point of"self-employed and firm or company employed.

Preparation: same as XVIII, B, 2, a.

Resources: guest speakers.

c
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XVIII. NEED: ECONOMIC KNOWLEDGE (10-12)

, A. Unit goal: to facilitate the develoOment of basic money management know-

ledge.

1. Developmental objective: toilinderstand the nature of saving.

a. Activity: have a representative from a local bank speak to the

class about savings accounts (various types of accounts, interests

rates, percentage of income that should be saved). Given, a cer-

tain income, each student can compute, based on the information

provided by the guest speaker, how much he/she should put into a

savings account weekly and at a certain rate of interest how much

he/she would have accumulated at the end of one year. (economics

class; math class,; home economics class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will,dompute his/her income and

decide how much to save and interest he/she will acquire.

Preparation: discuss with students the value of saving in a bank

emphasizing interest rates and also the need for realistic appraisal

of what percentage of income can go into the bank each week.

Resources: gues,t speaker from bank.

b.1 Activity: have class draw up a grocery list of about 30 items

specifying weight (1 lb. fresh green beans, '12om. can orange juice)

Have students then divide into five groups and allow each group to

go to a'different grocery store to determine that store's cost of

each item and then the total grocery'bill. Have students goal be

the lowest food bill while still preserving quality. Have each

group, on returning, compare the prices at various stores to de-

termine in what stores savings can be found. (math class; econo-

mics class; home economics class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state the value of shopping
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at various stores before determining where he/she will finally

shop.

Preparation: discuss the fact that stores do vary in pricing items

and that many of the same items have greatly differing prices.

Explain that it is to their advantage to spend time locating a store

where th y believe savings can'be found.

Resources: grocery stores located in the community.

B. Unit goal: to facilitate the'deyelopment of knowledge of various occupa-

tions as they relate to personal economics and life style.

1. Developmental objective: to recognize economic faCtors that influence

life style.

a. Activity: have students divide into two groups and have one group

research various occupations in which there are numerous benefits

such as life insurance,, health insurance, dental coverage, sick

days, and other benefits. Allow the other group to list thoge occu-

pations in which few if any benefits are offered. Have the class

discuss the life styles of the families of the two groups for in-

stance if sickness or death woad occur to the person employed.

Allow the class to elaborate on other possible benefits such as

vacation time, vacation pay, company discounts, bonuses, etc. and

hot these benefits effect life style.( social studies class;

psychology class; guidance activity)

Behavioral, evaluation: each student will list three benefits he/

she believes to be important considerations for his/her desired

life style.

Preparation: discuss the necessity of evaluating an occupation not

Only on the basis of income but -also on the basis of benefits of-

fered. Emphasize that the presence or absence of these elements
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may alter positively or negatively an individual's or family's life

style.

Resources:

2, Developmental objective: to recognize economic investments and econo-

mic rewards associated with,a particular occupation.

a. Activity: have each student examine the occupation in which he/she

is interested to determine: number of years of post high school

training, yearly cost of training, and probably salary after this

7 training period as gathered from the Occupational Outlook Handbook.

Then have each student compute-Efie total cost of training and com-

pare this with the salary for the next ten years. From this infor-

mation, have members of the class determine if there is any relation-

/

ship between the economic investment and economic reward. (econo-

mics class; social studies class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state to the satisfaction

of the teacher or counselor the relationship between his/her econo-

mic investment and why this investment is considered a good risk.

Preparation: explain that when you buy an item, you first determine

if it is worth the cost and that the 'saute is true of training after/

high school. Often, if there is no investment as with no post

high school training, the later rewards may not be as great. Wits

l'dW training there is a seven year economic investment but for

years after, the rewards are high.

Resources: Occupational Outlook Handbook.

b. Activity: have students construct a graph based on the above in-

formation beginning with the student making the lowest economic
c.

investment through to the student expecting to make the largest

economic investment. Next, have each student, graph his/her total
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ten year income based on figures from the Occupational Outlook

Handbook not taking into account changes in the economic situa-

tion or salary raises.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will examine the graph to deter-

mine (1) if his/her choice of caieers is a good economic investment

in terms of rewards; (2) list three occupations which according

to the graph appear to have good economic rewards.

Preparation: same as XVIII, B, 2, a,

Resources: graph paper; Occupational Outlook Handbook.
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XIX. NEED: ECONOMIC ATTITUDES '(K-3)

A. Unit goal: to learn the importance of spending money wisely.

1. Developmental objective: to learn the importance of not buying im-

,pulsively.

a. Activity: have students read stories about children who did not

buy wisely e.g. Jack from Jack In The Bean Stalk wheri he bought

,the beans/(a few beans for a cow). and in Aladin's Lamp, someone

traded yfew lamps for" old ones. Discuss what would have happened

if J beans were not magic, was it buying implusively? What

could hpve been the tragic results?

Behavioral evaluation: each student will give, to the satisfaction

of the teacher or counselor, one reason for not buying impulsively.

Preparation: select stories in which the main character impulsively

bought or bartered for some item. Ask students if they have ever

bought something too fast; without thinking about it enough.

Resources: children's stories.

b. Activity: give the students toy catalogues and tell them that they

NN
have 30 dollars to spe ; tell them to spend it impulsively, trying

N,

whatever they want but that they can not decide not to buy an item ,

after they have once chosen it. Ask the class what happened when

they got to the end of he catalogue; did they run out of money?

why: how. could they prevet this? discuss.

Behavioral evaluat ion: each student will give, to the satisfaction

of tho teacher or counselor, one reason why one shoule not buy im-

pulsively.

Prepara ion: talk to students about,planning and how it feels to

realLe that-you've spent your money re.klessly. Su Best thrAt wh9n

anyono is on a budget, he/she will have a ,better chance of being
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satisfied, if he/she buys things carefully.

Resources: toy catalogues.

2. Developmental objective: to learn the importance of "shopping around"

before buying.

1. Activity: students discuss 'the importance of shopping around.

Have students form small groups each of which is assigned to a store.

Tell the students that they are to go to the assigned store,to in-

vestigate the price and bake of several toys. When students have

obtained this information,` the class cancreate a chart showing all

of the prices and makes of toys available at the stores. The class

than decided if one -should shop around before buying.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will give, to the teacher's or

counselor's satisfaction, one reason for shopping around before

buying.

Preparation: ask students what shopping around means. Ask them if

any of their parents has recently bought any big item (TV set, car,

washer). Did they buy the first one they saw? Did they buy after

going to several stores? Why? (or why not?)

Resources:

b, Activity: students have a buy and sell day with all students

bringing in old toys which they want to sell. Students can set up

toy displays using their desks. Then students buy, sell, and

trade old toys. After students are finished, ask if they looked

over all the items before buying and have students discuss the

advantages of looking at and comparing items before buying.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will give, to the satisfac-

tion
,

of the teacher or counselor, one advantage of comparing items

of several stores before buying:

Preparation: tell students that they will be having a buy and sell

day. Have them bring in old unwanted toys. They should also bring
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in a note from their parents to inform the teacher of which toys 'the

student may sell. Continue lesson on shopping around as a kind of ,

planning.
4

Resources:

B. .Unit goal: to facilitate a positive attitude toward money management.

1. Developmental objective: to know that money is a convenient system

of exchange.

a. Activity: have the student look through Sears Roebuck Catalogue and

find items that they want. Ask the students if they could buy the

items if there wrIre no system of money. Discuss bartering as

-form of exhanging items of equal worth. Give several examples:

trading baseball cards, doll clothes, marbles. Discuss the disad=

vantages of barter e.g. if traveling, one must take all trade items

alone, items. are heavy, etc. Discuss the advantage of using paper

money, e.g. light, non - perishable, used state-wide, class discuss.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will, list, to the satisfac-

tion of the teacher or counselor., two advantages of, using paper

money:

Preparation: tell students that they will be discussing the U.S

system of money. Ask them what their parents use to buy food or how

they buy candy. Suggest the universality of currency.

Resources: Sear Roebuck Catalogue and/or any catalogues.

b. Activity: have students see film of people in foreign lands and

discuss whether or not they use money. Do they need it? Do they

barter and with what? Discuss how people in foreign lands who

farm raise the food they need and hand-make many other needed

items. .Why do they need money. How many Americans could grow and

make all their needs? Are there many people in the entire world who
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don't-barter? Have students role play a single average day in

their lives but without the benefits of barter. Whet would you

eat'for breakfast? How would you brush your teeth?

Behavioral evaluation: each student will give to the teachers or

counselor's satisfaction, one advantage of using pper.money.

Preparation: same as XIX, B, 1, a.

Resources: film on foreign land(s), role playing.

2. Developmental objective: to feel that money manageMent is important.

a. Activity: have students think oftelevision characters who are not

good at managing money, e.g. Sanford and Son. Have the-students

watch the showand list ways in.which the characters could improve

b

their money managing. Have students think of ways in which this

improvement could positively affect the character's life.

Behavioral evaluaU,on: each student will list, to the satisfac-

tion of the teacher or counselor, two positive affects "good"

money management could have on someone's life.

Preparation: discuss money management with the students. Ask stu-

dents if therget an allowance. How do they manage it? Spend it

on candy and toys, save, it, give it away, etc. How many students

don't get an allowance. How do they get money for special things?

Ask for it, earn it?

Resources:

Activity: have several games :round the room which involve the ex-

change of play money. Students can play these games for approximately

one half hour. When they're finished, the teacher should ask why

it was important to be good a managing money. Is it important to

manage one's allowance? Why? Can having an allowance teach you

anything? Who manages studen 's money - parents or self?
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,Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify two reasons for

managing one's money.

Prepararion: tell students that they will be given'one half hour

to play games. Explain to them that after these games, they will

be discussing their use of the money they acquired during the game.

Resources: Nonopoly, Life, other games.
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XIX. NEED: ECONOMIC ATTITUDES (4-6)

A. Unit goal: to learn the importance of spending wisely.

1. Developmental objective: to be aware of disreputable sales tactj.cs.

a. Activity: have Students report on any televisiOn show they have

seen in which consumer is swindled by a salesman. The class

discusses what actions this person can take; how could he/she

have prevented this swindle?

Behavioral/evaluation: each student will list one disreputable

'sales to tic the salesman on the television show used.

Preparation: discuss disreputable sales tactic; e.g. selling

cars hich are falling apart, high pressue advertising, etc.

6-i g in newspaper or magazine articles describing these tactics

or particularly any cases involved currently in litigation.

esources:

b. ;Activity: have the class create a scrapbook of deceitful sales

tactics. Students can illustrate these sales tactics by cutting

out advertisements, drawing pictures, using box labels, etc. For

:example, the scrapbook should include Such things as signs which

say $7.00 in bold print And the words "and up" in small print and

labels which say new and improved. Students also can consider why

sales tags might list a price as $4.99 - so that it does not look

like five dollars. Is this subtle deceit? Class discusses.

Beh,vioral evaluation: each student will list two deceitful sales

tactics.

Preparation: tell the students that they will be having a unit on

sales. Ask students if they or anyone they know has ever been the

victim of deceit. Are "clever" sales come-ons honest? -mildly

deceitful? Who are the victims?
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Resources:

2. Developmental objective: to know that one,can and should take action

4.

when a bad sales transaction has taken place.

Activity: have a speaker from a local 'consumer bureau come to the

*class. He/she should d,iscuss how one can take action against a

seller. Students and their parents can ask this speaker questions

and discuss what o do and when to do it.
\

\ \

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list two actions that may

be taken when one feels he/she hag been the victim of a
\

dishonest

sales transaction.

Preparation:' tell students that they will be having a consumer

advocate speaker come to their class. Discuss possible questions

that they may want to ask. What should consumers think about

when purchasing? What-should they know? What powers of redress do

they have? What are the local consumer advocates' organixa6.ons?

Resources: guest speakers.

h. Activity: have students r.-:ad consumer articles which can he found

in local newspapers, e.g. Mr. Fix it,Artion Line, etc. These

stories are usually about people who feel that they have ben the

victim of a sales transaction. Students can bring these articles

into class and dramati. e the story. A student might play HI.

Fix It and advise the other pla:els. Class discussc

=%ould the victim follow it? Why, why not

nehavio'ral.evaluation; each student will list two actions one can

take when he/she feels he/she has been a victim of consumer fraud.

Preparation: tell students they will be having p short unit on con-

sumerism. Continue discussion of important factS for consumers.

Resources: newspaper articles, role playing.
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B. Unit goal: to facilitate :4 positive attitude towards money mariagement.,,

1. Developmental objective: to feel that saving money is advantageous.

a. ActivitI: give students a dittoed sheet with this problem on it:

Yesterday you saw a bike in Mister Andy's Bicycle Store.

You really wanted this bike. The bike cost sixty-five

dollars but you only Had five dollars. You asked your par-

ents to buy it for you but they said no. What do you do?

Check one:

a.) save up your allowance

b.> work at odd jobs and save

c.) steal the bike

d.) decide you didn't want it anyway

e.) bug; your mother and father for it

Have the class discuss the answers. Why did some of the students

check answer a and/or b. Why does one save? Class discusses

saving and the positive results it could-have.

Beh vioral evaluation: each student will list two positive results

saving could have.

Preparation: discuss saving and ask if anyone in the class,has

evet:,saved. How did he/she plan it? Was' it satisfying, difficult,

etc.? Do any students have their own savings accounts? Why?

What advantages are in it for the saver?

Resources:

b. Activity: discuss saving witil the students and ask them if anyone

knows what happens to money that is saved in a bank. Explain that

this savings can be loaned temporarily to someone else who needs

it. Perhaps this person may want to buy something which he/she

has not 'saved up enough money for. ,Teacher draws a diagram and
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shows how the same money may be spent twice.

I

Bank

person with savings person needing loan

.

plus interest. interest
- Bank

Explain to the students that this is how they receive interest

(define) on their-savings. Have them pretend that they have just

put some money into the bank and then have them diagram the flow

of that money. Who might borrow their money and why?

Behavioral evaluation: each student will give to the satisfaction

of the teacher or counselor one reason why saving money is advan-

tageous.

Preparation: same as XIX, B, 1, a.

Resources:

2, Developmental objective: to feel that siending money is advantageous.

a, Activity: have students interview parents asking them how much

money they spent this week and what they spent it on. Discuss

what happens to the money with parents. 'As

1(

them what they would

do if they couldntt spend money. When students come back to the

classroom, they can discuss their parent's interview. Class and

teacher iscusses where money goes after it is spent. e.g.

money paid for food

Week's pay for
clerk

545

to buy more food or
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Explain to the students that in our economy money gets spent over ,

41, and over, thus buying many items. Ask the students what would hap-

pen if money was spent only once.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will explain, to the satis=

faction of the teacher or counselor why spending money is advanta-,

geous.

Preparation: explain to the students that they will have a unit

on economics. Ask them how the grocer pays for his /her food or

how the shoe repairman buys shoes for his /her own family. Discuss

cyclical nature of buying and spending.

Resources:

b. Activity: discuss with students how they spend their money, e.g.

records, soda, etc. Ask them to imagine a world where there was

no money to spend. What would happen? Have-the students form

three groups each of which creates and presents to the clais a

story about a world with no money.

Behavioral evaluation: same as XIX, B, 2, a.

Preparation: same as XIX, B, 2, a.

Resources:
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XIX. NEED: ECONOMIC ATTITUDES (7-9)

A. Unit goal: to facilitate a committment to the importance of spending

wisely.

1. Developmental objective: to understand that buying the most inexpensive

item is not always the best buy.

a. Activity: have students bring in old items which'they had bought.

Some of these items should be those that were inexpensively priced,

while others are items that were more expensive. Compare the items-

which lasted the longest, which ones are still useale? Discuss

what this means in terms of money: a more expensive pair of shoes

when considered with regard to how long they will last is really

more economical than an inexpensive pair which will not last.

Class, discusses. (guidance activity; social studies class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will explain, to the satis-

faction of the teacher or counselor howa more expensive item

might be more economical to buy than a Cheap pair.

Preparation: tell students that they will be having a discussion

on the economics of buying and pricing.

Resources:

b. Activity: discuss the differences in the quality between an inex-
.

pensive item and a more expensive item: poorer quality material,

poorer craftsmanship, etc. Have students go to stores and examine

these types of products and keep a list of the differences that

they see. Students present these lists to the class. Class dis-'

cusses. Should one buy the inexpensive item? Why, why not? I

so, when? Are the expensive items always better? What si:hit

moderately price items. (guidance activity; social studi s

class)
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Behavioral evaluation: each student. will 'ive, to the satisfac-

tion of the teacher'or counselor, two.advantages to buying a more

expensive quality item and one advantage to buying a more inexpen-

sive item.

Preparation: tell students that they will be having a unit on

-consumerism. Suggest the'importance ofjudging individuS1 situations

when deciding tobuy expensive or inexpensive, items.

Resources:

2. Developmental objective: to facilitate the idea that consumers should

ask questions and read guarantees before buying.

Activity: have students discuss the advantages of asking questions

and reading guarantees before buying. Discuss why this isiadvan-

tageous consumer behavior and then have student construct surveys

to\deterMine how many people do ask questions and read guarantees.

These surveys should be distributed to student's friends and nej,gh'-

bors. Surveys can then be tallied and students can discuss the,re-

sults. (guidance activity; social studies class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list, to the satisfac-

tion of the teacher or counselor, three advantageous consumer

behaviors.

Preparation: have students observe consumers in stores - do they

ask questions and read guaranteekt Have them ask their parents.

about their last major purchases. What do the guarantees say?

How long do they last?

Resources:

B. Unit -goal: to facilitate positive attitudes toward money managment.

1. Developmental objective: to knciw that credit can\be used appropriately

and inappropriately.
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a. Activity: contact a local consumerism agency and have a speaker

come,into the classroom. He/she discusses the pros and cons of

credit.' He/she also discusses how one builds credi , and how he/

she may obtain a credit card. (guidance activity; social stu-

dies class)

Behavioral evalu tion: each student will list two wJys to use

credit appropriately and two ways to use it inappropriately.

Preparation; discuss credit and what it means. Tell studeints

that they will have a guest speaker who will discuss the pros and

cons of credit.

Resources:

b. Activity: have students discuss appropriate and inappropriate uses

of credit as students name these uses, the teacher can write them

on a separate slip of paper. Students then form two teams and

a student from the first team is given one of their slips of paper

and asked to pantomime the appropriate or inappropriate use of

credit. Other students must guess what the student is doing

e.g. inappropriate use: the student is buying everything he/she

bees. (guiAence activity; social studies class)

Behavioral evaluation: sz:mr., as R, I, a.

Preparation: explain to the students that they will he having a

short unit on credit.

Resources: pantomiming.

/. Developmeotl objective: to kno, Lhat investing money can be a'vaniageovs.

a. have students discuss investments. What is an investment'

What do people invest? Then have the students fo.m five groups.

Each group is given an investment to research through an interview,

tolrl)hone -ails, pamphlets, etc. The five investments can be a
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house, edu(,Ition for a career, a car, stocks and bonds. Groups

should preset.t their projects to the class as if they were sales-

people and the (-lass were potential buyers. For example, in an

education for P career, the group could explain that the training

cost $2,000 but once fintshed the training, the student could earn

59,000 a year. Thus this yearly income and the number of years the

student intends to work must be taken into consideration. The

group should continue in this manner. After each group, the class

discusses. (guidance activity; social studies class)

behavioral ealuation: each student will choose the one\investmenl

which was presented by the groups and explain to the teacher's or

counselor's satisfaction, why it is a "good" investment. 1

Preparation: discuss investments. \lhat kind of buying is involved

in investments.

Resources: each group will obtain its own resources for the pro-

jects.

b. Activity: discuss investments. What kinds of invest ents do students

make? Explain that buying shoes and clothes can be small invest-

ment. One invests money assuming (or hoping) that/the shoes .will

last or that the clothes

/

will remain stylish. A k what other kinds

1of investments there are. Have the students th' k of things in

which'they invested effort and/or time. Have students keep a log

of their investments for one week. The class can discuss these

investments and determine which investments were "worth while" and

which were not. Class discusses any small financial investments

that are made. (guidance activity; social studies class)

Beh vioral evaluJtion: each student will give one appropriate in-

vestment and. one inappropriate investment that he/she made within



,

the last week.

prpparation: define investments.

Resources:
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XIX. NEED: ECONOMIC ATTITUDES (10-12)
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k__Ualt_goal4 to facilitate a_committment to the importance of spending

money wisely.

1. 'Developmental objective: to understand that the cost of b y g small,

inexpensive items accumulates.

a. Activity: have students estimate the amount of money' that the

spend each week. Ask them what kinds of items then buy: food,

items that cost only a few dollars, more expensive items, etc.

Have the students keep a log for one week so that they can determine

the costs and types of items which they buy. Compare the amount

of money that the students' estimated they spentwith the amount that

they really spent. Did they overestimate? Underestimaq . On what

type of item did they spend the most money? (guidance activity;

social studies class; economics class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will explain, to the satisfac-

tion of the teacher or counselor, how the cost of buying small, in-

expensive items can accumulate.

Preparation: tell the students that they will be having a unit on

speding money well.

ReSources.:

b. Activity: have students estimate the cost of the large items in

their room or if they s'-are a room, their half of the room, e.g.

bed, bureau, chairs, etc. Then have them estimate the cost of the

other, small items in their room, e.g. clothes, shoes, sheets, make-

up, etc. Compare these two statistics, are they are about the same

price? Is one higher than the other? Lower? Discuss how the cost

of small inexpensive items can accumulate.

Behavioral evaluation: same as XIX, A, 1, a.
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Preparation: ask the students what they think cost the most: the

large, expensive items which are in their room, or the small, less

expensive items: Take a class vote on this question. Set a realis-

tic arbitrary limit on which items are considered large or small.

Resources:

2. Developmental objective: to know that one can save money by buying in

quantity.

a. Activity: have students form groups with _each group choosing a few

items preferably food items that they will investigate. Students

can go to stores to observe the prices of a single serving of their

items and of several serving sizes of their items. A class chart

should be kept. Class discusses the prices. (guidance activity;

social studies class; economics class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list five ways to save

money by buying in quantity, e.g. buy a three pound jar of peanut

butter, a quart of mayonnaise, ten lb. bag of potatoes, etc.

Preparation: discuss how stores buy in quantity for wholesale

prices. Explain how consumers can also buy in quantity at lower

(not wholesale) prices, e.g. family pack of pork chops, ten pound

bag of potatoes, etc. Also discuss the necessary precautions of

insuring that foods won't spoil,.

Resources:

b. Activity: have a local supermarket manager speak to the class. He/

she should discuis how to buy in quantity. Class discusses the

possibility of forming a food co-op with the speaker. They also

discussother consumer buying ideas. (guidance activity; social

studies class; economics class)

BehAtioral evaluation: same as XIX, A, 2, a.

Preparation: same as XIX, A, 2, a.
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Resources:

B. Unit goal: to facilitate positive attitudes toward money management.

1. Developmental objective: to know that one should pay back borrowed

money.

a. Activity: discuss where and how one can get a loan. Discuss the

advantages of obtaining and disadvantages of obtaining a loan and

have the students discuss the reasons for paying back a loan and rea-

sons for not paying back a loan. Emphasize the reasons for paying

back the loan and then have the students write a dialogue with

one character who explain the reasons for not paying back a loan

and an opposing character who refuses these reasons. (guidance

activity; social studies Class; economics class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list to the satisfaction

of the teacher or counselor, three reasons for paying back a loan.

Preparation: explain to the students that they will be discussing

loans;

Resources: role playing.

b. Activity: have a speaker from a local bank come to the classroom

to explain the operation of the loan system. How one can obtain a

loan, where the money comes from, etc. He/she should also explain

what happens when one does not pay back a loan. Class discusses

loans. (guidance activity; social studies class; economics class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list to the satisfaction

of the teacher or counselor, two negative consequences o not paying .

hack a loan.

Preparation: explain to the students that they will be having a

guest speaker.

Resources: bank guest speaker.
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2, Developmental objective: to know, that money spent on insurance premiums

is not wasted.

a. .Activity: have students list the pros and cons of having insurance

policies. Discuss the amount of money one must pay for the premium.

For example, automobile insurance is it worth the coverage? What

if one saved the money instead? Then have the students take a sem-

piing of their friends and older relatives who drive to determine

how many of them have used the insurance. Have the class deter-

mine the percentage of people who needed (and used) the insurance.

Again discuss if the premium money is worthwhile. (guidance activity;

social studies class; economics class)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list three reasons why the

money spent on insurance premiums is not wasted.

Preparation: discuss insurance premiums. Does anyone in the class

have automobile and/or health insurance?

Resources:

b. Activity: have students discuss the advantages and disadvantage of

insurance. Then a group of students who had been previously choosen

presents a panel discussion on the advantages and disadvantages of

buying insurance and discusses how one should go about choosing an

insurance company. (guidance activity; social studies class; econ-

omies cla.=!s)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list, to the satisfaction

of the 'erchPr or counselor, three advrntages of having insurance,

PreprralLon: tell the rtudents that they will he discussing insur-

ance programs.

Rerourrel:
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XX. NEED: ECONOMIC SKILLS (K-3)/

A. Unit goal: to facilitate the development of basic money management skills.

1. Developmental objective: to understand the nature of spending.

a. Activity: have students set up a mock sidewalk sale at which a

wide variety of things are sold--toys, fruit, clothing, games,etc.

(have students choose the articles). Each student should choose,

one of the commoditities to work on. These students can research

their merchandise and find out how well it generally costs in that

area. One studentshould be elected the salesperson for each group.

That person needs to be able to make change and use currency Ade-

quately. The other students go around and "buy" with play money dis-

tributed equitably to each_ one, what they want, and keep a written

record of what they spend. Discuss the different costs of different

items and individual differences in spending patterns.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will hand in his/her record

of expenditures, accounting for all money spent and goods pur-

chases. Students will evaluate their own performance (by a "-WI

"-", or "0") on how well they think,they managed their money.

Preparation: review materials on vocabulary and currency. De-

termine how much students areS aware of neighborhood goods. For

younger students research on merchandise pricing should be kept

simple (e.g. 25c for a soft pretzel with mustard, 20c for a sugar

donut).

Resources: play money, simple equipment for a sidewalk store'.

b, Activity: have two students role,play a scene in a doctor's

office,or a child care center, or a repair person's office, in

which one person (the doctor, child care worker or repair person)

is requesting payment for services rendered. Have the other stu-
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dent play the part of an individual who has received these

services but does. not understand why he/she must pay when he/she

was not given anything concrete, (like food or a toy or a shirt).

It should be the job of the provider of services to convince the

consumer of services that services are bought just like goods..:'

Realistic rates should be used- in the sole play.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state at least two

services he/she or his/her family has "bought" within the last

year, and explain to the teacher's or counselor's satisfaction,

why these are paid for.

Preparation: expand on the distinction between goods and services

to discuss payment, Purchasing can be linked to special abilities

and skills as well as to food and clothing. If applicable make

a destination between private and public enterprise. If many

students come from families on welfare (where services might ap-

pear "free") discuss the fact that the doctor still gets paid

but by the government.

Resources: role playing.

2. Developmental objective: to understand the nature of saving.

a. Activity: have students make a segmented mural (one small picture

made by each one) depicting those things (objects or not) they'd

be willidg to save their money for (e.g. a basketball, a special

movie, a hair clip). Then have each student identify how much

time he/she would take to save the required amount and by what

means (allowance, working, etc.) he/she could get the money.

Have students compare their potential methods and consider the in-

dividual differences in saving patterns: some are willing to save

for a long time, some are not; some want to buy large things and
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others small, etc. Students can consider also how much "depriva-

tion" is involved in saving and what each person finds as the most

suitable, as well as the disadvantages and advantages of saving.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify at least two

different saving plans and then explain, to the satisfaction of

the teacher or counselor, his/her idea of the most sensible way

to save for something desired.

Preparation: discuss the idea of saving for something wanted,

for a "rainy day" or security or for some future desire. While

stressing a balance between spending everything and saving every-

thing, emphasize the individual nature of arriving at that balance,

e.g. a plan that seems extravagant to one person might seem per-
_

fectly reasonable to another. Emphasize the importance of thinking

about it.

Resources: art materials.

\

b. Activity: set up a token system for a day in which students earn

tokens for reading well, getting math correct, sitting still for

as long as thOesson takes, etc. With six tokens students can

buy fifteen minutes informal time in the gYm or playground to

play by themselves or in a group. Students can either spend sets

of six as they earn them or save several sets and spend a longer

time playing. At the end of the day, an account should be made

of everyone's tokens. How many had tokens left over? How many

saved them all until the last hour? How many spent each set of

six as they were earned? Some consideration might be made as to

what happened (or might have) in those cases where the saved for

object (free' time) was not perceived as important or especially

desireable. How does motivation affect saving?
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Behavioral evaluation: each student will describe, to the satIs7

faction.of the teacher or counselor, his/her own management of

tokens and give at least one zeason why he/she did it that way.

Preparation: same as XX, A, 2, a; show how tokens or paper

clips_or-bananwa-teuld be "currency" as long as they are univer-

sally or at least widely accepted, in exchange for something else.

Discuss individual differences in saving (e.g. immediate, intermed-

iate, and tong range gratification).

Resources: ,tokens.

B. Unit goal: to promote the use of economic information in developing

consumer skills.

1. Developmental objective: to be able to recognize some basic concepts

of marketing.

a. Activity: have students go to a neighborhood supermarket
/
-to look

at all the ways doughnuts are packaged. Have students record the

price, identify weights, and quantitities and where the informa-

tion is given , the unit price per pound (if this isn't given,

the teacher can help students to figure it out). Students should

also utilize vocabulary words such as "on sale", "on special ", etc.

Have students identify what the best buy would be for a class

snack and buy the doughnuts, identifying the proper amount of

money for each of them. Later discuss the advantages of buying in

quantitiy, on sale, a less expensive brand, etc. but also some of

the considerations necessary (e.g. large quantity that isn't con-

sumed isnit--a-bargain, nor is a:really inferior brand that doesn't

provide the qualities for which it was purchased).

Behavioral evaluation each student will identify at least two

reasons why the doughnuts the class bought were the best buy for their

5 5
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.needs.

Preparation: discuss the ways in which foods may be marketed

and the varying prices of the same or similar items. Suggest

that it is worthwhile to examine costa, weights, and quantitities

instead of :just picking up the first item seep". Demonstrate the

value of saving even one cent on an item by/hypothesizing how

much money a person might have if he/she/saved one cent on every

doughnut he/she bought over ten years' (e.g. figure three dough-

nuts a week, $1.56 a year, $15.60 over ten years).

Resources: doughnut funding,` transportation.

b. Activity: have each student bring in the name.of a toy or game

that he/she has seen advertised on television (e.g. on Saturday

morning cartoons) and describe what he/she thinks the manufacturing

company is trying to accomplish by advertising. Ask students why

they think toys and children's cereals are usually advertised on

children's programs. If possible, have students consider simple,

specific ways in which advertisers try to entice buyers (e.g.

saying their product is the best, making consumers feel they must

have it, elaborate - and costly - packaging, etc.). Encourage

students to identify the influence advertising has had on them

personally.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will describe, to'the satis-

faction of the teacher or .counselor, why companies advertise.

Preparation: discuss the nature of advertising - that is meant

to inform the public of goods available, but also that its main

purpose is to sell those goods. Suggest that one needs to be a-

ware of how advertising affects buyers in order to judge rationally

what he/she wants to purchase.--
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/Resources: television progran(s).

2. Developmental objective: to be able to recognize the rudiments of

credit buying.

a. Activity: give each student a hypothetical or play money $1000

and have him/her decide what he/she would do with it if he/she

needed both a place to live and a car. If any student's family

owns a home, haye him/her interview his/her parents and report

back to the class a simple description of,mortgage payments, down

payments, and bank financing. Those students whose families rent
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a
aprtments or house should,make a similar study on rental rates and

security deposits. Have a parent or school staff Member cone to

speak on financing a car. Discuss the advantage of being able to

buy on credit (very few people can buy a car o tright, fever still

a house) but, also the costs of such an arrari ement (interest rates).

Encourage students to project themselves its o a credit buying situ-

!

ation. Have two students role play a situation in whibh.a persOn

has to keep making payments to a creditor on a toy that no longer

works. How does it feel? Does it seem worthwhile? Can a Situa=

tion like that be avoided? Sometimes?

Behavioral evaluation: each student will give, to the teacher's ote

counselor's satisfaction, at least one reason for buying on credit

and one reason for avoiding. it if possible.

Preparation: suggest that there are alternatives to paying cash for

items, particulary large ones, and that credit buying allows us

to buy things we mightnot be able to buy at all otherwise, but

stress that we pay a price for such a convenience. Explain credit

costs as kinds of interest the stores or finance companies charge

the consumer for "lending" him/her the money (i.e. not making him/

5
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heypay the full cost right away).

Resources: role playing.

b. Activity: have student list all of the things they bought in the

last two weeks--a candy bar, a box of taisins, a toy car. Have

them identify which items they paid for themselves-and which were

paid for by parents, or someone ,lse. Then have two students role

play a scene in which one-stu ent wants to buy something he/she

can't pay for at that.time. This student has to convince another f

to finance this expenditue. For the consumer: what sorts of in

formation would be convdcing? How much would you be willing to pay'

//
to have a pretzel fin need? How much would be required? How lon

would you have to off your debt? Would it still seem worth- 1
/

/while at the end o that time? For the creditor: W at do you

want to know before financing another's purchase What is a fair \

1,pprice for,youri/seryice: Will you yeah later'that you hadn't lent

the money 6/ecause you need it or have trouble getting tback)?

Then have the same students reverse toles and see if th re are any

differences, or have others play the scene:

Behavioral evaluation: each student will give, to the teacher's or

counselor's satisfaction, at least two things about buyng on

credit that4everyone should know before doing it.

Preparation: continue work on defining credit. Go into the costs

of it more. thoroughly and specifically and into the fact that you

can use credit to purchase a great many articles, large or small,

and that fact itself may or may not be a fortunate one.

Resources: role playing.
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XX. REED: \ECONOMIC SKILLS.(4-0)

A. Unit goal: to facilitate the development of money management skills.

1. Devekopmental objective: to be able to yeistand and utilize the

,fundamental concepts of household planning and budgeting.

a. Activity: have students break up into family sized groups. Each

group role plays a family situation, at mealtime, in which one mem-

ber demands steak and doesn't see why he/she shouldn't be able to

have it all the time. Another might play the same role about food,

e.g. expensive ice cream. The other members' job is to convince the

demanding members that if special treats are planned, budieted and/

or saved for, there is a greater chance that all members will be

pleased without the family's hiving to spend more than is affOrd-
_

able. Students should research the prices of the foods they use

in the activity and then, wit1 a given weekly salary, set up a

reasonable and equitable schesilule. fir purchasing the special

fOods.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will give at least three pos-,,

sible negative results frominot planning or budgeting a family's

food allowance.

Preparation: review thethe importance of planning in decision making

activities and extend it to financial resources. Deal with impulse

buying as something that lis harmful only when it gets out-of-,handi

i.. large amounts of money, it is done often, money is critically

needed for essentials, etc. Suggest that an occasional, 'Small

impulsive purchasemayibe healthy for one's psychological state,

but that budgeting has/many advantages for most of the expendi-

tures of a family. '

Resources: role playing.

1.;
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b. Activity: have the class as a whole consider a hypothetical family

of six children, all in school, a father who works and takes home

about $450. a month and a mother who works and takes home about

$350. a month. Say it is the first week in July and the parents

haven't begun to think about the childrens' coming school needs in

September. But they will all need new shoes and at least three

'new sets of clothing each. If they wait until the end of August to /

start thinking about it, what is the likely result? What sorts of

things could parents buy now? What thingi would be best postponed

until school opening? Could the parents start putting aside some

money now? Could they-estimate prices? Should they? Are they

"worry warts" for thinking about all that money so soon? Would

things be better if they worried about it when it got here?

Students should research and estimate the cost of six pairs of I'

school shoes and eighteen sets of school clothing and then recon-

Bider their planning methods (or lack of planning methods). Some

methods can be role played to show results.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will describe, to the satis-

faction of the teacher or counselor, at least one situation in his/

her own family life when predicted expenditures were planned or

budgeted, and give one advantage of that process.

Preparation: same as XX, A, 1, a.

Resources: role playing, department store catalogues for aid in

pricing items.

2. Developmerital objective:. to be able to understand various motives for

saving.

a. Activity: have,each student interview one, of his/her parents or

other adult Do find out the three biggest purchases he/she ever
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made that were possible through saving, e.g. a car, a really good

outfit of clothing, etc. Have students find out how long the savings

took to be accumulated, whether it was difficult or not, whether

the saver ever got discouraged or was tempted to abandon the savings

project. Have students do a body pantomime'of the object saved for

and other students guess what it is. Then they can talk about whe-

ther they would be willing to save for such an item, or why it was

more important to the parent or adult than it might be to the stu-,

dent. 'Students should include intangible items like money for educe-

Lion, training, insurance, hospital bills, etc. Discuss motives

and the difficulties involved in saving for goods or services al-

ready spent and/or utilized (e.g. an old hospital bill).

Behavioral evaluation: each student will make a chart with drawings

on the left to represent at leastwo tangible saved-for objects and

at least one intangible saved-for object mentioned\in the activity.

In the middle column these will be ranked accordingto base ex-
.

pense. In the right hand column they will be ranked again ac-

cording to each student's opinion of how difficult it would be

for him/her to for such an item.

Preparation: teview the concept of saving and relate it to differing

values- and:life needs.

Resources: pantomiming.

b. Activity: havestudents make a sunny day/rainy day collage of

photographs, magazines, pictures, etc. to represent all the things

they might wadi -,.to have money for unexpectedly--a cheeseburger,

a special football on sale for only a week, a library fine at

school. The emphasis should be on the unforseen uses of money,

positive or negative. Each student should be able to explain or

_A
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expand on his/her contribution. Students can share their opinions

on what might come along unexpeCtedly, that would require money and

how these events could be coped with.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will pantomime one object or

occurance for which he/she used previously saved money that had

not been earmarked (or money that had been earmarked for something

else, but was changed by the circumstance).

Preparation: same as XX, A, 2, aj suggest that having a little

money for no particular purpose can be a comfortable way to allow

oneself some "impulse spending" in a harmless fashion. Don't

dwell on rainy day items, especially calamitous ones, but mention

that some of the unexpected things that come along might not be

that much fun (losing your brother's dollar) but that these situa-

tions can be eased with a little savings.

Resources: art materials, pantomiming for evaluation.

B. Unit goal: to promote the use of economic informat/on in developing con-
/

sumer skills.
i\

1. Developmental objective: to be able to recognize the differences be-

/

tween necessities and luxuries.

a. Activity: in connectio with a social studies class or history class

have students keep a running of those things that might be

considered necessities for them (e.g. heavy mittens for winter) but

also might be considered luXuries for some other population (e.g.

Hawaiian children using mittens for play). Have students reverse\

the process, too, to include those goods which they would consider

//

luxuries (e.g. canoe) -that would be necessities elsewhere (e.g.

canoe in some of the native Filipino settlements). Have students

consider the influ nces of differing environments and values in
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making such designations.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will describe, to the satis

faction of the teacher or counselor, at least two criteria he/she

use(d).in categorizing necessities and luxuries.

Preparation: suggest to students that there is a difference

between what is really needed to survive in health and well being

and what is extravagant or just pleasure producing--but that sometimes

pe le will not be able to agree on categorization. Suggest that

cultu al climates may influence opinions, as well as facts, con-

cerning what is needed and what is luxurious (i.e. an article may

actually be needed in one culture and not another, but also one

. culture may make its people think it needs anarticle, also. Do

not imply that luxuries are wasteful or bad, merely that necessities

come first.: Stress conscious individual assessment of necessities

as opposed.to_blin0 ag.ceptancelosteredby media, rppr pressure,

etc.

Resources: pantomiming.

b. Activity: have students break up into two teams, one to represent

necessities, the other luxuries. Each team develops a list

/

f what

its members consideroappropriate items for its own age group and for
.

its,own general living style. Have members of eachlteam pantomime

examples from their lists while members.of the other team guess

their identify. The winning team identifies the most examples

correctly. Students should be encouraged to challenge one another's

designations and defend their positions.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will label correctly, to the

satisfaction of the teacher or counselor, at least six of the fol-

lowing, N for necessity and L for luxury.
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ice cream

jacket.

basketball

bubble gum

shoes

TV

vegetables

bus money

Where there is dispute, each student will defend (satisfactorily)his/

her position.

Preparation: same as XX, B, 1, a.

Resources: pantomiming.

2. Developmental objective: to be able to identify various asISIcts of

credit buying.

a. Activity: have students take a field trip to the local office of

a bank, or have a loan officer as a guest speaker. Students

should learn about mortgage payment percentages - what is high,

what is low, how it changes; car financing - what is a large

loan or a small one, what is an average term for a loan, etc.;

business loans - how are they different from individual loans,

which conditions are advantageous for which kinds of businesses,

etc. and which kinds of loans are more expensive in terms of per-

centage of original price. Students should associate useable in-
-

formation with she vocabulary involved. Also, mention can be

made of revolving credit as itis used in some retail stores (see

Sears Catalogue) - what does 11/2% per month mean on a yearly basis?

What happens when you don't pay within.30 days? How much can

it cost to use credit at 9% for a 20 year home mortgage on $15,000?
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for a three year car loan at 12% on $3000? a revolving charge

at 14% per month for a yeat on $250? (use real examples e.g.

15 year mortgage on $15,000 may cost over $10,000)

Behavioral evaluation:
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each student will identify local, current;

interest rates for a bank financed business loan of $3,500; a

finance company rate for an automobile loan of $2,500; and a

revolving charge account on $500. Each student will then identify

in terms of percentage of original product charged. for extension

of credit, which loan is likely to be the most expensive.

Preparation: suggest that there are many kinds of credit- and hat

some special companies handle nothing else. Review the vocabulary

for identifying kinds of credit. Ask students to identify items
N\

in their own homes that were bought on credit, and if possible,

where the credit originated.

Resources: bank speaker or/and transportation.

b. Activity: take students to the local appliance dealer and have him/

her speak to students - about the number of people who buy color

televisions on credit. What is the minimum down payment the dealer

will accept? About what percentage of his/her customers pay in

full at the beginning? How many get behind in payments? How many

never pay at- all? What does this do to overall'rates? Do cus-

Comers resent paying when the television needs repa its (not warranty

covered) and can't afford to make them because of the payments still

outstanding on the set itself? Encourage students to ask frank

questions a%out credit buying.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify at least three

different ways of utilizing credit to buy a color television set

(e.g. pay 757. down, the rest in weekly installments fot six months;
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4 or pay 107. down, the rest over the next two years) and indicate

which he/she thinks is the best plan for him/herself and give,

to the satisfaction of the teacher or counselor, at least one

reason why.

Preparation: same as XX, B, 2, a;. suggest there are many de-

grees of using credit,_some more suitable for some than others, by

virtue of income level, values, willingness to be in debt, etc.

Resources: televisidn appliance speaker; transportation.

V
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XX. NEED: ECONOMIC SKILLS (7-9)

A. Unit goal: to facilitate the development of money management skills.

1. Developmental objective: to be able to recognize the economic

nature of contemporary urban family life.

a. Activity: have students make a list of all*the foods and their

costs that they and their families consume over a 48 hour period.

This should include snacks (potato chips, coke) and meals out

(hamburger after school, lunch in the school cafeteria). Then

they should do the same for transportation--buses, subways and

Trains taken, tolls or parking fees, gasoline and oil. In

class, these totals can be added and then averaged. Students should
N

comparetheseNwith, say, rural America in the 1850's (or any time

or place) by estimating the kinds of expenses people may have had

then. Did !hey eat out often at restaurants? They didn't have

automobiles, but had to feed and house the horses. What about

convenience foods and snacks? What about commuterism? Discuss

self sufficiency versus specialization. (social studies class;

family living class; industrial arts class; guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list three expenses his/

her family has in daily living that would not have been prevalent

150 years ago.

Preparation: suggest that a greater exchange of currency occurs

as people become more dependent on others for both goods and ser-

vices which they need to learn to purchase.

Resources: library materials.

b. Activity: have students take five snap shots around the house

that represent general maintenance expenses chat every family

probably has to deal with at one time or another (e.g. leaky
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roof, car insurance bills, medicine bottle, etc.) Students

should make a-list, eltthinating duplications and estimate monthly

family ,(for his/het own family) expenditures for each item, as

averaged over a year's time. Widely varying repairs (such as a

leaky roof) can either be included or not depending on particu-

lar student's choice or experience (e.g. if his/her family is

always having to get the roof fixed, it should be included).

Selected photographs can be made into a b000klet on a local

view of economic expenditures of contemporary, urban, American

life and could be compared/contrasted with materials on other

times and/or cultures. (social studies class; family li ving

class; guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify the two greatest

expenses in his/her accounting of family maintenance economics and

at least three other identified by classmates.

Preparation: same as XX, A, 1, a; expand on the modernhousehold's

status as provider of only some goods and services; stress the

economic base of specialization. In activity, if necessary, con-

tribute enough items to make a fairly complete listing of house-

hold expenses. Some discussion might focus on the fact that what

some people may consider an absolute necessity (e.g. health insur-

"ance) seems extraneous to others.

Resources: camera(s).

-2. Developmental objective:. to be able to recognize and manage personal

expenses.

a. Activity: have students list for themselves all the things they

need money for within a normal one week period from Sunday night

to Sunday night. Have several pantomime individual (perhaps
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unique) expenses for others to guess. Students should discuss

which expenses they could reasonably take on for themselves (e.g.

going to the movies) and which are basically parental responsibi-

lities (e.g. perhaps lunch money,) and in what circumstances these

responsibilities would hold (i.e.-you have to have some source of

income to be responsibly for any expense). Students should identi-

fy various sources of income available to people of their general

fage level and location. Some discussion might evolve from the con-

sideration of what is parental responsibility versus student respon-

sibility. Encourage rational explanations for positions taken.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will arrive at a single mon.-

thly sum of money that would finance his/her personal expenses in

the manner to which he/she is accustomed and then he/she will il-

lustrate its break down,

Preparation: ask students how their expenses are financed - through

money received from allowance, earned from jobs, given as needed (or

asked forrbiParents, etc. Have students evaluate each of the

methods they identify and state which they feel is best.

Resources: pantomiming.

Activity: have students make an economic booklet on budgeting

by projecting themselves as adults thirty years old. Have students

break up into groups to research the costs of housing, clothing,

food,, etc. Have them hypothesize a certain family size, occupa-,

tionqs), and annual imcome. These should be based on hopeful ex-

pectation - not on current family state. For these figures and in-

formation researched from groups in the field, students can dev-
,

clop a pe,centage*based balanced budget on how the annual figure

would be broken down. The booklet can be illustraited (e.g.
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housing, 25%) and should include as many expenses as can be iden-

tified.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will give the percentages i-

dentified for at least the six largest areas of expense and label.

Preparation: suggest that while it may seem very nice to manage

one's own expenses, there will be a time soon when he/she will

have to manage all economic areas of his/her life. Stress the

importance of information, skill development and practice and eval-

uation of one's own values for successful financial management.

Resources:

B. Unit goal: to promote the use of economic considerations in developing

consumer skills.

1. Developmental objective: to be able to evalUate certain economic al-

ternative; in terms of self values.

R. Activirn: set up a story situation in which a young couple lived

in an adequate but definitely not luxurious apartment building.

NN

The rent they paid was about 25% of-their combinedincomes. The

neighborhood was:old and constantly changing in ethnic makeup, but

the rent stayed constant. Each of the two were given raises and

odere promoted so that after five years, they had a good deal more

t.
income than they had when they first rented the, apartment. They

rather liked the apartment but began to feel that they "ought" to

move. Have students discuss the elements that go in) such a deci-

sion. What is the nature of the pressure on the consumer to live

as "high" as e/she can afford? What is the nature of the associa-

tion between level of consumption and presumed level of worth?

What are some other uses this couple could make of their extra

money if they didn't move? Would it seem odd to students if the

couple stay'd? How would their economic consumption patterns \
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change if they did move to a more expensive,apartment? Would

there be concomitant rises in other expenses? Students can chal-

lenge one another's conclusions and several varying. groups could

role play the results of settling on one alternative or the other.

Behavioral evaluation: each student will give and rank according

to his/her opinion of worth, three alternatives the couple had and '

give, to the satisfaction of the teach r or counselor, one reason:

why the first choice would be best for tim/herself.

Preparation: stress the importance of nowing one's own value's in

cons..mer decision macng and of being ab e to resist pressures if

they encourage buying for buying's sake. Suggest that some forms

of group advertising and particularly some aimed at lower econ-

omic groups, may put undue stress on a "need" to accumulate posse-
.

ssions.

Resources: role playing.

b. Activity: have the class make a symbols cO loge to represent the

single thing - object or not - that each student would buy with a

hypothetical $1000. To make their individua contributions stu-

dents should researtch their choices to devel1pp an economically

realistic vantage point. For example, a student might use a tra-

vel brochure for a special vacation trip, but
\

e/she should plan

ttransportation, lodging and other fees, or a s udent might use a

toy boat to represent a certain kind dreamed - about boat, but he/

she also indicate the cost of the real boat and how far time $1000

would take him/her in the purchase of it. Othe inclusions might

represent a motorcycle or part of a down paymen on a car, or

tuition fee. Symbols should be colorful. (gui ance 'activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify three of his/her

classmates' things to buy and describe the p;:rt f the $1000

575
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would play (e.g. complete purchase, complete down payment, par-

,tial,purchase, etc,) in the purchase of each. \Then each stu-

dent will relate dch choice to/one value (e.g., boat: : fun:

tuition: :education):,

Preparation: discuss the necessity* of obtaining and, using econ-

omic facts in decision making related to consumer patterns.

Resources: art materials.

2. Developmental objective: to be able to associate the.effects of var-

ious amounts of credit buying With some elements of life style.

a. Activity: have students break up into tw9, groups. One group,

incorporatingpreviousworkdoneoncredit, lists all the advan-

tages of credit and being able to it. The other group 14'sts

all the disadvantages. Each gr4p should try to convince the other

of it's point of view in a gailie by making a statement regarding the

advantages of its position. The other group must then make a state-
/

fr went challenging, reNting, or clarifying the first staement. The

leader should be moperator, accepting Statements or not.

For c.xample:

. ADVANTAGES GROUP

':With credit you can buy all

DISADVANTAGES GROUP

"Yes, but you pay far it

kinds of great stuff when you sometime and actually pay

don't have the sash". more for it".

"Credit can-allow you to take ad- "Yes, but the item should

vantage of sale prices when you be one you know you.need

don't have cash and still save 1 andlplannedto purchase".

above the Price of the credit".

Behavioral evaluation: each student will place him/herself,on the \

continuum and give, to the satisfaCtion of the teacher or counselor
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at least two reasons for his/her designation.

BEST BUYING POLICY

NO CREDIT EVERYTHING ON CREDIT

/ / / / / '1 / /

Resources: ,

-,.

b. Activity'/ have each student make a clay figure representing the

-"Creditee". These can be free form, abstract, realistic, etc.

They may be repreSented as a flashy, flamboyant dresser who i self

Iconfident and pro d, or a downtroddent and insecure head of the

faMily, a Secure Moderate, and Austere Reluctant, etc. The fi-
*-

gures-should be mixed and the students 'should try to guess each

other's figures and the messages (and guess who made each).,

(guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will describe his/her-clay

figure in three adjectives or phrases listed in descending Order

of prominence. For example

feels.free.
well thought out decsions
in control of payments

insecure
afraid

over-extended

Preparation: review the problems associated with over buying on

V credit, but stress the positive use of it (rather than total ab-
; ,

stinence) as it allows for sone stable securities .(a nome) or

necessities, (a car). Emphasize rational control:.

Resources: clay materials.
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XX. NEED: ECONOMIC SKILL (10-12)

A. Unit goal.: to facilitate the development of money management skills.

C

I. Developmental objective': to be able to 'recognize the economic.na-

ture of contemporary urban family life.

a. .Activity: have students diVide into two teams, the first team.

composed of those stuldents who plan or want to leave home fol-

lowing high school (or willing to play the role) and those who

expect or want to stay home. (or those willing to play the role).

The' at-home group should research the approximate costs to_a family

of an eighteen year old, who does not contribute at all to the fam-

ily finances (or who does contribute a specific amount). The

,

other students should research the costs of being on their own -

rental costs, food, utilities, clothing, transportation, etc.

Each team should try to convince the other that its own positibfi'-

is the most advisable in terms of expe7 ye to self and to family,

(other considerations such as eagerness to be on one's own or to

-telieve-parents-should-also-be-mad4.---Students-electing_to_stay_

at home should `consider how much in the way of financial contribu-

tion'they "ought" to make (e.g. nominal rent? weekly contribu-

tion to food?) and the ways in which they might make the money to

do it. (social studies class; family living class; economics

class; guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will state his/her own posi-

tion on the question of staying at home or not and give, to the

satisfaction of the teacher or counselor, three ways in which he/

she could fulfill the economic obligations he/she feels go along

with the position taken.

Preparation: continue work on family costs and*connect these to
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the grdwing independence of the student. Stress the necessity for .

the individual to evaluate his/her own particular values, maturity

level, environmental press, etc..

Resources: role playing.

b. Activity: have students break up into groups. Each group should

'-
represent a different si7ed family in differen t life stages (e.g.

young couple just marriedi family of two young children, family of

four teenaged children, etc..). Develop a budge from.previous ac-

Livities and agree on three desired items (e.'g. colbr television,

good couch, Mice car) and have each group develop a tentative plan

of when and how to pUrchase them (assuming family size remains

stable). Necessities have to be considered, along with credit

rated and' philosophies (i.e. how much to buy on.credit), etc. Have

students share and discuss their plans and challenge one another's

assessments. (social studies claim; famljly living _class; econ-

omics class; guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will give at iiiiiii-t-Wexamples

of items he/she has purchased (or plans to purchase) by saving and/

or planning and will describe to the satisfaction of the teacher or

counselor, the plan incorporated.

Preparation: discuss the necessityto evaluate one's own economic

situation when planning to make purchases. Suggest that a family

ofsix needs to consider a different set of "presses" than does a

young couple without children.

Resources:

Developmental objective: to be able to manage personal expenses.

A. Activity: ShaVe students make a two part poster title BROKE. 'The

first part should represent the way it feels to be 'broke: frus-
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trated, depressed, resigned, expected, eta. The second part should

represent ways to alleviate the condition. Students can use any

J-
materials - photographs, pictures, drawings and should discuss the

individual differences in the reactions to being broke and in re-
_

mediei. Emphasis should be placed on the variety of ways a student

can earn money and special attention can be paid to the being in

control of, rather than the victim of one's own economic needs.

(social studies class; economic class; psychology class; guidance

activity)

Behavioral evaluation:' -each student will identify, to the satisfac-
-

tion of the teacher or counselor; the way In.Which he/she manages

his/her own expenses and will also identify the source(s)of his/

her personal income.

?reparation: discuss with students. what they have 4n the way"of

personal expenses (dating, transportation, etc.) and how they handle.

them. Encourage frank appraisals.

b. Activity: haveStudents 'construct a model to represent the

sources they prediat will finance the first two years after they

leave school. Trai ing, tuition and living expenses. would be

considered along with parental support, salary, and/or scholarships.

Models should be developed from any media - clay, 4drawings, charts,

junk collage, blueprinting, etc. Students should share their work

and evaluate considerations made: (social studies cl,Ss; economics
/

class; guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify two plans for

financing his first two years outof school made by other students

and also his/her own which he/she will rate foi sdequacy on an

580
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/

arbitrary scale (one to five with one being wholly adecluate)..

Individual counseling sessions should follow.

Preparation: determine how much students have,planned the Oats

of the years immediately following school. Can they make a rough

statement of what/they'll need? Obviously, this requiressome
/

`clarification of specific plans. Do they hive/any idea where it

will come from? Do those who plan'to work right away know realis-

tically what they'll earn? what they'll need? 'Do those planning

further training know how to finance it or where to go for aid?

Resources: art materials.

B. -Unit goal: to promote the,use of 'economic consideration in developing

consumer skills.

1. Developmental objective: ' to be able to associate consumer patterns with

O

career choices.

a. Activity: have students:break up into several, groups of four or

five each. Each group should choose a particular job to represent,

one they are interested, in or one that seems appealing in a fantasy

way or even one they hate rejected. Then each group investigates

the'salary levels, likely living arrangements, general life style.

From these considerations, each group should develop a simple

//general pattern of consumption that would be appropriate and role

play it (e.g, shopping for a yacht, payin off several loans,

buying a certain kind of house, using food stamps, etc.). Other

students should try to guess the general le el (professional,

skilled, etc.) of the, occupations portrayed. (economics class; .

social studies class; family living class; guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify the two occupa-

tions among those portrayed that he/she considers the furthest
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from one another (at polar opposites') and give, to the satisfac-

tion of the teacher or caunselor,sat least two distinctive quali-

ties of consumption style or level that led'ta that identification;'

Preparation: review work on life Style and compare it to_gonz'

sumer styles. Encourage a general discussion of-individual con-

sumer variation's withing a single economic grouping as well as

Across groupings. .

, .

Resources: ourcea for job Enformatiod (career center, union lit-

erature, etc.)

b. Activity: have each student make an illustrated graph dr chart

which first labels probable career, analternative career, and then

projects a basic consumer pattern for one year after high school,

ten years and twenty years afterhigh school; Patterns should in-

clude what type of living' quarters, what kind of car, what kind of

food, etc.' Shifts from time periods should be accounted for (e.g.

much more money for house after, fifteen years than after one be-

cause my .career promises promotions and better salaries) as well

es. significant shifts from the preferable to the alternative career

(if' the original choice is lawyer and the Alternative is letter

.cariLer, some notation of varied consumption patterns should be

Made). (social studies class; economics class; guidance activity)

ehavioral evaluation: each student will in a counseling inter-

iew, reconcile, to the counselor's satisfaCtion, his/her pro-

1

j,cted career With projected consumer patterns.

Pr\eparation: same PS XX, 8, 1, a.

Resources: art miterials.

.

2. Developmental objective: to identify one's own position on the use of

\

credit uying through the use of economic information and incorporated

K\,,,

"
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-Activity: have each student (or groups of two or three) select a

single, large item-he/the would like to purchase (car; houseo stereo,
system) and research it. Students _should give themselves a hypo-,

thetical yearly salary (matched as closely as, possible with probable

Career choice salaries'? and set about to find, out how to purchase

I

the item. They shouldl,identify cost of the item, rate at*Which 'Abe

interest is charged, length of time over which payments would be

made, the monthly payment, the total. amount of money the credit

.1 ./

would cost and the percentage that that amount is'of the origins

purchase price. Thete figures could be charted or graphed or just

identified. Students should also considerbvarious compromises and

alternatives to the original item e.g. a smaller television, or a

motorcycle without some of the originally preferred extras,. ---1

(math class; economics1/2class; social studies class guidance

activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will identify the range (froril

highest to lowest) fiTiance rates encountered by classmates and'

the percentage of the original price charged for his/her own purchase

(over the specified time)', for the extension of credit. In addition,

each student will answer 61e question Is-ii worth it? by .a "yes

or "no", and give to the satisfaction of the teache'r-,or codnselor,

1/2at least one reason why.

Preparation: review work on the'elements of credit, buying,. While

stressing the need to incorporate factual kformation (how ch
,

1/2

,
_.\

will it really cost?) with tell values (0 I really want itlhat
1/2

much?).

Resources':
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. b, Activity: have several students over eighteen write for a credit

card for a gasoline company, local department store or chain store;

Have students note all the reasons theyare refused (if they :ire)

the extensions of oredit (age, no previous credit rating, not em-
;

pioyed, marital status etc.).i In addition, a consumer-lawyer,,

or other expert, should speak to the class on the legal aspects

of credit compaily behavior - what is'illegal discrimination (e.g:

against Blacks,LPuerto Ricans, women, men with mAny"children, etc.)

and what is- illegal use of credit information- (i.e. confidentiality

,

,regulation, etc.). Other students should investigate the positive

` aspects of credit (by speaking to bank mortgage officers, etc.) and

so a sithple evaluation on their own familyt.seIffe style if credit

didn't exist at all. Together students' should be able to come up

with a, reasonably comprehensive booklet on credit (which could.be

circulatAd) - what you have to be or do to get it, what obligations

creditors have, creditees have, what creditors cannot do legally

(or what they can do), how to use credit purchasing (Ilat percen-

tage bankers consider most reasonable for particular income groups

though this may vary considerably among bankers, how people finance

homes, cars, vacations, improvements, children, etc. (economics

class; .social studies :class; guidance activity)

Behavioral evaluation: each student will list five things he/she

will probably buy on credit, and give, to the satisfaction of the

teacher or counselor, one reason why' for each:

Preparation: same as XX, B, 2,a; stress integration of disad-1

vantages and advantages of credit to come up with a balanced usage

of it.

Resources: consumer expert speaker.
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RESOURCES CITED IN UNIT MATERIALS

BY AREA'OF CONCERN K-12

SELF VOCABULARY.

Life Career Game
Western PlIblishing Co.
1220 Mound Avenue
Racine, Wisconsin 53404

My Book About Me
Dr. Seuss
Random House
New YOrk, New York

Sears Catalogue
Sears Roebuck Co.
Philadelphia,'1Pennsylvania

UNICEF dolls
U.S. Committee for UNICEF
331 E. 38th Street
New York, New York

SELF KNOWLEDGE

.Free To Be
Marlo Thomas, Ms.
Columbia Records
New York, New York

An Introduction,to Values Clarification
Educational and Consumer Relations
J.C. Penney Co., Inc.
1301 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10019

Job-0
CFKR Career Materials
P. O. Box 4
Belmont, California 94002

School Values Auction. Game
Educational Achievement Corporation
P. O. Box 7310
Waco, Texas 76710
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Search for Values

Pflaum/Standard
38 West Fifth Street
Dayton, Ohio 45402

When I Grow Up I Want To Be
Instructo Corporation

Pennsylvania 19301

SELF ATTITUDES

Black Box
Maclaster Scienctific
Rt. 111 and Everett Turnpike
Nashua:New Hampshire .03060

Dimensions of Personnlity
Pflaum Co.

1 38, West Fifth Street

Dayton, Ohio 45402

Discovering Your Persowity
Guidance Associates
757 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10017

DUSO Xies, Levels I and II
American Guidance Services, Inc.
Publishers Building
Circle Pines; Minnesota 55401

Understanding Our Feelings
Instruct° Corporation
Paoli, Pennsylvania 19301

Why Do We?
Eye Gate House
146-01 Archer Avenue
Jamaica, New., York 11435

CAREER VOCABULARY

Dictionary of Occupational Titles
U.S. Department bf Labor
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, D.C., 20402

Occupational Outlook Handbook
U.S. Department of Labor
U.S. Goyernment Printing Office
Washington, D.C. 204 02
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People We Know
Learning Resource Center, Inc.
10655 S. W. Green burg Road
ortland, Oregon 97223

People Who.Influence Others
Guidance AsSoOates
757,Thirclue

_New2Yoik, New York 10017

People Who Make Things.
Guidance Associates
757 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10017

People Who Organize Facts
Guidance Associates
75\1 ThirdAvenue
New Yotk, New York 10017

The Wonderful World.of WI k
DenoYirGeppert
5235 Ravenwood Avenue
ChicagovIllinois 60640

CAREER KNOWLEDGE

Career Counseling Films
Pennsylvania Guidande Se vice'..C4ter
5301 Jonestown Road

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17112

Career Deciaions: Findin41 Getting, and Keeping a ob

\\,
Educational and Consumer Relations
J. C. Penney .Co., Inc.
1301 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10019

Caieer Values: What Really Matters to You

Guidance Associates
,757 Third Avenui
Nel,york, New York 10017

Careers and Lifestyles
Guidance Associates
757 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10017

Discovery
Scholastic Book Service
904 Sylvan Avenue
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 07632

Exploring the World of Work

Edueationai
9
Activities, Inc.

P. . Box 2
FreOeport, New York 11520 87



Getting and Keeping the Job You Want, Part TI
Eye Gate House .

,

146-4)1 Archer Ayenue
Jamaica, New York 1.1435 /

My Mother Works
Eft- GatelloUse

146-01. Archer Avenue
Jamaica, New York 11435

'PENNscrpt
PENNscrpt Production Center
5301 Jonestown Road
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania -17112

Worker Chanadesaame
EdU4ti6nal-Achievement Corporation
P.OABcx 7310
Waco" )Texas 76710

,When I47.i:ow Up I Want To Be

' Instrdcto Corporation
Paoli, Pennsylvani 19301 '

I

CAREER ATTITUDES

The ABC's of Getting and Keeping:a Job
Eye Gate House,.
146-01 Archer Avenue
.Jamaica, New York 11435

Career Decisions: Finding, Getting, and Keeping a Job
pudational and Consumer Relations
J, C. Pennedy Co., Inc.
1301 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10019

Career Vala: What Really Matters to Yod .

Guidance Associates
757 Third Ailnue
New York, New York 40019

DiscoVery
Scholastic Book Service
904 Sylvan Avenue
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey 07632

Foundations foraccupational Planfltng
Singer Education and Training Center
1345 Deversey Parkway
Chicago, Illinois 60614
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Game Sim Series I
California Learning Simulations
'750 Lurline Drive
Foster City, California 94404

Jobs and Gender
Guidance Associates
757 Third Avenue,
New York, New York nor:

Kuder Interest Inventory Form E

G. Frderic Kuder
Science Research Associates, Inc.
259 East Erie Street
Chicago, Illinois 60611

'Vocational Decisions
Singer Education/and Training Center
1345 Deversey ytrkWay
Chicago, Illinois 60614.

What Do You Expect of Others
Guidance Associates
757' Third Avenue

New York, Newlork 10017

What Happens Between People.
Guidance. Associates
757,Third Avenue
New York, New York 10017

CAREER SKILLS

4

Discovery
to

ScholafitIc Book Service

Sylvan Avenue
,Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey 67632

Dictionary of Occupational Titles`
U. S. Department of Labor
V. S, Goverriment'Printing Office
Washington D. C. 20402

Exploring the World of\Work
Educational Activities, Inc.
P. O. Box 392
Freeport, New York 11520

j

Kuder Interest Inyentoty Form E
G. Fraderic'Kuder
Science Research Atsoicates

259 East Erie Street
Chicago, IllinoiS7606,11



L)cfpalitInal: tloOk Handbook
\ S. pcipa:tmolt....pf,Labor

U. S. Government ii-iating Office
Washington C. 20402

/

EDUCATIONAL ATTITUDES

Dottie and Tier Dad
American Dental Association
Bureau of Audiovisual 'Service
211 East ago Avende'

Chica , Illinois 60611

Education: Who Needs It?-'
Counselor Films, Inc:"
2100 Locust St3'eeye'

Philadelphia, perinsylvania 19103

Henry Phis Ahead/
MoOern Talking Picture Service
J. P. Milley and Son, Inc.
2009 North Third Street
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania' 17105

How to Succeed in High'School by Trying
Guidance. Associates
757 Third Avenue
New York,: New-York 10017

Others' Values/Your Values: Understanding Values
- -

Eye Gate House
146-01 Arche± Avenue
Jamaica, NewYork 11435

Seeking-Independence
Guidance Associates
7'57 Third Avenue

New York, New'York 10017

DECISION MAKING VOCABULARY

-""

Decisions-and Outcomes - Deciding
College Entrance Examination'Ioard
Box 259 ,

Prinpee6Wn, New. Jersey 08540

Career ResourCeCerter
Norma Mountan

....--

Noitth Hills School District

4900 Perry Highway
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15229.
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"Work Values and Academic Achievement"

N. Sprinthall
Vocational Guidance Quarterly, September 1966

DECISION MAKING KNOWLEDGE

Discovery
Scholastic Book;Servic,
904 Sylvan Avenue
Englewood Cliffs, New 'Jersey 07632

Life Career Game
Western Publishing Co.
1220 Mound Avenue
Racine, Wisconsin 53404

Making Decisions
Eye Gate House
i46-01' Archer Avenue
Jamaica, New YOrk 11435

\_

DECISION MAKING ATTITUDES

Career. Decisions: Findin: Getfill'' and Kee n Job

. Educational,and ConsumerRelations
\ J. C. Penney Co., -Inc. 1

1301 Avenue of'the Americas
New York; New York 4.0019

Careerar Values: Wh'at Really Matters to You

C Guidance Associates
757 Third Avenue

NewChicago, 'Illinois 60614

York, New York,-10011

,Ounseling in Vocaional.Decisions ,

Singer Education andTraining Center
,1345 Deversey Parkway

Future, Shock.
Alvin Toffler
Random House
New York, New York

,.,

An Introduction to` Values C1aiification

, .

.. ,

Educational and Consumer Relations
J. C. Penney ,Co., Inc.'
1301 Avenue of the Americas
New York; New York '10019

1
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------- Eye Gate House
146-01 ArCher Avenue
Jamaica, New York 11435

lob-0
CFKR areer Materials
P. O. Box' 4 \

Belmont, California 94002

Jobs and Gender
Guidance Associates
757 Third Avenue
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